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APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE USED TO STRUCTURE THE INTERVIEWS IN THE
PRELIMINARY STUDY
PART ONE A. - BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
1. Age




5. Major (ie General, Practical, etc.)
6. Instruments played (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
7. Did you have music as a Matric subject?










PART ONE B - ISSUES SURROUNDING STUDENTS' G~LS
1. What w@re your original reasons/conc@ptions/goals for
wanting to study IIIUbic?
Wait for a spontaneous respons@ and then narrow it
down to either:
- professional reasons: wanting to ma~e a I iving out
of working wi th mu s l c
- liberal, ~ducational reasons: wanting merely to
expand on one's general education and ~nowledge
2. What attracted you to this particular chosen
institution?
3. Before embarking on this course of study, did yOU have
any idea of what would be required of yOU to reach
your goals?
4. Before embarking on this course, did yOU have any .idea
how the curriculum you chose would be suited to
helping you achieve your goals?
5. Has the "university experience" (the "hidden
curriculum">, apart from the actual curriculum,
clarified for you what is required of you to achieve
your .goals?
6. Has the curriculum itself created the opportunity for
yOU to work through what is necessary for you to
achieve your goals?
7. Do you feel that your original goals in question 1.
have changed?
- why?
a: Would YOU support the idea of a preparatory period
between leaving school and starting at university?
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PART ONE C - CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES
1. How confident are you about your career prospects as a
result of having completed your "training"?
2. What do YOU know about career opportunities for music
graduates in South Africa?
3. a) Have you ever consulted a careers guidance
counsellor?
b) Did YOU know about the facilities for career
guidance at UCT?
4. a) Do you intend-to do graduate study?
b) Why or why not?
c) If yes, where?,
5. I f YOU answered "No" to 4. above:
a) What career do you now intend following?
b) Have you already applied for employment?
c) Do you have a job?
6. If YOU answered "Professional" to question 1. in Part
One B:
a) Would you consider a career in something other
than music?
b) In what?
c) Why would you choose another career?
7. Do YOU think that the training you have undergone has
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PART TWO A - CURRICULAR ISSUES
Question 1. Using the following "rating scale", how would
yOU rate the IMPORTANCE of the subjects below; with
your goal in mind?
1. VITALLY IMPORTANT
2. FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
A. PRACTICAL STUDIES <Defined as any activity to do with
performi ng)
1) Principal Study (Technique, Studies, WorKs to be
performed; Concerti, etc)
2) Large Ensemble <Orchestra/Wind Ensemble/Chorus)
3) Small Ensemble ~Chamber Music)
4) Performers Class (Crit Class)
5) Sight Reading
B. GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP (Defined as any activity to do
with development of essential sKills)
1) Ear/Aural. training (In contact with an instructor)
2) Ear/Aural training <Programmed Self-Instruction)
3) Keyboard Harmony
4) Score-reading at the Keyboard
5) Sight Singing/Solfege
6) Elementary Conducting
7) Figured Bass at the Keyboard
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C. THEORETICAL STUDIES INCLUDING NON-MUSIC ELECTIVES
(Defined as the "academic" or "written" portion of the
curriculum.)
i) Harmony and Counterpoint





D. STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION (Defined as any activity or
subject that deals - specifically - with the training of
teachers.)
i) Skills in "school" instruments such as recorder.
Orff Instruments, etc
2) Practical Teaching Experience
3) Teaching Method (Instrumental/Vocal)
4) Teaching Method (Skills/Musicianship)
5) Pedagogy/Methodology
E. COMPOSITIONAL STUDIES (Defined as any subject that
would relate directly to the study of Composition.)
i) Composition
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QUESTION 2. Again, with your goal in mind, would
you say that over your four years here at the SACM




of the following subjects:
A. PRACTICAL STUDIES
1) Principal Study (Technique, Studies. Works to
be performed, Concerti, etc)
2) Large ensemble (Orchestra/Wind Ensemble/Chorus)
3) Small Ensemble (Chamber Music)
4) Performers Class (Crit Class)
5) Sight Reading
B. GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
1) Ear/Aural training (In contact with an instructor)
2) Ear/Aural training (Programmed Self-Instruction)
3) Keyboard Harmony
4) Score-reading at the keyboard
5) Sight Singing/Solfege
6) Elementary Conducting
7) Figured Bass at the keyboard
8) Keyboard studies tor non-keyboard majors
C. THEORETICAL STUDIES INCLUDING NON-MUSIC ELECTIVES
1) Harmony and Counterpoin~
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D. STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION
i) Skills in ffschool ff instruments such as recorder,
Orff Instruments, etc
2) Practical Teaching Experience
3) Teaching Method (Instrumental/Vocal)
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PART TWO B - FURTHER CURRICULAR ISSUES
1. a) In terms of your goals, how important do YOU rate
the development of the ability to express oneself
eloquently in writing through essays, seminars,
reports, theses, etc?
1 • VITALLY IMPORTANT
2. FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
b) Again, in terms of your goals, do you thinK yOU




of the training described in a) above?
2. Referring to subject content, which subjects yOU
completed related:
a) Strongly to your goals?
b) Which subjects did not?
3. How important do you rate the inter~relationship
between subjects within a curriculum?
1. VITALLY IMPORTANT
2. FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
4. a) Were there any subjects within your chosen
curriculum that supported/complemented/related to one
another; which ones?
b) Were there any subjects that could have










5. For non-pianists only;
a) Did YOU find the curriculum at the SACM 'geared'
towards the piano? In other words did the curriculum
cater more for pianists than other instrumental
majors?
b) Can yOU play the piano? What grade?
c) Did.you HAVE to do the piano? For how long?
d) Would it have helped or hindered you to have HAD
to do piano as part of the curriculum?
6. a) Do YOU think that the ear training/aural courses
were of sufficient quality to meet with the needs of
your goals?
b) If yoU said "No" to 6a) above, what do yOU feel
was missing?






a) instructive training in the development of the
ear/aural sense
b) methodic instruction in sight-singing/solfege
c) evaluation of your progress in this subject










r - .. - --
PART TWO C·- LEARNING ACTIVITIES
With regard to the following sUbjects, would you thinK yOU




of the following LEARNING ACTIVITIES:








B. HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT
Lectures
Tutor i al s
Seminars
Formal Examinations (Factual Recall)
Aural Analysis
Essays
Keyboard Harmony (as a means to study H+C)
Figured Bass (as a means to study H+C)
Performing worKs in class that are to be studied
Composing in the style that is to be studied





Formal Examinations (Factual Recall)
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APPENDIX II
RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE PRELIMINARY
STUDY
PART ONE A ..: BIOGRAPH I CAL I NFORMATI ON
Seventeen students responded to this part (Part One A) of
this questionnaire. Only fourteen of these
respondents completed the rest of the questionnaire -
this accounts for the difference between the number of
respondents in Part One A and the ensuing sections.
1. Age
Average age of fourth year students was 26.23 with a
distribution (youngest to oldest> as follows:








ABOVE 30 2 (33 AND 35)
2. Preyious postmatric qualifications and activities:
Student C worked and attended a Technikon. No formal
qual ifications.
·Student D did 3 years towards a SA (one credit to go>, did
a secretar i al course and worked for 2 years.
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student J worked in a professional chorus and has National
Diploma in Graphic Art Design.
Student K worked as a clerk
Student L did two years in the Army and Air Force and was
the director of the Airforce Choir.
Student a has an LTCL (Teaching) and worked for three years
as a· secretarYa
Student P has a UTLM.
Eight students had pre-College ffexperience ff• ie they did
not go straight from school to University.
All the others went straight from school to UCT and began
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6. Instruments Played,









I Sax Voice Guitar
J Voice Piano
K Voice Piano








2nd Studies (2 students did not do 2nd
Piano 11 Piano 4
Voice 2 Voice 5
Flute 2 Guitar 1
Guitar 1 Organ 1


















8. Do you have nperfect p1tchn?
No 13
Yes 4
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PART ONE B - ISSUES SURROUNDING STUDENTS' GOALS
1. What were your original reasons/conceptions/goals for
wanting to study music?
The number after each response indicates the number of
students that opted for that particular option.
professional reasons; wanting to make a living out
of working with music - 10
liberal, educational reasons; wanting merely to
expand on their general education and knowledge - 4
2. What attracted you to this particular chosen
institution?
It is close to home/Cape Town is my home town - 8
Cape Town as a city - 4
Because of a teacher - 3
The reputation of UCT - 1
3. Before embarking on this course of study, did you have




4. Before embarking on this course, did you have any idea
how the curriculum you chose would be suited to
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5. Has the ttunive~sity expe~iencett (the tthidden
cu~~iculumtt, etc) apa~t f~om the actual
cu~~iculum cla~ified fo~ you what is ~equi~ed of
you to achieve you~ goals?
No - 7
Yes - 7
6. Has the cu~~iculum itself c~eated the oppo~tuni"y
fo~ you to wo~k th~ough what is necessa~y fo~ you
to achieve you~ goals?
No - 8
Yes.. to a I imited extent - i
Yes - 5
7. Do you feel that you~ o~iginal goals
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Response
Yes - My goals have become more specific.
My goals are "higher".
No - I am only thinking of ways to broaden
my teaching experience.
No - No reasons.
Yes - I have realised that the more I found
out about music. the more fun it is.
Yes - I don't want always to be a music
teacher.
Yes - I have become mare realistic.
No - No reasons.
Yes - They have become less impulsive.
Yes - They have become clearer.
No - But I have taken knocks that have made
me come close to changing them.
No - maybe they have been enriched.
Yes - Subtly; they have become more
specific.
No - but my attitude towards my professional
goals tluctuates continuously.
Yes - They have become more realistic.
8. Would you support the idea ot a preparatory period
between leaving school and starting at university?
Yes - i3
No - 1
9. How do you see this period?
As a period af orientation to the new way ot University
life - 7
As a period ot academic and practical preparation - 3
As a time when students can grow older and more mature.
ie a matter ot age - 2
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PART ONE C - CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT 1SSUES
1. How confident are YOU about your carper prospects as a
result of havino completed your "trainino"?
Confident - 4
Quite confident 1
Not very confident 4
Not confident - 4
It fluctuates - 1
2. What do you .know about career opportunities for music
graduates in South Africa?
Nothing - 1
Not very much/very little - 5
Those students who mentioned only one possibility - 2
(This was "teaching")
Those students who mentioned only two possibilities 3
(All of them mentioned teaching and one other)
Those students who mentioned more than two - 3
(All of them mentioned teaching and others)
The "others" that were mentioned included:
Orchestral playing - 2
Police band - 1
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b) Did you know about the facilities
fo~ ca~eer guidance at UCT?
No - 5
Yes - 9















Why o~ why not?~
Response:
To furthe~ my knowledge and get a higher
sala~y.
I like varsity lite.
I am inte~ested in music therapy.
I enjoy studying.
I have an Education Depa~tment Bursary
and have obligations to do an HDE.
Why not? To stop with a bachelo~'s degree
when there is the opportunity to to a
Maste~'s, then why not? (After some
prompting to give a more acceptable answer
she said ~ha~ job oppor~uni~ies would
be better with a Mas"er's.i
I'm not su~e. (Because the student was not sure.
the question; "what would make up your
mind?" was put to him. The response to
that was; "Just interest".>
I did not learn enough at College. also
I would like to specialise.
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preparatory SMus to reach my goals.
I am not yet ready to stand up
professionally; also I would like to
gain the confidence to go further.
It would be a fulfilling experience.
I want to learn more. and post-graduate
study would lead me to a higher standard
of work.
The practical Master's is a good extension of
the SMus Practical, and the standard is
much higher.
I haven't qu1te reached my goal yet.
I feel that the SMus has not afforded
me enough time· to achieve what I want to.
0) If yes, where?
UCT - 9
Not UCT - 1
Overseas - 2
Not sure - 1
Natal - 1
s. If you answered nNon to 4. above;
a) What career do you ~ intend following?
All the students said nYes n or nmaybe n,
irrelevant to this sample.
so this question is
h) Have you already applied for employment?
Student S indicated that she had appl"ied for employment.
c) Do you have a job?
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6. If YOU answered "Professional" to question 1. in Part
One B;
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lJhy wou Id y01...l Choose another career?
Responsest :
N/A
I have ot:.he~ inter- ests. I am not
completel y dedicated to music.
I have· ot:.hel' inter-ests.
I love- Engltsh.. I am Concerned with
money and SEl!cUri ty.
It is cr~att"e, it is a hobby of mine,
and I der- i~El! a lot of pleasure t rom it.
N/A
Only it I CQuid tind something t ha t, gave me
as much t reEl! tillle as music does. A lso money.
I have cOn~tctions about doing law. I feel
more strongly a.bout justice than about mus Lc ,
Because Of 1Il0ney and because of spiritual
reasons.
One does not:. know "'hat to expect financially




I have other- interests.
I have other- interests.
7. Do you think thllt the trai.ning you have undergone
has placed yOU in a pOs iti.on to oompete
professionallY llbroad?
No - 7
Do not know - 1
Not sure - 2
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PART TWO A - CURRICULAR ISSUES
Question 1. Using the following "rating scale", how would
you rate the IMPORTANCE of the subjects below; with
your goal in mind?
1 • VITALLY IMPORTANT
2. FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
A. PRACTICAL STUDIES (Defined as any activity to do with
perform i ng)
1) Principal Study (Technique, Studies, Works to be
performed, Concerti, etc)
2) Large ensemble (Orchestra/Wind Ensemble/Chorus)
3) small ensemble (Chamber Music)
4) Performers Class (Crit Class)
5) Sight Reading
B. GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP (Defined as any activity to do
with development of essential skills)
1) Ear/Aural training (In contact with an instructor)
2) Ear/Aural train-ing (Programmed Self-Instruction)
3) Keyboard Harmony
4) Score-reading at the keyboard
5) Sight Singing/Solfege
6) Elementary Conducting
7) Figured Bass at the keyboard
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C. THEORETICAL STUDIES INCLUDING NON-MUSIC ELECTIVES
(Defined as the "academ1c " or "written" portion of the
curriculum.)
1) Harmony and Counterpoint





D. STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION (Defined as any actiVity or
sUbject that deals - specifically - with the training of
teachers.)
1) Skills in "school" instruments such as recorder.
Ortf Instruments. etc
2) Practical Teaching Experience
3) Teaching Method (Instrumental/Vocal)
4) Teaching Method (Skills/Musicianship)
5) Pedagogy/Methodology
E. COMPOSITIONAL STUDIES (Defined as any sUbject that
would relate directly to the study of composition.)
1) Composition




Note: The responses to the above ratings appear overleaf in
tabulated form. It should also be noted that graphical
representation af the comparison af these results wi~h those
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iESPOIISE TO QUESTION 1 - ALl. SiIIIlEIITS - IIIPORTAIICE RATINGS
NUIIBER OF STUDEHTS RATING lHPORTAIICE AS FOLLOWS:
---------------------------------------~--------
A PRACTICAL STUDIES VITALLY FAIRLY NOT YEllY NOT AT ALL
11 PRINCIPAL STUDY 10 3 1 0
2) UllGE EHSElIBL£ 5" 4 1 "3) SllALl. EllSEllBL£ 7 7 0 0
4) PEiFORllERS CLASS 8 3 2 1
5) S1Iill! IlEAD ING 11 3 0 0
-----------------------------------------------.
41 20 4 5
B GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
II ill TRAINING (CONTACT) 10 3 1 0
2) ill TRAINING (TAPES) 7 5 0 2
3) KFlBOAill IlAiIIOllY 7 4 2 1
41 SCORE-IlEADING AT PIANO . 7 2 2 3
5) SIGHT SINGIIIG1SOLFEGE 8 3 3 0
61 ELEIlEIITAiY CONDUCTING 10 2 1 1
71 FIGURED RASS AT PIANO 5 3 2 4
81 PIANO FOR NON PIANISTS 6 5 0 3
60 11 14
C THEORY INCLUD ING
NON-IlUSIC ELECTIVES
11 IIARIlllIlY ANO COUNTERPOINT 10 4 0 0
21 HISTORY OF lIIlSIC 9 3 2 a
31 ETHNOIlIlSICIlLOGY 4 4 1 3
4) NON-IlUSIC ELECTIVES 5 3 2 4
5) FOil! AND ANALYSIS s 4 0 1
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uu. STUllEIITS - llfPOiTAlIC£ RAT1HGS CONTINUED)




3) TEACH1NG lIETlIOD (IISTi)
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RESPIIlSE TO QllESTIlllI 1 - GEIlERAL S1UIl£IITS - IIlPlIRTAIICE IATlNeS
NUllBER OF S1UDEIITS RATING IllPDRTANCE AS FOLLOWS:
1 2 3 4
APRACTICAL STIJDIES
1l PRINCIPAL STIJDY 4 1 1 0
2l LARGE EHSEHllLE 3 1 0 2-
3) SllALL EHSEHllLE 3 3 0 0
41 PEiFOiIlERS CLASS 2 3 1 0
51 SIGHT READING 5 1 0 0
---------------------
17 9 2 2
---------------------
B GENERAL ItUSICIANSHIP
1l EAR TRAINING (CONTACT) 5 1 0 0
2) EAR TRAINING (TAPES) 4 2 0 0
31 mBOAiD IIAiIlOlIY 2 3 0 1
4) SCORE-READING AT PIANO 2 0 2 2
5) SIGHT SINGING/SOLFEGE 3 1 2 0
6) ELEllEHTARY CONDUCTING 6 0 0 0
7) FIGURED BASS AT PIANO 2 1 1 2
8) PIANO FOR NON PIANISTS 2 2 0 2.
---------------------




1l HARltUNY AND COllllTERPOINT 4 2 0 0
2) RISTOiY OF ItUSIC 4 0 2 0
3) ETIINOIIUSlCOLOGY 1 3 1 1
4) NON-IlUSIC ELECTIVES 1 1 2 2.
5) FORII AND ANALYSIS 3 2 0 1
6) ACOUSTICS 1 3 2 0
---------------------
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(1IlPOIlTAliCE RATINGS - GElIWL STUDEHTS - CONTINUED)
HlJllBER OF STUDENTS RATING IIlPOIlTAlICE AS FOLLOWS'
1 2 3 ,
o I1USIC EDUCATION
1l SXILLS-ilECOllDER. PERC;
2) TEAOlIHG EIPER! ENCE
3) TEACHIHG IlF1IlllD lIHSTil











9 13 2 0
1) COIlPOSITIOH 1 1 _2 2
2) INSTRll!IEIlTATIOH 0 4 1 1
3) OIlCIlE5TRAYIOH/ARiAHGIHG 1 2 1 2
4) NOTATlOH 1 3 1 1
5) CALLIGRAPHY 0 4 1 1
____4 _____________~._
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iESI'iiIISl1 TO QllESTIOII 1 - EIlUCATIlJII SlUD£IITS - IIIPOiTAlQ RATIIIGS






























4 8 2. 1
--------------..-----------------
B GEIIERAL llUSICIAHSHIP
II EAlI TRAiliNG (CONTACTI 1 I 1 0
21 EAlI TRAIMING (TAPESI 1 2. 0 0
31 KEYBOARD lLWIIIllY 2 0 1 0
41 SCOR£-Jl£AllI/lG AT PIAHO 3 0 0 0
51 SIGHT SIIIGIMGlSOLFEGE 2 0 1 0
61 ELEIlE!lT!RY COIIDUCTING 1 1 0 1
11 FIGURED BASS AT PIAHO 1 I 0 I
81 PIANO FOR HOM PIANISTS 2 0 0 I
---------------------------------
13 S 3 3
C lIIEllRY llIa.UDl1IG
HOH-I!IJSIC ELECTIVES
1) HARllOIlY AHO CllUIITERPOIIlT
21 HISTOIY OF IIUSIC
31 £THHOIIUSlCOLOGY
41 NDlI-lIUSIC ELECTIVES
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WlPOIlTAIIC£ RATIHGS - EDUCATION STUDENTS - CONTINUED)




3) TEACHING IlETIlOD (INSTIl)
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mPOIISE TO qUESTION 1 - PRACTICAL STUIlEIITS - IIIPORTAlICE RATIIIl:S
NUIlBEi OF snmEliTS RATI NG IIlPORTAllCE AS FOWlWS:
1 2 3 4
A PRACTICAL STUDIES
1) PRINCIPAL STODY 5 0 0 0
21 URGE EHSEllBLE 2 1 0 2
31 SILII.I. EHSEllBLE 3 2 0 0
4) P£RFOiIlEiS CLASS 5 0 0 0
51 SIGHT READING 5 0 0 0
----------------------------------------
20 3 0 2
B GENEllAL IlUSICIAllSHIP
11 EAR TRAINING lCOllTACTI
21 EAi TRAINING lTAPESI
3) KEYBOAiD IlAiIfllHY
41 SCORE-IlEADING AT PIANO
51 SIGHT SINGINGISOLFECE
6) ELEIlEIITAiY COHIlUCTING
71 FIGURED BASS AT PIANO







































1> lIAilIONY AND COUNTElPDIHT 4 1 0 0
21 HIST02Y OF IlUSIC 2 3 0 0
3) ETHNOIlUSICDLlIGY 0 1 0 2 (2INJU
4) NDN-IlUSIC ELECTIVES 2 1 0 2
51 Fllill AIlII ANALYSIS 4 1 0 0
61 ACOUSTICS 1 1 0 3
----------------------------------------
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ClIIPORTAlICE:. RATIIIGS - PRACTICAL STl1DEllTS - COHTINUED)




31 TEACHING IIETllOIl (INSTil
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QUESTION 2. Again, with your goal in mind. would
you say that over your four years here at the SACM




of the following subjects:
A. PRACTICAL STUDIES
11 Principal Study (Technique. Studies. Works to
be performed, Concerti, etcl
21 Large ensemble (Orchestra/Wind Ensemble/Chorusl
31 Small Ensemble (Chamber Musicl
41 Performers Class (Crit Classl
5) Sight Reading
B. GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
1) Ear/Aural training (In contact with an instructor I
21 Ear/Aural training (Programmed Self-Instructionl
3) Keyboard Harmony
41 Score-reading at the keyboard
51 Sight Singing/Solfege
61 Elementary Conducting
71 Figured Bass at the keyboard
81 Keyboard studies for non-keyboard majors
C. THEORETICAL STUDIES INCLUDING NON-MUSIC ELECTIVES
11 Harmony and Counterpoint
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D. STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION
1) Skills in "school" instruments such as recorder,
Orff Instruments, etc
2) Practical Teaching Experience
3) Teaching Method (Instrumental/Vocal)








NOTE: The responses to th~ above ratings appear overleaf.
It should also be noted that graphical representation of
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IESI'llIIS£ TO QllESTllII 2 - AU. snmms - QUAllTITT/IlUALITY RATIIICS
III1IIBER OF STUDMS RATING QUAII/QUAl. AS FOLL/lUS
A PRACTICAL STUDIES







1) EAR TRAINING ICONTACT)
21 EAR TRAINING !TAPESI
31 KE'lBOARD HARIIllIlY
41 5CQRE-WDIIIG AT PIAlID
51 SIGHT SllIGllIGISlILFEGE
61 ELEIIEIlTARY COIIDIJCTIIIG
7) F1GlJRE1l BASS AT PIANO
















































1l HARIIONY AND COUNTERPOINT 6 a a
21 HISTOIlY OF IlUSIC 3 9 1
31 ET1llIOIIUSICOLllGY 5 5 21m/A)
41 NOIHftlSIC ELECTIVES 1 10 2UIN/AI
51 FORI! AIIIl AlIAl.YSIS 6 7 1
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(ALI. STUDENTS - llUAllTITY/llUALITY RATINGS ClINTINOED)
NOIlBER OF STUDENTS RATING llUAN/llUAL AS FOu.oVS
D"llSIC EDUCATION
TOO LITTLE JUST ENOUGH TOO MUCH
1) SKIW-REClIilDEi. PEiC.
2) TEACHING EIPEilElICE
3) TEACHING METHOD (INSTi)
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RESPlIlSE TO QllESTllII 2 • mEW. STIJDEIITS - QUAIITITY/Q!!ALITY RATIIIGS
NUIlBER OF snJDEIlTS RATING QUAM/QUAL AS FOu.oVS
TOO LIrru JUST EIl01lGll TOO HUCH

























11 EAR TRAlillNG (CONTACTJ
Zl EAR TRAINING (TAPESJ
3J mllllAilJ HAIIJllJ/IY
4J SCORE-IlEAlJING AT PIANO
51 SIGIlT SINGINGISl1LfEGE
61 ELEllENTAiY CIlIIDIJCTING
7J FIGIIiE1J BAS5 AT PIANO






























11 HAR!llIIIY ANO COUNTERPOINT 1 5 a
2J HISTORY OF ItUSIC 1 4 1
31 E1'IlIlOllUSICOLOGY 3 2 1
4J NDIl-!IUSIC ELECTIVES a 4 1
51 FDHIl ANO ANALYSIS 2 3 0
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(GEIiEiAL STUDENTS - ~UAHTITT/QUALITY RATIIIGS COIITIIIUEll)
NIJIlBER OF STUDENTS RATING QUAIl/QUAL AS FOLLO'JS




3) TEACHING l1ETHllIl ( INSTI!l
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mPOIISE TO Q!!ESTIOII 2 - EIlUCATIOI STUIlBITS - QUAMTITT/QUALITT UTIIIGS
NllllBEll OF STUDE!lTS UTIIIG QUAIl/QUAL AS FOLLOWS
TOO Llms JUST E1iOIJGll TOO IIUClI
A PIlACTICAL STUDIES
1) PRINCIPAL snJDY 1 2 0
2) l.AllG£ EHSEltBLE 2 1 0
3) SllALL EHSEItBLE 2 1 0
41 PEllFOJlIlEIlS CLASS 1 1 1




1) £Ai TRAINING (CONTACT)
21 EAR TRAINING (TAPESI
31 mBOARD HARllllNY
41 SCORE-READING AT PIANO
51 SIGIIT SINGING/SOLFEGE
61 ELE!IENTAiY COIIDUCTING
71 FlGUiEIl BASS AT PIAIIO






























1) HARlIOHY AND CllllNTERPO lNT 3 0 0
2) HISTORY OF IlUSIC 1 2 0
31 ETHNOIlUSICOLOGY 2 1 0
4) NOH-MUSIC ELECTIVES 1 2 0
5) FORM AND ANALYSIS 1 2 0
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(EDUCATION STlIllEIITS - QUANTITY/QUALITY iATIIIGS CONTINUEDI
NUllBER OF STUDEIITS RATING QUAM/QUAL AS FOWlWS
--------.-------------------------------------




31 TEACHING IlETIIOIl (INSTil
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RESPtIIS£ mqUESTIIIl 2 - PRACTICAL S1UIlEIITS - QUAllTIif/QUALlif RATINGS
NUlIBER OF STUDEllTS RATING ~UAN/~UAL AS FOLLOWS
TOO LImE JUST ElIOllGII TOO IlUCH
A PRACTICAL STUDIES
II PRINCIPAL STUDY 3 2 0
21 LAllGE EHSEHBL£ 3 I I
31 SllALl. EHSEHBL£: t I 0
tl PERFORIlERS CLASS 2 3 0
51 SIGHT iEAllING 5 0 0
---------------------
17 7 I
B GEHE!lAL I1USICIANSHIP ".
11 £Ai TRAINING lCON1ACTl
21 £Ai TRAINING lTAPESl
31 KEYBOARD IIAiIlOIIY
tl SCORE-iEAlliNG AT PIANO
Sl SIGHT SINGING/SOLFEGE
61 ELEIlENTAiT CONDUCTING
71 F1GUiEl BASS AT PIANO






























11 HARIlONY AND COUNTERPOINT 2 3 0
Zl HISTORY OF I1USIC 1 3 1
31 ETlINOI1USICOLIIGT 0 2 1I2IN/Al
41 NON-IIIlSIC ELECTIVES 0 4 I
51 FORII AND ANALYSIS 3 Z 0
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(PRACTICAL STUDEHTS - QUAHTITY/QUALITT RATINGS CONTINUED)
NIJIlBER OF STUDENTS RATING QUAIl/QUAL AS FOLLOWS




3) TEACHING IlETIlOD <lNSTi)
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SECTION IV B - FURTHER CURRICULAR ISSUES
1. a) In terms of your goals, how important do you
rate the development of the ability
to express oneself eloquently in




3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS





















































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS


















































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS



















































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS











































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS













































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS









































COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE WITH QUANTITY/QUALITY RATINGS
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PART TWO B - FURTHER CURRICULAR ISSUES
1. a) In terms of your goals, how important do YOU rate
the development of the ability to express oneself




3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT










b) Again, in terms of
you have received,
and QUANTITY;
APPENDIX II - page 54
your goals, do you think






















Vitally Important - 12
Fairly Important - 2
Lb )
Too Little - 13
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2. Referring to subject content. which subjects
you completed related;
al Strongly to your goals?
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An asterisk (*) indicates those subjects relating most
strongly to those students goals. a "hash" (Il indicates
those subjects that were felt not to relate. and a














Ca I I I graphy
Compos I t I on
Aural Training
Higher Diploma in Education
Opera class (opera only)
Non Music Electives
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
* * I * * II * *
• * * i 1 * II *
* i * * II
* *
* *
* * * * i * * * * * *





i I * II
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3. How impo~tant do you ~ate the inte~-~elationship
between subjects within a cu~~iculum?
1. VITALLY IMPORTANT
2. FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
Th1~teen out of the fou~teen students ~ated this "VITALLY
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4. a) Were there any subjects within your chosen
curriculum that supported/complemented/related
to one another; which ones?
Within each students' curriculum, the subjects marked with
















Higher Diploma in Education
Opera class (opera only)
Non Music Electives
A B C D E F G H I .I K L M N
it * " " *
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4. a) Were there any subjects within your chosen
curriculum that supported/complemented/related
to one another; which ones?
Within each students' curriculum. the subjects marked with
















Higher Diploma in Education
Opera class (opera only)
Non Music Electives
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
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bl Were there any subjects that could have



















TEACHING METHOD & PERFORMING REPERTOIRE:






AURAL TRAINING & PERFORMING REPERTOIRE
HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT & HISTORY OF MUSIC




5. For non-pianists only:
al Did you find the curriculum at the SACM
• geared' towards the piano? In other words
did the curriculum cater more tor pianists
than other instrumental majors?
All the non-piano majors indicated that this is the case.
One mentioned the affirmative "Totally".
bl Can you play the piano? What grade?
Yes - AII
The minimum grade was Three and highest was seven.
c)· Did you HAVE to do the piano? For how long?
Only one student indicated that he had to do Piano - this
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d) Would it have helped or hindered you to have
HAD to to do piano as part of the curriculum?
Only one student indicated that it would be a hindrance.
The reason given was that there would be too much work if
this was the case.
One other student, although indicating that he thought it
would help, said that it would constitute ntoo much work n
if they had to do piano.
6. a) 00 you think that the ear training/aural
courses were of sufficient quality to meet
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b)
STUDENT


















Host areas, especially sight-singing
N/A
Hore listening to music and an approach to
listening to music. Too much emphasis on
aural skills.
The course should have ~ontinued for four
years.




The course was not effective.
The courses were not advanced enough. One
should "live" with ear training.
A total commitment to aural; daily training;
actual content; no link between programmed
instruction and lectures.
No comments.
The course was "shallow". There should be
more attention to rhythmic problems.
The course is too basic and the level
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a) instructive training in the development
of the ear/aural sense
b) methodic instruction in sight-singing/solfege
c) evaluation of your progress in this subject
d) aural training in stylistic identification
STUDENT RATING
--------------------------
a) b) c) d)
--------------------------
A i 1 1 i
B i 2 1 i
C 1 1 1 i
D 1 1 1 1
E 1 1 1 1
F 2 2 1 2
G 1 1 2 1
H 1 1 1 1
I 1 2 1 2
J 1 1 1 1
K 1 1 1 2
L 1 1 1 1
M 1 1 1 1
N 1 1 3 1
-------------
TOTALS:
TOO LITTLE 13 11 12 11
JUST ENOUGH 1 3 1 3
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PART TWO C - LEARNING ACTIVITIES





of the following LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
A. HISTORY OF MUSIC
, Lectures
Tutor i al s
Essays








Formal Examinatioins (Factual recall)
Aural Analysis
Essays
Keyboard Harmony (as a means to study H+C)
Figured Bass (as a means to study H+C)
Performing works in class that are to be stuoied
Composing in the style that is to be studied





Formal Examinations (Factual recall)
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RESPONSES
STUDEHTS NUI1BEIl OF STUDEMTS RATING:
---------------------------- ---------------------------
ABC D £ F GH I J KL " N 1 2 3 ~N
A HISTORY OF IlUSIC --------------------------- SCORE
1 Lecturos 23332332322132 1 6 7 2.43
2. Tutorial. 11111111111112 13 1 0 1.07
3 Essay. 2.2212221222.222 2 12 0 1.86
4- Foral ••uinatioo. 23233232321212 2 7 5 2.21
5 Ll.teo101 As.1fn1eot. 11111111111111 14 0 0 1.00
6 Sealoa.. 11111121111111 13 1 0 1.07
7 loforaal Dlscus.ioDS 11111111211111 13 1 0 1.07
8 HAllIlONY AND CDlJNT£iPO(NT
1 Lecture. 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 2. 6 6 2.29
2 Tutorial. 11111111121121 12 2 0 1.14-
3Sealnar. 1111112111£121 12 2 0 1.14
4 Foraal £rulnatloo. 23223232322312 1 8 5 2.29
5 Aural ADaly.1! 12213111111121 10 3 1 1.36
6 Essay. 2 1 1 1 122 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 7 6 1 1.57
7 Keybnard IlarIllIlY 11112.211111111 12 2 0 1.1.
8 Ficured Sao. 12111111211211 11 3 0 1.21
9 Parfora101 vork. 10 CIa.. 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 11 3 0 1.21
10 Coapo.lnC 10 Style 121 1 121 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 10 4 0 1.29
11 L1.teo101 As.1rnaeot. 2 1 1 2. 122. 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 6 0 1.4-3
C FDIIllAL AIL\LISI5
1 Lectoros 2323222. 1 3 10).22. 2 2 7 3 2.08
2 Tutorial. 1 1 1 1 1 1 2. 1 1 1n.W.l 1 2 11 2 0 1.15
3 Es.ay. 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 ~2 1 2 6 6 1 1.62
4- £ru1natloo 23 2 3 3222. 3 2.nJ.2 1 2 1 7 4 2.2.3
5 L1.ten10f to vorks 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1..-.1 1 1 9 4 0 1.31
6 Aural Foral ADaly.1! 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1ILG1 1 1 12 2 0 1.08
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APPENDIX III
GENERAL COMMENTS GLEANED FROM STUDENTS INTERVIEWED IN THE
PRELIMINARY STUDY
The students interviewed were asked,after the interview
was over, to give some general impressions, comments,
ideas, thoughts. etc on things that they thought they
might like to mention about the College of Music.
These were tape-recorded and a paraphrased categorised
version of these transcripts follows:
STUDENT A
Piano Teaching Method: the history of methods is lacking.
Teaching method .should be combined with the practical
aspects of the work ••• having to apply the theoretical
aspects of the methods in one's teaching.
Lecturers: Lecturers at College are fairly lazy.
The Curriculum: No curriculum is perfect ••• one cannot cater
for everyone.
There should be more choice of subjects to suit people's
individual goals.
I propose a general core course of a year or two .before
streaming into specialised areas such as education,
performance, etc.
For prospective school teachers I propose a year of
"housemanship" or apprenticeship after graduating.
Careers: When one chooses a career one must be honest with
oneself. The problem is finding out what your true
talents are.
Education: A study was done by a group of HDE students to
categorise the Curricula of their undergraduate courses
into one of the following: conservative/nationalist or
liberal/reconstructialist (socialist). The study
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Aural Training: Programmed ear training in conjunction with
supervision from a suitably qualified person is very
important. Another important thing about aural is that
it has to suit individual needs.
Course/Lecturer Evaluation:
teaching methods and of
STUDENT B
There should be evaluation of
teachers at College.
General: There should be more freedom of speech allowed for
students.
Lecturers: Lecturers are more interested in their own lives
than in their jobs.
Politics: College is cut off from the rest of campus so
students are unaware of the issues being addressed up
there and therefore do not care.
Social: Social life at the College is appalling.
Teaching/Learning: The importance of group work at College
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STUDENT C
Communication; It is impossible to speak out or communicate
with lecturers at College.
Performance: Too much emphasis is placed on performance and
practical exams ••• psychologically one is intimidated by
this. Playing music does not have to be under a




Competition at College is not stimulating
Ensemble: This is very important for the community aspect
of music.
Movement: We should have more movement to music as music





I hate questionnaires. I think they're
The Curriculum: The way the Curr looks in the prospectus is
fine - it's when you get to the nitty-gritty of it that
you find the problems.
Failure: At College most people fail for personal rather
than academic reasons.
Education: It is scary to think that we are products ot the
present educational system at school. It is the
responsibility of the university to educate the young
to reject the school system and to learn a new
approach.
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STUDENT E
Teaching Methods: There is not enough contact between
lecturers and students in the learning process - there
are insufficient tutorials and discussions -
participatory activities.
STUDENT F
College in General: There are two things I feel I have
gained at College - a broadening of my musical
knowledge especially in listening to music and I feel
I hav~ learned something about things I previously did






I think that all people should do music at
People should learn to LISTEN much more.
Attendance Requirements: There is no consistency in
policies for attendance of lectures and DP
requirements.
Level of Work at College: Nothing at College has ever been
difficult. The courses at College should be much more
demanding and much more thorough. College should be a
special place.
Teaching/Learning: There is too much parrot fashion
learning required at College - a bad balance between
the active and passive learning experience.















Teaching/Lecturers: The standard of teaching at College is
very low. "Lecturers have the sacred task of imparting
the method to knowledge for the people of the following
generation." A lecturer is quoted to have asked the
students to bring their notes to a class tutorial
because he had forgotten what he delivered at the
previous lecture. A lecturer once gave an extra
assignment at the end of the year because he had
forgotten to give it at the beginning.
The curricula: The performers course teaches one to do too
many general things.
Communication: The approachability of lecturers i~ bad.
Education: Other (school) education systems in the world
are far ahead of the SA school system.
Evaluation: Semesterisation or quarterisation of the work
into modules is important. It is a system of building
upon what you already know. The type of regurgitation
exams we have at College are bad. This is a "power"
system giving the examiners the power to dictate what
the students learn and what kind of answers are
expected in the examinations. At College there is no
feed back on the exams you write. One is kept in the
dark - if one knew where one was going wrong one could
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STUDENT K
Social: Being a "person of cOlour" I feel I have been well
accepted at Col lege.
Education: White people have a background
whereas blacks are grounded in Solfa.





up on the staff
Teaching Methods: Group Classes and master classes are very
important.
Evaluation: Too much emphasis is placed on marks in
examinations rather than on what you actually know.
Evaluation and interviews should take place at the





The curriculum is in bits and pieces,
connection between the different aspects of
Lecturers/Teaching: The injection of'a sense of
responsibilty into the student is the responsibility of
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STUDENT Ii
The curricula: There is no difference between the General
and Performers courses. The wShopper's Proms w should
be re-introduced.
Communication: There is not enough contact between students
and professional individuals and institutions In the
music wOl'ld.
Social: There al'e students who come to College and do so by
WdetaultW because of affluence, etc, not knowing WHY
they are- hel'e.
STUDENT N
General: It Is very Impol'tant that students have some other
sort of experience before coming to College. This
should not necessal'ily be a musical thing but a
wgrowing upw process where you get to know yourself and
tind out what your real strengths and talents are. It
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APPENDIX IlIA
DETAILS OF COMPUTER DATA-BASE LITERATURE SEARCH
In order to attempt to find literature concerning the broad
nature of Tertiary Music Education, I consulted,
through the UCT Library, two international Education
Literature Data-bases. These were:
1. Repertoire Internationale de Literature Musicale
(RILM)
International RILM Centre,
City University of New York
This data-base consisted of 88 000 records between
1971 and August 1980.
Strategy: The following indicators were used to












This yielded 143 abstracts.
In addition, the indicator Contemporary Music Project
yielded a further 13 items.
2. Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC)
This data-base consisted of 660 000 records covering a
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'Stra tegy: The i nd i ca t or-s e-
Post-Secondary/Higher Education and
Musi c Educat i on
were used.·
The following indicators were excluded:
Musical Instruments
Tape Record i ngs
Reference Hater i al s
Computer-assisted Instruction
Musical Performance








This yielded 205 abstracts.
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•
APPENDIX IV
LETTERS USED IN THE DELPHI PHASE
This appendix contains the letters sent to the Delphi
Consultants in the Delphi phase of the project.
APPENDIX IVA
Dear
I am writing to ask you if you would be willing. as one of a
group of selected influential professionals in the
musical context, to take part in a research project I
am doing, concerning education of musicians at tertiary
level.
My project concerns a thorough analysis of Music Education
provided at a particular institution in South Africa,
and my starting point is to develop a set of criteria
in terms of which the state of music education at any
given institution may be analysed.
I would very much like you to become one of this group of
consultants to help me develop these criteria. This
will be done with the aid of the Delphi Technique to
combine and disti II the opinions, incl inations, etc of
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Please r.ead the enclosed descrIptIon ot how the consultants
wIll become Involved and to what extent theIr tIme,
energy and enthusIasm wIll be needed. Please note,
too, that all the consultants remaIn completely
anonymous throughout the entire process, and at no tIme
wIll they be quoted unless they have asked to be, or I
have sought theIr permIssIon to be.
I would sIncerely apprecIate your beIng wIllIng to assIst me
in thIs endeavour, and ask you kindly to reply usIng

















format was enclosed with the above
as a self-addressed and stamped
REPLY FORM FOR DELPHI TECHNIQUE PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
Name ..
****************************t************t***********
• **" I would like to take part in the project- [ J *




.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..,. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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APPENDIX IV B
The tollowing letter was sent to the people who elected to
serve as consultants to the Delphi Phase of the
project:
Dear ••••••••
would like to thank you for electing to take part in this
exciting endeavour, and trust that you will enjoy it
and undertake it in a spirit ot treely expressed
opinion and openness - understanding that, at no stage
ot this process. will you be quoted unless you
specifically ask to be. or unless your permission has
been granted to do so.
May I remind you that my eventual aim is to arrive at a set
ot criteria by which any tertiary music institution may
be analysed. The first step in this process would be
tor you to respond to the following question:
************************************************************
Please list any areas/issues/opinions to do with the
education of musicians of any type at tertiary level
that you may consider worthy of investigation/enquiry.
In other words. literally anything that you may think
of that could concern the whole process of educating
young musicians to enter society as professionals,
amateurs and educated audiences. Feel free to include
issues that you may feel are specific to your
speciality.
Your respones may be many or few; impor±ant or trivial;
positive or negative; merely thoughts and not
thoroughly considered or caretully though~ about
concepts or ideas. They do not have to be in any order
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You might, for instance, wish to respond within such broad





the status of the profession
the future of music in the schools relative to how
the universities fit into the cycle of producing
teachers for the schools
personality problems in institutions
administration procedures
entrance qualification for students
the roles of teachers, academic and practical
the training of lecturers and teachers
ANY OTHER THAT YOU HAY THINK OF
Specific examples of responses could look like this •••
ni feel that the formal lecture (classroom situation) should
be replaced by a more participatory experience for the
students. n
ni think that communication between departments within an
institution is important. n
would appreciate your reply being returned by June 2 in
the envelope provided so that we can get on with the
next round.
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APPENDIX IVC
The following letter was sent to the Delphi Consultants as
soon as they had responded to the first phase of the
Delphi process:
Dear a ••••••
Thank you very much for the letter and for finding the time
to respond so promptly to the initial phase of my
research project. May I go straight into the next
phase by, firstly, reminding you what it is I am
after, and then asking you to respond accordingly.
Please read this carefully, it is of vital importance
to the success of this venture.
1 am attempting to isolate a list of terse, concise.
succinct assertions/statements which reflect your
particular, personal-feelings, inclinations, opinions
or ideas that pertain to issues in tertiary music
eduction.
In the last round I asked for your comments and feelings
about the issues involved and you responded in a most
positive, favourable way. Now what I need to do is to
identify specific issues and organise these into
accessible statements.
1 have begun this by paraphrasing your letter into what I
see and understand you to be saying in an attempt to
extract focal points of meaning from what you say. I
have tried to word these statements in suitable form
for dealing with in the next phase of this research: ie
each statement would be capable of being responded to
and discussed in its own right.
I would like you now to scrutinise my paraphrasing (if it is
not still in your original form): (The final
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Now that I've paraphrased your responses there are a few
questions that I would like to ask you in connection
with my interpretation of your thoughts. Would you
please respond to these ~uestions by modifying the
corresponding paraphrased statements, and:
1 correct me if you think I've misunderstood you
2 elaborate on you responses if necessary
3 add any other issues that may not have been in
your initial responses
answer the specific questions I have about your
responses.
and ••• would you
responses?
please send this page back
Delete where applicable.
to me with your
Am I right in assuming that these comments listed above
sum up those issues that you feel are the most
important ones and the most formost in your mind with
regard to tertiary music eduction. Please add more if
you think it necessary.
YES/NO
Do you feel that my reminder ot the deadline in
the post was agreeable?
YES/NO
Are there any other points that you would like to
take up with regard my approach, time dealines.
etc.
The deadline tor return of this part ot the project is;
21 JULY 1986
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have included a copy of your letter to me so that you may
reter to yor comments it you need to.
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APPENDIX IVD
The following letter of reminder was sent to those Delphi
consultants who had not replied to the letter asking
them if they would like to be involved in the project:
Dear •.••.
DELPHI PANEL OF CONSULTANTS
I am not sure whether you have received my letter asking if
you would like to take part in a project in Tertiary
Music Education, or if your reply has crossed this
letter in the post. Many of the people I asked have
been on leave or sick, so I have decided to take the
liberty of writing this letter and enclosing the first
step in the process of the Delphi Technique I mentioned
to you in my letter dated 5 May i986.
If you are willing to take part, please r~ad the question
and count yourself "in"! If you're not able to, please
would you let me know by sending the reply format
enclosed in my previous letter, or by phoning me on
(021) 655006.
















This Is merely a friendly reminder of the deadline of 2 June
for the return of the initial Delphi Question. I hope
\you don't take offence to this, and see it as it is
presented. If you have already sent your response.
please just ignore this reminder.
I sincerely look forward to your responses and hope that we
can remain within the time limits I have given each
stage. If you have a serious problem with any of the
deadlines I'm sure that we could accommodate it. but it
would be nice to get it allover with in the allotted
time.
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APPENDIX V
THE DELPHI ASSERTIONS CATEGORISED INTO KEY- AND
SUB-ISSUES
The Delphi Assertions appear here under the appropriate
heading of the Issues discussed in the Interview Phase
in order that the Delphi Consultants' perspectives.
opinions and views of the Issues at hand may be
referred to with ease.
KEY-ISSUE A - CURRICULAI SYLLABII AIMS OF AN INSTITUTION
SUB-ISSUE Al
THE AIM OR DIRECTION OF A CURRICULUM
-*
An institution's curricula must have a focus or aim, ie. an
institution is either;
i) like a museum curator preserving a culture or style.
ie to train performers whether solo, orchestral or
other;
2) an institution to train teachers,
or it is concerned with
3) a broad intellectual discipline, training individuals
to cope with anything in the future.
*
It seems that the education of musicians in South Africa is
mainly orientated towards the teaching profession in
general.
*
There is too much emphasis on teaching of the piano at South
African universities. South African orchestras have
the need for more locally trained musicians. There
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•
Diplomas in orchestral playing and conducting need to be
introduced into music departments.
*
The system of tertiary Music Education used in South Africa,
namely whereby music faculties/departments are parts of
universities should be reviewed and a system of
conservatories introduced. (institutions dedicated to
the training of orchestral players, teachers,
conductors, etc. rather than musicologists).
*
So often there is confusion amongst students and staff
because they do not know what they are aiming for.
There must be thrust and direction in tertiary music
education. (ie what branch or professional direction
the course takes; eg, practical musicianship such as
orchestral or solo playing, chamber music, etc,; Music
Education, or the training of school teachers; academic
musicianship such as the study of composition,
musicology and ethnomusicology; technical work such as
sound engineering, and broadcasting; commercial
musicians.)
*
Once the "roads" (aims and direction) of an institution
have been established then one can plan the
"buildings"' ie the curricula, syllabi. teaching
methods.
*
Many courses could ultimately be done away with once the
concept of separate music departments among the various
universities catering for specific needs of specific
professional directions is acceepted, to relieve the
endless administration of chopping and changing courses
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SUB-I SSUE A2
THE ISSUE OF FLEXIBILITY IN THE CURRICULUM
*
Procedural machineries (the bureaucracy) a s well ag the
extraordinary authoritarianigm of Afrikaner officialdom
in SA have been exaggeratedly complex compared to other
parts of the wor I d and there hag been, as a
consequence, a considerable lack of flexibility in
dealing with curricula.
*
Tertiary institutions' curricula and syllabi should not be
rigid, resulting in students obtaining a rigid, general
SMus degree; rather, a wide variety of special ist
fieldg of study should be made available, so that the
students could either choose or be guided into their
particular strengths:
SUB ISSUE A3
THE I SSUE OF PROFESS IONALLY ORIENTATED CURR I CULA.
*
Curricular structures in SA do not otfer much in terms of
professional training.
SUB-I SSUE A4
THE STYLISTIC AIM OR DIRECTION OF THE INSTITUTION.
*
An Ingtitutlon should have stylistic r ccus (aim) such as.
for example. to teach a purely "classical" tradition, a
mixture of sty I es (such as the product i on of broadway
musical s by opera departments. or the use of pop and
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~
Once the "roads" (aims and direction) of an institution have
been established then one can plan the "buildings", ie
the curricula, syllabi, teaching methods.
*
Because of the expense of training musicians, music
departments at various universities in the country
should co-operate far more to try and complement
instead of compete with each other. For example, what
about sharing facilities and equipment. Also, does
every university have to have a school music department
with an expensive and involved infrastructure? There
could be far more specialisation at specific
institutions.
SUB-ISSUE AS
THE PLACE OF NON-WESTERN AND POP-MUSIC (AND HOW IT RELATES
TO WESTERN MUSIC) IN THE CURRICULUM.
*
The teaching of so-called non-western musical cultures as
well as pop-culture should be introduced later in the
curriculum to show how they relate (or don't) to the
acquired Western European encyclopaedia of information.
Introduction of pop-culture and aspects of non-western
music too early in the curriculum may lead to'
mis-understanding and superficial treatment of these
subjects without sufficient prior knowledge of western
music.
*
Every effort must be made to enlighten undergraduates that
music other than 'western classical' music actually
exists; as we are living in South A~ica we have to
catch up on our lack of knowledge about African. Indian
and Malay music, at least.
*
Practical involvement in musics other than Western classical
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must torm an essential part at the training ot aspirant
protessional musicians.
SUB-ISSUE AS
THE PLACE OF CHAMBER-MUSIC IN THE CURRICULUM.
*
Chamber music must become an official subject in all music
departments.
•
Chamber music must be stressed in the curriculum to teach
style and musicianship. This is especially crucial in
the later years; a certain level of individual
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SUB-ISSUE A7
THE VALUE OF PARTICIPATION IN LARGE ENSEMBLE •
•
Participation in large ensemble such as orchestra and chorus
should be on a compulsory and credit basis. in order to
avoid musical isolation in terms of either the
performing musician spending his or her whole musical
lif~ alone practising or the musicologist who never
gets the opportunity to perform as the standard of
performance required by these students is not as high
as the perfomance student. Academic credit should be
given for attendance and participation in these larger
groups.
SUB-ISSUE AS
THE EMPHASIS ON GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP •
•
Not enough is being done in "remedial" work to assist and
motivate these people to acquire the ncessary musical
skills and knowledge. The system of teaching aural
skills and music literacy is inefficent in general, and
is not producing the desired results early enough - ie
in the schools. The problem of the tertiary
institution coping with the varying levels of entering
students would not exist if more efficient means of
ensuring these skills were enforced at the school
level.
*
The acquisition of musical "skills" does not necessarily
depend on "musical intelligence" though some students
would be more apt to acquire these more easily than
others, just as reading and writing skills of a spoken
language do not imply great literary ability or even
understanding. It is on this basis that an efficient
system of teaching musical rudiments should become part
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SUB-ISSUE AID
THE PLACE OF A SECOND INSTRUMENT IN THE CURRICULUM.
•
The true value of studyIng a second instrument needs to be
assessed.
SUB-ISSUE Ail
THE PLACE OF COMPOSITION IN THE CURRICULUM.
•
The study of composition should form an important part of
music education. It is something that complements
understanding ot form and harmonic analyses and leads
to better understanding in performance. More important
than that is that composition stimulates tree and
creative thinking.
•
The study ot composition should be introduced at school
level.
SUB-ISSUE A12
CONDUCTING AS PART OF A CURRICULUM OR AS A "MAJOR".
, •
Diplomas in orchestral playing and conducting need to be
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SUB-ISSUE A13
THE PLACE OF EXPERIENTAL, CREATIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE
CURRICULUM.
*
Creative music-making along formal and contemporary
music-making lines is essential for the aspiring
professional musician.
*
Movement experience in the form of contemporary dance or
movement education is an essential part of the training
for the student of music.
*
Music Students would benefit from greater freedom of
intuitive expression through experiential activities in
drama/art/music/movement; ie the integration of the
arts.
*
Practical involvement in musics other than Western classical
music, such as African, Indian and Indonesian music
must form an essential part of the training of aspirant
professional musicians.
*
There is the need for greater development of aUditory
activity in the practical sense, Ie the ability to
sight-sing, tonally and atonally, recognise comlicated
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SUB-ISSUE A14
THE PLACE OF MUSIC TECHNOLOGY IN THE CURRICULUM (EG TV.
RADIO. RECORDING)
*
We should be training musicians to be electronically alert,
so as to better the communications field generally
(radio, TV, recording etc), music publishing, arts
administration and teaching.
SUB-ISSUE A15
THE VALIDITY OF DETAILED SYLLABI - AND JUST HOW DETAILED
THEY NEED BE.
*
Every sUbject needs to be-carefully defined in terms of its
objectives and in terms of a detailed syllabus,
preferably broken down into week-by-week information
packages; also in terms of its real usefulness as
personal enrichment, professional application and
advantages to society.
SUB-ISSUE A16
THE STANDARD OF PRACTICAL SYLLABI.
*
The string syllabi should urgently be upgraded and
uniformised throughout SA. The syllabus of the fourth
year aMus Practical at UCT is comparable to the first
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SUB-ISSUE A17
THE VALIDITY OF ORCHESTRAL SYLLABI BEING BASED ON ORCHESTRAL
AUDITION REqUIREMENTS WORLD-WIDE.
*
The ldeal situation would be that string department heads
meet and decide on a common syllabus in line with the
demands of orchestral auditions allover the world.
*
There is a need for getting hold of lists of .major
orchestral audition requirements and to be certain that
all the material for these auditions are in the course
requirements and syllabi.
SUB-ISSUE A18
INTERACTION BETWEEN PARTS OF THE CURRICULUM.
*
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it is a subjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in progressive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
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SUB-ISSUE A19
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS
ORCHESTRA/CHORUS/LARGE ENSEMBLE SHOULD FORM A
COMPULSORY, CREDIT BASED, PART OF THE CURRICULUM.
ALSO, IF ACADEMIC CREDIT SHOULD BE GIVEN FOR THIS SORT
OF PRACTICAL ACTIVITY.
*
Participation in large ensemble such as orchestra and chorus
should be on a compulsory and credit basis, in order to
avoid musical isolation in terms of either the
performing musician spending his or her whole musical
lif~ alone practising or the musicologist who never
gets the opportunity to perform as the standard of
performance required by these students is not as high
as the perfomance student. Academic credit should be
given for attendance and participation in these larger
groups.
SUB-ISSUE A20
THE ISSUE OF THE STUDENT WORK-LOAD.
*
Every sUbject needs to be carefully defined in terms of its
objectives and in terms ofa detailed syllabus,
preferably broken down into week-by-week information
packages; also in terms of its real usefulness as
personal enrichment, professional application and
advantages to society.
*
Does the training make excessive demands on the average
student in terms of time investment tor practice,
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SUB-ISSUE A21
THE VALIDITY OF STANDARDISATION OF CURRICULAR CONTENT
COUNTRY-WIDE.
*
There is too much emphasis on teaching of the piano at SA
universities. SA orchestras have the need for more
locally trained musicians. There should be more
emphasis placed on the training of orchestral musicians
•
Music Departments in this country vary far too greatly as
far as curricular content and standards are concerned.
There should be more interchanging of ideas and
communication between departments country-wide. There
exists a body of Heads of Music Departments (CHUM).
This body should work at this issue as well as working
at a way in which standards may be compared.
•
There is a need for getting hold of lists of major
orchestral audition requirements and to be certain that
all the material for these auditions are in the course
requirements and syllabi.
•
The ideal situation would be that string department heads
meet and decide on a common syllabus in line with the
demands of orchestral auditions allover the world.
SUB-ISSUE A22
THE EXTENT TO WHICH PROFESSIONALLY RELATED EXTRA-MURAL
ACTIVITIES OF STAFF MEMBERS SHOULD DISRUPT THE
TIME-TABLE.
•
With regard to the professionally related extra-mural
activities of faculty members, there is a need for
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allowed to disrupt the time-table for the sake of
concert engagements, etc.?
SUB-ISSUE A23
THE ISSUE OF THE DURATION OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR.
*
The teaching period in the effective academic year of
approximately seven months is inadequate to achieve the
desired goals, especially in the area of General
Musicianship.
SUB-ISSUE A24
THE ISSUE OF THE CURRICULA AS THEY ARE RELATIVE TO THE
CONTEXT OF OUR SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE.
*
The universities have had to provide a broad based, but of
necesssity, superficial music education in order to
prepare post-adolescents for careers in music; ie the
curricula in universities have been established
pragmatically and taught by a rather ingrown,
self-perpetuating group who have elected to stay in
their own territory, or return to it after study abroad
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KEY-ISSUE - B - GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
SUB-ISSUE Bl
THE ISSUE OF SKILLS INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP AS
MEANS TO AN END RATHER THAN ENDS IN THEMSELVES.
*
The teaching of music is essentially the instruction of
skills which are then built on into what is called
"music." Musicianship is an overall interaction of
skills. Skills instruction should be considered a
means to an end rather than an end in itself.
*
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it-is a subjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in progressive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
which produces a "musician".
SUB-ISSUE B2
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP ON ENTRANCE
TO A COURSE OF STUDY.
*
Colleges and universities should be set up assuming
(demanding) a certain level of prior skill training,
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SUB-ISSUE B3
THE ISSUE OF TESTING OF SK[LLS AB[LITIES AND LEVELS FOR THE
PURPOSES OF STREAM[NG ON ENTRANCE TO A COURSE OF STUDY.
*
Ente~ing students should be tested at al[ levels, ie
pe~fo~mance and w~iting. (counte~point. composition,
histo~y, harmony, dictation in w~iting, and sight
~eading en majo~ inst~ument, chamber recital s well as
solo recital o~ performance.) Constannt improvement
should be demanded from each of these a~eas as the
yea~s go by. A furthe~ round of tests (that is part of
the ove~all evaluation programme) could be given to
compare the results deliberated by a panel (the same
panel as used o~iginally).
*
[f entering students ente~ at different levels of skills, a
comprehensive entrance test could be used to stream the
students into g~oups of varying levels within a year.
SUB-ISSUE B4
THE ISSUE OF EVALUATION OF GENERAL MUSICIANSH[P.
*
Measu~ing o~ grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it is a subjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in prog~essive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluting each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
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SUB-ISSUE B5
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP TRAINING AT
SCHOOLS.
*
Because of the varying formal backgrounds and the proviso of
the audition taking the place of specific audition
requirements before entering a tertiary COurse of study
in music (which is perfectly acceptible as a proviso).
students entering courses (particularly vocal students.
as a voice is often only discovered at a relatively
mature age, and often without the necessary formal
musical training to accompany the voice) do so at
diverse levels regarding theoretical knowledge: aural,
reading and other theoretical skills
*
Not enough is being done in ffremedial ff work to assist and
motivate these people to acqUire the necessary musical
skills and knowledge. The system of teaching aural
skills and music literacy is inefficient in general,
and is not producing the desired results early enough -
ie in the schools. The problem of the tertiary
institution coping with the varying levels of entering
students would not exist if more efficient means of
ensuring these skills were enforced at the school
level.
SUB-ISSUE B6
THE ISSUE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP TRAINING
AT PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL.
*
Not enough is being done in ffremedial ff work to assist and
motivate students with poorer backgrounds to acquire
the necessary musical skills and knowledge. The system
of teaching aural skills and music literacy is
inefficient in general, and is not producing the
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p~oblem of the te~tia~y 1nstitution coping with the
va~ying levels of ente~ing students would not exist if
mo~e efficient means of ensu~ing these skills we~e
enfo~ced at the school level.
*
The acquisition of mus1cal "skills" does not necessa~ily
depend on "musical intelligence" though some students
would be mo~e apt to acqui~e these mo~e easily than
others, just as ~eading and w~iting skills of a spoken
language do not imply g~eat lite~a~y ability o~ even
unde~standing. It is on this basis that an efficient
system of teaching musical ~udiments should become pa~.
of the prima~y education system of cu~ country.
SUB-ISSUE B7
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ACqUISITION OF MUSICAL SKILLS
DEPENDS OF "MUSICAL INTELLIGENCE".
*
The acquisition of musical "skil Is" does not necessa~ily
depend on "musical intelligence" though some students
would be mo~e apt to acqui~e .these mo~e easily than
others, just as reading and w~iting skills of a spoken
language do not imply g~eat lite~a~y ability o~ even
understanding. It is on this basis that an efficient
system of teaching musical rudiments should become part
of the primary education system of ou~ country.
SUB-ISSUE 88
THE ISSUE OF PIANISTIC SKILLS SUCH AS SIGHT-READING,·
IMPROVISATION, TRANSPOSITION, SCORE-READING. RECITATIVE
REALISATION, ETC, FOR PIANO STUDENTS.
*
Entering students should have expertise In at least one
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sonatas is not necessarily aware of everything and
should be regarded not as exceptional but as good
material to start with.
*
The training of pianists should not merely be the
specialised manner of perfecting of technique to
perform a small number of chosen pieces to learn to
perform as soloists, teach other pianists and sometimes
to accompany. Other skills which pianists should
acquire should include the following to broaden their
career possibilities:
sight-reading skills, all too lamentable in
most cases
improvisatory skills, useful in light music
and the teaching of children
- transposition, essential for anyone
seriously considering a career in accompaniment
realisation and palying of recitative
score-reading and playing from open score
versions at vocal music essential for the coaching of
singers and choruses.
*
There is a particularly serious tault in our tertiary
education system, and that is the lack of vocal coaches
and repititeurs, throughout the country, qualified
enough in terms ot repertoire and necessary skills for
opera and vocal students to gain access to the
repertoire- also, student coaches and repetiteurs
(pianists) should be given the opportunity to be
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KEY ISSUE - C - EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS
SUB-ISSUE C1
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF ANNUAL AS OPPOSED TO LESS OR
MORE FREqUENT EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS.
*
It takes timato develop a musician and looking too close
too soon at results (evaluation) can often mislead.
Evaluating a music student (or an education program)
should occur after 2, 4 and 10 years in order to
provide perspective into this subjective art.
*
The same persons should provide the comments in periodic
evaluations, and these periodic evaluations should be
compared over a protracted period of time (after 2, 4
and 10 years).
*
This "tracking" helps evaluate what is being evaluated and
maintains a network of communication between students.
teachers and administration, ie everyone would have a
sense of what is going on in the 'institution.
*
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it is a subjective appraisal and
almost Impossible to do In progressive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all Interation of skills
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SUB-ISSUE C2
THE ISSUE OF WHO THE EVALUATORS SHOULD BE AND THE VALUE OF
USING THE SAME PEOPLE TO EVALUATE STUDENTS THROUGHOUT
THEIR COURSES.
*
Th~ same persons should provide the comments in periodic
evaluations, and these periodic evaluations should be
compared over a protracted period of time (after 2, 4
and 10 years.)
SUB-ISSUE C3
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF SUBJECTIVITY IN APPRAISAL OF
MUSIC STUDENTS.
*
It takes time to develop a musician.annd looking too close
too soon at results (evaluation) can often mislead.
Evaluating a music student (or an education program)
should occur after 2, 4 and 10 years in order to
provide perspective into this subjective art.
*
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it is a sUbjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in progressive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
which produces a Wmusician. W
*
The question of examination and evaluation needs looking at.
Much of the examination, particularly in the
performance area, is unreliable because of the
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SUB-ISSUE C4
EVALUATION OF EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES.
*
This ~tracking" (see Sub-Issue C2) helps evaluate what is
being evaluated and mainta-ins a network of
communication between students, teachers and
administration, ie everyone- would have- a sense of what
is going on in the institution.
SUB-I SSUE CS
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION OF MUSICAL
PERFORMANCES.
*
Evaluation of performance needs to be looked at from a point
of view of when one hears a performance, one should not
criticise technique (HOW it is done) but rather the
effect of the performance (WHAT is being done with the
music) •
SUB-ISSUE C6
THE IMPORTANCE OF SETTING UP EVALUATIVE CRITERIA.
*
Criteria by which the evaluation of students and courses is
to be made have to be set up.
SUB-ISSUE C7
THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STAFF AND STUDENT ON
EVALUATION OF STUDENTS.
*
The evaluation and progress ot the student must not be
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taculty. Because not all students and teachers mix
well, changes should be made to accommodate and improve
the problem.. For example, if a student is doing
poorly, otten a change of teacher will enhance
progress.
SUB-ISSUE ca
EVALUATION OF ENTERING STUDENTS FOR THE PURPOSES OF
STREAMlNG.
*
Enterin~ students should be tested at all levels, ie
performance and writing. (counterpoint, composition,
history, harmony, dictation in writing, and sight
reading on major instrument, chamber recital as well as
solo recital or performance.) Constant improvement
should be demanded trom each of these areas as the
years go by. A further round of tests (that is part of
the overall evaluation programme) could be given to
compare the results deliberated by a panel (the same
panel as used originally).
SUB-ISSUE C9
THE VALIDITY AND FEASIBILITY OF DEMANDING CONSTANT
EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS BASED ON THEIR ABt"LITIES AND
STREAMED ENTRANCE LEVELS.
*
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result) in a musical education is
difficult because it is a SUbjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in progre~sive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
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Entering students should be tested at all levels. ie
performance 'and writing. (counterpoint, composition,
history, harmony, dictation in writing, and sight
reading on major instrument, chamber recital as well as
solo recital or performance.) Constant improvement
should be demanded from each of these areas as the
years go by. A further round of tests (that is part o't
the overall evaluation programme) could be given to
compare the results deliverated by a panel (the same
panel as used originally).
*
If entering students enter at different levels of skills, a
comprehensive' entrance test could be used to stream the
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SUB-ISSUE ClO
THE ISSUE OF COURSE EVALUATIONS
*
ThIs WtrackIng~ (Sub-Issue CII) helps evaluate what Is beIng
evaluated and maintaIn~ a network ot communIcatIon
between students. teachers and admInIstratIon. Ie
everyone would· have a sense of what Is going on In the
instItution.
SUB-ISSUE Cll
THE VALIDITY OF COMPARING EVALUATIONS OVER A PROTRACTED
PERIOD OF TIME.
*
The same persons should provide the comments In periodIc
evaluations. and these perIodic evaluations should be
compared over a protracted perIod ot tIme (atter 2. 4
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KEY ISSUE - D - FACILITIES
SUB-ISSUE Dl
THE ISSUE OF NOISE AND SOUND-PROOFING IN A BUILDING HOUSING
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Mualc needa quIet in order to be learned. For example music
by ,Feldman and Cage and others is made impossible by
noisy classrooms. studios. etc. Further. practicing
facilitiea need to be effectively sound-proofed. The
need for quiet in any learning situation ia emphasised.
SUB-ISSUE D2
THg VALIDITY OF INTER-DEPARTMENTAL SHARING OF EQUIPMENT AND
FACILITIES TO SHARE COSTS.
"Because at the expense of training muaicians. music
departmenta at various universities in the country
should co-operate far more to try and" complement
inatead at compete with each other. For example. what
about sharing facilities and equipment. Also. does
every university have to have a school music department
with an expensive and 'involved infrastru'cture? There
could be far more specialisation at specitic
insti tutions.
SUB-( SSUE D3
THg VALIDITY OF SPECIALISED FACILITIES AT PARTICULAR
UNIVERSITIES TO AVOID HAVING EXPENSIVE FACILITnES AT
EVERY UNIVERSITY
..
Because at the expense at training muaicians. music
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should co-ope~ate fa~ mo~e to t~y and complement
instead of compete with each othe~. Fo~ example, what
about sha~ing facilities and equipment. Also, does
eve~y unive~sity have to have a school music depa~tment
with an expensive and involved inf~ast~uctu~e? The~e
could be ta~ mo~e specialisation at specific
inst1.tutions.
SUB-ISSUE 04
THE ISSUE OF LACK OF FACILITIES FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE
POPULATION.
*
The~e is t~emendous musical talent 1.n South Af~ica which is
not being ~eal1.sed. Va~ious etto~ts on behalf of
institutions such as the Beau Soleil School have
~evealed a wealth of talent. Unfo~tunately the~e a~e
two majo~ p~oblems:
a) Facilities and t~aining is only being p~ovided to~ a
limited section ot the population. leaving much
untapped tal ent.
b) The talent f~equently withe~s and dies beto~e te~tia~y
level; a la~ge numbe~ ot students could be att~acted
it t~aining at te~tia~y level and subsequent
oppo~tunities had a bette~ "image". In other wo~ds an
into~med and agg~essive ma~keting st~ategy is
indicated.
SUB-ISSUE 05
THE VALIDITY OF UTILISING AUDIO TAPE IN TEACHING
*
O~chest~al excerpts (individual parts) should be put on tape
played by acknowledged (orchestral) leaders and put on
~ese~ve tor students to listen to. The individual
excerpt should be p~eceded and followed by the passage
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SUB-ISSUE 06
THg ISSUE OF IMPRESSIVE FACILITIES AND THE CONCERN FOR
OUTWARD APPEARANCES RATHER THAN ACTUALLY WHAT GOES ON
INSIDE AT SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTIONS.
*
Facilities at universities in South Africa are superior to
many in older cultures because bricks and mortar are
always the goal of South African planners who are more
concerned with outward appearances than what actually
goes on inside. Europe and America have been concerned
with the minds of those who are in the buildings.
Therefore to come to an South African university is to
be frequently impressed by the superficial aspects of
the buildings.
SUB-ISSUE D7
THE ISSUE OF PROVIDING FACILITIES TO COPE WITH THE INCREASE
IN POPULATION (ESPECIALLLY BLACK POPULATION).
*
A national educational problem is starting in the i980's,
when the rather low level ot education in black schools
is nevertheless producing quantities of black
matriculants who will demand a university education and
yet are not ready for it (even less than the white
population is). Will universities have to dilute their
standards to accommodate the new black demand? At the
present time there are more black children in Sub-A
alone than in all white secondary schools put together.
The population at South Africa is increasing by 20 000
a week, which means opening 20 new scnools a week ot
the year to keep up with population explosion. Our
problems as musicians pale into insignificance when set
besides the real problems of the Third World. of which
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SUB-ISSUE 08
THE VALIDITY OF PROVIDING VIDEO FACILITIES AND TAPED ITEMS
ON LOAN.
*
Ther~ is a need for a collection of video-tapes for
borrowinrand lending of items such as the Ivan
Galamian master-classes, Paul Rolland tapes. Dr Suzuki
tapes, Casals master-classes; as well as tapes of major
artists playing major concerti.
SUB-ISSUE 09
THE VALIDITY OF A "BANK" OR LIBRARY OF TEACHING MATERIALS
PROVIDED FOR THE PRIVATE TEACHER IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
Further need for an organisation like this would be to
provide a bank of teaching materials for the teachers.
as these are becoming prohibitively expensive in South
Africa. Teaching materials include records, tapes,
videos as well as etude material, performing literature
in all editions.
SUB-ISSUE 010
THE ACCOUNTING FOR OF ALL PHYSICAL FACILITIES AT MUSIC
SCHOOLS
*
A detailed account of the physical facilities provided for
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KEY ISSUE - E - ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS/ADMISSION
PROCEDURES/STANDARDS
SUB-ISSUE E1
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER ENTERING STUDENTS (THOSE THAT HAVE
BEEN ACCEPTED INTO AN INSTITUTION) SHOULD BE TESTED AND
WHAT IT 15 THEY SHOULD BE TESTED IN .
•
Entering students should be tested at all levels. ie
performance and writing. (counterpoint. composition,
history. harmony. dictation in writing, and sight
reading on major instrument, chamber recital as well as
solo recital or performance.) Constant improvement
should be demanded from each of these areas as the
years go by. A further round of tests (that is part of
the overall evaluation programme) could be given to
compare the results deliberated by a panel (the same
panel as used originally.)
SUB-ISSUE E2
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER AN INITIAL TEST SHOULD SET A
STANDARD TO BE IMPROVED UPON BY EACH INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT.
•
Entering stUdents should be tested at all levels. ie
performance and writing; (counterpoint. composition.
history. harmony. dictation in writing. and sight
reading on major instrument. chamber recital as wei! as
solo recital or performance.) Constant improvement
should be demanded from each of these areas as the
years go by. A further round of tests (that is part of
the overall evaluation programme) could be given to
compare the results deliberated by a panel (the same
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SUB-ISSUE E3
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF COMPREHENSIVE TESTING ON
ENTRANCE FOR STREAMING PURPOSES.
*
If ente~ing students ente~ at different'leveis of skills, a
comprehensive ent~ance test could be used to stream
the students into groups of varying levels within a
year~
SUB-ISSUE E4
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS.
THE AUDITION REPLACING SPECIFIC
IE FLEXIBILITY IN ENTRANCE
*
Entering students should have expertise in at least one
a~ea. The pianist who plays 12 conce~ti and the Lizst
sonatas is not necessarily aware ot eve~ythlng and
should be~egarded not as exceptional but as good
material to start with.
*
Because of the varying formal backgrounds and the proviso of
the audition taking the place of specific audition
requirements before entering a te~tiary course of
study in music (which is perfectly acceptible as a
proviso), students entering courses (particularly vocal
students. as a voice is often only discovered at a
relatively mature age, and often without the necessary
formal musical training to accompany the voice) do so
at diverse levels regarding theoretical knowledge;
aural, reading and other theoretical skills.
Entrance qualifications should be more flexible than at
present; a matriculation exemption should not be the
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particular musical direction should be a strong
consideration.
•
The admission procedures at South African universities is at
fault. There is a lack of awareness or sensitivity to
the growth process in learning apparent by the
existence of very high and, more important, totally
inflexible standards of performance at South African
universities. These goals or standards are too
idealistic or non-pragmatic to be academically sound
with regard to entrance standards, ie if goals or
standards are high then entrance standards must be
equally high_ Only students who are expected to
satisfy final requirements should be admitted. A way
to raise these levels would be to establish a
preparatory department so that matric levels can be
upped.
SUB-ISSUE E5
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF STUDENTS ENTERING A COURSE OF
STUDY AT DIVERSE LEVELS OF THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL.
*
Colleges and universities should be set up assum~ng
(demanding) a certain level of prior skill training,
this should not begin at age 18.
*
Because of the varying formal backgrounds and the proviso ot
the audition taking the place of specific audition
requirements before entering a tertiary course of study
in music (which is perfectly accep~ible as a proviso).
students entering courses (particularly vocal students,
as a voice is often only discovered at a relatively
mature age, and often without the necessary formal
musical training to accompany the voice) do so at
diverse levels regarding theoretical knowledge; aural.
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SUB-ISSUE E6
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ENTRANCE REqUIREMENTS/STANDARDS
AT UNIVERSITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA ARE TOO HIGH OR TOO
bID!.:..
"
The entrance qualifying standard of music students at music
departmenta in this country ar too low. Fewer students
of a higher calibre would improve the standard in
general.
"Entrance qualifications should be more flexible than at
present; a matricultion exemption should not be the
sole criterion - SUitability for further study in a
particular musical direction should be a strong
consideration.
*
Just how strict admission requirements should be needs to be
considered.
SUB-ISSUE E7
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER FEWER STUDENTS OF A HIGHER CALIBRE
WOULD IMPROVE THE STANDARD OF MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA IN
GENERAL.
*
The entrance qualifying standard of music students at music
departments in this country ar too low. Fewer students
of a higher calibre would improve the standard in
general.
"
The admission procedures at South African universities is at
fault. There is a lack of awareness or sensitivity to
the growth process in learning apparent by the
existence of very high and. more important. totally
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unive~sities. These goals o~ standa~ds a~e too
idealistic o~ non-p~agmatic to be academically sound
with ~ega~d to ent~ance standa~ds, ie it goals o~
standa~ds a~e high then ent~ance standa~ds must be
equally high. Only students who a~e expcted to satisty
tinal ~equi~ements should be admitted. A way to ~aise
these levels would be to establish a p~eparatQry
depa~tment so that mat~ic levels can be upped:
SUB-ISSUE E8
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT NECESSARILY
OF THE REQUIRED STANDARD BEING ADMITT~D TO COURSES TO
SUSTAIN NUMBERS SO THAT DEPARTMENTS qUALIFY FOR GRANTS;
IE WHEN CRITERIA FOR ENTRANCE ARE NOT PURELY ACADEMIC
OR MUSICAL.
*
Students who a~e not at the requi~ed Ent~ance level a~e
otten still admitted to the cou~ses at unIve~sity.
Although the~e a~e those who show enough promise and
who maybe wa~~ant this practise, some students are
admitted because the depa~tments need a certain numbe~
ot students in orde~ to quality tor g~ants, etc.
Likewise, some students a~e passed in thei~
examinations just In o~der to sustaIn the en~olment.
SUB-ISSUE E9
THE ISSUE of.ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS AND LOW STANDARDS AT
UNIVERSITIES BEING A FUNCTION OF EDUCATION FROM
PRE-PRIMARY THROUGH TO HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL. IE THE
EDUCTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE.
*
The p~oblem of the~e being low standa~ds In the unIversItIes
sta~ts at an ea~ly stage. A system ot music education.
such as the Kodaly Method used succestully In Hungary
to~ the past 30 or 40 yea~s. in which continuous
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end of secondaary level, would guarantee a flow-through
of weH trained students to tertiary I eve I.
(Instrumental tuition must be part of the music education.)
"
The matter of entrance qualification is a function of the
primary and secondary educational infrastructure which
is virtuallY non-existent in South Africa.
SUB-I SSUE EiO
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF VARYING ENTRANCE REqUIREMENTS
IN DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS WITH1N AN lNST1TUTION.
"The facilities, curricula, administration and entrance
qualification must vary from department to department
within an institution.
"
An attempt to set standards is needed; clear distinctions
cannot easily be made in setting and assessing
standards relating to performance (first study, second
study, etc); it is difficult to draw parallels between
one instrument and another when assessing standards.
SUB-I SSUE EI1
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF THE MATRICULATION EXEMPT10N
BEING AN ENTRANCE REqUIREMENT AND THE VALIDITY OF
SUITABILITY FOR FURTHER STUDY AS A BASIS FOR ENTRANCE.
"Entering students should have expertise "in at least one,
area. The pianist who plays 12 concerti and the Lizst
sonatas is not necessarily aware of everything and
should be regarded not as exceptional but as good
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Entrance qualifications should be more flexible than at
present; matriculation exemption should not be the
sole criterion - Suitability for further study in a
particular musical direction should be a strong
consideration.
SUB-ISSUE E12
TH~ ISSUE OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS NOT BEING IN KEEPING UITH
THE STANDARDS REQUIRED DURING THE COURSES OF STUDY.
*
The admission procedures at South African universities is at
fault~ There is a lack of awareness or sensitivity to
the growth process in learning apparent by the
existence of very high and, more important, totally
inflexible standards of performance at South African
universities. These goals or standards are too
idealistic or non-pragmatic to be academically sound
with regard to entrance standards, ie if goals or
standards are high then entrance standards must be
equally high. Only students who are expected to
satisfy final requirements should be admitted. A way
to raise these levels would be to establish a
preparatory department so that matric levels can be
upped.
SUB-ISSUE E13
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT UITHIN THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT TO
DEAL WITH THE RAISING OF ENTRANCE LEVEL3.
*
The admission procedures at South African universities is at
fault. There is a lack of awareness or sensitivity to
the growth process in learning apparent by the
existence of very high and, more important,. totally
inflexible standards of performance at South Atr1can
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idealistic o~ non-p~agmatic to be academically sound
with ~ega~d to ent~ance standards, ie if goals o~
standa~ds a~e high then ent~ance standa~ds must be
equally high. Only students who are expected to
satisfy final ~equl~ements should be admitted. A way
to raise thes~ levels would be to establish a
p~epa~ato~y depa~tment so that mat~ic levels can be
upped.
SUB-ISSUE E14
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE INSTITUTION IS SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO
THE GROWTH PROCESS IN THE STUDY OF MUSIC (IN RELATION
TO EXPECTING PARTICULAR STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE).
*
The admission procedu~es_at South African universities is at
fault. The~e is a lack of awareness o~ sensitivity to
the g~owth p~ocess in learning appa~ent by the
existence of ve~y high and, mo~e impo~tant, totally
inflexible standards of perfo~mance at South African
unive~sities. These goals o~ standa~ds a~e too
idealistic o~ non-p~agmatic to be academically sound
with ~egard to entrance standa~ds, ie if goals or
standa~ds are high then ent~ance standa~ds must be
equally high. Only students who are expected to
satisfy final ~equi~ements should be admitted. A way
to raise these levels would be to establish a
preparatory department so that matric levels can be
upped.
SUB-ISSUE ~15
THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARDS AND RESOURCE~ OF PRIVATE MUSIC
TEACHERS AFFECTING THE ENTRANCE STANDARDS AT TERTIARY
LEVEL.
*
There is the need for an organisation for private and school
(string) music teachers throughout the country, that
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talks with lecturers and members in and out of town.
foreign artists and pedagogues. Create an organisation
to provide the teachers with information, help.
master-classes, etc, and give them the sense that their
work is acknowledged and worth something, and they will
gradually produce better students for the tertiary
institutions.
SUB-ISSUE E16
THE ISSUE OF HOW TO SET AND MAINTAIN STANDARDS •
•
The problem of standards in teaching is related to what can
be called Wcreative densityw. This is that our
teaching power (in the performing arts field> is too
scattered over a vast geographical area while being too
thinly spread on relatively tew major talents. This
leads to distortion ot standards becau3e ot the lack ot
direct and immediately comparable standards. As far as
the academic teaching is concerned, professional
survival does not depend on as high and special an
individual talent developed to a high skill as on the
pertorming side. Here, a good teacher will be a good
teacher immaterial of his or her'individual
specialisation. This is what is required in the wider
university context.
*
Music Departments in this country vary tar too greatly as
far as curricular content and standards are concerned.
There should be more interchanging ot ideas and
communication between de~artments country-wide. There
exists a body ot Heads of Music Departments (CHUM,.
This body should work at this issue' as well as working
at a way in which standards may be compared.
*
An attempt to set standards is needed; clear distinctions
cannot easily be made in setting and assessing
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study, etc); it is difficult to d~aw pa~allels between
one instrument and anothe~ when assessing standards.
SUB-ISSUE Ei7
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF REQUIRED GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP FOR
ADMISSION.
•
Colleges and universities should be set up assuming
(demanding) a certain level of prio~ skill training,
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KEY ISSUE - F - THE TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
SUB-ISSUE Fi
THE ISSUE AS TO WHEN THE PRACTICAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE INTRODUCED INTO A COURSE OF STUDY DESIGNED TO
TRAIN SCHOOL TEACHERS.
*
In the area ot teacher-training, practise teaching (not just
seminars) should occur in the last two years.
Observation and exposure to good teaching should be the
emphasis. in the first few years.
SUB-ISSUE F2
-
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER PRIVATE TEACHING BY STUDENTS SHOULD
BE ENCOURAGED.
*
Private teaching by students should be discouraged.
SUB-ISSUE F3
THE ISSUE OF THE METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF TRAINING TEACHERS.
*
A specialised system of music education tor music teachers
such as that used in the Kodaly Method should be
introduced on a post-graduate level in South Africa so
as to supply the system with suitably qualifiea
teachers. As otten as is not the case. music must be
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SUB-ISSUE F4
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER YOUNG TEACHERS. AT THE END OF THEIR
TRAINING; ARE PREPARED FOR THE RIGOURS OF THE
PROFESS ION.
..
Degreed musicians entering the teaching protegsion seldom
geem· to hav~ been prepared for the actual classroom
situation_ They arrive in s choc t s. having had training
in ideal circumgtances (ie schools which have a musical
tradition) .wlthhigh ideals (hoping that the pupils
wilJexperience a similar passion for music as
themselves) only to be brought down to earth by the
realities of the situation where few schools have music
as a subject with any status among pupils and gtatt. A
system such as where a student is assigned to an
acknowledged teacher as an apprentice tor a period at
·months might provide the student with the opportunity
to learn practical know-how by observation rather than
by trial and error as is usually the case.
SUB-ISSUE FS
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF OBSERVATION OF GOOD TEACHERS
"IN ACTION" AS A PART OF TEACHER TRAINING •
..
In the area ot teacher-training, practise teaching (not just
seminars) should occur in the last two years.
Observation and exposure to good teaching should be the
emphasis in the tirst tew years.
"Degreed musicians entering the teaching protession geldom
seem to have been prepared tor the actual classroom
situatuion. They arrive in schools having had training
in ideal circumstances (ie schools which have a musical
tradition) with high ideals (hoping that the pupils
will experience a similar passion tor music as
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realities of the situation where few schools have music
as a subject with any status among pupils and staff. A
system such as where a student is assigned to an
acknowledged teacher as an apprentice for a period of
months might provide the student with the opportunity
to learn practical know-how by observation rather than
by trial and error as is usually the case.
SUB-ISSUE F6
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE EDUCATION
AUTHORITIES ARE "AIMING IN THE SAME DIRECTION" AS FAR
AS TEACHER EDUCATION IS CONCERNED.
*
More contact is needed between universities and
superintendants of education for the universities to
ascertain exactly what the "task" referred to in
Sub-Issue FiO entails. (the task of teaching music)
SUB ISSUE F7
THE ISSUE OF TRAINING OF TERTIARY LEVEL MUSIC TEACHERS
("LECTURERS") .
*
Lecturers at universities are often appointed to posts as
teachers of teachers having had I ittle or no experience
of school teaching. "Lecturers should not be appointed
to posts at universities" to teach student teachers if
they have not had considerable experience in the
schools themselves.
*
Lecturers involved in teaching prospective school-teachers
need more training in classroom skills. use of media,
etc. Improvement in this area will improve the
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SUB-ISSUE F9
THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENTATION OF TEACHING SKILLS TO PREPARE
THE STUDENT TEACHER FOR THE PRACTICAL TASK AT HAND.
*
Tertiary education aimed at prospective teachers should
include more in the way of teaching skills and
practically preparing the student teacher for his/her
task at hand.
*
Lecturers involved in teaching prospective school-teachers
need more training in classroom skills, use of media.
etc. Improvement in-this area will improve the
teaching of these students to apply these skills,
SUB-ISSUE FiO
THE ISSUE OF THE EXPENSE OF TRAINING TEACHERS.
*
Because of the expense of training musicians. music
departments at various universities in the country
should co-operate far more to try and complement
instead of compete with each other. For example, what
about sharing facilities and equipment. Also, does
every university have to have a school music department
-with an expensive and involved infrastructure? There
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KEY ISSUE - G - CAREER PROSPECTS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
SUB-ISSUE Gi
THE EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF CAREER
POSSIBILITIES.
*"'
It geems.· that the education of musicians in South Africa i9
mainly orientated towards the teaching profes9ion in
general.
"
With the emphasis on music teaching as a profession (music
students who are fortunate enough to obtain bursaries
to pay tor their studies do so from the education
departments mainly) knowledge of career opportunities
in other fields is l~mited.
"
We should be training musicians to be electronically alert,
so as to better the communications field generally
(radio. TV. recording etc). mU9ic pUblishing. arts
administration and teaching.
"More ideas should be shared with student9 about building
careers in music. management. travel. 9tudy abroad.
etc.
SUB-ISSUE G2
THE ISSUE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUSICAL CAREERS IN SOUTH
AFRICA.
"
In music career opportunities are limited a9 they tie up not
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*
The outlet tor musical careers has been very limited in SA.
SUB-ISSUE G3
THE ISSUE OF GENERAL VERSUS SPECIFIC MUSICAL TRAINING.
*
Musical education of amateurs. future audiences and the like
should not take place at university level. Rearing ot
these amateurs should be the responsibility ot the
schools. Tertiary education by its own definition
should be reserved tor the aspirant professional.
*
So otten there is confusion amongst students and statf
because they do not know what they are aiming for.
There must be thrust- and direction in tertiary music
education. (ie what brench or protessional direction
the course takes; eg., practical musicianship such as
orchestral or solo playing, chamber music, etc.; Music
Education,or the training ot school teachers; academic
musicianship such as the study ot composition,
musicology and ethnomusicology; technical work such as
sound engineering, and broadcasting; commercial
musicians.)
SUB-ISSUE G4
THE ~IMITATIONS ON CAREERS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA OWING TO
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.
To pretend that youngsters are going to have careers as
pertormers in the present unstable economic and
political climate in this country is to to perpetuate
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SUB-ISSUE G5
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ORCHESTRAL PROFESSION IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
The orchestral profession is still a very wonderful one,
and, right now is an "open sesame" for any young
instrumentalist who plays well enough to pit him- or
herself against overseas. imports; our orchestras are
crying out for such people taught locally; therefore,
maximum effort should be put into the training of
undergraduates along these lines.
SUB-ISSUE G6
THE EFFECT THAT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A TEACHER AND
STUDENT MAY HAVE ON THE CAREER OF THAT STUDENT.
*
In considering careers there is a dual course to consider.
There is the career of the student in the future. ~
the success of the student ~ the career of the
teacher. The career of the student must not be
affected by this relationship.
SUB-ISSUE G7
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS
AT THE SACM IS EQUIPPING THE GRADUATES TO COPE WITH THE
PROFESSION.
Problems arise when too many scaff are chasing too ~ew
students in too many directions. Result; the students
do not know which way to turn. Present institutions
try to be all things to all people. spreading
themselves too thinly and producing too many
"qualified" graduates who are not equipped to battle
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SUB-ISSUE G8
THE ISSUE OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR PIANISTS.
*
The training of pianists should not merely be the
specialised manner of perfecting of technique to
perform a small number of chosen pieces to learn to
perform as soloists, teach other pianists and sometimes
to accompany. Other skills which pianists should
acquire should include the following to broaden their
career possibilities:
- sight-reading skills, all too lamentable in most
cases
- improvisatory skills, useful in light music and the
teaching of children_
- transposition, essential for anyone seriously
considering a career in accompaniment
- realisation and playing of recitative
- score-reading and playing from open score versions of
vocal music essential for the coaching of singers and
choruses,
SUB-ISSUE G9
THE EFFECT THAT THE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FROM EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS HAS ON CAREERS FOR MUSICIANS IN SOUTH
AFRICA.
*
Yith the emphasis on music teaching as a proression (music
students who are fortunate enough to obtain bursaries
to pay for their studies do so from-the education
departments mainly) knowledge of career opportunities
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KEY ISSUE - H - TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS
SUB-ISSUE Hi
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THERE IS ENOUGH EMPHASIS ON THE
TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS AS COMPARED TO
PIANISTS AT AN INSTITUTION
*
There is too much emphasis on teaching of the piano at South
African universities. South African orchestras have
the need tor more locally trained musicians. There
should, b& more emphasis placed an the training af
orchestral musicians.
*
The level of string teaching needs to be upgraded in South
Africa by having pedagogy classes for teachers. The
pedegogical level of piano teaching is higher than that
of string teaching in South Africa.
SUB-ISSUE H2
THE ISSUE OF DIPLOMAS IN ORCHESTRAL PLAYING AND CONDUCTING.
*
Musicians intent on becoming orchestral players need nat
necessarily have to enter universities to do degrees
(Implying academic education) In music. Professional,
practical orchestral diplomas could be made available
at a Technlkon.
•
The orchestral profession is stili a very wonderful one.
and, right now Is an "open sesame" for any young
instrumentalist who plays well enough to pit him - or
herself against overseas imports; our orchestras are
crying out for such people taught locally; therefore.
maximum effort should be put into the training of
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*
There is a need tor a well-run orchestral programme in South
Africa.
SUB-ISSUE H3
THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARD AND CONTENT OF STRING SYLLBI.
*
The string syllabi should urgently be upgraded and
uniformised throughout South Africa. The syllabus of
the fourth year SMus Practical at UeT is comparable to
the first year at conservatoires such as in Brussels
and Paris.
*
There is a need tor getting hold ot lists ot major
orchestral audition requirem~nts and to be certain that
all the material for these auditions are in the course
requirements and syllabi.
*
There could be two separate courses for or~hestral players
with specific syllabi - one for symphonic repertoire
and the other tor Opera and Ballet. The important
thing here is the establishment of a syllabus-covering
the repertoire throughuot the history of orchestral
music.
SUB-ISSUE H4
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF STRING TEACHING IN SOUTH AFRICA
*
The level ot string teaching needs to be upgraded in South
Africa by having pedagogy classes for teachers. The
pedagogical level of piano teaching is higher than that
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SUB-ISSUE HS
THE VALIDITY OF ORCHESTRAL EXCERPTS ON AUDIO-TAPE AS AN AID
TO TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS.
*
Orchestral excerps (individual parts) should be put on tape
played by acknowledged (orchestral) leaders and put on
reserve for students to listen to. The individual
excerpt"should be preceded and followed by the passage
in context, ie the entire symphonic texture.
*
There is a need for a collection of video-tapes for
borrowing and lending of items such as the Ivan
Galamian master-classes, Paul Rolland tapes. Dr Suzuki
tapes, Casals master-classes; as well as tapes of
major artists playing major concerti.
SUB-ISSUE H6
THE VALUE OF MOCK ORCHESTRAL AUDITIONS.
*
Hock orchestral auditions should regularly be held. even for
exam purposes. given by guest orchestral players.
SUB-ISSUE H7
THE USEFULNESS OF HAVING SEPARATE OPERA AND SYMPHONIC
COURSES FOR ORCHESTRAL PLAYERS.
There could be two separate courses for orchestral players
with specific syllabi - one for symphonic repertoire
and the other for Opera and Ballet. The important
thing here is the establishment of a syllabus covering
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SUB-ISSUE He
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ORCHESTRAL SYLLABI COVERING THE
REPERTOIRE THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC.
*
There could be two separate courses for orchestral players
with specific syllabi - one for symphonic repertoire
and the other for Opera and Ballet. The important
thing here is the establishment of a syllabus covering
the repertoire throughuot the history of orchestral
music_
SUB-ISSUE H9
THE ISSUE OF ~LOCAL CONTENT~ IN OUR ORCHESTRAS.
*
Should music be taught at universities? J believe that a
system such as the European ~Conservatoire~ is by far a
better solution. The conservatory or "Hochschule~ in
Europe is a place where a student is thouroughly
trained particularly in an instrument to a level
required for professional playing. Should the student
wish to further his/her study, may enroll at a
university where they can study only the theoretical
disciplines. How many professional orchestral players
in South Africa were trained in our universities? Not
all the universities are contributing adequately to
this vital problem.
The perpetuating of a Western musical tradition based
primarily on the piano has no relevance whatsoever for
the vast majority of South Africans and is clearly not
meeting the needs of that part of the country that does
require a contact with Western musical culture: for
example we are not producing orchestral
instrumentalists in numbers or standards required, and
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These foreigners for various reasons are frequently not
competent as teachers in the South African context.
*
The orchestral profession is still a very wonderful one.
and, right now is an "open sesame" for any young
instrumentalist who plays well enough to pit him - or
herself against overseas imports; our orchestras are
crying out for such people taught locally; therefore.
maximum effort should be put into the training of
undergraduates along these lines.
SUB-ISSUE H1D
'THE ISSUE OF WHETHER ORCHESTRAL TRAINING SHOULD· TAKE PLACE
AT A UNIVERSITY OR RATHER AT A CONSERVATORY OR
TECHNIKON.
*
Should music be taught at un1versit1es? 1 believe that a
system such as the European "Conservatoire" is by far a
better solution. The conservatory or "Hochschule" in
Europe is a place where a student is thouroughly
trained particularly in an inntrument to a level
required for professional playing. Should the student
wish to further his/here study, may enroll at a
university where they can study only the theoretical
disciplines. How many professional orchestral players
in South Africa were trained in our universities? Not
all the universities are contributing adequately to
this vital problem.
*
Musicians intent on becoming orchestral players need not
necessarily have to enter universities to do degrees
(implying academic education) in music. Professional,
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SUB-ISSUE H11
THE FEASIBILITY OF ORCHESTRAL LITERATURE COURSES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS CO-ORDINATED WITH AN ESTABLISHED
PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRA.
*
Ther~ is need tor an orchestral literature course for
students ot orchestral instruments. which could be
co-ordinated with an established professional symphony
orchestra and ballet/opera orchestra. This could
include bursary students attached to the opera/ballet
companies.
SUB-ISSUE H12
THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING ORCHESTRAL BURSARIES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS TO GAIN EXPERIENCE AND REPERETOIRE.
*
There is need for an orchestral literature course for
students of orchestral instruments, which could be
co-ordinated with an established professional symphony
o~chestra and ballet/opera orchestra. This could
include bursary students attached to the opera/ballet
companies.
*
Private persons could be encouraged, in the form of a tax
deduction, to sponsor young gifted students. This could
also be used as a form of public relations if sponsors
advertised the fact that they were sponsoring students
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SUB ISSUE H13
THE FEASIBILITY OF A RESIDENT STRING qUARTET AT THE SACM.
*
There should be a resident string-quartet at universities
with time to rehearse for performances to be a model to
students, and to be ambassadors of a high level of
performance.
SUB-ISSUE H14
THE NEED FOR AN OUTSTANDING STRING PEDAGOGUE AND PERFORMER
AS WELL AS A CHARISMATIC CONDUCTOR IN AN ORCHESTRAL
PROGRAMME.
*
To build a string department a school must have first an
outstanding violin padagogue and performer; second, an
excellent and charismatic conductor with a string
background; thirdly, an excellent cello teacher and
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KEY ISSUE - I - THE CONCEPT OF A UNIVERSITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT
AS OPPOSED TO A CONSERVATORY
SUB-ISSUE 11
THE ISSUE OF THE DEFINITION OF A CONSERVATORY AND THAT OF A
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
*
Should th~ training of practical music be part of the
university system at all, or that of a conservatoire?
A university is a seat of tertiary education where
knowledge is imparted through discussion. interaction.
research, etc. The essential process is of pointing to
essential skills and leading the students in their
direction. A conservatory, as in the botanical sense
of the word, is where special talents of rarer species
are nurtured, cultivated under specialist supervision,
and, as it were, sheltered from hostile environments so
that precious blooms may mature. The very nature of a
performing career in music, the special talents
required, the competitive nature of the field require
the rigid disciplines of the conservatory at the
earliest possible stage. The result is specialised
skill in a particular craft where many are called and
few are chosen.
*
Should music be taught at universities? I believe that a
system such as the European NConservatoire N is by far a
better solution. Th conservatory or NHochschule N in
Europe is a place where a student is thouroughly
trained particularly in an instrument to a level
required for professiinal playing. Should the student
wish to further his/her study, may enroll ata
university where they can study only the theoretical
disciplines. How many professionl orchestral players
in South Africa were trained in our universities? Not
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*
The system of te~tiary music education used in South Africa,
namely whereby music faculties/departments are parts of
universities should be reviewed and a system of
conservatories introduced. (institutions dedicated to
the training of orchestral players, teachers,
conductors, etc, rather than musicologists)
*
I do not feel that a potential opera singer, orchestral
player or even perhaps a primary school teacher can
satisfactorily be trained in a university. There
should be ope~a studios attached to the performing arts
councils and a national conservatoire (school of
practiical music making) for orchestral studies.
*
Musicians intent on becoming orchest~al players need not
necessarily have to enter universities to do degrees
(implying acad~mic education) in music. Professional,
practical orchestral diplomas could be made available
at a Technikon.
SUB-ISSUE 12
THE qUESTION OF WHETHER MUSIC SHOULD BE TAUGHT AT
UNIVERSITIES OR AT CONSERVATORIES.
*
Should.music be taught at universities? I believe that a
system such as the European "Conservatoire" is by far a
better solution. Th conservatory or "Hochschule" in
europe- is a place "'here a student is thouroughly
trained particularly in an instrument to a level
required for professiinal playing. ·Should the student
wish to further his/her study, may enroll at a
university where they can study only the theoretical
disciplines. Ho'" many profession 1 orchestral players
in South Africa were trained in our universities? Not
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•
The system of tertiary music education used in South Africa,
namely whereby music faculties/departments are parts of
universities should be reviewed and a system of
conservatories introduced. (institutions dedicated to
the training of orchestral players, teachers,
conductors, etc, rather than musicologists)
•
I do not feel that a potential opera singer. orchestral
player or even perhaps a primary school teacher can
satisfactorily be trained in a university. There
should b~ opera studios attached to the performing arts
councils and a national conservatoire lschool of
practiical music making) for orchestral studies.
•
Musicians intent on becoming orchestral players need not
necessarily have to enter universities ~o do degrees
(implying academic education) in music. Professional.
practical orchestral diplomas could be made available
at a Technikon.
•
There has been little influence on the Arts by business and
virtually none by the government; therefore there has
never been the establishment of conservatories or
effective music high schools in this country.
•
The universities have had to look after all aspects of music
education at a tertiary level without the
infrastructure that would give them a proper place in
society; ie the university has been the~ channel
for music education.
•
The universities have had to provide a broad based. but of
necessity, superficial music education in order to
prepare post-adolescents for careers in music; ie the
curricula in universities have been established
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self-perpetuating group who have elected to stay in
their own territory, or return to it after study abroad
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KEY ISSUE - .J - MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION AS PART OF CULTURE
IN SA / SOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES SURROUNDING
tlUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION I THE STATUS OF MUSIC AND
MUSIC EDUCATION IN SA
SUB-I SSUJ" J 1
THE ISSUE OF THE RECOGNITION OF MUSIC DEPARTMENTS IN THE
SCHOOLS
*
Music depal'tments In schools a r e continually stl'uggllng to
be l'ecognised - ",hi I s t, some schoo I s admi t to supporti ng
a growing music department, there are few making way in
terms of time allotted to musical activities as opposed
to sporting activities, ie the time devoted to sport
still otten outweighs that put aside for music.
*
More training in administrative and educational know-how in
general offered to student-teachel's in their courses
will improve the attitUde of other teachers towards
mus ic teachers.
*
In many schools the Music Teacher is hardly regarded by
othel' teachers as being part ot the statt. This Is
because the music teacher has virtually no exam 01'
homework mal'king to do; very little lesson pr e pa r-a t Lon
in comparison to other teachel's (especially primal'y
school); they are seldom seen in the statt r o oms as
they are taking rehearsals. etc: hardly evel' helping
with sport and other extra mural non-musical
activities; there is also the tendency tor music
teachers to l'egard themse I ves as specla Ii st teachers
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SUB-ISSUE J2
THE EMPHASIS ON SPORT VERSUS CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH
AFRICA.
*
Musi~ departments in schools are continually struggling to
b~ recognised -·whilst some schools admit to supporting
a growin~ musie department. there are few making way In
terms, at time allotted to musical activities as opposed
to sportin~ activities, ie the time devoted to sport
still often outweighs that put aside for music.
SUB-ISSUE J3
THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS AND LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE PLACED ON MUSIC
AS PART OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT BY EDUCATION PLANNERS
IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
The "powers that be" In education planning are not placing
the emphasis on music (cultural development) that is
needed in the schools. Music is very much an
afterthought.
*
Music is a universal language which should be Introduced on
an obligatory basis (the advantages of this have been
proven by a project In the United States of America)
Into South African schools, and as a result, Into South
African homes.
The Arts have never had a pre-eminent po~ltlon In family
life, nor In primary or secondary education In South
Africa, as they have had In Eastern and European
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Music has never been accepted by the educational policy
makers as being an integral part of education,
therefore music in primary and secondary schools for
all races in South Africa has never been a priority.
*
Because of the lack of historicl backgrounnd and a
realisation by the public as a whole as to the
aesthetic value of the Arts in society, musicians do
not have the considered respect of government. civic
and regional administrators in the way in which they do
in Europe or America, let lone the Far East.
*
Our country lacks a national approach to music education.
*
Leaders in the field of music education do not realise the
importance of music education and the value of music to
·a person's cultural upbringing.
SUB-ISSUE J4
THE ISSUE OF THE ATTITUDE OF YOUNG PEOPLE TOWARDS BEING
INVOLVED IN MUSICAL ACTIVITIES.
*
There is an impressive level of enthusiasm and ambition
continually evident in our young musicians to be part
of new situations of musical exposure.
SUB-ISSUE J5
THE ISSUE OF MUSIC AND ITS INTRINSIC AS OPPOSED TO
COMMERCIAL VALUE.
*
In the west, music is becoming more and more the idle
pleasure of the wealthy who dabble in whatever catches
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(commercial value) rather than attaining some sublime
or artistic quality and value.
SUB-ISSUE J6
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF MUSIC BY THE
GENERAL PUBLIC.
~
Not enough is being done in South Africa to educate the
public into being an enthusiastic listener corps
(listening to the radio. going to concerts. etc).
There exista a great deal of ignorance as far as music
is concerned. especilly amongst Afrikaans-speaking
persons. An interesting observation is that one finds
Afrikaans speaking people in great numbers at the Opera
but not so much whe~ it comes to concerts.
*
The lack of good music education in South Africa has
resulted in ignorance/lack of discernment and an
inability to distinguish between (positive and
negative) in the mass (volume) of music that is
produced today.
SUB-ISSUE J7
THE ISSUE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF
MUSIC BETWEEN AFRIKAANS-SPEAKING AND ENGLISH-SPEAKING
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC IN SOUTH AFRICA.
Not enough is being done in South Africa to educate the
public into being an enthusiastic lIstener corps
(listening to the radio. going to concerts. etc).
There exists a great deal of ignorance as far as music
is concerned. especilly amongst Afrikaans-speaking
persons. An interesting observation is that one finds
Afrikaans speaking people in great numbers at the Opera
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SUB-ISSUE J8
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT REMOVA~
OF MUSIC AS A SUBJECT FROM THE SYLLABI OF THE SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN THE TRANSVAAL.
it-
It is disturbing that the Transvaal Education Department has
removed music as subject from the syllabi of secondary
schools. As I see it, this could create a vicious
circle: if music is confined to the professionally
oriented. pergan only, it would diminigh the need for
music teachers who have a more general role to play, ie
to educate people to appreciate music as an art form.
SUB-I SSUE J9
THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF TERTIARY MUSIC EDUCATION IN
SOCIETY.
*
Musical education of amateurs, future audiences and the like
should not take place at university level. Rearing of
these amateurs should be the regponsibility of the
schools. Tertiary education by its own definition
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SUB-ISSUE J10
THE ISSUE OF FACILITIES FOR MUSICAL TRAINING ONLY BEING
PROVIDED FOR A LIMITED SECTION OF THE POPULATION.
*
There is tremendous musical talent in South Africa which is
not being realised. Various efforts on behalf of
institution~ such as the Bea~ Soleil School have
revealed a wealth of talent. Unfortunately there are
two major problems;
'a) Facilities and training is only being provided for a
limited section of the popuLaticn. Leaving much
untapped talent.
b) The talent frequently withers and dies before tertiary
level; a large number of students could be attracted
if training at tertiary level and subsequent
opportunitis had a better Wimage w• In other words an
informed and aggressive marketing strategy iis
indicated.
*
A national educational problem is starting in the 19BO's,
when the rather low level of education in black schools
is nevertheless producing quantities of black
matriculants who will demand a university education and
yet are nat ready for it (even less than the white
population is). Will universities have to dilute their
standards to accommodate the new black demand? At the
present time there are more black children in Sub-A
alone than in all white secondary schools put together.
The population ot South Africa is increasing by 20 000
a week, which means openinng 20 new schools a week ~f
the year to keep up with papulation' explosion. Our
problems as musicians pale into in~ignificance when set
besides the real problems ot the Third World, of which
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The political morass in this country is screwing everyone -
the untapped musical potential for the musical
education of blacks and coloureds is unbelievable, yet
institutons such as the Beau Soleil Music Center, Cape
Town, only admits white students. A mu[ti-racial
preparatory programme with first-rate pedagogy and
teachers should be established even if it means
importing people to teach - but teaching can be
upgraded here if more were done.
SUB-ISSUE J1i
THE ISSU~ OF THE STATUS OF MUSIC AS A PROFESSION IN OUR
SOCIETY AND THAT OF MUS[C EDUCAT[ON IN THE SCHOOL3.
*
There is tremendous musical talent in South Africa which is
not being realised. Various efforts on behalf of
institutions such as the Beau So[eil School have
revealed a wealth of talent. Unfortunately there are
two major problems;
a) Facilities and training is only being provided for a
limited section of the population, leaving much
untapped talent.
b) The talent frequently withers and dies before tertiary
level; a large number of students could be attracted
if training at tertiary level and subsequent
opportunitis had a better "image". In other words an
informed and aggressive marketing strategy iis
indicated.
*
More training in administrative and educational know-how In
general offered to student-teachers in their courses
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In many schools the Music Teacher is hardly regarded by
other teachers as being part of the staff. This is
because the music teacher has virtually no exam or
homework marking to do; very little lesson preparation
in comparison to other teachers (especially primary
schooll; they are seldom seen in the staff rooms as
they are taking rehearsals, etc; hardly ever helping
wIth sport and other extra mural non-musical
activities; there is also the tendency for music
teachers to regard themselves as specialist teachers
and as a result, on Wthe fringe W and a little special .
•
A healthy'attitud~ toward all aspects of the music
profession (especially the teaching professionl must be
formed by the schools' guidance teachers as well as
early on in a tertiary course in music. Too many
students come up against the reality of having to find
a job late in their studies, and too many students who
wanted to be wperformers w or others who had no
intentions to teach end up as frustrated teachers.
This is also important to spare the dreaming
performer/conductor/composer delusions of grandeur and
glory and the illusion that teaching is an inferior
professional activity ~o performing •
••
The status of musicians in South Africa is generatly low in
comparison to european countries and the United States
of America. This is attested by the poor pay
structures accorded to both performing musicians and
music teachers compared to those with equivalent skills
annd duration of training in other professional fields •
..
Because of the lack of historical background and a
realisation by the public as a whole as to the
aesthetic value of the Arts in society. musicians do
not have the considered respect of government. civic
and regional administrators in the way in which they do
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*
There is a problem with the status of music education,
especially in our high schools.
SUB-ISSUE J12
THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF MUSIC IN THE
EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
The matter of entrance qualification is a function of the
primary and secondary educational infrastructure which
i~ virtually non-existant in South Africa.
*The Arts have never had a pre-eminent position in family
life, not in primary or secondary education in South
Africa, as they have had in Eastern and European
cult~res, therefore music education has lacked the
necessary infrastructure.
SUB-ISSUE Ji3
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENT POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC SITUTION ON MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
To pretend that youngsters are going to have careers as
performers in the present unstable economic and
political climate in this country is to perpetuate an
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SUB-ISSUE J14
THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS IN
INFLUENCING THE ARTS (ESPECIALLY MUSIC) .
•
There has been little influence on the Arts by business and
virtually none by the government; therefore there has
never been the establishmen~ of conservatories or
effective music high schools in this country.
SUB-ISSUE JiS
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF AFRIKANER PROTESTANTISM ON MUSIC
AS PART OF SOCIETY.
*
The Afrikaans family and church (protestantism) has swung
between the extremes of viewi~g the Arts as a source of
temptation and therefore ungodly, and the virtues of
group activities such as choral singing; never giving
music a place in that society. (as compared to
European tradition)
SUB-ISSUE Ji6
THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENT NUMBER OF TERTIARY MUSIC
DEPARTMENTS AND THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS DESIROUS OF
TERTIARY MUSIC EDUCATION .
•
There is the matter at whe~her there are teo many
universities handling the present number of students
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SUB-ISSUE .117
THE ISSUE OF THE INCREASE IN POPULATION AND THE INCREASING
DEMAND FOR PLACES BY BLACK PEOPLE IN SOUTH AFRICAN
UNIVERSITIES.
*
A national educational problem is starting in the 1980's.
when the rather low level of education in black schools
is nevertheless producing quantities of black
matriculants who will demand a university education and
yet are not ready for it (even less than the white
population is). Will universities have to dilute their
standards' to accommodate the new black demand? At the
present time there are more black children in Sub-A
alone than in all white secondary schools put together.
The population of SA is increasing by 20 000 a week.
which means opening 20 new schools a week of the year
to keep up with population explosion. Our problems as
musicians pale into insignifioance when set besides the
~ problems of the Third World, of which this (with
the exception of a few cities) is a part.
*
The political morass in this country is screwing everyone -
the untapped musical potential for the musical
education of blacks and coloureds is unbelievable, yet
institutions such as the Beau Soleil Music Center, Cape
Town, only admits white students. A multi-racial
preparatory programme with first-rate pedagogy and
teachers should be establi~hed even if it means
importing people to teach - but teaching can be
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SUB-ISSUE Ji8
THE ISSUE OF THE RELEVANCE OF TEACHING A WESTERN EUROPEAN
MUSICAL TRADITION IN SOUTH AFRICA.
*
The perpetuating of a Western musical tradition based
primarily on the piano has no relevance whatsoever for
the vast majority at South Africans and is clearly not
meetin~ the needs of that part of the country that does
require a contact with Western musical culture: tor
example we are not producing orchestral
instrumentalists in numbers or standards required. and
there~or. have to rely on foreigners for that acivity.
These foreigners tor various reasons are trequently not
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THE ISSUE OF THE AREAS OF TEACHING THAT THE PRIVATE MUSIC
TEACHER SHOULD BE CONCENTRATING ON IN TERMS OF HOW THIS
RELATES TO LATER YEARS WHEN THE STUDENT ENDS UP AT
UNIVERSITY.
*
Schools and private teachers should focus on specialised
areas (one particular performing medium). The
broadenin~out should be lett to the tertiary years
where this specialist area can be used on which to
build the other acquired abilities such as; research,
writing (music and words), thinking, history,
perception, analysis, sightreading, repertoire
knowledge, awareness of past performances (records,
book, etc)
SUB-ISSUE K2
THE ISSUE OF STUDENTS BEING INVOLVED IN PRIVATE TEACHING.
*
Private teaching by students should be discouraged.
SUB-ISSUE K3
THE ISSUE OF PRIVATE TEACHING AND THE EXTERNAL EXAMINATION
SYSTEMS.
*
Private teaching is an area dominated by examination
procedures (particularly Eisteddfods) which do more to
massage the ego of the teacher than benefit the pupil.
The private teacher, who in the Western Cape has
traditionally based standards on the British
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enrolment of more students and therefore a better
personal income. This perpetuates the ego-massaging of
the teachers and the proliferation of an examination
system that is largely pointless.
SUB-ISSUE K4
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF A RESOURCES·
ORGANISATION/ASSOCIATION FOR PRIVATE TEACHERS IN SOUTH
AFRICA TO PROVIDE INFORMATION. RESOURCES, AND HELP IN
GENERAL.
~
There is the need for an organisation for private and school
(string) music teachers throughout the country, that
has regular meetings, exchanges ideas on pedagogy, has
talks with lecturers_and members in and out of town,
foreign artists and pedagogues. Create an organisation
to provide the teachers with innformation, help,
master-classes, etc, and give them the sense that their
work is acknowledged and worth something, and they will
gradually produce better students for the tertiary
institutions.
*
Further need for an organisation like this would be to
provide a bank of teaching materials for the teachers,
as these are becoming prohibitively expensive in South
Africa. Teaching materials include records, tapes.
videos as well as etude material, performing literature
in all editions.
SUB-ISSUE KS
THE ISSUE OF THE PEDAGOGIC LEVEL OF PRIVATE TEACHERS AND HOW
IT CAN BE IMPROVED.
*
The level of string teaching needs to be upgraded in South
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Deda202ical level of plano teaching is hlgher than that
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KEY ISSUE - K - VOCAL KUSIC OPERA
SUB-ISSUE Hi
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF VOCAL STUDENTS ENTERING A COURSE
OF STUDY WITH VARYING FORMAL BACKGROUNDS •
•
Because' of thE>' varying formal backgrounds and the proviso of
the audition taking the place of specific audition
requirements before entering a tertiary Course of study
in music (which is perfectly acceptible as a proviso),
students: entering courses (particularly vocal students,
as a voice is often only discovered at a relatively
mature age, and often without the necessary formal
musical training to accompany the voice) do so at
diverse levels regar~ing theoretical knowledge; aural,
reading and other theoretical skills.
SUB-ISSUE H2
THE ISSUE OF THE TRAINING OF PIANISTS TO BE VOCAL
ACCOMPANIESTS AND COACHES FOR OPERA AND THE LACK OF
SUCH SUITABLY QUALIFIED PIANISTS.
*
The training of pianists should not merely be the
specialised manner of perfecting of technique to
perform a small number of chosen pieces to learn to
perform as soloists, teach other pianists and sometimes
to accompany. Other skills which pianists should
acquire should include the following to broaden "heir
career possibilities:
- sight-reading skills, all too lamentable in most
cases
- improvisatory skills. useful in light music and the
teaching of children
- transposition, essential for anyone seriously
considering a career inn accompaniment
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- score-reading and playing tram open score versions ot
vocal music essential tor the coaching ot singers and
choruses.
*
There is a particularly serious fault in our tertiary
education system, and that is the lack of vocal coaches
and repititeurs, throughout the country, qualified
enough in terms ot repertoire annd necessary skills for
opera and vocal students to gain access to the
repertoire - also, student coaches and repetiteurs
(pianists) should be given the opportunity to be
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KEY ISSUE - N - EXAHINATON SYSTEMS (UNISA,ROYAL SCHOOLS)
SUB-ISSUE Ni
THE ISSUE OF THE EMPHASIS ON THE LEVEL OF TECHNIQUE REQUIRED
BY THE UNISA EXAMINATION SYSTEM AND ITS RELATION TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF MUSICAL EXPERIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN•
•
The UNISA grade examination syllabi require far too much a
vast quantity of technical display, and material that
is invariably beyond the reach of the average child in
terms of time- for preparation. The all consuming
emphasis on having to practise technique in the UNISA
examination system hampers the development of valuable
musical experiences such as ensembl~ playing, concert
participation and activities such as experimentation
with own compositions.
SUB-ISSUE N2
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF ENTERING STUDENTS FOR THESE
EXAMS.
*
Private teaching is an area dominated by examination
procedures (particularly Eisteddfods) which do more to
massage the ego of the teacher than benefit the pupil.
The private teacher, who in the Western Cape has
traditionally based standards on the British
examination system_ depends on examination success for
enrolment of more students ana therefore-s be~~er
personal income. This perpetua~es the ego-massaging of
the teachers and the proliferation of an examination
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KEY ISSUE - 0 - TEACHING METHODS
SUB-ISSUE 01
THE ISSUE OF THE TEACHING OF MUSIC AS BEING BASED ON THE
INSTRUCTION AND INTERACTION OF SKILLS.
*
The teaching or music is essentially the instruction of
skills which are then built on into what is called
Wmusic". Musicianship is an overall interaction of
skills. Skills instruction should be considered a
means to an end rather than an end in itself.
SUB-ISSUE 02
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF EXPERIENTAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS
DRAMA, AND MOVEMENT FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
*
Movement experience in the form of contemporary dance or
movement education is an essential part of the training
for the student of music.
*
Music Students would benefit from greater freedom of
intuitive expression through experiential activities in
drama/art/music/movement; ie the integration of the
arts.
SUB-ISSUE 03
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF THE USE OF VIDEO TECHNiqUES
AND EQUIPMENT IN THE TEACHING OF MUSIC.
*
Video techniques (the use of video-cassette-recordersl such
as Wstop-frame analysis W should be used on a regular
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playback facilities should be within access of students
fo~ study. This type of work provides clues, hints,
knowledge and insight into pasture, gestures, bowings,
fingerings, etc in the practical area of music
teaching.
SUB-ISSUE 04
THE ISSUE OF THE WILLINGNESS OF ADMINISTRATORS TO TOLERA,"
VARIOUS TEACHING METHODS.
*
Administrators (the directorate) have to be abie to reaiise
that "their" approach to teaching is not the only way,
and must be able to tolerate any approach and evaluate
results rather than methods.
SUB-ISSUE OS
THE ISSUE OF THE USE OF AUDIO TAPE IN TEACHING MUSIC.
*
Orchestral excerpts (individual parts) should be put on tape
played by acknowledged (orchestral) leaders and put on
reserve for students too listen to. The individual
excerpt should be preceded and followed by the passage
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KEY ISSUE - P - ADMINISTRATION
SUB-ISSUE Pi
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF SEPARATING DEPARTMENTAL
ADMINISTRATION IN AN INSTITUTION, EACH DEALING WITH
THEIR SEPARATE ADMINISTRATIVE NEEDS.
There-must be separate departments dealing with the needs at
all the branches of an institution.
~
The facilities, curricula, administration and entrance
qualification must vary from department to department
within an institution.
SUB-ISSUE P2
THE ISSUE OF THE CONCEPT OF VARIOUS UNIVERSITIES CATERING
FOR SPECIFIC NEEDS OF SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL DIRECTIONS
TO RELIEVE THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN OF CATERING FOR
ALL NEEDS WITHIN EACH INSTITUTION IN THE COUNTRY.
*
Many CourseS could ultimately be done away with once the
concept of separate music departments among the various
universities catering for specific needs of specific
professional directions is accepted. to relieve the
endless administration of choppinng and changing
courses to fit the varying needs of a wide variety of
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KEY ISSUE - Q - COURSE/PROGRAMME EVALUATION
SUB-ISSUE Qi
THE ISSUE OF THE DIFFICULTIES IN EVALUATING A COURSE OF
PROGRAMME OR CURRICULUM
It takes' tim~ to dev~la~a musician and looking tao close
too soon at results (evaluation) can often mislead.
Evaluating a music student (or an education program)
should Occur after 2, 4 and 10 years in order to
provide perspectiv~ into this- subjective art.
Measuring or grading or evaluating the ultimate goal
(outcome/end-result» in a musical education is
difficult because it is a subjective appraisal and
almost impossible to do in progressive stages. The
scientific approach of dissecting the process and
evaluating each element (year by year) does not work in
music because of the over-all interaction of skills
which produces a "musician".
*
The question of examination and evaluation needs looking at.
Much of the examination, particularly in the
performance area, is unreliable because of the
subjective nature of music; examiners know the
candidates intimately.
SUB-ISSUE 02
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF PERIODIC SYSTEMATIC
EVALUATIONS.
This "tracking" helps evaluate what is being evaluated and
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teachers and administration, ie everyone would have a
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KEY ISSUE - R - TRAINING OF TERTIARY LEVEL
TEACHERS/LECTURERS
SUB-ISSUE R1
THE ISSUE OF THE FEASIBILITY OF INVESTIGATION OF TEACHING
AND PROFESSIONAL gUALIFICIATIONS OF THESE TEACHERS.
,..
What is needed in South Africa is a study of staffing, with
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APPENDIX VI
LIST OF SUB-ISSUES
The Key-Issues and their corresponding Sub-Issues,as they
were read out as "issues to be responded to in the Interview
Phase, appear in this appendix.


















The ai~ or direction of a curriculum.
Flexibility/choice in the curriculum.
The issue of professionally orientated curricula.
The stylistic aim or direction of the institution.
The place of non-Western and popular music (and how
it relates to Western music) in the curriculum.
The place of chamber-music in the curriculum.
The value of participation in large ensemble.
The emphasis on General Musicianship.
The place at a second instrument in the curriculum.
The place of Composition in the curriculum.
Conducting as part of a curriculum or as a "major".
The place of experiential, creative activities
within the curriculum.
The place ot music technology in the curriculum.
(eg; TV, radio and recording).
The validity of detailed syllabi - and just how
detailed they need be •
The standard of practical syllabi.
The validity of orchestral syllabi being based on
orchestral audition requirements world-wide.
Interaction be~ween ~arts af the curriculum.
The issue of whether practical activities such as
orchestra/chorus/large ensemble should form a
compulsory, credit based, part of the curriculum.
Also. if academic credit should be given for this
sort of practical activity.
The issue of the student work-load •.
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22. The extent to which professionally related
extra-mural activities of staff members should
disrupt the time-table.
23. The issue of the duration of the academic year.
24. The issue of the curricula as they are relative
to the context of our social and cultural
infrastructure.








The issue of Skills Instruction and General
Musicianship as means to an end rather than ends
in themselves.
The issue of the Level of General Musicianship on
entrance to a course of study.
The issue of testing of Skills Abilities and
levels for the_purposes of streaming on entrance
to a course of study.
The issue of Evaluation of Generl Musiciansh~p.
The issue of the Level of General Musicianship
training at schools.
The (ssue of the importance of General
Musicianship training at Primary School level.
The issue as to whether the Acquisition of
M~sical Skills depends on "Musical Intelligence".
The issue of Pianistic skills such as Sight-
Reading. Improvisation, Transposition, Score-
Reading, Recitative Realisation, etc, for Piano
Students.
KEY ISSUE - C - EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS
i. The issue of the validity of annual as opposed
to less or more frequent evalUation of student
progress.
2. The issue of who the evaluators should be
and the value of using the same people
to evaluate students throughout their courses.
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4. Evaluation of evaluative procedures.
5. Evaluation of musical performances.
6. The importance of setting up evaluative
criteria.
7. The effects of relationships between staff and
student on evaluation of students.
8. Evaluation of entering students for the purposes·
of streaming.
9_ The- validity and. feasibility of demanding
constant evaluation of individuals based
on their abilities and streamed entrance levels.
10. The issue of Course Evaluation.
11. The· val idity of comparing evaluations
over a protracted period of time.
KEY ISSUE - D - FACILITIES
1. The issue of noise and sound-proofing in
a bUilding housing a School of Music.
2. The validity of inter-departmental sharing
of equipment and facilities to share
costs.
3. The validity of specialised facilities
at particular universities to avoid
having expensive facilities at every
university.
4. The issue of lack of facilities for the-
majority of the population.
5. The validity of utilising audio tape
in teaching
6. The issue of impressive facilities and the
concern for outward appearances rather than
actually what goes on inside at ~outh African
institutions.
7. The issue of prOViding facilities to cope
with the increase in population (especially
black population>.
8. The validity of providing video facilities
and taped items on loan.
9. The validity of a ~bank~ or library of
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private teacher in South Africa.
iO. The accounting for of all physical facilities
at music schools.
KEY ISSUE - E - ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS/ ADMISSION
PROCEDURES/ STANDARDS
1. The. issue·· as to whether Enter ing Students t t ho s e
that have· been accepted into an institution)
should be tested and what it is they should be
tested in.
2_ The issue as to whether an Initial Test should
set a. Standard tobe improved upon by each
Individual Student.
3. The issue of the Validity of Comprehensive
Testing on Entrance for Streaming Purposes.
4. The issue of the validity of the A~dition
replacing specific Entrance Requirements. ie
Flexibility in Entrance Requirements.
S. The issue of the problem of Students Entering a
Course of Study at Diverse levels of
Theoretical Knowledge and Skill.
6. The issue as to whether the Entrance Requirements
/Standards at Universities in South Africa are
too high or too low.
7. The issue of whether Fewer Students of a Higher
Calibre would improve the Standard of Music in
South Africa in General.
8. The issue of the Problem of Students who are not
necessarily of the required standard being
admitted to courses to sustain numbers so that
departments qualify for grants: ie when
criteria for en~rance are not purely academic
or musical.
9. The issue of Entrance Qualifications and low
Standards at Universities being a Function of
Education from Pre-primary through to High
School Level. ie the Educational Infrastructure.
10. The issue of the validity of varying Entrance
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11., The issue of the problem of the Matriculation
Exemption being an Entrance Requirement and the
Validity of Suitability for further study as a
basis for entrance.
12. The issue of Entrance Requirements not being in
Keeping with the Standards Required during the
Courses of Study.
13. The issue of the Validity of the Establishment of
a
Preparatory Department within the Music
Department to Deal with the Raising of Entrance
Leve Is.
14. The issue of whether the institution is sensitive
enough to the Growth Process, in the Study of
Music (in relation to expecting particular
standards of performance).
15. The issue of the Standards and Resources of
.Private Music Teachers Affecting the Entrance
Standards at Tertiary Level.
16. The issue of how to set and maintain standards.
17. The issue of the level of Required General
Musicianship for Admission.
KEY ISSUE - F - THE TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
1. The issue as to when the Practical Teaching
Experience should be Introduced into a Course
of Study Designed to Train School Teachers.
2. The issue as to Uhether Private Teaching by
Students should be Encouraged.
3. The issue of the Methods and Systems of Training
Teachers.
4. The issue as to whether Yaung Teacners. at the
end of their Training, are prepared for tne
Rigours of the Profession.
5. The issue of the Usefulness at Observation of
Good Teachers Win Actionw as a Part of Teacher
Training.
6. The issue of whether the Universities and the
Education Authorities are WAiming in the same
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Concerned.
7. The issue of Training of Tertiary Level Music
Teachers (ffLecturers ff).
9. The issue of the Presentation of Teaching Skills
to Prepare the Student Teacher for the Practical
Task at Hand.
iO. The issue of the Expense of Training Teachers.
- G - CARE~R PROSP~CTS IN MUSIC IN SA
The extent to which Students are aware of Career
Possibilities.
The issue of Opportunities for Musical Careers in
South Africa.
The issue of General Versus Specific Musical
Training.
The Limitations on Careers in Music in South
Africa owing to Political and Economic Problems.
Opportunities in the Orchestral Profession in
South Africa.
The effect that the Relationship between a
Teacher and Student may have on the Career of
that Student.
7. The issue of whether the Training of Professional
Musicians at the institution is Equipping
Graduates to cope with the Profession.
8. The issue of Career Opportunities for Pianists.
9. The effect that the Availability of Funds from
Education Departments has on Careers for








KEY ISSUE - H - THE TRA!NING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS
i. The issue of whether there is.enough Emphasis on
the Training of Orchestral Musicians as compared
to Pianists at an institution.
2. The issue of Diplomas in Orchestral Playing and
Conducting.
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4. The issue ot the Level ot St~ing Teaching at the
SACM.
5. The Validity ot Orchestral Excerpts on Audio-tape
as an Aid to T~aining ot Orchest~al Musicians.
6. The Value of Mock O~chestral Auditions.
7. The Usefulness of having ot Separate
Opera and Symphonic Courses fo~ Orchestral
Players.
8. The- Impo r-t.ance of the- Orchest~al Syllabi cove~ing
the- Repertoire- throughout the History of
Orchestral Music.
9. The issue of NLocal Content N in our Orchestras.
10. The issue of whethel' Ol'chestral T~aining should
take place at a University or rather at a
Conservatol'Y 01' Technikon.
11. The feasibility ot Orchestl'al Literatul'e COUl'ses
for Ol'chestral Students Co-Ordinated with an
established Professional Ol'chestl'a.
12. The feasibility ot establishing Ol'chestl'al
Bu~sal'ies tal' Orchestral Students to
Gain Expel'ience and Repel'toire.
13. The teasibility of a Resident Stl'ing Quartet
at an Institution.
14. The need tOl' an Outstanding String Pedagogue and
Pe~torme~ as well as a Charismatic Conductor in
an Orchestral P~ogramme.
KEY ISSUE - I - THE CONCEPT OF THE UNIVERSITY MUSIC
DEPARTMENT AS OPPOSED TO THAT OF THE CONSERVATORY
1. The issue of the definition of a Conse~vato~y
and that of a Music Depal'tment.
2. The- Question of whether Music
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KEY ISSUE- J - MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION AS PART OF CULTURE
IN SOUTH AFRICA / SOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES SURROUNDING
MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION I THE STATUS OF MUSIC AND MUSIC
EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
1.· The issue of Recognition of
Husic Departments in the Schools.
2.. The Emphasis on Sport
Versus Cultural Activities in South Africa.
3. The Attitud~ towards_ and level of importance
placed on Music as Part of Cultural Development
by Education Planners in South Africa.
4. The issue of the Attitude of Young People towards
being- Lnv o l ved. in Musical Acc t v I t t e s ,
5. The issue of Music and its Intrinsic as opposed
to Commercial Value.
6. The issue of the level of Appreciation oj Music
by the General_Public.
7. The issue of the Difference in the level of
Appreciation of Music between Afrikaans-
Speaking and English-Speaking Members of the
Public in South Africa.
8. The issue of the effect of the Education
Department Removal of Music as a subject from
the Syllabi of the Secondary Schools in the
Transvaal.
9. The issue of the role of Tertiary Music Education
in Society.
10. The issue of Facilities for Musical Training only
being provided for a Limited Section of the
Population.
11. The issue of the Status of Music as a Profession
in our Society and that of Music Education in the
Schools.
12. The issue of the role and Importance of Music in
the Educational Infrastructui~ -in South Africa.
13. The issue of the Effect of the Present Political
and Economic Situation on Music in South Africa.
14. The issue cf the role of the Government and
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15. The issue of the Effect of Afrikaner
Protestantism on Music as part of Society.
16. The issue of the Present Number of Tertiary
Music Departments and the Number" of Students
Desirous of Tertiary Music Education.
17. The issue of the Increase in Population and the
Increasing Demand for places by Black People in
South African Universitites.
18~ The issue of the Relevance of Teaching a Western
European Musical Tradition in South Africa.
KEY ISSUE - K - PRIVATE MUSIC TEACHING
1. The issue of the areas of Teaching that the
Private Music Teacher should be Concentrating
on in terms of how this relates to later years
when the student ends up at University.
2. The issue ot Students being involved in private
teaching.
3. The issue of Private Teaching and the External
Examination Systems.
4. The issue of the Validity of a Resources
Organisation/Association for Private Teachers in
South Africa to Provide Information, Resources,
and Help in General.
5. The issue of the Pedagogic Level of Private
Teachers and how it can be Improved.
KEY ISSUE - L - COMMUNICATION WITHIN AND BETWEEN MUSIC
DEPARTMENTS
1. The issue of Communication bet~een T~achers and
Students in General.
2. The issue of Communication between the
Universities and the Departments of Education.
3. The issue of Communication between Universities
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KEY ISSUE - M - VOCAL MUSIC AND OPERA
~. The issue of the problem of Vocal Students
entering a Course of Study with varying Formal
Backgrounds.
2. The issue of the Training of Pianists to be
Vocal Accompanists and Coaches for Opera and
the Lack of Such Suitably Qualified Pianists.
KEY ISSUE - N - EXTERNAL EXAMINATION SYSTEMS SUCH AS UNISA
i. Tha issue of the Emphasis on the Level of
Technique Required-by the UNISA 2xamination
System and its Relation to the Development of
Musical Experience for Young Children.
2. The issue of the usefulness of
Entering Students for these exams.
KEY ISSUE - 0 - TEACHING METHODS
i. The issue of the Teaching of Music as being Based
on the Instruction and Interaction of skills.
2. The issue of the Validity of Experiential
Activities such as Drama, and Movement for
Music Students.
3. The issue of the usefulness of the use of Video
Techniques and Equipment in the Teaching of
Music.
4. The issue of the ~illingness of Administrators
to Tolerate Various Teaching Methods.
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1. The issue of the Validity of Separating
Departmental Administration in an Institution,
each dealing with their separate Administrative
needs.
2. The issue of the Concept of Various Universities
Catering for Specific needs of specific
Professional Direction~ to relieve the
Administrative burden of catering for all
needs within each institution in the country.
KEY ISSUE - q - COURSE/PROGRAMME EVALUATION
1. The issue of the Difficulties in Evaluating a
course or Programme or Curriculum.
2. The issue of the validity of Periodic Systematic
Evaluations.
KEY ISSUE - R - TRAINING OF TERTIARY LEVEL
TEACHERS/LECTURERS
1. The issue of the feasibility of investigation of
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APPENDIX VII
KEY ISSUES
A - CURRICULA/SYLLABI/AIMS OF AN INSTITUTION
B - GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
C - EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS
D - FACILITIES
E - ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS/ ADMISSION PROCEDURES/ STANDARDS
F - THE TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
G - CAREER PROSPECTS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
-
H - THE TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS
I - THE CONCEPT OF THE UNIVERSITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT AS
OPPOSED TO THAT OF THE CONSERVATORY
J - MUSIC AND THE EDUCATION OF MUSICIANS AS PART OF CULTURE
.IN SOUTH AFRICA/ SOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES
SURROUNDING MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION
K - PRIVATE MUSIC TEACHING
L - COMMUNICATION WITHIN AND BETWEEN MUSIC DEPARTMENTS
M VOCAL MUSIC/ OPERA
N - EXTERNAL E{AMINATION SYSTEMS SUCH AS UNiSA
o TEACHING METHODS
P - ADMINISTRATION
Q - COURSE/ PROGRAMME EVALUATION
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APPENDIX VIII
REPORT ON RESPONSES TO EACH REMAINING KEY ISSUE
(The table of these remaining Key-Issues appears in
Appendix VII).
KEY ISSUE - B - GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
The number of interviewees responding to this Key-Issue was:
as a Main choice - 3: a second-year student. an
ex-student who.is.now a music teacher. and a fuil-~ime
member of the academic staff.
As an Additional Choice - 7
This key issue comprises the issue of the acquisition of
musical skills OTHER than those of instrumental playing
skills - ie. Aural perception, "sight-sound"
connection, sight-singing, etc. This was defined in
the preliminary study as being "General Musicianship."
(See page 32 of the Prelim~nary Study)
THE ISSUE OF SKILLS INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
AS MEANS TO AN END RATHER THAN ENDS IN THEMSELVES "(Bl)
The respondents generally feel that development of these
skills should be means to an end rather than merely
ends in themselves - this implies INTEGRATION of skill
areas, so that students learn to read. hear and sing
accurately and easily. The situation at the SACM is
perceived to be as follows:
Probably because the subject is examined"as a separate
entity, acquisition of these skills is apparently
viewed by students to be an end in itself. This may be
because it is regarded as a "s~bject" that has to be
passed as a separate entity. The students could
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connecting these skills to the whole picture of being a
musician.
General Musicianship development should affect all musical
experiences including performance, sight-reading,
listening, composing and teaching. As one of the
respondents has suggested, this area should be treated
in a ~ ••• wider~ more universal sense••. "
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
ON ENTRANCE TO A COURSE OF STUDY (82)
The respondents indicate that at the SACM the level is
varied. It is perceived to be a problem in that the
-gap· between various students' levels of ability in
this area is not being addressed by the SACM.
Intensive catch-up programmes are suggested to ·close the
gap· and to raise the overall standard of General
Musicianship, even on an individual basis. It has
been suggested that more involvement in ensemble work
will lead to improved General Musicianship.
THE ISSUE OF TESTING OF SKILLS ABILITIES AND LEVELS
FOR THE PURPOSES OF STREAMING ON ENTRANCE
TO A COURSE OF STUDY (83)
It appears that testing of students' skills abilities and
General Musicianship on entrance to the SACM does not
occur. although some students are streamed into
-Introductory Courses·, The respondents have implied
that although this sort of streaming occurs. it ~akes
place informally. They believe that the narrowing of
the difference between individual levels of General
Musicianship can be achieved, but not without formal.
comprehensive testing.
It appears that before testing of this nature and streaming
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students are expected to reach, must be set up. (See
page i38 of the analysis of Key Issue A for suggestions
as .to what these criteria may comprise.)
THE ISSUE OF EVALUATION OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP (B4)
There are varied views on this; from that of not .being sure
how evaluation of these skills should take place to
emphasising the importance of self-evalua~ion of
teachers.
The respondents ·imply that eva Lua t t o n of General
Musicianship is not an area of particular difficulty,
Referring to the previous issue it seems as though as,
lang as there are clear criteria against which the
evaluation takes place, this evaluation should nat be
of great difficulty~ It is the development of General
Musicianship rather than its assessment that requires
skill and dedication.
It was suggested by one of the respondents that at present
there is Ii ttl e one can do about the I eve I of these
skills, apart from "pep-talks", and that a solution
to this would be if one teacher be assigned to teach
the various aspects of General Musicianship. This
implies that he feels that he is nat in a position'to
deal with the musicianship problems of the students
because such problems fall under the jurisdiction of
ather teachers. Does this imply a lack of
communication between the staff?
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL. OF' GENERAL HUS I C I ANSH I P TRA INI NG
AT SCHOOLS (BS)
Important factors emerged from this issue:
schools that cape adequately with aural are the
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the schools are not really providing a high enough
standard of Aural training although the syllabus is
clear
often teachers in the schools are unable to teach these
skills as they are not equipped with the skills
themselves.
there is emphasis on instrumental technique rather than
General Musicianship.
singing is on~ of the best ways to learn to listen.
with an emphasis' on errsemb l e r in o t he r- words.
developing a natural musicianship through singing
Allot the above serve to emphasise the possibility. as
expressed by one of' the· respondents. that the standard
and emphasis on General Musicianship training in the
schools may be lower than appropriate.
THE ISSUE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
TRAINING AT PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL (S6>
The two interviewees who responded to this issue both teel
that a vital time tor children to learn skills is at
primary school, and that it does not seem to occur as
such at the present time.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ACQUISITION OF MUSICAL SKILLS
DEPENDS ON "MUSICAL INTELLIGENCE" (B7>
It seems that there is a problem with the definition ot
wmusical intelligence. w .If it is to mean Waptitude"
then it is felt that this musical aptitude is indeed
necessary. It is important to relate what the Delphi
Consultant said in terms or this issue: tha~ all music
students should be able to reach a reasonabie ievei or
General Musicianship, because General Musicianship is
something that could be attained as easily as normal
reading and writing skills - without much "musical
intelligenceW needed. It seems that the respondents
imply that they agree that a certain level of General
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THE ISSUE OF PIANISTIC SKILLS SUCH AS SIGHT-READING,
IMPROVISATION, TRANSPOSITION, SCORE-READING,
RECITATIVE REALISATION, ETC, FOR PIANO STUDENTS (B8)
There is unanimity among these respondents that the piano
teachers at the SACM seem to place emphasis mainly on
the- preparation of pieces or works for performance.
and that it is possiblr that the area ot pianistic
skills i~ neglected - especially sight-reading.
One of the respondents (full-time member of the academic
staff) has suggested that there is no need for the
development of these skills tor teachers. It seems
logical that teachers should 'have highly developed
skills and levels of General Musicianship so as to be
able to impar~ their knowledge and teach their skills
to other people.
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KEY ISSUE - C - EVALUATION AND ASSESSHENT OF STUDENTS
This Key Issue was selected by only one respondent, a
full-time senior member of the practical teaching
staft. Four respondents selected this i~sue as an
"additional choice".
The' respondent t-eelS' that examiners are chosen carefully arid
the system of using a panel of examiners in practical
exams, in o~der to reach a consenses in an assessment~
'is effective. Although no particular evaluation
criteria are used (although mention of application of
"guide rules" is made) in either assessment of students
or evaluation of assessment procedures, the respondent
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KEY ISSUE - D - FACILITIES
The main point made by the 9ingle re9pondent (genior member
of practical teaching 9taff) in this i99ue i9 that of
financial considerations. Financial re90urces link up
with matters concerning facilities, and it i9 felt that
most of the iS9ues surrounding facilities are affected
by a present lack of sufficient funding.
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KEY ISSUE - E -ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS/ADMISSION PROCEDURES/
STANDARDS
Four interviewees selected this Key-Issue as their ffmain
choice ff and Four as their ffadditional choice ff•
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER ENTERING STUDENTS (THOSE THAT HAVE
B~ACCEPTED INTO AN, INSTITUTION) SHOULD BE TESTED AND
WHAT IT IS THEY SHOULD BE TESTED IN, (Ell
The general feeling among respondents is that testing should
indeed take place after students are accepted and that
the tests, should cover most theoretical and practical
areas like Aural, Harmony, Sight-Reading. Keyboard
Harmony and Ensemble. These respondents generally feel
that insufficient testing of this nature occurs at the
SACM.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER AN INITIAL TEST SHOULD SET A
STANDARD TO BE IMPROVED UPON BY EACH INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
(E2)
There is unanimity on this issue; the respondents feel that
there should be an overall minimum standard that all
students should attain before graduating, rather than
expecting all students to meet differing demands.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF COMPREHENSIVE TESTING ON
ENTRANCE FOR STREAMING PURPOSES (E3)
It is felt by these respondents that comprehensive testing
would be desirabie. They do teei. however, that ~he
testing should be sufficiently comprehensive to reflect
a thorough picture of a student's abilities and
knowledge. It seems that, at the SACM. testing for
streaming into fflntroduction ff courses occurs on a
limited scale. but not streaming in terms of placing
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ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS,
REQUIREMENTS (E4)
THE AUDITION REPLACING SPECIFIC
IE FLEXIBILITY IN ENTRANCE
All the respondents approve of flexibility in entrance
reqUirements, but it is felt that the audition should
be sufficiently comprehensive to cover areas of a
practical and intellectual nature. A point made by a
3rd year student is that flexibility in entrance
requirements should not imply flexibility in s~andards
required for entrance. but rather flexibility in the
criteria for entrance.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF STUDENTS ENTERING A COURSE OF
STUDY AT DIVERSE LEVELS OF THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL (E5)
All four respondents regard this as being " ••• a problem at
the College ••• ". The reasons given seem to indicate
that the SACM is setting entrance requirements, but not
applying them in reality. However, the respondents
generally seem to feel that these varying levels can be
addressed by the SACM by the institution of
introductory courses and the setting of
levels/standards that have to be reached before the
students are permitted to continue.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS/STANDARDS
AT UNIVERSITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA ARE TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW
(E6)
The respondents indicate that entrance requirements vary
from university to university, but all feeL t~a~ the
reqUirements should be "higher" an? that the
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER FEWER STUDENTS OF A HIGHER CALIBRE
WOULD IMPROVE THE STANDARD OF MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA IN
GENERAL (£7)
There are var1ed views on this issue. An interesting
response came from an ex-student-Orchestral player: she
suggests that fewer students would not necessarily
improve the standard of music in this country. This
respondent is quoted:
Wit is a bit short-sighted to turn away those who show a
reasonable amount of ability and promise. In the end
on& would be eliminating the possibility of there being
mor~ and better musicians even if there are a few who
are not so good. Students should be accepted in a more
flexible way but the requirements for graduation should
remain very strict. w
An opposing view comes from the full-time staff member: she
feels that if there were fewer students each individual
student would receive more attention and that the
standards would improve. However, it is generally felt
that numbers are more likely to produce competition
and, further, one needs numbers to create large
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THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT NECESSARILY
OF THE REQUIRED STANDARD BEING ADMITTED TO COURSES TO
SUSTAIN NUMBERS SO THAT DEPARTMENTS QUALIFY FOR GRANTS;
IE WHEN CRITERIA FOR ENTRANCE ARE NOT PURELY ACADEMIC
OR MUSICAL (E8)
All four respondents indicate the fact that students who are
belo~ standard in terms of entrance requirements have
been admitte~ to' the SACM~ and- they all ackowledge the
difficulty in keepin~ the doors of the SACM open It
they do not have the enrolment to qualify for
sufficient funding. They are implying that the SACM is
struggling to maintain sufficient enrolment.
Responses to other issues in this project imply that low
enrolment may not be wholly dependent on finding
students with sufficiently hIgh entrance requirements.
but on other issues such as:
the number of school-Ieavers interested in studying music
whether the courses at the SACM constitute what
prospective students are interested in
the demand for professional musicians in society
the status and remuneration of the profession~1 musician
the lack of a "junior" or preparatory department
whether school music departments are meeting sufficiently
hIgh standards
the problem that many black stuaents who may want to
study music are not admitted because of the standard of
education for black people or because of their limited
resources.
The question that arises is whether the SACM is struggling
to maintain enrolment merely for reasons concerning
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at hand is owing to the entrance standards, but it
seems that it would be appropriate to consider these
other reasons.
THE ISSUE OF ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS AND LOW STANDARDS AT
UNIVERSITIES BEING A FUNCTION OF EDUCATION FROM
PRE-PRIMARY THROUGH TO HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL, IE THE
EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE (E9)
At th~moment the SACM'is offering courses that require a
relatively high standard of previous training. Most
people who intend studying at the institution are
school-leavers. therefore the school-leaving level
shouJdbe such that a simple progression from secondary
to tertiary education is facilitated.
There are two ways of seeing this progression.
School-leaving levels could be determined either by:
1) the universities gauging the standard of the
school-leavers and adjusting their requirements for
entrance accordingly (as the issue implies) or,
2) the matric music level be set up by the
Education Department according to the level required by
the entrance requirements of the-universities.
It seems reasonable to expect that the universitles are in a
stronger position to set these requirements than the
schools.
Two respondents commented on this issue. They both state
that the level of school-leavers is inconsistent. and
that the school-leaVing ievel is not at the desi~eo
standard even if the prospective student may have a
matric certificate.
It sems that, at the moment. the SACM is having to bend to
the pressure of these lower standards to sustain
enrolment (preVious issue), thus rendering the
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,
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF VARYING ENTRANCE REQUIREK£NTS
IN DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS WITHIN AN INSTITUTION (EI0)
All the respondents teel that all departments within an
institution should set equivalent entrance ,.
requirements. One ot the respondents implies that the
SACM is forced to vary the entrance requirements for
various instrumental groups. saying that the demand
tor- places; in', the Piano Department compared to that at
ather departments necessitates this difference if there
are to be enough students at the SACM. This means that
the number of students who demand places at the SACM in
th. varying departments determine the standards in
those departments.
It seems as though the level of preparation of prospective
students varies from instrument to instrument, the
pianists be1ng the best prepared. Could this be due to
the emphasis an the study of the piano in the schools?
A way to overcome these differences, as one respondent has
suggested, would be to encourage the institution of a
preparatory programme or department at the SACM.
Perhaps the Beau Soleil school will help raise the
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THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF THE MATRICULATION EXEMPTION -
BEING AN ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT AND THE VALIDITY OF
SUITABILITY FOR FURTHER STUDY AS A BASIS FOR ENTRANCE
(Ell)
The issue of flexibility in terms of entrance requirements
has been discussed; but this issue refers specifically
to the matric exemption being the basis for
"suitability for further stUdy". The respondents imply
that it must depend on whether a student is registered
for a practically orientated course (a "diploma"
course) or an academically orientated course (a
"degree" course). This concerns the issue of the
definition of the difference between a "diploma" and
"degree" course. and ~hether a university should award
"degrees" to students who have completed "practical"
courses. This is a controversial issue beyond the
scope of this study, but is a relevant area of
discussion in terms-of changing views of what "being
educated" means, as well as whether suitability on the
basis of a common entrance exam could replace such a
specific requirement. The notion mentioned by one
respondent (in E9) of people being able to pass exams
without having corresponding knowledge Can be extended
to include the possibility that people with matric
exemptions may well not be suited to a university
education.
THE ISSUE OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS NOT BEING IN KEEPING WITH
THE STANDARDS REQUIRED DURING THE COURSES OF STUDY
(E12)
The general feeling among thse respondents is ~ha~ ~he
entrance reqUirements at the SACM are low in comparison
with standards that are reqUired during the courses.
Could this be connected to the lowering of entrance
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT WITHIN THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT TO
DEAL WITH THE RAISING OF ENTRANCE LEVELS (EI3)
AccordIng to these respondents thIs would be a solutIon to
the dIffIcultIes expressed In many of the sub-Issues in
this sectIon. The most obvious problem with this seems
to. be, the expense of adding tIme to an already lengthy
process of obtaining ~ degree. There may also be the
possibIlity that students may not enrol at all if they
have to do preparatory work.
Woul~an extr~.year or half-year added to a tour-year oourse
prevent people from enrolling, or would it encourage
more people to enrol?
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE INSTITUTION IS SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO
THE GROWTH PROCESS IN THE STUDY OF MUSIC (IN RELATION
TO EXPECTING PARTICULAR STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE)
(E14)
All the respondents feel that the SACM - especIally In the
area of IndIvIdual Instrumental tuItIon is, indeed,
sutficientily sensItIve to thIs issue.
This relates to Sub-Issue Ei2 above. It seems that if the
entrance requIrements are lowered then particular
sensItivIty to the expected levels for graduation needs
to be applied. One cannot accept students wIth lower
entrance standards and expect them to graduate in the
set tIme.
THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARDS AND RESOURCES OF PRIVATE MUSIC
TEACHERS AFFECTING THE ENTRANCE STANDARDS AT TERTIARY
LEVEL (E15)
The dIffIculty expressed by all t~e respondents is that of
not beIng able to contol the private teaching sector in
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as being qualified. to teach as well as ensuring that
the content and quality of their work is appropriate to
the level and content required for Tertiary music
education.
THE ISSUE OF HOW TO SET AND MAINTAIN STANDARDS (E1S)
It· ha~ beerr suggested that a basis for setting standards
coul~ be other institutional examination systems such
as the UNISA and Royal Schools Grade systems. Another
point is that entrance requirements could be set on the
basis' of the standard at the schools - the
~intrastructure.w
This has previously been found to be less workable than the
universities setting the standards reqUired to be
reached by the schools. This would further imply that
other sociological factors would need to be researched
and bought into the reckoning. In other words,
standards may have to be set more realistically in
terms of the entire infrastuctue of social, economic
and educational elements.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF REQUIRED GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP FOR
ADMISSION (E17)
The respondents generally feel that the required level of
ffskills ff abilities should be higher than it is for
admission to courses in music at the SACM. It has been
suggested that the schools and the private teachers
should shoulder this responsibility. Perhaps a
preparatory department could deal with this.
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KEY ISSUE - F - THE TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
This Key-Issue was selected as a "main choice" in the
interviews by the h1ghest number of respondents (10)
who, as it happens, representative of the categories
of person in the sample. This Key-Issue is thus highly
prominent in the minds of the sample interviewed.
Furthermore. it is likely that the issue of teacher
training in any educational infrastructure is a
starting point for any attempt to improve che quality
of that infrastructure.
The reports on thes~ responses are therefore somewhat more
detailed than for the other Issues.of the issues.
I do not profess to be an expert in this field. I have.
however, added some of my own observations merely to
add breadth to the repondents' arguments, in an
attempt to interpret the situation at the SACM. This
Key-Issue seems to be seen by these respondents in a
less negative light than most of the other issues.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHEN THE PRACTICAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE INTRODUCED INTO A COURSE OF STUDY DESIGNED TO
TRAIN SCHOOL TEACHERS. (F1)
The responses to this issue can broadly be categorised into
three main types:
1. Teaching experience should be introduced immediately
and run concurrently with theoretical training;
2. A relatively short period of theoretical training
should precede this experience;
3. There should be a substantial period of preparation
before the experience be introduced.
The main reason given by the respondents who fall into the
first group is that gaining experience in teaching is
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The second group, who think that experiential teaching
should be introduced after a period of time (six months
to a year) give the following reason;
that one should have had a preparatory period first.
both in the psychological & musical aspects.
The< (one- respondent) in the third group suggests that four
y~ars should be spent on musical skills before the
training in the area of teaching commences.
The reasons given in favour of starting the practical
teachin~ immediately - or as soon as is practically
possible - appear to be attractive.
The respondent who suggests that four years of musical
skills and training should occur before practical
teaching is introduced implies that music students
would ~ have sufficient musical knowledge and a level
of skills necessary for teaching for four years.
It could be argued, though, that by the time students are
admitted to a course in tertiary music studies their
"basic musical background" ought to be at a level where
they are able to cope with teaching fundamental musical
principles.
Perhaps an optimal situation would arise from the knowledge
that both good musical preparedness and ample teaching
experience are vital to preparing good teachers, and
that the two areas of musical and teaching skills be
acquired concurrently over the entire duration of the
course of study.
A way to overcome any "psychological barriers" such as may
be manifest in a feeling of not being ready to teach
could be to "throw the students into the deep-end" as
has been suggested by one of the respondents; " •.• the
idea here (at the SACM) of starting with the very small
children and moving onto older children helps overcome
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Perhaps this "fear of facing" the pupils constitutes part of
the "psychological barrier" that the students have,
but she has suggested a way to overcome this. Smalle~
children would be less demanding in terms of one's own
level of musical advancement, so if the lack of
musical background or fear of facing teenagers isa .
problem, starting with the younger child~en would give
them an opportunity to concurrently work at their
mus.ically deficient areas and give them confidence in
"'facing" the' situation it need be ;
The danger of the students teaching at such an early stage
lies in the probability that they might instil the
"wrong things" or "bad habits" in the people they are
teaching, but this danger could be overcome if, as
has been suggested by one of the respondents, this
teaching is done under supervision.
As far as the question of observation (ie observing experts
at work) prior to experience is cor-cerned, according to'
one of the respondents, this is done at the University
of the Witwatersrand, but she goes on to say that she
thought it was " ••• useful, but not as useful as what
we do now••• the weekly teaching sessions."
It has been suggested by another of the Delphi consultants
(78) that "a system such as where a student is assigned
to an acknowledged teacher as an apprentice for a
period of months might provide the student with the
opportunity to learn practical "know-how" by
observation rather than by trial and error." This is a
fair suggestion, but may have practical problems of
finding the numbers of good teachers to act as
"supervisors· and the problem of funding 3uch a 3cneme
is not to be overlooked. The general view of the
respondents towards the notion of "observation as part
of teacher training" is that it should take place
together with the practical experience of actually
teaching, or else it would have limited validity.
Also, the idea of running the theoretical part of the
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serve to reinforce, almost immediately, those
theoretical aspects that are constantly put into
practice and experimented with in the teaching
practice.
The repondents displayed a lack of factual knowledge about
the system at the SACM. They were asked at what point
the SACM presently introduces teaching experience: -
thei~ responses were as follows:
After a year and a half (4th year General Student)
- After a year (4th year ~Practical" Student)
don't know (parent of a student)
In second year - I'm' not sure (1st year Education Student>
- Half way through first year (lecturer in Music Educa~ion
department)
From third year onwards (2nd year Education Student)
In second year (2nd year Education Student)
- In second year (Doctoral Student)
- After a year ,(3rd year General Student)
Why is there a lack of clarity about the system at SACM?
The SACM may well be addressing the issue of when the
practical experience for student teachers should be
introduced. It appears that it is being done at a
satisfactory stage; ie ~as early as possible~ given
that this teaching is done under supervisio~and that
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THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER PRIVATE TEACHING BY STUDENTS SHOULD
BE ENCOURAGED (F2)
The responses can be summarised as follows: Of the ten
respondents~ eight of them said "yes" to this issue and
the remaining two, after discussion, implied that they
were in favour of private teaching by students.
The general consensus amongst these respondents was tnae
private teaching should be encouraged, bUe under
certain circumstances. These circumstances are that:
1) the teaching should be done under supervision or with
permission trom- an instructor
2) the students should have their priorities right and not
take on too many pupils so that it interferes with
their work
3) that students should be encouraged to be concerned with
their pupils and take the responsibility for the
outcome of their teaching
4) that student teachers would be doing themselves and the
community a service
At present. students are encouraged to do private teaching,
by the fact that the SACM does provide supervision tor
people to learn to teach on a one-to-one basis. and
that the staff seem to be approachable on the matter.
indicates that it is encouraged and nurtured by the
SACM. It is felt to be important for student teachers
to develOp ·their ~interactive" processes in teaCh1n~
through experience.
The SACM could, perhaps, concentrate a little on the
question of the ethics of teaching and try to educate,
the students into believing in an ethic that is
appropriate to private teaching. The private teacher
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people as many schools otte~ only the piano as a
SUbject or do not otter music at all.
THE ISSUE OF THE METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF TRAINING TEACHERS
(F3)
The responses to this particular issue take the form of a
description of the situation at the SACK; comments in
favou~ of that system: c~iticisms of that system;
comments on Wexisting W systems such as the Kodaly
system; and suggestions as to how the present system
could be imp~oved.
The general trend among these respondents towards this issue
is that one's teaching should and could be based on a
broad background ot knOWledge with the added provisor
of gaining as much experience as possible, so that the
aspi~ant teacher can develop his own style and
approach. The emphasis seems to be on experimentation,
communication, expe~ience, discovery, individuality, a
broad perspective and imagination.
It is encouraging that one ~espondent, a lecturer in the
Music Education department, admitted that "perhaps I
, haven't done enough resea~ch on the matter
(of) ••• teacher education ••• W
The same respondent stated that Wstudents are conditioned
into a WLecturing mode w ot learning - they seem to want
models ••• w This however, is not the view expressed by
the other respondents who. with one exception. are
students. It seems that there is a difference in
perspective on this matter between ~he students and
this staff member. This may indicate a lack or
thorough communication, and I suggest that although the
statf seem to be concerned about their research and
knowledge, the issue of what the students want compared
to what the staff think the students want could become
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An area for concern is that one of the respondents (a fourth
year student) has stated that " ••• (The SACM) does not
know what is involved in the teaching of the subject of
Music Education. The lack of Method is the problem••• ff
and that " ••• the criticisms of practice teaching are
kind rather than relevant, the methodology lectures are
scattered and irrelevant." This comes from a person
who is a fftrained and qualified teacher" having been
"through the process of how to train teachers" who adds
that ....... no-one (at the SACM) really knows what the
issue at hand involves ....
This respondent' is pointing towards the need for a specific
method or system of teacher education which could be
run by sui t.ab I y qual it·ied. peop I e.
It is of nate that this respondent implies what was stated
by the Delphi consultant - that a "specialised system
of teacher education" be introduced. The emphasis here
being on teaching and ensuring that the schools are
provided with "suitably qualified teachers". It is
suggested that, although this is a minority view, that
it has substance and that it could be a topic for
consideration.
Another issue that is of a disturbing nature is that it
seems that the system of music education in the schools
is based on class-singing/class-teaching. O~e of the
respondents has pointed out that " ••• nobody in the
schools (presumably, the pupils) is interested in class
music." This assertion is barn out by responses
elsewhere in this project. (See Sub-Issue A24 and Ja)
It seems that the system at t.he SACM prOViding t.he scnools
with t.eachers who have been t.rained to teach
class-singing may be perpetuating an undesirable
situation. If the children in the schools really
dislike class-music, and it seems that this may be the
case, a system that would cater mare for the needs and
likes of the children in the schools is indicated.
This is not to suggest that the schaal-children run or
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consideration of their needs is given through research
and, perhaps, less of an authoritarian and more of an
open attitude on behalf of the administration.
~ ISSUE AS TO WHETHER YOUNG TEACHERS, AT THE END OF THEIR
TRAINING, ARE PREPARED FOR THE RIGOURS OF THE
PROFESSION. (F4)
It seem~ from th~ responses that studen~s who complete their
teacher education at the SACM are not really well
prepared for the rigours of the profession. A salient
point made is that no course in teacher education can
really fully prepare teachers for their professional
lives - preparedness comes with experience.
It is difficulty is to determine what would comprise
nadequate W or nsufficientn experience. What seems to
be clear from earlier responses is that as much
experience as possible should be given to students in
order to teach and from as early as possible a time in
the course of their study. (See Sub-Issue Fl).
These respondents generally feel that whether student
teachers going out into the schools are sufficiently
well prepared depends on factors such as their
attitudes towards their work, the subjective nature of
assessment of teachers, whether they have had a
sufficiently broad-based musical education and whether
they have had sufficient nprofessional w or weducation w
training.
There seems to be a controversy here re~arding ~hich i3 mor~
important for ~eacher training - ~he ~usicai ~rainin~
or the training in education.
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF OBSERVATING OF GOOD TEACHERS
-IN ACTION- AS A PART OF TEACHER TRAINING. (FS)
The most common reaction came in the form of the question
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suggested that it would be useful to analyse
video-tapes of teache~s and then to decide what
constitutes good teaching befo~e obse~vation takes
place - then the students can lea~n what is and what 1s
not effective in teaching.
Two of the ~espondents suggested that such observing should
be done in combination with p~actical experience.
Othe~s mentioned that one should not be "ruled by what
athe~ people do" and that lea~ning to teach should not
be done by emulating model teaching.
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER: THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE EDUCATION
AUTHORITIES ARE WAlKING IN THE SAME DIRECTION" AS FAR
AS TEACHER EDUCATION IS CONCERNED. (F6)
Six of the ~espondents indicated that they were unsu~e about
this issue. This could be because they a~e unsu~e of
what di~ection eithe~ o~ both of the institutions are
aiming in.
Amongst those ~espondents who could commit themselves to a
response there seems to be a degree of cynicism about
the diffe~ence in ideological principles between the
Unive~si.ty and the CPA.
Fu~the~mo~e, those respondents who did not commit. themselves
to a response implied that the~e seems to be a p~oblem
in communication.
The implication is that such an ideological ~ift may
This might become a matte~ fo~ future research.
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THE ISSUE OF TRAINING OF TERTIARY LEVEL MUSIC TEACHERS
("LECTURERS-) (F7)
What emerges here is a fairly controversial set of
responses. Six of the ten respondents (interestingly.
all students) feel that it is generally not necessary
for tertiary level teachers/lecturers to have formal
"education" training.
The main emergent theme among those respondents who feel
that lecturers should not necessarily undergo formal
teacher training is that experience in lecturing and
teaching is what is important. They seem to indicate,
too, that at the SACM the lecturers do not have
"qualifications" but are doing a good job because they
are exper i enced.
The respondents who were in favour of lecturer education
seem to think, generally, that, in addition to their
academic and/or musical training, teacher-training
would be important.
It seems, however, that most of the respondents are in one
way or another aware of the usefulness of lecturers
having formal teacher training.
They may be basing their statements on faith in their
~e3cherg rather than a critical laok ag to whethe~ they
~ good teachers.
In this connection it is of note that the Preliminary Study
showed that students often enter the SACM on the basis
of faith rather than considered opinion. This
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The point was made that units such as the Teaching Methods
Unit could be employed to give "in-service training" to
lecturers and teachers already teaching at the SACM.
Another important consideration is whether university
lecturers'and teachers actually fall into the category
of "teachers~ and whether what these people should be
doing comprises "teaching" or something else that is
more on the lines of ~guiding" or "steering". A point
made by two of the respondents is that "teaching" at
University level is different from teaching at school
(which they described to be more of a "spoon-feeding"
technique) and that_teacher-education for lecturers
would result in this ~babying~ or "spoon-feeding"
occurring at university.
Another point raised by a respondent is that most lecturers
are a product of the system of Christian National
Education in the schools and Universities. She feels
that lecturers have to learn to " ••• bridge the gap
between C.N.E. and the realities'of research and true
learning." It these lecturers are merely well trained
in their particular specialist field, and not in
teaching and communication skills they will naturally
draw on their background - which, as has been
mentioned, is in the mould of the teaching occurring in
Our schools.
with reference to both Delphi assertions (see Appendix Vl
appropriate to this issue, I would like to suggest that
the issue of people teaching prospective teachers.
without having themselves had education training or
experience in actual teaching, be given serious
consideration. It is not an issue in the minds of
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THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENTATION OF TEACHING SKILLS TO PREPARE
THE STUDENT TEACHER FOR THE PRACTICAL TASK AT HAND
(F9)
There are two opposing areas into which the responses to
this issue fall:
1) the emphasis in teacher education should be on
development of teaching skills
2) the emphases should be on development of musical
skills.
There are also responses that indicate the importance of a
balance between the two and others who merely responded
with what they perceive to be happening at the SACH.
One of the respondents, a fourth-year student,
favour of emphasising the development of
education/teaching skills, saying that:
argued in
ffOne can teach without having "subject content" ••• one
can teach things that one does not know how to do ••• a
good teacher can teach anything ••• so teaching skills
are paramount. Often teachers who have struggled with
things make the best teachers. Good musicians who are
born with natural (musical) abilities and have never
had to come to terms with the problems of acquiring
skills or understanding will not understand the
problems of teaching those things ••• the "expert" is
often the worst teacher."
ffThe same principle would apply when the "top" academics are
called to teach at University level - that does not
mean that they are good teachers".
As to whether an appropriate effort is made to teach
teaching.skills at the SACH or not, it is difficult to
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"We've had a bit of this at College and I think that later
on we wi 11 be doing mo r e , •• " (Student)
"It depends•••on who the lecturers are •.• at College we do
not do cour"es in this although it Ls put across
subtly. " (Student)
"The important thing is that the way I p r e s e n t, these ski II s
is not as successful as I would like it to be and I am
trying to find out why it i" like this." (lecturer in
Music Education department)
It seem" that the SACM are attempting to get skills in.
teaching across - but not by offering actual courses in
skills, but rather by offering practical e xpe r Le nce ,
THE I SSUE OF THE EXPENSE OF TRA I NI NG TEACHERS. ( FlO )
The responses to this i""ue are very varied. The most
., striking re"ponse i" as follows:
"I don't think that there is anything that civilisation
could better use it" money for ••• I don't think the
budget for education comes near to where it should
be ..... tt
This is. the only response that makes r e r e r e n c e to a more
global necessity and points to a possible root-cause of
the i"sue i t"e If. The r-e spond e n t compare" def ence and
other expenditure with that on education and sugge"ts
that eKpenditure on education should be regarded as a
"nationa I i nves tment. "
The overall Lmp r-e s s Lon from the other respondents is that
they have not gi ven much thought to the matter - .or do
not know what sort of costs are involved In the
training of teacher". Thi" Is born out by comments
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should cover the costs of doing these courses ••• ". and
" ••• 1 suppose it is subsidised to great extent ••• " and<
" ••• 1 don't think the College has a serious financial
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G. CAREER PROSPECTS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
This Key Issue was selected by six respondents as their




1 ex-student who is now a school musIc teacher
1 full-time practical teaching staff-member.
Six other respondents seleted it as their "addItIonal
choice".
THE EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF CAREER
POSSIBILITIES (GIl
The general feeling amongst these respondents is that the
majority of students have lImited awareness of career
. opportunities. This supports the one of the main
findings in the Preliminary Study.
The student respondents were asked to· list career
possibilities. All of them listed "performing" and
"teaching W first. It is presumed that Wperfotming W
means solo performance and "teaching" means school
music teaching. Other possibilities were listed but
these "others" were rather limited. This suggests that
something is affecting their knowledge of career
possibilIties. One of the respondents (3rd-vear
s t ude n t.) stated:
WAwareness of possibilities is limited because the emphasis
at the SACM is on who Is a good performer and who is
not. and if you are not a good performer you do
Education". This suggests that there may be such a
strong status value attached to being a "performer w at
the SACM and that the rest feel that if they are not
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The staff member interviewed feels that most students arrive
at the SACM not being sure of what.they want to do and
that the students usually come to the SACM with a
starry-eyed visions of becoming performers and they
inevitably end up teaching reluctantly because they
were unaware of the possibilities: H•.• 99% of them
will end up as school teachers ••• The very fact that
they are also not prepared to do the Education BMus
course means that they are going to be reluctant
teachers H• This status issue may be why some students
opt (as the full-time staff member suggested) for the
"middle of the rcadw - the BMUs General - so that. they
may not be seen as failing to be Hperfcrmers H but also
may not be seen to have elected the Hinferior H option
of Education.
THE ISSUE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUSICAL CAREERS IN £OUTH
AFRICA (GZ)
It is necessary to make clear the distinction between career
possibilities and career opportunities. Possibilities
refer to those areas in which the student can possibly
be trained to operate professionally, and
opportunities refer to actual job opportunities Hout
there ff in the profession.
Four of the respondents feel that the opportunities tor
employment in music are mainly limited to teaching.
The other two think that~
1) career opportunities may be created by the
individual w••• if you look around and work at it ••• w
and
2) that there appear to be many opportunities.
but in reality there are not.
The overall picture presented by these respondents is that
opportunities are actually very limited. It is
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con~[deration in terms ~f th~ SACK sending graduates
into a world of limited opportunity. There is clearly
a need for research into the demands of society in
terms of what opportunities actually eXlat.
THE ISSUE OF GENERAL VERSUS SPECIFIC MUSICAL TRAINING (G3)
Four respondents state or imply that this depends on the
individual and his career choice - some career choices
demand highly specialised skills and others demand a
b~oad reading ot music.
The fifth respondent to this issue feels strongly that a
general, broad reading is necessary for ~ type of
musician and feels that this would be more
"fulfilling." The difficulty· with this view is a
practical one. Do students who have specific goals
have the time and/or .the money to spend on a broad
education when all they need are the necessary skills
for their intended job?
One of the respondents feels that the SACK is providing
neither specific enough training·for certain
professional directions nor general enough for others.
THE LIMITATIONS ON CAREERS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA OWING TO
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (G4)
All the respondents to this issue acknowledge the exiscence
at political and economic ~probiemsff in South Africa
which effect career opportunities for musicians.
Furthermore, it appears that all the "political and
economic problems" mentioned by the respondents have
their roots in the present government's policies of
separate social. cultural. politicaf and economic life
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The political problems mentioned are:
,that it is (very) difficult for white
teachers to teach in black schools (and
vice-versa) if they so wish.
limitations on careers result from "cultural
isolatedness" which is described as being a
"social result" of a "political phenomenon"
(Aparthe,id) •
there may be discrimination against
non-Afrikaners in the government-subsidised Arts
programmes (Opera and Broadasting).
it may be difficult for South African students
to study abroad (which is felt to be necessary for
preparation for a "decent career")
The economic problems mentioned are:
the government tends to "cut back"
(financially)'on education in music and the Arts in
gener~l in a time of recession, and that this may
manifest in the freezing of teaching posts and/or
creation of specialist music schools.
many people who may want to become musicians do
not have the means (financial and political) .to
attend a university. (Doing a university course is
seen as a pre-requisite for a career in music).
In general, (accoeding to two of the respondents) the
political and economic problems of the country make
South Africa a less attractive place for foreign
teachers and musicians; resulting in these foreigners
(who are generally regarded tD be Df a higher standard
than locally trained musicians - especially in the
orchestra) leaving South Africa and fewer foreign
soloists and teachers cDming to South Africa. This
situation is regarded by these two respondents to be
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normally would not have'had these opportunities. This
means ,that musicians of a generally lower standard will
be replacing those who are leaving. It is also
acknowledged that because of the foreign musicians
leaving the country there will be fewer good teachers
and that this may further affect the standard'of music
in South Africa.
OPPORTUfHTIES. IN THE ORCHESTRAL·PROFESSION IN SOUTH AFRICA '
(GS)
The respondents to this issue appear to acknowledge that
local musicians do have the opportunity for careers in
the orchestral profession if they are up to the
required standard - implying that they may not always
be.
It seems that the respondents feel that opportunities may be
there but there is conern about the standard of local
musicians.
THE EFFECT THAT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A TEACHER AND
STUDENT HAY HAVE ON THE CAREER OF THAT STUDENT (GS)
There is unanimity in that the respondents all teel that
teacher(s) can and do affect their students' careers.
Three of the student respondents and the ex-student
feel'that the attitude of the teacher towards the
student. especially in terms of finding the students'
strengths and nurturing those strengths through
encouragement and support, plays a vital role in this
issue.
A first-year student said there is the possibility that
teachers may attempt to further their own interests
rather than those of the students - which may have an
adverse effect on the career of the student.
A staff member felt that teachers at the SACM could create
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students, and this seems to have been done to a
certain extent. The second-year student supports this
idea by suggesting that a teacher could be the
conrtection with the professional world for the student.
This implies a sort-of "apprenticeship" idea which
seems appropriate to practical musicians in their
training.
Two at the respondents indicate that the statf at the SACM
are not addressing this issue sutficiently tor their
needs. An exception is mentioned by the ex-student -
that is that the Music Education course is "gearedn
from the start to being career-orientated. He does
suggest, however. that the other courses at the SACM
should be more career-orientated than at present. This
respondent also suggests the possibility that the staff
at the SACM may ~ view their role as being that at
helping students towards careers. This respondent also
pointed out another way in which staff can affect the
careers at prospective teachers. tor example, by
expecting them to "tit into" the present education
"system" which he regards to be "morally suspect. n
It is ot note that none ot the respondents has suggested
that a "relationship" between a teacher and a student
requires the student's attention as well as that of the
teacher. These student respondents appear to expect
the "relationship" to be built up and maintained mainly
by the teachers.
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS
AT THE SACH IS EQUIPPING THE GRADUATES TO COPE WITH THE
PROFESSION (G7l
One of the respondents (tirst-year student) makes the
important point of distinguishing cetween nbeing
qualitied" and being nequipped" to do a job of work;
she suggests that being qualified does not necessarily
equate with being equipped. She is implying that there
are qualitied graduates who are ill-equipped. Another
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equipped ff and seems to feel that there is a shortcoming
in the musical training of these teachers.
The other three respondents feel that the SACM ~ equipping
graduates for the profession in general.
However, they do express reservations - these include the
fact that there is no professional orchestral course.
and that students may lack motivation and direction. it
is also felt that students do not do enough to equip
themselves.
THE ISSUE OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR PIANISTS (G8l
The general impression is that opportunities may well exist
but two of the respondents feel that these are limited.
Ac co r d Ln g' to the respondents, the various









One of the respondents feels that the SACM is not addressing
the issue of the various options available to pianists.
This may have some bearing on the lack of awareness of
career possibilities found in the Preliminary Study.
This would be an appropriate area of research. I t seems
appropriate that stUdents, even at undergraduate
level. do more to find out about the opportunities in
these various fields, as the majority of students at
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THE EFFECT THAT THE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FROM EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS HAS ON CAREERS FOR MUSICIANS IN SOUTH
AFRICA (GS)
All the respondents felt that because the provincial
education departments provide most of what limited
financial aid there seems to be for music students.
those who need tinacial aid and receive these bursaries'
may be obliged to study Music Education even if they
would rather be majoring in some other area.
The staff member interviewed suggests. however.
time that would have to be spent working far
Province is not an excessive way to pay for
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KEY-ISSUE - H - THE TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS
This Key Issue was responded to (as a nmain choice") by
eight respondents. iheywere:
i first-year student
4 ex-students; all professional orchestal players
3 part-tIme instrumental (orchestral) teachers.
It is felt by the researcher that this Key Issue could not
be investIgated In the same way as all the others. as
the SACH does not offer courses in orchestral playing.
Accordingly, the Sub-Issues that were read to the
respondents were modIfied to elicit reasons as to why
there is no orchestral course at the SACM as well as to
elIcit suggestions tor how such a course could be
structured. It is clear that the detailed treatment of
thIs issue is beyond the scope of this study.
Nevertheless, the responses to this Key-Issue. wIth
very few exceptions, indicate the need for the
institution to consider seriously the introduction of a
course in orchestral playing, and provide valuable
insight into possible problems concerning this issue.
As an indication at how strongly some people feel about this
issue, one of the respondents. a part-time teacher of
an orchestral instrument and principal woodwind player
with the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra has gone to the
trouble ot handing me an outlIne of a proposal for the
introductIon ot an orchestral diploma at the SACM. It
is suggested that this proposal be considered in the
event ot there beIng any research Into or development
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THERE IS ENOUGH EMPHASIS ON THE
TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS AS COMPARED TO
PIANISTS AT THE INSTITUTION (HI)
All the respondents feel that there is more emphasis on the
training of pianists than that of orchestral musicians
at the SACK. However. it is acknowledged that the
reasons for this encompass not only problems at the
SACK but with other areas such as school music
programmes and the attitude of prospective students to.
careers in the orchestral profession.
THE ISSUE OF DIPLOMAS IN ORCHESTRAL PLAYING AND CONDUCTiNG
(H2)
The sItuation at the SACK as described by a first-year
student is that insufficient opportunity is provided ty
the institutIon for students to choose their area of
specialisation - specIfIcally orchestra playing. A
further critIcism of the SACK is that it is felt that
emphasis is placed on the training of soloists and
that most people may not be able to or may not intend
to be soloists. As has been discussed under Key-Issue
A. it seems logical that every student of an
orchestral instrument should learn to play orchestrally
fIrst. and if they show specIal promise. they may
develop into soloists.
It is felt by one of the respondents that the staff ot the
SACK are fftoo apathetic to introduce new courses".
Three of the respondents indicated that students (and
prospective students) may not be as interested in
obtaining a "Diploma" as a "Degree". A degree may be
felt to have more "status." It is also mentioned that
in government schools the salary scales are lower for
ffnon-degreed" teachers. The issue of peoples'
attitudes towards degrees and diplomas would make an
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THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARD AND CONTENT OF STRING SYLLABI
(H3)
According to the two respondents who are both ex-students of
the SACM and who are both professional orchestral
string-players, both the standard and the content of
the string syllabi at the SACM are lower than they
could be. It seems that in theory a syllabus has been
set but the standards and the demands may not actually
be met in practice.
Two important aspects of this issue mentioned are that a
keen sense of competition and an emphasis on more
ensemble playing as part of string training would give
the students a better chance of becoming good
orchestral players.
It also appea~s that apart from the present syllabus for
orchestral instruments not being geared towards
orchestral playing, it does not allow for sufficient
emphasis on technical work.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF STRING TEACHING IN SOUTH AFRICA
(H4)
Although it is acknowledged by three out of the five
respondents to this issue that the level of string
teaching may depend on individual teachers, it appears
that most of the respondents also acknowledge the
possibility of a problem in this area especially in
terms of "external" factors that affect string teaching
such as:
insufficient emphasis on the study of music at
primary-school level;
the possible lack of interest in music as a career
amongst young people;
the problem of the teachers being able or unable
to channel talent into disciplined work;
the "vicious circle" at the SACM of there being no
"good" string teacher to attract students and no
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possibility that teachers (music teachers and
musicians, it is presumed) lack the necessary
status in society to attract sUfficiently talented
people.
It is of particular note that these ffexternalfffactors may
exist r and that the reality of there being no
orchestral diploma or course at the SACM may be that
the society we live in simply does not demand the
existence of such a programme. Could it be that a
small group of people interested in orchestral music
are expecting a little too much from people in a
society that has no real interest in it? (See
Sub-Issue A24 for further discussion of this).
THE VALIDITY OF ORCHESTRAL EXCERPTS ON AUDIO-TAPE AS AN AID
TO TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS (HS)
The responses comprise suggestions and comments about the
employment of a teaching aid in the teaching of
orchestral playing that may be useful in terms of
planning such a course of study at the SACM. There are
varying views to this issue and it seems as though the
decision whether to employ this method or not would
depend to a large extent on the individual teacher and
the needs of the stUdents.
THE VALUE OF MOCK ORCHESTRAL AUDITIONS (HS)
All the respondents agree that this would be uset~l. They
imply that if an institution is training students to be
professional orchestral players. these students should
be prepared and guided into being able to play
auditions for orchestral posts. It seems that an
effective way of doing this would oe to do "mock" or
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THE USEFULNESS OF HAVING SEPARATE OPERA AND SYMPHONIC
COURSES FOR ORCHESTRAL PLAYERS (H7l
It is quite clear that all the respondents feel that
experience in both areas is necessary. A point made is
that an aspirant orchestral player may not know what
kind of job may be vacant and as one respondent put it
"there is no orchestra that do e s not do both".
THE I HPORTANCE OF THE ORCHESTRAL SYLLAB I COVER J NG THE
REPERTOIRE THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
(Ha)
The r e s pcrrd e rrt s felt that it would be r e s t b t e to do this -
and that it would help to overcome certain technical
difficulties and problems that students have in
understanding style.
THE I SSUE OF -LOCAL CONTENT" I N OUR ORCHESTRAS ( H9 l
Generally. the respondents feel that there are more
foreigners in our orchestras as a result of the
difference in the standard of these players to local
players. This, in turn. is attributed to "overgeas"
players having had supe r t c e training, experience.
levels of competition and having experienced a cultural
emphasis on activities such as orchestral and ensemble
playing. It is further implied that there is, no lack
of potential among local players. Part of the
difficulty is perceived to be at school level - there
seems to be the indication that school programmes in
orchestral/wind/brass instruments, as found in most
Western countries, would help ·the present situation.
This points towards issues under the heading of Music and
Music Education as part of Culture 'in South Africa
(Key-I ssue J) and whether there is a demand for
orchestral players to be trained to maintain the
numbers of players and quality of orchestras. (See
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER ORCHESTRAL TRAINING SHOULD TAKE PLACE
AT A UNIVERSITY OR RATHER AT A CONSERVATORY OR
TECHNIKON (H10)
Host of the respondents (6 out of 7) feel that it is not
important what the name of an institution is that
provides orchestral training, as long as the teaching,
the syllabus and the experience given to the students
are appropriate to obtaining results and preparing
students for posts in orchestras.
A part-time orchestral instrument teacher mentioned (as did
other respondents in connection with Sub-Issue H2) that
people may think it more important to go to
"Universities" to get "Degrees" than to
"conservatories" to get "Diplomas".
Another part-time teacher suggested that for orchestral
posts it does not matter if people have a degree or a
diploma or neither as long as they can do the job well.
There is the implication that obtaining degrees (for most
students) may be more important than learning to do a
partiCUlar job well. This may well be connected with
the finding in the Preliminary Study, that those
students are unclear about their professional goals -
their goals may simply be to obtain a degr~e and the
status that goes with It, In the hope that a degree
will enhance (or create) their employment
possibilities. (See depart~ental salary scales wrt
"qualifications")
THE FEASIBILITY OF ORCHESTRAL LITERATURE COURSES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS CO-ORDINATED WITH AN ESTABLISHED
PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRA (Hll)
Six of the eight respondents describe this as a feasible
idea. However, there are many reservations about
condItions under which this sort of course would be
successful. What seems, though, to be an important
poInt (made by fIve of the respondents) Is that this
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orchestral player than actual ensemble experience in
terms of getting to know the orchestral literature.
THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING ORCHESTRAL BURSARIES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS TO GAIN EXPERIENCE AND REPERTOIRE
(HI2)
There is unanimity among these respondents that this is
feasible, and that it would also constitute a
reasonable way for prospective professionals to "grow
into the profession". It seems that with the presen"t
situation at the SACM (there being no orchestral-
playing courses offered) the only opportunity for·
prospective orchestral players to gain sufficient
experience of playing in an orchestra would be by
playing as "extra players" in a professional orchestra.
This opportu~ity would obviously only come to a few of
the more gifted students, and it seems that what may be
most important to consider at this stage would be the
(especially technical) preparation of prospective
"cadets".
In this connection, the respondents implied that the
situation at the SACM is such - especially in the area
of string playing - that there seems to be the need to
find a way to attract good students to such a
programme. (Such as by having a full-time violin
teacher and leader who may be "dynamic" enough to
attract and prepare the students adequately).
THE FEASIBILITY OF A RESIDENT STRING QUARTET AT AN
INSTITUTION (H13)
The term "resident string-quartet.. revealed two main
differences in interpretation:
a professional group who are employed by an institutior
{to teach individual instrumental tuition, to teach
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and to enhance the public image of the institution thus
attracting good students)
A group with similar functions, but composed of
students who have competed for a position.
Three of the respondents feel that if such a group existed
it should be made up of students to give them the
necessary experience.
All the other respondents felt that it is a useful idea to
have a professional statt quartet but that ~here may be
problems with this at the SACH. These include the
problem ot financing such a group; whether their
performances would sufficiently benefit the stUdents;
that there is no demand for such a group at present in
terms of student numbers and that it would be more
impo~tant to build up student numbers first (although
it has been sugge~ted that this may be a way of
building student numbers) that a professional group
should have clear contracted duties so that outside
professional engagements do not become a priority.
(This is reported to have happened at the SACH in the
past) •
The main question to be answered here is whether either or
both of the above types of quartet could contribute
effectively to the training of prospective orchestral
musicians, and to attracting students to ~he
institution.
THE NEED FOR AN
AS WELL AS
PROGRAMME
OUTSTANDING STRING PEDAGOGUe AND PERFORMER
A CHARISMATIC CONDUCTOR IN AN ORCHESTRAL
(H14)
All the respondents indicate the nee& for such a person,
although they show varying degrees of emphasis on each
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What still seems to be missing is the perception of the need
tor students to take part in an orchestral programme.
This leads one to consider the possible reasons tor
there not being sufficient demand for such a programme.
It is generally felt that the most tangible explanation for
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KEY ISSUE - I - THE CONCEPT OF A UNIVERSITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT
AS OPPOSED TO THAT OF A CONSERVATORY
Five repondents selected this issue as their "main choice".
Two selected it as their "additional choice".
THE ISSUE OF THE DEFINITION OF A CONSERVATORY AND THAT OF'A
MUSIC DEPARTMENT (11)
All the respondents (who interestingly are more "senior"
members at the SACM - one third-year student. one
doctoral student and three members ot staff) agree that
the definition of:
1. A "conservatory" education entails and involves
PRACTICAL work and
2. A "university" education entails ACADEMIC or
INTELLECTUAL work.
A corollary question was put to these five respondents: "Do
you feel that the SACK falls into the definition of a
Conservatory or a Un~versity Music Department?"
The responses were as follows:
Third-year student - University Department
Practical Staff Member - Conservatory-
All three academic staff members - it is either
"half a Conservatory and half a University
Department" or "neither of the two".
Perhaps if the SACM had a particular aim or direction this
variety of interpretations would not be possible.
One of the full-time practical staff-members stated: "The
(SACK) needs to look long and hard as to where it is
going and what its aims are ••• " and "I feel the (SACK)
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THE ISSUE OF THE QUESTION OF WHETHER MUSIC SHOULD BE TAUGHT
AT UNIVERSITIES OR AT CONSERVATORIES (12)
Two of the respondents (the students) feel that it depends
on what the student wants to study. This implies that
the role of the conservatory and that of the university
music depa~tment should be separate, encompassing the
roles as defined in the previous issue. The other
respondents disagree with this. They feel that music
should be taught at both and that the two definitions
"overlap" i.e. that the "conservatory" would service
the university music department and the university
department would service the conservatory by providing,
on both sides, complementary courses and elements
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HUSIC AND HUSIC EDUCATION AS PART OF CULTURE IN SOUTH
AFRICA/ SOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES SURROUNDING HUSIC AND
HUSIC EDUCATION / THE STATUS OF HUSIC AND HUSIC EDUCATION IN
SOUTH AFRICA
Only two respondents chose to deal with this Key-Issue. (A
part-time member of the staff at the SACH and an
ex-studenti. Five respondents selected this issue as
their "additional choice".
Although the Sub-Issues do not relate directly to the SACM.
it is to be stressed that they are felt to constitute
fundamental phenomena of primary significance in
. establishing the context of an educational institution
such as the SACH.
A detailed and substantive treatment of this Key Issue is
clearly beyond the. scope of this project. but it is
hoped that the items under this heading will prompt
future researchers to consider these phenomena.
It is at interest that the two respondents who dealt with
this issue see the problems from.two very different
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Responses were fairly lengthy showing lateral
thinking and seeing the issues from differing
cultural viewpoints.
Responses were discursive implying critical
awareness of alternatives to the present status
quo.
Responses implied a sense of responsibility to
issues concerning the whole community and to the
solution of problems with this community in mind.
RESPONDENT ftB"
Shorter responses, fairly straightforward, seeing
the issues fro~ a limited cultural perspective.
Responses were assertive implying acceptance of the
status quo.
No mention of matters concerning the community and
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THE ISSUE OF RECOGNITION OF MUSIC DEPARTMENTS IN THE SCHOOLS
(JU
Three reasons were offered lack of recognition of school
music departments:
i. Music is often seen as being a
peripheral or "outside" activity i.e. not part
of the essential curriculum. (The situation is
felt to be improving in some schools).
2. That music has ~ historically been part of the
way of life in this country, resulting in a
Rtainted cultural attitude R towards music.
3. That school music teachers (who are mostly trained
at the SACH) are, more often than not, unable to
teach music in a sufficiently interesting and
inspiring way.
Both respondents have suggested that the SACM could playa
role in improving this situation. Firstly by
"."setting up a working relationship with the
schools". This possibly implies that the SACM would
work more closely, in their education programmes, with
the schools by communicating new ideas and conducting
research into areas of concern.
Secondly, it has been suggested that the style of teaching
that is taught by the SACM should include the demand
for more involvement on behalf of the pupils. more
enthusiasm and a higher level of interest in aCeual
music making and the employment of activities such as
making instruments and improvising on them. Further.
it is felt by this respondent that student teachers at
the SACH are not encouraged to p~oject their
personalities or inject a sense of entertainment in
their teaching. This is felt to be important. It was
suggested that, to overcome the perceived Rtainted view
of music R, teachers of music would have to concentrate
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would have to be stimulated in his or her own most
appropriate way to perceive the value of studying
music.
THE EMPHASIS ON SPORT VERSUS CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH
AFRICA (J2l
Both respondents acknowledge that there may be more emphasis
on sport than on music in South Africa, especially in
schools, As the respondents have implied, it is
important for each individual in society to have a
balanced. integrated life which Includes participation
in sporting activities as well as ffcultural ff actlvltes
such as music.
THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS AND LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE PLACED ON MUSIC
AS PART OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT BY EDUCATION PLANNERS
IN SOUTH AFRICA (J3l
Respondent ffA ff is quoted,
"The cultural planners are addressing irrelevant
areas. Our aesthetic basts that h at fault,
Appreciation of ausic is coloured by socially
defined 'noras· of 'the beautiful'. There are as
aany separate aesthetics as there are 'ausics' in
South Africa. The idea of culture is so varied.
We should vork at bridging before trying to join
cultures and have a a!led bag that does not have
any resl aeaning. The College and the schools -
even black schools • are doalnated by the vhlte
couunity and its values. The right eaphasis vould
result froa awareness of tbe various aesthetic
idesl. and socin-cultural contests involved.'
The researcher feels that this response encapsulates the
essence of South Africa's problems in all spheres of
cultural development - not only in education in general
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Also, it is felt that to quote one of the Delphi
consultants at this point would be appropriate; he
feels that:
"Leaders In the field on lusie education do not
realise the laporunce of lusle education and the
value of lusie to a person's cultural upbringing.
Clearly, both the respondent and the Delphi consultant
quoted above have expressed criticism at the type and
quality of thinking at the highest levels of education
planning in South Africa.
Respondent ff8 ff has mentioned that the type and content.of
music education in the schools has not been planned
with sensitivity to the needs of young people.
THE ISSUE OF THE ATTITUDE OF YOUNG PEOPLE TOWARDS BEING
INVOLVED IN MUSICAL ACTIVITIES (J4)
80th these respondents felt that young people have a
positive attitude towards being involved in musical
activities. They both felt that·the type of mu~ical
activities young people are expected to be involved in,
inferior teaching and by having certain types of
musical activities imposed on them that they may not be
interested in, could result in a negative attitudes.
Could such an attitude problem be remedied-by greater
sensitivity towards childrens' needs?
THE ISSUE OF MUSIC AND ITS INTRINSIC AS OPPOSED TO
COMMERCIAL VALUE (J5)
Respondent ff8 ff feels that white people could learn the
intrinsic value of music from Af~ican music. She felt
that ffeveryone relates to ff Africa music and that.
because it has specific social functions. it has
intrinsic value. This respondent suggests that certain
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function (and hence intrinsic value) in that it may
bring people together (for example at a discotheque).
Respondent WAW suggests that the intrinsic value of music
lies in its meaning. For example. through
imprOVisation and creative music-making one may have
the opportunity to discover one's feelings and putti~g
something of oneself into the music.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF MUSIC BY THE
GENERAL PUBLIC (J6)
Both respondents feel that there is a need for the education
of the general public towards appreciating music. and
that many people go to concerts for reasons other than
their love of music.
Respondent WBW mentions. that an attempt is made by the
performing arts councils to send educational tours to
the schools which helps with this sort of education.
Respondent "A W has proposed that teaching music as a service
to the community in the form of presenting wworkshop
concerts W instead of concerts in the form that we are
used to would help the level of general music
appreciation. Teachers in the community could make
this possible through, for example, presenting talks
to audiences of concerts.
THE ISSUE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF
MUSIC BETWEEN AFRIKAANS-SPEAKING AND ENGLISH-SPEAKING
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC IN SOUTH AFRICA (J7)
One of the respondents and the Delphi consultant (an
Afrikaans speaking person) feel that Afrikaans-speaking
people may be less appreciative of music than
English-speaking people.
Respondent WAW suggest~ that Afrikaners have more of an
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(supported by the De I phi consul t.an t r , However this
respondent feels that this interest in Opera is a form
of elitism, and that these people' "possess" their
culture in a form that constitutes " ••• social
organisation of the equality and inequality of social
beings ••• " such "that their interest is not only
musical. This could be said to be a type of "cultural
materialism" - part of the materialist culture of white
South Africans in general - possessing this "culture"
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THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTHENTAL
REMOVAL OF HUSIC AS A SUBJECT FROM THE SYLLABI OF THE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE TRANSVAAL CJ8)
Neither respondent knew about this at the time ot the
interview, and they both seem to think that it this
removal implies the dropping ot ~class music~ that it
constitutes a positive step. Respondent ~A~ teels that
~class-music~ as it is currently being taught in the
schools is "putting people otf~ music. This respondent
feels, however, that if class music were taught well it
would be very valuable, so it seems to be a question
off how music is taught rather than what is taught.
THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF TERTIARY MUSIC EDUCATION IN SOCIETY
(9)
There are two opposing views here:
i) That tertiary music education should be solely tor
the training of professional musicians - implying
that there is emphasis on the specialisation of
individuals to ensure careers in the music
profession tor these individuals.
2) That tertiary music education should encompass
the creation of awareness of how graduates can
contribute to the musical life ot the city and
thereby generate more general public
awareness ot music.
These two views encompass the detinitions of the function of
such an institution, and relate to the Issue of whether
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THE ISSUE OF FACILITIES FOR MUSICAL TRAINING ONLY BEING
PROVIDED FOR A LIMITED SECTION OF THE POPULATION (Jl0)
Respondent "B" suggests that many Black students may not be
interested in studying music at university and that,
for example, the University of the Western Cape ~
providing facilities for the so-called coloured
community. This is regarded by this respondent to be a
move "in the right direction", i.e. to be providing
separate facilities for the different race groups.
Respondent "A" has responded to-this issue by saying that.
"this is terrible". However, he suggested that this
is a type of elitism which can be broken down even
without expensive facilities, and that teaching of
music seen as a community project could "bring the
creative talent of people into focus and could be a way
of taking music to all".
THE ISSUE OF THE STATUS OF MUSIC AS A PROFESSION IN OUR
SOCIETY AND THAT OF MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS
(Ji1>
Both respondents imply that this is a problem. Respondent
"B" feels that musicians are looked down on as being
people who don't do much work. This is understandable
as most uninformed people see only the visible part of
the musician's work - the performance - which often
appears to be an enjoyable experience, and not work,
for the performer. Respondent "A" felt that the
problem revolves around South Africa being a musically
poor country - the people being
materialistically-minded.
This respondent also seems to imply that "musical status" in
this country comprises the prese~vation of the images
of those who provide the funds for musical institutions
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THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF MUSIC IN
THE EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA (J12)
There are two valid viewpoints expressed by the respondents.
They are that:
1) The study of music provides intellectual
stimulation and an effective form of mental discipline.
2) ,People need to learn to explore the senses, the
body, the emotions and the intellect. In other words,
the study of music could enhance the process of people
learning about themselves and becoming aware of beauty.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENT POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC SITUATION ON MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA (J13)
Respondent "B" refers to the effects that sanctions against
and boycotts of this country's artists and artistic
needs have had, ie that we are unable, as a result of
the b~ycotts, to import good players to perform here,
and as a result of sanctions, the poor exchange rate
has affected local artists' opportunities to study
abroad.
Respondent "A" suggests that it the electorate of this
country (in this case, the white people) valued music
and the arts sufficiently, they would have-voted in a
government who value these things. What has happened
is that materialistically minded people have voted in a
materialistic government - looking after the material
needs of the electorate before anyone else.
THE I SSUE OF THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND BUSI NESS
IN INFLUENCING THE ARTS (ESPECIALLY MUSIC) (J14)
Respondent "B" has suggested that the ways that business and
government could influence the arts would be by their
providing finance tor musical activities, or by the
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education obligatory for everyone - which she felt may
interfere with individual liberties.
Respondent WAW teels that if the people, and hence the
government and business, were interested in music,
they would naturally support and fund it. He goes
further to say that the role of government and business
is to wreinforce cultural expectations W of the populace
- and in our case, that means reinforcing Wa
partiCUlar culturew (white culture) at the expense of
culture as an all-encompassing concept. This
respondent also mentions that the people presently
involved in financing the arts may be doing so from a
selfish point of view, presumably for reasons of
status, as he mentioned in issue Jll.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF AFRIKANER PROTESTANTISM
ON MUSIC AS PART OF SOCIETY (J1S)
The effects that this may have on music, according to these
respondents, may be as follows:
That it imposes an attitude on individuals towards music
instead of fostering self-discovery and self-analysis
by individuals, i.e. a Wprogrammed w way of life. This
might be achieved by viewing certain types of music as
being evil, and thereby restricting peoples' attitUdes
to what they should be listening to.
According to the Delphi consultant, Wthe Afrikaans family
and Church has swung between the extremes of viewing
the Arts as a source of temptation and therefore
ungodly, and the virtues of ••• choral singing; never
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THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENT NUMBER OF TERTIARY HUSIC
DEPARTMENTS AND THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS DES I ROUS
OF TERTIARY HUSIC EDUCATION (JiB)
Respondent wA w feels that if true quality in music education
were to be achieved, there-are not too many departments
serving the number of students desirous of music
education - to the contrary - he feels that, for
example, the SACH is presently understaffed in terms of
the ideal ratio between staft and students for
effective teaching. {Implying that the ideal ratiu is
1:1.>.
THE I SSUE OF THE I NCREASE IN POPULAT I ON AND THE I NCREAS I NG
DEI'IAND FOR PLACES BY SLACK PEOPLE I N SOUTH AFR I CAN
UNIVERSITIES (Ji7)
Respondent wSw questions whether there is an increasing
demand for places by black students. According to the
Delphi consultant on this issue, there are more black
sub-A pupils than the total number of white secondary
school pupils in South Africa. Also, the population of
South Africa is said (by this Delphi consultant) to be
increasing at a rate that will demand the opening of
about 20 new schools a week to keep up with the demand.
It seems that this, it this is accurate, would result
in the increase in demand for places in universities.
(I believe that it is the intention of the government to
restrict entrance to universities to only those who can
afford to pay high fees by cutting the subsidies and by
trying to threaten campuses with further cuts if there
is "unrest" on the campuses. Obviously, those who are
able to pay these high fees are mainly white students).
Respondent "AW has suggested that this·problem of dismal
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THE ISSUE OF THE RELEVANCE OF TEACHING A WESTERN EUROPEAN
MUSICAL TRADITION IN SOUTH AFRICA (.1181
The response of respondent "Att is quoted here:
·Veste.. l119ic bas thlnes af 9al ... and tbose sbauld b~
••• lIable to all, but this sbould not be at the erpense of other
IUslc', (II)' underllnin(.)
Respondent tta" felt that the Western European musical
tradition is "totally" relevant to white people in this
country as we "have no other tradition." She feels
that black people are not interested in "our music",
Accordingly, the "type of music that black people are
interested in" (jazz and ethnic music) do not require
the same sort of training as music of the Western
tradi tion does.
feel that as has been suggested in discussion of Sub-Issue
A, the needs of ~ communities be taken into
consideration and inter-cultural education programme be
introduced. (See Sub-Issues AS and A24 for more
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KEY ISSUE -K - PRIVATE KUSIC TEACHING
This is a Key-Issue that has been only responded to by one
respondent - the parent of one of the students at the
SACM. I imagine that the issues surrounding private
music teaching may well be of concern to parents as
many children may not be able to attend music lessons
at school.
One respondent selected this Key-Issue as an Kadditional
cholceK.
The responses to the sub-issues are felt to be sufficiently
short and concise not to have to be reported. The
Sub-Issues and the responses appear together here.
THE ISSUE OF THE AREAS OF TEACHING THAT THE PRIVATE KOSIC
TEACHER SHOULD BE CONCENTRATING ON IN TERKS OF HOW THIS
RELATES TO LATER YEARS WHEN THE STUDENT ENDS UP AT
UNIVERSITY (K1>
RESPONSE
I know that in the case of my children, the teachers were
concerned with technique, and this has stood them in
very good stead. I did feel that there were areas of
relative neglect - the teacher taught them less
romantic music than music of other styles such as the
Classical and Baroque. Maybe one Is only r~lly ready
for romanticism at 18.
THE ISSUE OF STUDENTS BEING INVOLVED IN PRIVATE TEACHING
(K2)
RESPONSE
I wouldn't have sent any of my chi ldren' to a s'tudent. I
'don't think they are experienced enough, and I think
that children should be properly taught right from the
start, at the age of six - when they start school. I
don't think'that a student would understand a child of
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If I knew they would be good teachers. In other words,
whether students should be encouraged to teach depends
very much on the Individuals.
THE ISSUE OF PRIVATE TEACHING AND THE EXTERNAL EXAMINATION
SYSTEMS (K3 l
RESPONSE
I think that these exams are very important as being
motivating factors. The UNISA exams are a little too
difficUlt, especially on the theoretical side. It
does not balance with what is done on the practical
side.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF A RESOURCES
ORGANISATION/ASSOCIATION FOR PRIVATE TEACHERS IN SOUTH
AFRICA TO PROVIDE INFORMATION. RESOURCES, AND HELP IN
GENERAL (K4l
RESPONSE
Is there not a South African Music Teachers' Association? I
think that the private teachers need to be more
recognised, and a body such as this could do it. I
think that private teachers do the most valuable work,
so they need resources, etc. The teachers at the
schools are often faced with too many children who do
not want to learn or practice, so it is the private
teacher who has those students who eventually get
somewhere.
THE ISSUE OF THE PEDAGOGIC LEVEL OF PRIVATE TEACHERS AND HOW
IT CAN BE IMPROVED (KSl
RESPONSE
I think that there some very tine teachers in the private
teaching sphere. But there are others who are not
Interested and are just doing it tor the money. The
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care is that the good ones give ot themselves. This is
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KEY ISSUE - L - COMMUNICATION WITHIN AND BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS
OF MUSIC
One respondent has responded to this issue, a first-year
student. Only one has selected this issue as an
"additional choice".
The responses to the sub-issues are felt to be sufficiently
short and concise not to have to be reported. The
Sub-Issues and the responses appear together here.
THE ISSUE OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN
GENERAL ( Ll )
RESPONSE
Good communication immediately implies better results and
greater development. At College the communication is
easier than at school. The staff are quite
approachable here. In the music world it probably is
easier because it is a smaller environment. It depends
very much on the students and the staff. There have
been examples of students who are very inhibited in
communication and there have been examples of lecturers
who have said that they would be approachable but have
turned out not to be. As far as actually fostering
communication in certain lectures the lecturers make
the effort to communicate and especially in tutorials
one is very free to communicate. I don't think that in
general there is a problem with communication between
staff and students at the College, although in
specific cases it can happen that there would be
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THE ISSUE OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION (L2)
RESPONSE'
An example worth mentioning is that a recent experience has
revealed to me that the Cape Education Department is
ignorant of the difference in the Education courses at
the University of Stellenbosch and the University of
Cape Town. There are some very big differences in
these two courses, so I would presume that there is a
bit of a communication problem there.
THE ISSUE' OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES BY WAY OF
POOLING RESOURCES (L3)
RESPONSE
We don't have any communication between t'niversities like to
have activities together so that we could share ideas,
make comparisons and work together. Like for instance
the University of Stellenbosch will be giving an
evening of music here shortly, but too little of this
is done. As far as physical resources are concerned
there is a bit of jealousy between the universities as
some have certain facilities that are incOmparable to
others. This would create a problem in the willingness
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KEY ISSUE - " - VOCAL MUSIC AND OPERA
Three respondents selected this issue as their ftmain
choiceft• They were: A post graduate student, and
ex-student who is now a music teacher, and a
fourth-year opera student. Two respondents selected
this as their ftadditional choice W •
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF VOCAL STUDENTS ENTERING A COURSE
OF STUDY WITH VARYING FORMAL BACKGROUNDS ("1)
All three respondents acknowledge the fact that at the.SACM,
vocal students enter courses with varying formal
backgrounds. The reasons given for this situtation are
that, often, vocal students only discover they have a
voice with potential in their late teens and many of
these people have never studied music before. Also
that it is the voice and musical potential that counts
in selecting vocal students and not actual ability or
knowledge as in instrumental areas such as the piano.
It has been stated that the SAC" does not address.
students' individual deficiencies after admitting them.
Other points made by the respondents are: that an effective
catch-up or remedial programme should be implemented,
and that streaming of students into various' levels
should occur so that these students catch up with the
others. These respondents feel that the present
remedial work for these students is insufficient for
their needs. The particUlar areas that need attention
are sight-reading, aural perception, dictation and
keyboard ski lis, ie, general musicianship.
One of the respondents feels that this' catching-up process
is difficult to achieve. The other two believe that
this is not the case. It is felt that, with the right
guidance, emphasis and set requirements - i.e. that
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KEY ISSUE - N - EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS SUCH AS UNISA
This issue was responded to only by one respondent, a
full-time practical staff-member. It was selected by
one respondent as an "add~tional choice".
THE ISSUE OF THE EMPHASIS ON THE LEVEL OF TECHNIQUE REQUIRED
BY THE UNISA EXAMINATION SYSTEM AND ITS RELATION TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF· MUSICAL EXPERIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
(Nl>
RESPONSE
The word "facility" would be a better one .•• "technique" is
too ail-embracing. Music is a language and the student.
must understand the symbols etc. The facility coupled
with reading is essential to understanding. So it is
very important. I would rather say that if the
teaching of this facility is properly done it would
create the opportunity for a musical experience. There
must not just be focus on one aspect. For example the
scales should not just be thumped and banged out, it
must be musically done. It is up to the teacher to see
that scales are there for more than just finger
movement but they lead to an understanding of keys and
harmony and sight-reading, dynamics, balance between
the hands, etc. There are very positive aspects of
facility. The issue is that the right amount of time
is spent on teaching aspects of the lesson"and of the
examination requirements. So I disagree with the
assertion that there is too much emphasis on technique.
There must be no stones unturned, and I teel that UNISA
encompasses all these aspects. The UNISA repertoire
has been chosen with the greatest amount of care with a
view to a child's development.
The system should be used when the chid is ready for the
actual exam and the exam should be a joy to the child
and not a nightmare. Again it is up to the teachers to
make sure that this is done properly. As far as the
College is concerned it is an important thing to have
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thouroughness ot the UNISA exams is such that it
prepares the students very adequately tor the courses
at the College. I think the UNISA requirements are
very realistic.
RESEARCHER'S NOTE:
Responses to the Issue ot Entrance Requirements
(Key-Issue E) at the SACM have indicated that these
requirements could be based on the standards set by
UNISA.
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF ENTER I NG STUDENTS FOR THESE
EXAltS (N2)
RESPONSE
The exam systems are essential to serve as a ftcarrot ft and
motivation tor students although otten they are abused
by some teachers and headmasters. Also I teel that the
person who has done a UNISA grade VIII has a distinct
advantage over one who has done only matric music. The
standard is very high.
The exams are also necessary tor qualitications. The
students at the College otten need to do these exams to
till in gaps that a lot ot them have. UNISA
understands the conditions in this country and I think
that usually the Royal Schools ones are rather an
imposition. Abroad the UNISA would not be "recognised
as would the overseas qualitications ••• this is the only
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KEY ISSUE - 0 - TEACHING METHODS
Again, this issue has been responded to by only one
respondent, a senior member of the practical statf.
One respondent selected this issue as an "additional
choice....
THE ISSUE OF THE TEACHING OF MUSIC AS BEING BASED ON THE
INSTRUCTION AND INTERACTION OF SKILLS C01>
RESPONSE
I feel that the majority of people are basically musical,
but in terms of level of perception of the whole
co-ordinated picture of "being a musician" one needs to
be in possession ot a variety of skills, mental,
physical, emotional, intellectual, psychological,
philosophical. I agree that the "being a. musician" is
the interaction of all these skills. As a teacher, one
is concerned with an overall education of the
student••• tor example, in teaching someone a piece of
music there are aesthetic notions, philosophical
notions~ mathematical notions of proportions connected
with the physical skills necessary to execute the
piece. A good teacher would be the one with the widest
possible spectrum of attitudes and approaches to be
able to refer to all these aspects. It is just a
change ot emphasis as to whether a person is a
conductor, a performer or whatever. The most important
thing is to make sure that the student is as
self-realised as possible in all aspects. Direct
answers to these things are often not possible but this
is how I see it.
As far as the rest ot the College is concerned I'm not sure
if this view is shared by the ot~er teachers. One area
I would like to comment on is that of the
"interrelatedness" ot various aspects of the courses
that the students do. The majority ot students forget
relevant interactional elements. of their activities.
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS
DRAMA, AND MOVEMENT FOR MUSIC STUDENTS (02)
RESPONSE
They are extremely valid. Even from a narrow poin~ of view
of a piano teacher the experience ot things such as '"up:
and down"'~ "'tension and relaxation" ••• every kind at
lite experience can be transformed and presented
symbolically in music. Anything that would enhance the
understanding of such notions would be ot great
benet it. This is how I see these things fitting into
the experiential activities. I would say that a good
two thirds of the students who come my way are hardly
aware of these correspondences. They are not
physically aware or only have it to a point and it
needs to be developed. It can be a del icate issue and
can be a source o~ embarrassment tor some students so
it has to be treated gently and intelligently. I think
that there should be a measure of initiative on behalf
of the student.
RESEARCHER'S NOTE:
Please see Sub-Issue A22 in Chapter 4 for further discussion
of this issue.
THE ISSUE OF THE USEFULNESS OF THE USE OF VIDEO'TECHNIQUES
AND EQUIPMENT IN THE TEACHING OF MUSIC (03)
RESPONSE
I think it is very important. Video is becoming an
important medium in our culture. It should be used
more and I'm sorry that we don't have the faci I i ties.
The students could be shown videos of themselves
playing and also videos of related issues such as art,
literature, etc. I would use a video camera to film
key-points that he may not necessari ly be able to see
for himself ••• as a corrective measure. Also videos of
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THE ISSUE OF THE WILLINGNESS OF ADMINISTRATORS TO TOLERATE
VARIOUS TEACHING METHODS (04)
RESPONSE
There is no problem of this nature here at the College. All
the teachers hav~ been tolerated in the way they teach.
I have heard various discussions of teaching methods. at
the College where people have confused some basic
issues, but I feel that the administration are not •
really concerned with that but rather with the results.
Actually, even when it comes to results, I was shocked
to find out that a previous Dean had no idea of the
results of my teaching for ten or fifteen years. It is
very difficult for the head of a college to understand
all the techniques of all the various instruments, and
I feel that evaluation of results rather than methods
is appropriate. Ideally speaking when a new teacher is
employed the head should find out what the new
teacher's experien~e of having been exposed to various
historically acceptable teaching methods is before that
person is employed. Anything that the teacher may want
to add to this stock of knowledge is and should be
tolerated.·
RESEARCHER'S NOTE:
According to one of the findings of the Preliminary Study,
various teaching methods or practices outside the
instrumental teaching realm are felt to be less
participatory than they could be.
THE ISSUE OF THE USE OF AUDIO TAPE IN TEACHING MUSIC (05)
RESPONSE
It ties up with what I have said about video. I use it a
lot. I was the fist teacher at the College to have a
tape recorder and I feel that other teachers and
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KEY ISSUE - P - ADMINISTRATION
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF SEPARATING DEPARTMENTAL
ADMINISTRATION IN AN INSTITUTION. EACH DEALING WITH
THEIR SEPARATE ADMINISTRATIVE NEEDS <PO
This Key-Issue was chosen as a main choice by one
respondent, a member of the administrative satff at
the SAC". One respondent made it her "additional
choice".
RESPONSE
As far as administration goes things are dictated by the way
the university runs, but when it comes to the actual
students versus the paper-work then the College should
look at the overall picture••• for example the College
has no full-time oboe students but about five part-time
students. When the College need oboists for, say, a
wind-band the administration say it is not possible
because there are no students who play oboes when in
fact there are a few oboists be it that they are part
time students. The different administrative
departments should work together.separating only the
paper work.
The heads of the various departments should see the
part-time and full time students as one body - giving
the part-timers the opportunity to play and work
together with others.
It is my view that it is the aim of the majority of
part-timers to eventually become full-timers and that
the College should see that as a preparatory period ar
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THE ISSUE OF THE CONCEPT OF VARIOUS UNIVERSITIES CATERING
FOR SPECIFIC NEEDS OF SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL DIRECTIONS
TO RELEIVE THE ADMINISTRATIVE: BURDEN OF CATERING FOR
ALL NEEDS WITHIN EACH INSTITUTION IN THE COUNTRY (P2)
RESPONSE
I do not regard this as a problelll- area because of the size
of the College. It is small enough to cope with the
administration of the various departments. I quite
like the idea - it would be a good idea if the numbers
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KEY ISSU£ 9 - COURSE EVALUATION
THE ISSU£ OF THE DIFFICULTIES IN EVALUATING A COURSE OR
PROGRAMME OR CURRICULUH <Ql)
This issue was selected by one respondent as a main choice
and by two, as an additional choice.
RESPONSE
One has to be· clear about what one is setting out to achieve
in L given time period. Confining this discussion to
the academic activities at College, given four years,
one has to cover a certain amount of ground. An
important starting point would be to see how the
syllabi can be made more efficient and logical In their
treatment. Without this in line, evaluations cannot
take place. The next thing to do is to establish
whether the goals _or aims set out at the beginning are,
as effectivly as possible, being reached; and it not
why not. The difficulty here is like taking the horse
to water and not being able to make it drink;
lecturers may think they are doing fine, and students
disagree·. I'm not sure quite how one would go about
doing these evaluations.
RESEARCHER'S NOTES:
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THE ISSUE OF THE FEASIBILITY OF PERIODIC SYSTEMATIC
EVALUATIONS <Q2l
RESPONSE
This is essential. If
like complacency.
you don't do that, things rot in
This is exceedingly dangerous.
RESEARCHER'S NOTES:
Although the single repondent to this issue did not state
whether formal or informal evaluation of the structured'
mechanism occurs at the SACM, personal experience of
this issue is such that attempts at evaluation in the
past have been met with resistance from the staff and
apathy from the students. See Chapter Three, the
Delphi Phase, for discussion of the importance of
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KEY ISSUE - R
TEACHERS
THE TRAINING OF UNIVERSITY LECTURERS;
One respondent." a post-graduate student, selected this
issue as a main choice. One other respondent selected
it as an' additional choice.
TH£ ISSUE OF TH£ FEASIBILITY OF INVESTIGATION OF TEACHING
AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THESE TEACHERS (Rl)
RESPONSE
The way things are at the College and have been for the six
years that I have been a stUdent here would indicate
that it would be a very good thing if it were designed
and intended to IMPROVE the standard of teaching and
lecturing at the College. If it were to be an exercise
simply to come up with findings and lead nowhere that
would probably be .ignored, because it would offend
certain people. It is important to assume at the
beginning that something would actually come of it.
There are many lecturers and teachers at this
University with the onerous responsibility of not
spoon-feeding but to point people on an academic and
professional path that will last the rest of their
lives. Generally this does not really occur with
sufficient regularity.
With this issue we are all skating on very thin- ice. One
would have to get the lecturers' co-operation to be
able to make a success of such an operation. One
cannot force someone to "appear" on "charges" that
their teaching is not up to scratch. It is very
difficult. Maybe one could start with course/lecturer
evaluations from the students' point of view.
As far as qualifications and training' of these teachers are
concerned, there are no courses of study and
"apprenticeship" that university level teachers can do
such as those for school teachers. Most lecturers have
just academic backgrounds when they are given teaching
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academic degrees does not necessarily make a good
teacher.
There are members at statt at the College ot music who are
very safely ensconced in their jobs with good salaries
and a lot ot perks and they just couldn't care less
about thei~ teaching. A hit ot pressure on these
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3RD, YEAR STUDENT
The generaL course is directionless. th~'Music Education
course is w~ll directed. the per~ormer's course is geared
vaguely towards a per~ormers identity. But a problem with it
is that a sens~o~ ~alse encouragement is given in the
p~r~ormers course. The curricular choice is unot bad" at
the,College There should be more in the- way o~ career
oriented curricula~ structures such as musical journalism.
broadcasting_ !-F on~ is; musically inclined and not good
enough, to, be a per~ormer there is no choice but to be a
teacher or- do the' generaL course'which is directionless.
Th~ycould introduce, options to do specialist courses within'
a general musical curriculum that would give the curriculum
d'irection. I, suggest a three year basic degree and then
specialisation in the ~ourth.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
;:.., curriculum. should -first o-f all be producing a well rounded
musician whiclT incorporates the academic side. Just as
important as this. the requirements o~ the course must be
rigourous in' terms o~ pro~essional goals. At College the
aim, o~ the courses are- clear. but this aim does not go much
beyond the nam~ of' th~, course. The College does not train
well-rounded.. per~ormers_ ,Also there is not enough pressure
in the course to prepare one -for the di-f-ficulties of the
pro~ession. I think that if' the course's requirements were
mOr'e rigourous. the graduates would be better e9uipped.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
A, curriculum must have' an aim or direction. There must be a
distinction between the curriculum that trains 'someone for a
job and one that gives greater knowledge. These are the two
major directions that one can go in. I-f one is training for
a job then, one is goin9 only to deal with those aspects
(within the curriculum) that address things such as income.
job availability. etc. If on~ is training for greater
knowledge (the "university scholar") then one is
incorporating things of' a much wider ;spectrum; not
necessarily useful ~or a speci-fic task. Relating this to
the College we seem to fall short in both areas.' We are
neither training people who are particularly suited to
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of music. The College does not do
Graduates are generally equipped. for
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I can talk from the point of view of the performance BMus I
~:l.id. The- whole idea, was very abstract as far as direction
was concerned. The aim or direction could have been more
realistic in terms of knowing what was required of students
to become performers. r think that there should be
direction as far as repertoire is concerned••• the reality of
becoming the- professional .performer. It must equip peop Ie
fa ... what they intend to do. At College there was definitely
not enough direction. The- same thing was for the Teachins·
Method (education) lectures. These were more
interpretational lectures. I feel that this has improved
now with the· piano clinic:_
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I think that this is somethins that has been thought about a
lot. There are specific things that. a musician has to be
equipped with before he can go out and earn a living. Any
institution that intends to train these people must have
this "specificity" (that of preparing these people for a
profession) in mind. This specificity would be a common
feature of a group of any number of institutions, for
example, as it is in the USA, that would be offering
similar programmes aiming at training people to be
professional musicians with common features in the
curriculum. In my experience of having taught at Wits,
Pretoria and RAU, there seem to be a very different idea of
what they were each trying to do, if anything at all. At
the College, there is even more confusion as to, at the
end of a course, what a person is supposed to be qualified
to do in the sense of being a professional player.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
A curriculum should be directed in a ~rofessional direction.
For example the performers course should be designed for
people who will make some kind of a career as a performer,
whether they are accompanists or whatever. The only two
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are those o~ Education and the Library Science. There are
other courses such as the Per~ormers Diploma in Opera, but
how many will be opera singers. The curricula in general at
College should be much more professionally orientated.
FLEXIBILITY/CHOICE IN THE CURRICULUK (AZ)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I don't thin~ there i~any ~lexibility in the' courses. They
are" so well defined' one· dare not suggest any ideas. ! think
the lecturers are stubborn in this matter.
2NUYEAR STUDENT
As mentioned be~ore I lik~ the idea of the general first
year and then a specialisation which consists of a choice of
curricular material based on some aspect o~ that first year
which the student could build on in a curriculum that would
be career orientated••• in any direction that the student may
choose. There should be absolute choice of subjects and
there should be guidance available for those students who
need to choose subjects to steer them into a career
direction.
3RO YEAR STUDENT
More choice should be introduced perhaps through a credit
system - which the College is working on at the moment.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
There have to be certain core subjects such that are layed
down at.College•• History and Harmony for example. These are
important. For each individual the issue of choice and
thereby specialisation depends on that actual individual.
It may be that some students mature faster and are ready for
specialisation earlier than others. I am satisfied with the
level of fleXibility and choice as it is at College.
EX STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
There needs to be a lot o~ choice.
be structured in such a way as to
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areas should be those on which the student concentrates and
draws on the core-course for resources•.
EX STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
One should have to do a ~ore of courses with choice. At
College we had very little choice. We would have benefited
by having had mere choice. For instance, if one wants to
major in performance~ one should not have to do a degree;
one should just do the practical. aspects of one's training.
The other things don't have· to be examined although it is·
important.to have background knowledge. One should just
read up about it on one·'s own. So if one wants to major ·in
performance one should have the choice· as to whether you
have to do all these· academic subjects. The core course
should relate to the professional direction of the student.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
This really has been dealt with in the previous question.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
There should be some basic "core" courses, but other than
that it should be as careers••• students should be able to
choose courses that would suit their specific career
choices_ The College does not provide this flexibility.
The reason really being that there isn't enough staff. I
don't think that we could overcome the problem because of
the lack of funding for the necessary staff. For example to
stUdy jazz would necessitate the employment of jazz
specialists. The eventual way out of this problem could be
that different universities could share resources. For
instance if Stellenbosch and UWC were bought in'we could
agree that people could be given credits for doing courses
at the other institutions. The other way of doing it would
be to limit the· number of universities that offer music,
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THE ISSUE OF PROFESSIONALLY ORIENTATED CURRICULA (A3)
1ST STUDENT
The curricula shoul~ be_professionally orientated. At
College there is quite an emphasis on practical musicians.
There· is too· much emphasis on this playing of instruments.
There are no professionally directed courses other than the
Bmus Ed.. I feel that Collese limits my professional choice.
ather directions coul~ be conductins~ and solo performing.
2M} YEAR STUDENT
This is what r have said above.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
The curriculum should be more professionally orientated.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that to have a seneral backsround and then
specialise in one's professional direction at a later stage
is the best system. There is the danger of specialisation
before one is equipped.with a sufficiently thorough
backsround.
EX-STUDENT;. SCHOOL TEACHER
~There is certainly a need for the professionally orientated
curriculum, especially in the practical areas such as the
BMus Performance. Our practical musicians often come out of
College with a hiSh standard of practical ability and not
such a high standard of research ability. I don't think
that we can ever have great performing musicologists. If
you are a musicolosist then go for that at the beginning.
In other words, the choice within the curriculum should
determine your professional direction.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I have also talked about that in previous issues. To sum up
a good curriculum has a solid core which takes everyone
up to a certain point: usually two years. Everyone would
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THE ISSUE OF THE STYLISTIC AI/'t OR DIRECTION OF AN
.INSTITUTION (A4)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
The College is limited to just the 'Classical' music. I
think it is the lecturers. I' feel the aim should be
expanded to jazz. pop and. music of other cultures. It
would be up to the student to choose which area to do.
There is n~ training available for jazz musicians.
2ND: YEAR STUDENT
I have' mentioned the issue of studying jazz. People should
have the·choice~ The stylistic direction of the College is
limited. It would be possible to include things like jazz
but it would not be easy•••because of entrance re9uirements,
various instrumental choices. It would benefit all if the
College broadened out a bit.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
It is not that important, one can be studying various styles
in one institution. The College is recognised as a piano
school and opera school and it should be viewed as something
mora,general.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
An institution should deal with all styles and I think it 'is
possible to do this depending on the number of staff and
stUdents. I don't think that a single stylistic aim has
much validity •.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
An institution should ideally be able to offer all spheres
as the core curriculum should cover everything. One should
have a working' knowledge of everything. However, the
syllabUS is often determined by the resident lecturers••• in
terms of their speciality. If one then wished to specialise
in Jazz then one should be able to.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
This relates back to what I said before about being able to
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PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER .
I~·depends on ~hesize o~ ~hes~a~~~ as well as how
ve~satL1e the sta~T are and whether there is enough money in
thedepartmen~. If there is the money then one can hire the
righi:- people.. I think tha~ i~ is more economical, if you
have limited resources, to fix on one style than to blow it
by trying all styles•.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
The College will have ~o become more of a South African
insti~tion and cater for the whole population. Again
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THE: PLACE OF NON-WESTERN AND POPI..JLAR I'\USIC (AND HOW IT
RELATES TO WESTERN MUSIC) IN THE CURRICULUI'I (AS)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I don'~ think tha~ any o~the lecturers like pop music. One
should have a look a~ pop music because ~hese artists
o~ten use aspectso~ classical music. It is music aT
an era and should be seen as such_ The same goes fa:
non-western music. It is all part of culture. In the




This definitely should have a place- in the curriculum••• in
that first intensive year; for example jazz: there
are singers-who-want to be singers of jazz and pop
music and not opera and those students do not have the
opportunity to do those things. This should also be
another major choice in the curriculum••• a thing to
major· in.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
There are ethnomusicology courses at the College which are
good courses. It doesn't relate to the rest of the
curriculum, it is slo~ted in as an extra. It should
not necessarily relate ~o the rest of the course but
maybe it could. For example one could major in
ethnomusicology. We don't deal with pop music, but it
is important, especially jazz, how it fits•. in. If we
could s~udy jazz we may learn to loosen up as players
in the western classical sense.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I do no~ have much experience in these things. We have had
odd opportuni~ies at College to look at these things.
There is so much ma~erial in the study of Western
Music alone that to design a curriculum that tried to
incorporate other music would lead to there being too
much content. One needs to specialise and to do things
that are relevan~ to your major. One should be able to
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EX-STUDENTt SCHOOL TEACHER
It ~elates very specifically. One cannot make a judgement
on one type- of music without relating it to another.
Our knowledge of non-Western Music is so limited that I
wonder how we can judge Western Music. Our judgements
a~e based on habitual, traditional approaches. For
example, the use of various instruments relates to the
types o~ sounds available to the modern composer. If
we had a greater knowledge o~ other types of music
inclUding pop-music and ethnic music we would accept
and be interested in these things more. The College
once offered very interesting lectures on
Ethnomusicology, bu~ the course was not wide enough.
They were excellent lectures but nothing related or
incorporated with any other pa~t of the curriculum. I
believe in an inter-related approach.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
When I was at College they did not have a place in the
curriculum. In terms of my curriculum it would have
been very interesting to have done African music to be
able to become aware of the merging of cultures. On
the pop side it depends on what you mean by pop music.
I think the study of jazz would be beneficial. These
things could relate to western music in terms of how
individuals relate to those things. I think that
people should have the choice whether to do it. Also I
think that it would be hard to relate it to Western
music, it should be studied on its own.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
Not as a key element. If you look at someone who wants,
say, to be a Cello player, they need to set to a
certain point in a certain number of years, so doing
this should be an elective. It would be a more vital
element to someone who is majoring in composition, or
conducting or arranging. I thin~that Ethnomusicology
would be useful if you had the time to broaden your
horizons to that degree, but as far as preparing people
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
In a South, A-I'rican contex.t, the only non-Western Music that
makes sense is African Music. The study 0-1' any other
cultures such as Indian, etc, would be senseless
because there are language difficUlties, lack of
knowledge of the actual cUlture, etc., I t would be
artificial. Apart from the political dif-ficulties in
this country th~study of African music seems most
sensible.
This university will be more "Afric:anised" and I feel that
in future the study of Afric:an music should have a very
definite plac:e., Relative to' Western Music 1 don't
think it relates to the study of Western Music other
than from an ethnomusicologic:al sense••• part of a
general reading of music:.,
As -far' as "pop" is conc:erned, we can't really afford to
teach pop-music:, and· I feel that if one has a good
background in basic:s one can teach oneself pop-music,
especially that pop has so muc:h in common with ordinary
music: these days••~the Beatles, etc and the
arrangements could not have happened without the
existenc:e of Schoenberg_ Perhaps there is a connection
in this way. Some German pop is very like Stockhausen.
THE PLACE OF CHAMBER-MUSIC IN THE CURRICULUM (A6)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
Chamber music: is essential. We do not do it here. The only
thing that comes near to it is the ensemble c:lass,
which is once a week and it is not chamber music. The
benefits of chamber music: would lie in getting to know
the repertoire. We are limited to our set pieces. We
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2ND YEAR STUDENT
It is vel"y impol"tant" but I as a pianist am not that
involved. I feel that I would like to have more chance
t~ do this. It should fOl"m' a greater part of my
performing curriculum. Maybe it would be nice to play
anothel" instl"ument, to do th is on anothel" level. I
don't kno~ if the College' al"e addl"essing this problem.
Perhaps th& playing of chamber music should be a
l"equirement fol" Sl"aduation_ This would make the
students bet tel" all-round musicians. It is important
to wOl"k together as musicians. The assignments we are
given-in ensemble class are done in such a way as to
make them a bore l"athel" than intel"esting. I think the
classes should be mOl"e regular and more on a public
level. We should get given opportunities to perform
the ensemble pieces.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Vel"y Important., ••specifically fol" pel"formel"s. There is a
vast wealth of music in the idiom. For the educated
musician this music is pl"obably the cream,of the Cl"Op.
It, is also' important for students to learn to play with
other people. Some people, even music students, don't
know what chamber music is. It should be introduced in
first year, but it isn't at the College. People should
be technically pl"oficient enough on their instruments
to be able to play chamber music in their fil"st
year••• some people are not, at College. A problem is
that often one can't get the right players, but it is
possible to ovel"come the shortage of players at the
College. The emphasis on chamber music in"the
curl"icula, should be large. The chamber music courses
have only been introduced a year or two ago, and they
seem to be good coul"ses, but it hasn't become a large
enough pal"t of the way of life at the College.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think this is important. It is a new course at College.
It is important to learn to play' with other people. It
could also compl"ise a career-option if one doesn't make
it in solo work. As a professional musician one is so
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invaluable. Also there is a vast amount of important
repertoir~ in the chamber music genre which shoudn't be
missed. Practically there never seem to be sufficient
instrumentalists at College to do chamber music of any
quality.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
Absolutely essential~ Almost a daily requirement. When I
was at College there were, attempts, at various chamber
groups by students with a total lack of supervision. I
believe that in recent years this has changed.
Admittedly students~ not all being great performers,
had no interest or felt intimidated by the good players
and this is why it didn't come about, but I think it
should be made a compulsory part of the curriculum.
The value of chamber music lies in the practical
experience it affords one. The greater percentage of
chamber music involves at least two musicians, and
although the piano repertoire is vast, most other
instruments need accompaniment on either the piano or
by groups of instruments. If one studies the music of
other instruments it can only be done by playing it in
groups.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
In my time there was very little. It is very important in
the performing side in the third and fourth years. The
problem at the College is that there are not enough
orchestral musicians around to make chamber music.
Chamber music makes one listen and it is valuable for
everyone if it could be fitted in time-wise, say for
Education students.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I think that this is more important for an orchestral player
than is actual orchestral experience. Chamber music
gives the students an opportunity to perform as well as
to learn to play in an ensemble situation. It is hard
to expect most instrumentalists to perform regularly as
soloists - it ,takes so much time to prepare a solo
recital. Chamber music is, in a sense, soloistic and
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ideas. If a person plays really good chamber music
they could probably sit in any orchestra and make a
valuable contribution.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
It should follow automatically. Where the College suffers
is that there are simply not enough string players
around, so students don't really have the opportunity
to play with string players. String playing is
essential to the study of chamber music, otherwise the
students would be just doing accompaniment, which is a
satisfying way of making music, but not all that
complete. I think that it should be included and
evaluated with the rest of the practical work .•. the
only problem here being that it is a way of forcing
people to do things that should be enjoyable. There
isn't really enough emphasis on chamber music at the
College. There are too many students (pianists) around
who are only interested in moving their fingers across
the keyboard. A lot of the staff are interested in
chamber music but they don't seem to be doing it for
some reason.
THE PLACE OF AND VALUE OF PARTICIPATION IN LARGE ENSEMBLE IN.
A CURRICULUM (A7)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
Most people at College do not have the opportunities to do
these things. The value of this is the sharing of
musical ideas.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
Very important. Each person should be required to do two
instruments so that they can participate in large
instrumental ensembles. At present there are enough
students for this. Quite a few people in the College
orchestra are not College stUdents. Choir should also
be compulsory. Music stUdents should be able to sing
something. It boils down to doing a lot more working
together. It would help in motivation to work in
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staff and the students has created the problem of there
not being these activities. Students should think a
little more, too, about what they should and should
not be doing.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Very important •• it is not here, and this is a failing. Two
periods during the week should be set apart for this,
although I don't think that they could make it a DP
requirement. It is not only a joy to sing in a chorus
or play in an orchestra but it is important to learn to
make music together, even in smaller groups.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
Not being an instrumentalist or a singer, I think that it
should be up to the individual. These activities
definitely have,value but one must put what you do in
perspective of your priorities. There are only twenty
four hours in the day and one should concentrate those
hours on your specialisation.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
Also very important. There used to be large ensembles at
College. One could have various levels of orchestras
or groups to accommodate everyone. Improvement must be
demanded within these groups. That is instrum~ntal.
On the choral side of things I don't think that one
could force every issue of ~he curriculum. This brings
me to the 9uality of the students. By this I mean
their sense of commitment, enthusiasm, etc rather
than people's intrinsic abilities. Almost "everything
that I have said relates to the level of the students'
enthusiasm. There seemed to have been this
overwhelming emphasis on "how good students are" and if
you are not "good enough" then that·s it. The
important thing is that students must learn something
through these experiences. They are not there to be
show-offs but to learn something.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Very important. I find this is sadly lacking at College.
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especially from the listening point of view. It makes
you listen and learn to hear. It also creates the
experience of learning to work in large groups.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
As I said earlier, it is more valuable to partake in
smaller ensembles. As a professional string player one
would normally have to look at the chances of haVing to
play in an orchestra. There are some techniques ~ha~
are different to playing chamber music in orchestral
playing, such as following a conductor, you have to
"scale down" what you d-o to fit in to an orchestra,
the literature is different to the chamber music
literature, aesthetically there is not a Oig
difference, but the major difference is that most
professional orchestras do not spend the same amount of
time rehearsing as does a chamber group, so it is
fairly valuable to have orchestral or larger ensemble
experience to learn to cope with these differences.
Playing in a repertory orchestra would be better than
sitting on certain programmes for two or three concerts
a year; players must learn the "sink or swim" feeling
of being a professional orchestral player.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
Most music students should be able to sing in a choir. It
is very valuable from a point of yiew of getting to
know the music apart from one's own instrumental
pieces. There is no choir at the College probably
because there are not enough performing opportunities
for a large choir. It has been done before••• the
students sang but never performed so they lost
interest. Making it a requirement is going to result
in people having to sing against their will. Also most
choral rehearsals occur at night which presents a
problem with students coming in from far. Other
practical problems as far as making it a requirement
such as by making it obligatory for students to sing in
the opera chorus would arise if an opera without chorus
is done as has happened in the past. It is difficult
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intra-curricular has been tried, but policing these
things becomes a bore.
THE ISSUE OF THE EMPHASIS ON ACQUISITION OF GENERAL
MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS (A8)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
There should be limited emphasis on skills acquisition, but
I feel that at the College they place too much emphasis
on it.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
At College there is no emphasis on sight reading ••• Aural
here is a waste of time because we do the same
dictations over and over again. There seems to be no
sense of making these skills interesting or making them
show the way to growing and getting better at them.
There needs to be some thought given to this by the
staff.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
It is left to the student to do those things. We should be
doing score reading, etc , becoming more involved with
skills. The standard of Aural classes is too low and
the standard required of the students is too slack.
The way it works is that if you can do aural, you are
not pushed to improve. If you can't do it one is still
pushed through if you can get 507..
It is an essential part of being a musician. People should
not be allowed to graduate until they reach a certain
standard. One should be able to take down four string
parts, sight singing in different clefs, and we don"t
do any of that. One of the major areas of studying
music is the ear.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that from a performers point of view there is not
enough emphasis on sight-reading and aural trainlng as
there should be. We once had sight-reading exams that
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sight-reading tests and as
very lightly by students,
the reason why the College
exams.
a result they were treated
and I suspect that this is
stopped giving sight-reading
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
Certainly very important. If one is going to be involved
particularly with making music with groups of people
one needs a much wider capability than just being able
to play some specific instrument. For that matter
things like Aural should be DAILY. There has to be
growth and improvement demanded. The tapes for
programmed self-instruction are useless. The students
should really have aural on an individual basis even
using advanced students for tutoring purposes. At
College the Aural was under par. As far as
sight-reading is concerned at University level it is a
little unrealistic to teach things like this in
practical lessons, but this could be addressed by the
chamber music and ensemble activities. I was
particularly annoyed with the fact that in our aural
classes at College we were given dic.tations in a class
that comprised people with perfect pitch and were
expected to do those dictations at the same rate as
those advanced students. It is generally not the
emphasis or lack of emphasis on skill~ acquisition but
the matter of what is done, how it is done and on what
sort of a level.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
It depends on what sort of course one is doing.- If I were
setting up a curriculum for performers I would not
think that that is all that important. That sort of
thing should be learned at school. They should be
learned before getting to College. Skills are also
things that one's teacher can deal with. In an
Education programme there should be more on this. The
aural training we did at College was a waste of time.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
All the places I have studied at
skills to a certain point.
have emphasised these
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know well enough at the College to get into that area,
I would say that they do not have sufficient skills in.
terms of "sight-sound" abilities, but that is more of
an impression than anything else. I don't think there
is a sense of those students being well prepared
skill-wise. These skills should have come along with
the grade exams they do.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
There should be a very strong emphasis on that. Especially
on sight-reading, ear training, reading of scores and
clefs. The emphasis at the College is almost nothing.
It must be one of the only institutions where
sight-reading is not part of the re9uirements.
Perhaps the emphasis on dictation and ear training is
probably OK at the College, but I feel strongly about
the sight reading aspect. To overcome the
sight-reading problem could be to sight-read duets,
but the difficulty is making people do it. There used
to be sight-reading classes here and they worked well,
except that the stronger sight-readers were favoured.
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THE PLACE OF A SECOND INSTRUMENT IN THE CURRICULUM (A10)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
It is important. Maybe one should do an orchestral
instrument. IT one would become a composer one would
beneTit by knowing more about the instruments.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
This comes into the issue on large ensembles••• especiallY
that it should be an entrance re9uirement.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Very important if you are a pianist to do an orchestral
instrument. One has to learn to concentrate on new
things like intonation, etc, giving a broader
perspective; Except those who are trying to specialise
as perTorming musicians and they don't have the time.
For other students it should be compulsory.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I would like to have done a second instrument. It wasn't
re9uired at College. It adds an important dimension to
one's musical knowledge and experience. The problem is
that if it is a re9uirement then it might use up
valuable time Tor one's main instrument.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
I think it is important especially for those studen~s who
are not going to be professional performers. One tends
to become a little over specialised in one'instrument
in terms of the techni9ue of that instrument and doing
another instrument would give you the opportunity to
learn a little more about music and not only technigue.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
People say that it is important to be able to playa
keyboard instrument if you are a,non-pianist. I found
that I did not have the time to do things like that
because I was specialising in my instrument. If one is
doing Education it is important for people to be able
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PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I~ has i~s uses especially for Music Education majors, so
~ha~ i~ would help people wi~h ~he necessary knowledge
of o~herins~rumen~s. I know ~ha~ for me i~ was not
~erribly relevant and used up valuable ~ime that I
could have been using to work on more essential things.
At Julliard they require a very high standard of piano
playing before ~hey allow ~he students to graduate, ,
but there are many students who have hated that. I'
~hink that a less severe requirement on the piano would
be very useful for everybody.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
There are obviously advantages, but I don't generally regard
it as necessary. For non pianists doing the piano
would have advantages. The piano is a very useful tool
for teaching and accessing. For instance all students
should have piano skills•••• not to able to play but to
be able to use it as a means to an end •
•
THE PLACE OF COMPOSITION IN THE CURRICULUM (All>
1ST YEAR STUDENT
It is necessary. We canno~ get music from overseas, so I
think tha~ I would encourage people to take composition
as a major to go out and provide the country with
music. It should be in most curricula, too.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
This relates again to it being in the first year in the
general curriculum and then having the opportunity to
major in it. Composition links up with all aspects of
studying music ••• teaching, performing, etc.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Depends on what you do. For performers it is not tha~
important. For people doing the musical course
generally it is more important one needs a broad
perspective and analysing is made simpler by knowing
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with the idea that people cannot call themselves real
musicians unless they can write music.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
That is very under-rated at College. One should have a
background in composition. Even in the harmony courses
the role o~ composition rather than the present
emphasis on analysis in the study of harmony would be
very valuable. The composition in 20th century style
is over-emphasised.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
It is very important. This would be part of the core
curriculum. Here one would do the basic skills of
composition. In the peripheral sense I ~eel that you
do not necessarily have to make a twentieth century
contribution. If you wish to choose to compose in the
style o~ your choice then that is up to you. The core
curriculum should consist o~ stylistic composition
studies and the peripheral courses should reflect the
student's own choice of style.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I think that is something that I would liked to have done.
Especially from an intuitive, improvisational point
o~ view. Maybe we should have it as a way.to expand
one's mind without it interfering with one's
speciality.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
There again it should be in the core course - or you could
major in it.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
Stylistic composition could be interesting and somethins
that anyone could be taught. Composition as such
should be for people who are creative and should form a
major part o~ ones activities if .you so choose. In
other words a major option. The use of composition to
aid in the teaching o~ style, form, harmony, etc is
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under the guidance of a composer only has a place for
those who want to become composers.
THE PLACE OF CONDUCTING IN THE CURRICULUM (A12)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
This is essential. Those who do not want to major in
conducting would benefit from the pleasure of
conducting. It is also another way of sharing ideas.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
They don't offer it here. Students must benefit by
including this somehow in the curriculum. The
difficulty that arises here is how to deal with all
these things that one has to do to be a good,
all-rounded musician. An important point is that the
stUdy of music goes on and on ••• one cannot say that
after studying for four years that you are a ~ualified
musician. It is a never-ending process. It must be
the responsibility of the staff and the students to
realise all these important parts of a musician"s
training.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
A good idea and it is not available here. I think it would
attract more students. It is very strange that we had
a conductor on the staff and it was never implemented.
Conductors interpret music and it is an additional
performing medium and could be valuable in learning to
understand music for groups of instruments, as well as
getting to know the orchestral and choral repertoire.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
This is grossly under-rated. To this day I do no~ really
understand the language of the conductor, and if I
want to be a performer and perform with an orchestra,
then I should know about that.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
Conducting should also be part of the core
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I don't think that it is a very important thing. One could
benefit from it but it is not that impoortant. One
should be able to major in it if you want ••• you can't
study conducting at College.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
There again it should be in the core course - or you could
major in it.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
This is more important. It is a skill that can be learned
easily. Especially in Education courses. The courses
at College used to include this but I'm not sure if
they still do. In other areas it is not so important.
Of course it should be a major option, but the problem
is where are there going to have the opportunity to
conduct. A lot of skills could be taught in this
way ••• the pianists could learn their sight reading
skills while the conductors conducted. Otherwise they
could all sing a part of the score!
THE PLACE OF EXPERIENTIAL, CREATIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE
CURRICULUM (A13)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
That would be wonderful, but there is so much else to fit
it in to the curriculum. Perhaps it could be a way of
doing aural skills. There should be the choice whether
students could do this.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Very westernised. In Music Education I we did
that ••• composition is a creative process. It has a
place in the curriculum such as in composing and
performing each others' pieces and improvising. People
are scared by the· word improvisi~g.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I am not particularly interested in that. It should depend
on the individual. I think that in certain fields it
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4TH YEAR STUDENT
I am not particularly interested in that. It should depend
on the individual. I think that in certain fields it
is more important than in others••• such as the ADRM or
Opera courses it is essential.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
This could ideally be part of a core-curriculum.
practically speaking there is so much that
into the core course that I think this one







It is very interesting. Not so much as an exam subject.
How would you get people to come to those classes. I'm
not so sure about that one.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
These things should be part of a peripheral pdrt of the
courses. It shouldn't really be part of the core
curriculum. There are places that offer these courses
for credits, but they are only really successful if
there is a lot of student interest in this area. You
need a big student body.
Most people in a conservatory will not want to spend time
doing that, but rather practicing. It must grow out
of the need for it - it doesn't have a direct bearing
on most major professional directions oth~r tnan
Education or conductors; it seemed to work for these
people.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
This is important for the Education students and it is does
happen in this course••• also in the remedial music
course. These things could be introduced when the
credit system is brought in. I ~hink that forcing
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4TH YEAR STUDENT
I am not particularly interested in that. It should depend
on the individual. I think that in cet'tain fields it
is more important than in others••• such as the ADRM or
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PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
These things should be part of a peripheral pQrt of the
courses. It shouldn't really be part of the core
curriculum. There are places that offer these courses
for credits, but they are only really successful if
there is a lot of student interest in this area. You
need a big student body.
Most people in a conservatory will not want to spend time
doing that, but rather practicing. It must grow out
of the need for it - it doesn't have a direct bearing
on most major professional directions other than
Education or conductors; it seemed to work for these
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
This is important for the Education students and it is does
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course. These things could be introduced when the
credit system is brought in. I ~hink that forcing
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THE VALIDITY OF DETAILED SYLLABI - AND JUST HOW DETAILED
THEY NEED BE (A15)
We would benefit from knowing
us. We could work ahead and
to lectures and waste time
that could be simply read up and
2ND YEAR STUDENT
We do not get a syllabus.
what is required of
perhaps not even go
listening to things
listened to.
From a staff point of view the lecturers
clearer view of what is expected of
would also have a
them.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
It is reasonably important· to do this. It must be detailed
enough to give the lecturers a guide - they seem to be
very vague about what detail- and for students to know
what they are dealing with.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
There are courses at College that are well detailed and
others that are not. I think that there is generally
enough detail in the syllabi in terms of the
reqUirements (standards and content) at the College.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
Certainly the core syllabus needs to be very detailed.
There is a certain amount of material to be covered in
the core curriculum and the time alloted to each part
of the syllabus must be worked out in a very detailed
way. This would give you the freedom to work on the
peripheral or "choice" part of the curriculum and
specialise in whatever you like.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
There should be detailed syllabi for the practical subjects
covering all periods in the rep~~toire. Being too
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PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I think that having a detailed syllabus is fair. The
curriculum I did was detailed to the point of actual
pieces that we had to play. It wasn't actually adhered
to, but it looked good in the catalogue. It did give
one an idea of what sort of level was required of
students by the end of each year. This can only work
if the people who administer this are there for long
enough to implement it. When I arrived to teach at the
College (Cello), I asked for a syllabus. and there
was none. There is a list of technical tests that are,
supposed to be given to the students once or twice a
year, but these looked like the "Grade S" requirements
of the Royal Schools. The only thing I could get about
the syllabus was that it theoretically was supposed to
parallel the piano syllabus. This does not work,
especially since they do not have a full time cello
lecturer to implement this.
What is important is that a College must define the
objectives of a course by outlining the repertoire that
should be covered. It shows people coming in what the
goals are and what the standards are, plus it gives
some structure to what they are going to do for the
four years.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
I think it is important and helpful to the student. It does
depend on the courses. For instance in Harmony and
Counterpoint - in the first two years it is difficult
because the standards vary from year to year and what
may take a class three hours to grasp could take
another half an hour. It depends on ~he standard of
the course. It is easier in analytical courses. It can
be clearly defined in this way. How would you oefine a
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THE STANDARD OF PRACTICAL SYLLABI (Alb)
1ST YEAR STUDENT




The practical standard is very low and the volume of work is
very small. We don't do enough repertoire. The
standard of the pieces in the piano department are of a
reasonable standard. If one does a second study it has.
to be of grade 7 or 8 standard befot'e you can gt·aduate.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
The syllabus is left for the teacher at the College. The
standard of the syllabi could be set by a choice of
pieces.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
The standard and content of the syllabus is not high enough
or realistic enough to prepare one for a career
outside.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
I was certainly always impressed by my teachers who 1 think
chose a syllabus for me pragmatically. The syllabus is
generally chosen for each student and 1 feel that the
standard was of an acceptable level. An idea that
came from my flute teacher was that the top performing
students should be given the same pieces and the same
amount of time to learn them. They would'then be
jUdged on what they made of that. At College 1 often
wondered why it was that two people could get the same
results when one of them was infinitely better than the
other••• this is certainly odd. It must be a question
of what is being looked for in evaluating a
performance.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
The practical syllabus r did at College was very high.
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situation ••• gettins a job ••• so why shouldn't music?
The audition is the interview. Whatever form it takes,
the course should prepare you for the audition.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Very good idea. It relates to what I said about preparing
students for what they are going to be doing
professionally. In Salzburg the first diploma is the
orchestral diploma and this diploma re9uires that you
prepare difficult orchestral excerpts. From there you
go to the solo course. At College it is the other way
around.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
A lot of institutions do this already. One can never expect
those students who have done a training course in
orchestral playing to know the whole literature by
havins played those pieces in orchestral situations.
What you can do is teach the parts from excerpt books
and actually get people used to taking dummy auditions.
That is often up to the teachers. It should be in the
syllabus that the common repertoire is dealt with in
excerpt form.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
I think it is a very sood idea. We used to have an
orchestral course in the form of a diploma. But not
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INTERACTION BETWEEN PARTS OF THE CURRICULUM (AlB)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
There should be intergration between subjects. At College
there are limited aspects of the curriculum that do
relate such as seeing Harmony from a historic
perspective. Mostly the courses are isolated.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I feel that there is an incoherance between the subjects
here at College. Areas that are interacting like this
are Harmony and Keyboard Harmony. Something that does
not connect is Form. This could relate to Composition,
teaching, performing ••• it should help with performing
works by understanding the form of the works. Teaching
Method should connect more with one's first instrument
study. Teaching Method should be taught at a closer
level to where you are studying ••• in other words you
should learn to teach the pieces that you are studying
yourself and not just simple beginner pieces. One
should know that beginner stuff already. Subjects that
we do should all connect to build up the "whole"
musician. Practically it would require more effort
from the staff to get this together and I don't think
they're too busy to do it.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
An excellent idea, but it doesn't happen here. There is
little communication between the lecturers. It would
not be difficult in terms of the size of the college to
do that.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
In my experience they interact quite well on the whole at
College. It seems that some of the courses have been
planned to interact or co-inc ide. Subjects could be
related to one's major area. I think it is almost
impossible to prevent the different parts of the
curriculum interacting. If one is studying a
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EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
I think it is very important that in any field of study one
should become aware of connecting other areas.
Certainly at College because certain lecturers can
teach more than one thing makes them, perhaps, better
lecturers because, for example, there may be a
connection between two or more things. When one deals
in isolated information centres the whole course may
disintegrate for the student. I would point towards a
more centralised and integrated curriculum. The
students must be the centre of this process and the
lecturers must give the students the tools to access
information and find knowledge rather than giving them
specific little bits of knowledge. This is perhaps an
acknowledged "post-graduate" approach to teaching and
learning but is very relevant at undergraduate level.
The concept of feeding information should be out.
Research is the key to learning in an integrated way.
At College I remember doing 17th Century harmony
together with eighteenth century History and twentieth
century things all in the same week.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
A senior lecturer once said that if you look at all the
courses at College one is actually studying the History
of Music ••• in Harmony, Form, etc ••• it is all the
"History of Music." Maybe this is the connection. I
don't think that each subject can exist alone but there
is room for specialising in one or another aspect of
this "History of Music."
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I think that inter-relatedness of subjects is important. In
my own experience, I did a four-year course and in the
first two years all the students did the same sUbjects.
no matter what their major areas. After that you
branched out. The courses we qid at the early level
were well integrated. For example, we studied Harmony
and Counterpoint and techniques of orchestration and
composition in a Historical context relating to what we
were studying in Grout in History. This was very good.
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hard to administer. We used a text-book that was well
written and had it well mapped out. In doing this all
the traditional theory and ear-training courses, etc,
was put all in one, and although it took a lot of
administration time, it was very good.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
Ideally one should have a curriculum where specialists in
their fields would lecture all things that relate. It
could probably work at an American University with
thousands of students, but I don"t see how we will
apply this because of the number of staff needed.
Because of the small numbers at the College the
university find it possible only to employ a small
number of staff but who have a more general ability and
who can deal with a wider range of topics than would a
specialist. Because of this the system itself becomes
quite general in nature and interaction is made
difficult.
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER-PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS LARGE
ENSEMBLE ORCHESTRA OR CHORUS SHOULD FORM A COMPULSORY
PART OF THE CURRICULUM. ALSO, IF ACADEMIC CREDIT
SHOULD BE GIVEN FOR THIS SORT OF PRACTICAL ACTIVITY
(A19)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I think so. We should have to be examined in
could be done by way of "crit classes".




I think that the idea of credit for these activities is
good. I feel that academic credit is a problem of
evaluating ••• maybe it should be just a DP requirement.
It should be, in the end, the students" need to join
the large ensembles that inspires them to do so, but
they just do not. It seems a p'ity that things have to
be compulsory. Maybe making choir compulsory would be
a start to get people in the College to communicate and
get together to make music ••• generally students are not
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3RD YEAR STUDENT
It should form part of the curriculum and academic credit
should be given for this practical activity because one
is learning all the time ~bout form, style, etc.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
As far as these things being compulsory and part of a
credit-based system I don't think they should. It is
hardly an academic activity and there are obviously
difficulties in evaluating these activities.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
It is difficult to make people participate in ALL the things
we have discussed, but students should be required to
be involved in at least one. I feel that as far as
credit for this sort of activity goes it is unfortunate
but it only really works when it is made to be
compulsory. It should be a graduation requirement.
Marks or points need not necessarily be given, but
credit for attendance.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I think that it is very important. It was like that in
Salzburg. You have to go to those things otherwise you
don't get your diploma. I think that this would work
at College with a choir. The students would definitely
benefit from this. Music that you have read about
comes alive in singing in chorus. The problem is the
orchestra•• There aren't enough players. I think it
should be for credit to graduate. At College the
students are very into the individualistic/soloistic
frame of mind and these ensembles would get them more
into a frame of mind of making music together.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
Definitely, yes, and I think that academic credit is due for
these activities. This is the. way I was brought up -
in a credit system. It boils down to how you define a
degree. The majority of people at UCT have an English
bias as to what a degree is. The idea is an academic
qualification - fUlfilling similar requirements to an
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London. My degree (from a US College) is different in
that it 9ualifies me to play the Cello professionally
and not much else. An English bachelor's degree is
much broader. It is possible to "track" the
requirements of the degree programme down to suit the
needs of professional players by giving credits for
practical activities. This is perfectly justified, but
the name given to and the definition of the degree
should indicate that it is not an academic degree and
that it is not competing with those available academic
degrees - it is just different.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
As the College is presently thinking of a credit system it
might be a good idea to incorporate a system which
includes compulsory credits for large ensemble work.
I don't feel though, that academic credit is due for
these activities. I don't see how it is necessary to
have to give academic credit for these things, they
could be dealt with separately like having groups of
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THE ISSUE OF THE STUDENT WORK-LOAD (A20)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
There is not much of a work-load here.
fitting in a bit more.
I feel we could be
2ND YEAR STUDENT
The work load could be increased especially in my idea of
the first year. This first intensive year would
obviate there being so many subjects in the latter
years so that there would be more time for
specialisation in one's chosen direction. There is so
much time wasted by having to go to endless lectures in
the later years. If the workload were increaseo, the
level of motivation of students would improve and they
would not be so apathetic.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Generally it is minimal. People get away with murder here.
I hardly go to lectures and I get away with straight
firsts. This is related to bad and apathetic lecturers
(as well as apathetic students) who fail to create
interest. The change would have to come slowly, adding
a bit of work at a time. An integrated approach would
help th is.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that at College the view of the work load is
exaggerated by students. It is natural that students
will always handle the assignments and work at the last
minute and then complain about the work load. I don't
think that there is enough to do. In other words the
work load could be much heavier and it would not affect
students much. The value in increasing the work load
would lie in more effective preparation for one's
career. The standards will also improve.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
At College I found it acceptable. There were times at which
there was a lot of pressure and times when there was
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very individual thing. It depends on the student.
Determining the actual workload would not work because
some students work harder than others. It is up to the
students to make something of their courses or not.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
The work-load when I was at College was based more on the
re9uirements for the academic subjects rather than the
performing side. It should have been loaded more on
the performing side and less on the academic side.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
The complaints I have heard at College have been mostly that
the curriculum has often been too "bookish" for many of
the students; also that the work load varies from
being hardly at all to almost impossible. This has
more to do with the 'teachers and planning than the
curriculum, though. On the playing side one cannot
grow unless you work gradually. I think that the
playing work load should be over a gradual period of
time. The chamber music programme at College (which is
what I am involved with) is crazy because the students
are leaving the organisation and practice of these
groups until the last minute.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBERE (SENIOR LECTURER)
The Music Education course usually has a larger work-load
than the others. I think though that at all ,
universities the students and the staff complain about
a heavy work load in the Music Education courses. In
other courses such as "performers" there is far too
little to do.' Perhaps they could be doing useful
skills such as orchestration and score-reading. If you
ar~ going to be a performer you should be able to read
. a SCore properly, but one needs people to teach these
things and there isn't enough money. In music there
always is the problem of the high cost of tuition and
the high number of contact ho~rs because it is
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THE VALIDITY OF STANDARDISATION OF CURRICULAR CONTENT
COUNTRY-WIDE (A21)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
It is standardised in SA. I think this is a good system.
The value of this is that graduates going into the
schools would be of a universal standard and would be
able to study in the Cape and work in the Tvl.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
Yes it, is valid. If students wanted to move from one
university to another they could get credit for courses
done at universities without wasting years by having to
repeat, though there might be the danger of standards
being different. A positive aspect would be that
employers would know what to expect from graduates
country-wide.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
There is little interaction between departments. If
students are going to transfer from university to
university it would be important. It doesn't seem to
be a very important aspect. Students'go to various
colleges not because of very specific reasons - they
are not really well informed. If the curriculum became
more professionally geared, it would be important from
the employers point of view to know what they could
expect from their prospective employees.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
Lecturers in the various departments would probably prefer
to deal with their own syllabi and curricula and not
have to be dictated to about this. The advantages of
such a system would be the transferability of students
from one university to another. I must stress that it
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EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
I don't think that it is necessary to do this. What would
make one department a better choice than another? The
teachers maybe. 1+ it is standardised you end up with
a very "government-styled" education which I don't
like.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
In one way it would be a good thing because one would know
what graduates have done in their courses no matter
which institution they came +orm. Other than that I
have not really given it much thought.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
The idea behind this would be to make all the degrees
relatively e9ual. In practice it doesn't turn out
9uite like that. 1+ you have your degree from
Julliard, more notice will be taken 0+ you than if you
have your' degree -from some "lesser" institution. Here
it would parallel this by having a d~gree +rom Port
Elizabeth rather than having a degree +rom UCT or Wits
would be putting you in a similar position. It would
be nice to think that the same amount of work and
standards Were re9uired to graduate from the various
universities rather than standardisation 0+ curricular
content. It relates rather to curricular objectives
rather then the actual content.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
I am against this because centralised control would probably
be by the Nationalist government. I object to this
notion. Education is a political thing and it would be
dangerous.
THE EXTENT TO WHICH PROFESSIONALLY RELATED EXTRA-MURAL
ACTIVITIES OF STAFF MEMBERS SHOULD DISRUPT THE
TIME-TABLE (A22)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
They do not have the right to carryon with their outslde
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feel that it is a problem and it is disruptive. Their
commitment should be with the College. It is a problem
though because good performers would not come to teach
here if they did not have the opportunity to perform.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that it should not disrupt the time-table. In other
words if teachers miss lessons they should be made up.
I think it is important that in the practical field
teachers should be performing to keep ahead, so it
should be a balanced situation. These people should be
dedicated teachers and good, experienced performers.
There are some staff of who take advantage but in my
experience with my teacher it is not a problem.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I think it is 9uite OK for people to go away so that they
bring back valuable experiences. It should not disrupt
the time-table, though. Lessons should be made up and
long periods of time without lessons should be avoided.
The education of the students and the performing
careers of the staff should be kept in a balance. At
College it used to be a problem with the director, not
so much with the teachers.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
It should not be disrupted at all. I think that if people
are employed at College they should not do those things
outside of their activities here. At the College it
certainly has been a problem at times with people
taking outside work. There is a problem in that
lecturers should be in the public eye to attract
students. Some lecturers take this too far and do too
much of it. The snag is that performers must perform.
I don't think that they should be away for too long,
though. Like in the engineering department ••• if
lecturers are not allowed to take outside work they
would not teach ••• they would r~ther make more money
outside the university.
It seems that through practical necessity lecturers have to
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teaching posts. In music the students are generally
attracted by the performers. In this country very few
students are actually studying music for the academic
side of it••• most of them want to perform and to study
with famous performers. At the College it is mainly
the pianists that attract the students. If we had top
class string playe~s we would attract string students.
THE ISSUE OF THE DURATION OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR (A23)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
It could be much longer. There is so much time wasted,
especially in the summer holidays. Maybe things could
be more spread out so that one has more time to
practise.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
It is far too short. The academic requirements at College
are lower than at school ••• I worked much harder at
school and we have more holidays than at school. Again
it is up to the individual to use the vacations for
working. The lecturers should do this too.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
It is fine I think. It would be good if there were summer
programmes like there are in Europe. There could also
be inter-departmental interaction, for instance if
Wits came down here or if we went to them to share
ideas and performances.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
From my own experience there is too much holiday time. I am
used to two long semesters. College seems to be based
more on the English system of teaching in short bursts.
I think it is more effective. especially in the
practical side, the more ensemble and pt'ivate lessons
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER)
It is long enough. It would not have any beneficial effect'
to change it except to lengthen it and thereby cram
more into the year. The problem in this country is
that people think that vacations are for making extra
money and for holidays and not for time on their own to
work. Lengthening the year could make people
spoon-feed more. In the practical (performance) side
the year could be extended, but that would depend on
individual needs.
THE ISSUE OF THE CURRICULA AS THEY RELATE TO THE CONTEXT OF
OUR SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INFRASTUCTURE (A24)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
It doesn't relate here as much as it would in Europe ••• when
I speak about the performing side of things. The
difficulty is that you can't change society. What we
do generally does not relate to society as a whole.
The musicians here tend to live in their own world and
they do not generally relate to the culture of our
society. This must affect one's future prospects.
Most students go overseas so they end up in a European
culture. Our culture is underdeveloped compared to
overseas. When I think of African culture I feel it is
more primitive. There is an imbalance between
cultures.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
We live in a third world country and it has to change to
include more of local culture••• we don't even do jazz
or much contemporary music. Socially this country will
change and we will have to change with it. At the
College the curriculum does not relate to social and
cultural context. It can be related by individuals in
their courses, but the option should be given in the
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4TH YEAR STUDENT
We probably are a little isolated and the only subject that
really relates is the ethnomusicology course. I think
that classical music is the interest 0+ a minority of
Capetonians, and one could question the validity of
doing something for a minority, or if we should change
and cater to the majority. I intend to go overseas
when I have finished so I have always thought of it in
that way, so I haven't really given it too much
thought.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL TEACHER
It goes right back to the question of "what are we trying to
achieve". If we are attempting to create teaching jobs
I don't think we have satisfied the needs of society
because, for example, children at schools hate class
music. So we have not satisfied that. The whole thing
that the department of education is trying to achieve
is exactly what children do not want. 1 feel that some
courses such as the performers course is E9uipping
people to go out into society to become players in
orchestras, etc.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
If African music was more important at College it would
relate more. The study 0+ Western Music does relate to
our culture. It should be opened up and exposed to
people more. People should stop thinking that it is an
elite thing that only grand people listen to. How to
do this is very difficult. One must make Western music
more accessible to the community. For instance if one
could give concerts and play music that has meaning in
our context such as a piece (Shostakovitch dedicated a
trio to people who died in the second world war) we
played recently that I wanted to dedicate to the people
who have died in SA. We could relate this sort of
music to things that are happening right here and now.
PART-TIME PRACTICAL STAFF MEMBER
I think it is cut off from what we're going to need. A lot
of the black people have had such crummy backgrounds in
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cDuntry, the mDt'e black peDple are gDing tD want tD go
tD CDllege tD study, even Dn a prDfessiDnal level. I
believe that there will have to be a lot Df catch-up
programmes to cDpe with this; even by bUilding in a
preparatDry cDuple Df years with very specific methDds
and syllabi SD that they can train these peDple tD get
tD the level at which they can cDmpete. It is a
questiDn, really, Df standards. On a mDre ethnic
nDte, there will always be minDrities whD will still
like Beethoven and SD it has a place, SD the
development of EthnDmusicolDgy departments WDuid alsD
be important to cope with the increasing number Df
black students WhD want to study ethnic music. The
CDurses wDuld have tD be very specific to satisfy the
specific needs Df the individual students.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER (SENIOR LECTURER>
They are nDt relevant at the College, and they will have
to change. The College Dnly really caters with the
Western white musical culture. It is tDtally unrelated
with the majority of the pDpulation. The difficulty
with music is the need fDr basic reading and nDtating
skills and whether YDU are studying Western Music Dr
tDwnship music or whatever you have tD have these
skills. In this cDuntry the way tD acquire these
skills is through Western Music. The people whD teach
are trained in Western Music. It will take a long time
to make this change.
Career-wise we are prDviding teachers fDr the white scnools
and maybe SDme cDloured schools. The snag is that most
black schoDls don't have the type Df facilities that
are re~uired to teach music ••• like pianos or viDlins.
What the CDllege is dDing seems tD be a bit of a futile
exercise in terms of the majority Df the population.
The Dther snag is that the change has tD come frDm the
government where education ha~ tD becDme the same for
everybody. At the moment in the Cape white schools sit
with three pianD teachers. There are artificial things
that one can do such as steering the university in the
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happen that there is one education department. There
is a remarkable sap between white, coloured and black
education. The point about the College providing
orchestral players is that it is removed from the man
in the street ••• how many people in Soweto will be
interested in becoming an orchestral player? and how
many of them would have the chance or want to go to a
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RESPONSES TO KEY ISSUE B - GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
THE ISSUE OF SKILLS INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP AS
MEANS TO AN END RATHER THAN ENDS IN THEMSELVES (B1)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I think that many students do not ~onnect the issue of
skills inst~uction into the whole pi~tu~e. I see
people battle with Aural classes and I wonder how they
cope with being a musician in general. These skills
are part and par~el of the whole thing of being a
musician. In the Aural ~lasses the students see aural
training as being an end in itself••• the question
arises as to whether the ~ourse is going to ~ome up in
the exams. In this way it is seen as an end in itself.
It becomes an exam orientated thing rather than an
integrated picture.
From the point of view of the lecturers I think they should
be addressing the question of General Musi~ianship in a
wider, more universal sense.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
I view skills instruction (General Musicianship) rather as a
means to an end. If one does aural training as an end
in itself, it is a bit of a dead-end. One must be
able to apply this training to one's playing. I feel
that there should have been the link. The aural we did
at College was done as an end in itself rather than a
means to an end. I feel that does not constitute good
teaching. Being a teacher one has to find the link
between one's students' subje~ts. It depends on the
teacher. Some teachers see thelr tea~hln9 jus" as a
job and others see it as something that they are
concerned with.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
General Musicianship comprises, most importantly,
ability to connect the visual and the aural
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say, to write harmony or to compose or to look at
scores if this sight-sound connection is not there. A
lot of notes on a piece of paper must mean somethin8
aurally. I would say that these skills are 60% a means
to an end and 40% a means in themselves. If one does a
language course on an advanced level, one does not
study the literature simply to learn to speak the
language better. The study of this literature is both
the means to learning the language and a means in
itself.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP ON ENTRANCE
TO A COURSE OF STUDY (B2l
2ND YEAR STUDENT
Practically, I think the standards are generally OK•.. with
exception. I know that because the College is short of
string students they accept those who are perhaps no~
up to scratch. There are things that I would have
expected the majori ty of students to just natUt-ally be
able to do and to hear but they can·~•.. more
specifically in Aural. There are appalling examples of
students, particularly pianists, not being
"listening aware". They do not make music with others
enough to have developed these skills. As far as
reading skills are concerned there are many various
levels. In fact, there are varying skills levels in
more than just the area of General Musicianship at the
College. In _fact generally there are many levels of
skills that exist at the College. This creates a
problem in that, for example; Introductory Harmony
and Introductory Aural have been introduced to address
the problem, which is a good thing.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
Generally speaking most institutions require a certain
standard for entrance. To a point I agree with this.
But; if a person has never had the opportunity to
acquire these skills beforehand and shows potential,
this person should be given the opportunity. A lot of
students come to College with a certain standard of
General Musicianship and stay there and never really
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improve given the opportunities. I have found
students who have no formal aural background often
up as being as good or better than those who have.
that
end
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
I think that each student has to be seen as an individual.
The group first has to be sub-divided by streaming,
and then a proportional amount of time should be spent
on the students who need more attention to those wno
need less. The individuals in the weaker groups would
need more individual attention. Again, the teacher
has to care enough to do this well.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
In OUI' si tuation thet"e are certain entrance qual i ficat ions
that presuppose certain levels of skills, but these
are never tested. One gains admission on documentary
evidence, or one does an audition testing one's
technical instrumental skills. Often people enter and
one would find differing levels of competence in the
sight-sound ski'll. It seems to me that students who
come to College stay at one particular level right
throughout the course. The students who enter at a
higher level of skills remain at a higher level than
the rest for the duration of the COUl'se. Nothing seems
to be dORe to close the gap. If one is not a keyboard
playel' and one cannot effectively do keyboard harmony
there is no doubt that this would affect this kind of
sk i 11.
I think the level at which students generally enter at
College is an acceptable level for any undel'graduate
purpose, and is comparable to any overseas instltution
that I know abou'.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
Students would benefit and this gap would be narl'owed if
there were opportunities fpr the students to be
involved in gl'OUp activities such as choral ensembles.
This should be done to a vel'y intensive degree in the
form of a lal'ge numbel' of small vocal ensembles. I
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THE ISSUE OF TESTING OF SKILLS ABILITIES AND LEVELS FOR THE
PURPOSES OF STREAMING ON ENTRANCE TO A COURSE OF STUDY
(B3)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I don't know much more than that the College are actually
streaming certain people into "intro" courses. I
wasn't tested when I applied to come to College. They
went on my previous record. I think that tests should
have been done because I may have had the chance of
being exempted from certain things like Aural because
it is part of my general musical experience and I don't
have a problem with it. To me they have not made a
clear distinction because of the lack of testing to
find out the students' abilities and levels. Without
testing. streaming would be more effective if the
lecturer involved pitched it at the level of the class
and paid particular attention to what goes on in the
class. This is probably a more effective way of
finding out what the class is capable of.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
I have mentioned something ahout this. One should include
the two main areas of pitch and rhythm. The next step
is to decide which level the students should go to.
Some people should be streamed into introductory
courses and others into advanced courses. and those
who are in the introductory course should be taught by
teachers who are concerned. There is'so much talent
and potential around. Aural is the most essential
thing about a student's training. Most students are
piano students and they do not have to come to terms
with problems of pitch.








tested at College in this sight-sound
think that, administratively, testing
of students in this area is impossible at
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would only be about three or four percent of all
students that enter with skills that are at a level of
advancement that would warrant their being streamed
into a higher year such as first year students going
directly into "Aural II". I don't know what they do
about this at College.
It is difficult to say that if onels sight-sound abilities
ar"e highly developed that one will cope with all
aspects of the course. There at"e students that have
perfect pitch who cannot do h ar-morry at all. So tes"ting
for streaming is not really a val id practice.






to test is a problem.





is a difficult one. How
Col lese one is expected
sight-singing, dictation,
I"m not sure I have any
Evaluation depends so much
group of students doing these
2ND YEAR STUDENT
It
EX-STUDENT - SHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
I would say that evaluation could take place by giving basic
tests in intonation, short-term rhythmic and melodic
memory and sight-singing. The teacher should then
gause how much work needs to be done for each of these
students. Evaluation could take place every term and a
record of these evaluations could be "'ept, and the
real evaluation could take place in the form of the
teachers evaluating guite how well they themselves have
managed to elicit an improvement from students - in
other words a self-evaluation process to see if the
teacher is on the right track. It is as important to
know if you are succeeding as a teacher as it is to see
if the students are improving.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
I can only speak for the courses I
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hand as the students do an assignment every week. By
doing that, they aC9uire the necessary skills and
abilities. The evaluation is in the form of marking
these assignments every week. I can evaluate the
development of these skills and the students' abilities
simply by seeing how they handle these assignments;
the development of these skills, I can do very little
about it, apart from pep-talks. If it were possible
for one teacher to teach Aural, Keyboard Harmony and
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hand as the students do an assignment every week. By
doing that, they acquire the necessary skills and
abilities. The evaluation is in the form of marking
these assignments every week. I can evaluate the
development of these skills and the students' abilities
simply by seeing how they handle these assi8nments;
the development of these skills, I can do very little
about it, apart from pep-talks. If it were possible
for one teacher to teach Aural, Keyboard Harmony and
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THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP TRAINING AT
SCHOOLS (B5)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
In my experience I was very lucky at school ••• we had a very
strong music department which resulted in the school
placing as much importance on Music as on rugby. I
ac~uired skills naturally from singing in choirs from
the age of about six or seven. At the time when I was
at school my school's musical strengths were the
absolute exception among schools. I think the
situation in general has improved since then. I
graduated from school in '76 and went into the army
touring schools giving them music, and what I saw at
these schools was appalling. I think it is better now.
I prefer the approach of haVing the kids being involved
in making music at school rather than being told .•• "we
arenow going to learn to do Aural" ••. for e:<ample
singing is one of the best ways to learn to listen. It
must grow naturally out of music-making experiences.
Learning these skills as separate entities ..• as ends in
themselves rather than means to ends ••• is not as
effective as doing it the other way. Pianists in
particular seem to have this problem•.• they are loners
musically ••• music is a thing that people go to
once-a-week lessons and they end up doing music fer
matric and never play with other people or sing WIth
other people. The emphasis must be on ensemble where
one must listen and grow in these skills.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
r feel that if schools employ a full time music specialist,
half the battle is won. It is important to have well
~ualified teachers in the schools. The foundatIons of
good aural should be layed in the schools. Generally,
the schools are not providing a suffuciently high
enough level of this sort of training for the purpose
of students going on with tertiary education. It
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
I think the syllabus is set very realistically and the
standards it sets are fine. I can only speak from
situations that I have been involved with myself, and
I find in general that this standard is not reached.
Ther are two reasons for this: the first is that a
subject like "Aural" is relegated to a position of
relatively little importance. When children are
required to do exams they concentrate on the technical
instrumental skills in the form of their pieces and
Aural is left right to the end. The second point is
that often the teachers are unable to teach the skills
because they themselves do not have these skills.
THE ISSUE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP TRAINING
AT PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL <B6)
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
The most important time to develop these skills is at
primary school. Apart from children having the ability
to learn better at an early stage, it is very
difficult to get this sort of training through to high
school pupils. They resist it somehow.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
Individual tuition of skills at this level should take up at
least fifty percent of their time, instead of the
emphasis on technical development that I have seen.
The younger one happens to be, the easier one learns;
if one only begins to learn certain things like
recognising intervals and modulations at high
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THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ACQUISITION OF MUSICAL SKILLS
DEPENDS ON nMUSICAL INTELLIGENCE" (87)
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I have seen people without "musicality" or "musical
intelligence" develop skills. The most striking
example is a retarded boy who is about 26 or 27 with a
mental age of about 16 or 17. This boy was put in the
church choir more to give him the feeling of his
interest than for his abilities. In fact he did not
have a clue about pitch or singing any note on pitch.
Through absolute patience of our assistant choir master
he was taught to sing in tune. He never had a voice
but learnt to sing in tune. Musical skills can be
learnt without musical intelligence. To make a great
musician one needs musical intelligence but to just
have perceptual and listening skills it is not
necessary. Even people with musical intelligence don't
make the greatest musicians. I know of other people
who maintain that musical intelligence can be
developed.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
Musical Intelligence means a combination of both
understanding (aptitude) and knowledge (of history,
style and techniquel. People's ability to acquire
skills depends on these things. In my experience,
though, I have found so-called "unmusical" people .to
have very good perceptual skills, so it doesn't mean
that they have to be "musically intelligent" to acquire
skills.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
Musical aptitude is something I interpret as being "musical
intelligence". Without a doubt this acquisition of
skills depends on musical apt!tude. I think it is
possible to teach a person with intelligence, but with
limited musical aptitude at ·about the level of the
first year Harmony courses here at College, but then
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musical one, even in such a "mathematical"
Harmony, because there are points of






THE ISSUE OF PIANISTIC SKILLS SUCH
IMPROVISATION, TRANSPOSITION,





Pianists are generally involved with learning their few.
pieces a year, but there are a few pianists who do get
involved in music making and aC9uire these skills. I
think that generally these skills are very
important ••• sight-reading is "par for the course·· ••. it
is part of the trade. I think that the College is
probably not addressing the lack of these skills, but
I'm not sure.
EX-STUDENT - SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
They are essential. We did not have to do these skills at
College. These areas were poorly neglected by the
College. I ask the question - "how many of us can do
these things?". Often I feel that I should ,'e-do my
BMus course! The students just learn to churn out
piecE's and don't spend time on these sk ills. I f they
learn to develop these skills they could learn to learn
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
Sight-reading is a "sine qua ;"lon"; improvisation would
always help; score-reading is a skill which has less
to do with the sight-sound skills than some of the
other subjects. It is probably true that the teachers
and the students at College place more emphasis on the
preparation of pieces than the development of skills.
These skills are important, but I think that this
issue is something that cannot be really meaningfully
addressed in this country at this time. This is
because of the "limited scope syllabus" we have, in
other words learning a group of pieces as the main
objective instead of the broader scenario of including
figured bass, etc~ At this point there is no need for
the development of these skills in terms of what these
students will be doing as professionals. Most of them
will be teachers, and they need a limited- amoun c of
skills••• like sight-reading. I think haVing things
like score-reading and figured bass would be a luxury
that we cannot afford. This is not a European country
with a strohg European tradition and job
availabilities. Most of the students will be teachers
in schools or be compiling programmes at the SABC, or
even become lawyers. One of our best piano students
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE - C - EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF
STUDENTS
(One t"espondent)
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF ANNUAL AS OPPOSED TO LESS OR
MORE FREQUENT EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS (CU
The system at College is a satisfactot"y one••• a yeat" to year
basis.
THE ISSUE OF WHO THE EVALUATERS SHOULD BE AND THE VALUE OF
USING THE SAME PEOPLE TO EVALUATE STUDENTS THROUGHOUT
THEIR COURSES (C2)
The consistency of the numbet" of people who are on the
evaluation panels for the practical exams is a problem
at College. Sometimes thet"e are too few and other
times there ~t"e too many ••• thet"e is not enough
consistency in this part of the procedut"e. I don't
think that there would be any value in using the same
people at evet"y exam••• the impot"tant thing is the
consensus t"eached by the panel at each and evet"y exam.
One does keep an eye on progt"ess, but it is mot"e
impot"tant to evaluate what is happening at that
particular moment in time. It is also good fot" the
student to have different examinet"s at exams to give
them a bettet" idea of whet"e they stand. The people who
evaluate must be respectable names that have ~o be
passed by the faculty board. The system-of choos1ng
examinet"s at the College works well. E~aminers are
selected democratically and the exams at-e cart-ied out
democrat ically.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF SUBJECTIVITY IN APPRAISAL OF
MUSIC STUDENTS (C3)
One has to be very careful of this aspect. When
have been doing a lot of examining they get
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judgements occur because of this sort of thing and it
is up to the democratic process of having a panel of
judges to get this right.
For example, the marking of exams••• giving percentages
often has a disadvantage in that one gets a little
caught up in the meaning of these marks. For instance
what would it mean to set 75 70 as opposed to 907o? It
is possible to get 90 but the examiners often think
that because 75 is a "first" that it is high enough.
So there is this problem. So moderation and discussion
is an important aspect in evaluation. We tend to
overcome the problems of the subjective nature of tne
evaluations. We also work on the basis that if we
disagree with a particular interpretation or way of
performance we give credit for what is due and we try
hard not to impose our subjective ideas in this
evaluation. We have recently had a situation where an
exam was made illegal because there was not enough
opportunity to deal with it democratically. We also
have carefully set out guide rules in evaluation which
is important.
THE ISSUE OF EVALUATION OF EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES (C4)
We are constantly looking at it. It is done as was
described above. There is no fixed procedure but there
is always an effort made to be fair.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION OF MUSICAL
PERFORMANCES (C5)
It is not difficult at all. If the candidate convinces us
with a high degree of proficiency that he understands
what he is doing we will not hold anything against him.
Also candidates are generally ~ot admitted to the
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THE ISSUE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SETTING UP EVALUATIVE
CRITERIA (C6l
This would possibly apply to undergraduate students but not
at the Masters level. At College it is not done and I
think that the democratic system we use precludes the
need for evaluative criteria. Flexibility and a
positive approach is important. The other difficulty
is the problem that we have to give marks for these
e:<ams.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT THAT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A
TEACHER AND STUDENT MAY HAVE ON EVALUATION OF THESE
STUDENTS (C7l
It is often necessary to have the teachers present at exams
so that matters of interest to the panel of examiners
that the teachers may have can be aired on the spot. I
don't think that the presence of the teacher affects
the outcome of the evaluation. Unpopular students are
not marked down because of anything but what they are
producing. It is also very useful from the point of
view of the teacher: to see and hear what comments are
made by the examiners so that the teacher may know
where the examiners think the areas that need work on
are. This can prove invaluable. I don't think that
haVing an examiner who is not known to the candidate
has any particular advantages.
THE ISSUE OF EVALUATION OF ENTERING STUDENTS FOR THE
PURPOSES OF STREAMING (Cal
There is a limited evaluative procedure for students on
entering the College. But not for streaming purposes
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY AND FEASIBILITY OF DEMANDING
CONSTANT EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS BASED ON THEIR
ABILITIES AND STREAMED ENTRANCE LEVEL (C9)
This is done in the pra~tical level on a lesson to lesson
basis. If a student is not playing well I tell them!
THE ISSUE OF COURSE EVALUATION (CIO)
I think that it is being done and it is important. On the .
piano side of things, we are constantly evaluating our
business. The teachers are learning as well as the
students are.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF COMPARING EVALUATIONS OVER A
PROTRACTED PERIOD OF TIME (Cll)
I don't think that is very valid. One must look at where
the student is at at a particular time. Things are
~hanging all the time. Looking ba~k is not as
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE D - FACILITIES
(One respondent)
THE ISSUE OF NOISE ANI> SOUND-PROOFING IN A BUILDING HOUSING
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC (01)
r don't really agree with complete sound-proofing at all. A
musician's life comprises noise and sound and trying
and learning to concentrate against and with other
sounds all the time. A sound-proof room would be a
false situation that a musician would never encounter
in their career. There must be a reasonable amount of
sound-proofing and not just wooden partitioning between
the walls of studios like there used to be at the old
College. r don't think that this is a problem at the
College. An important thing here is that the architect
of the building wanted the windows to be closed and r
was against it because we were to live without the
sounds of the outside world ••• apart for the air supply.
The emphasis is on not depriving the students and staff
of an institution of a natural environment.
THE ISSUE OF INTER-DEPARTMENTAL SHARING OF FACILITIES AND
EQUIPMENT TO SHARE COSTS (02)
An excellent idea if it can be worked out. There is immense
difficulty in simply moving eguipment from department
to department. r think that something can and should
be done about resolving this issue. The organisation
and implementation of this facility could be done if it
were well organised and the transporting of the
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It would be very difficult to share building and
accommodation facilities as there is already such a
shortage of that. It comes down to the financial
aspect ••• if there was money then these things would be
possible. The other difficulty is the geographical
distance between the main centres in this
country••• sharing facilities are made near impossible
by this.
See responses to Sub-Issue L3 for further discussion of this
area.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF SPECIALISED FACILITIES AT
PARTICULAR INSTITUTIONS/UNIVERSITIES TO AVOID HAVING TO
HAVE EXPENSIVE FACILITIES AT EVERY UNIVERSITY (D3)
This is interesting because of the financial difficulties of
the universities at the moment. It was discussed
recently that all universities cannot afford to have
all facilities and cater for all students. There seems
to be a trend allover the world in which universities
will have to specialise in specific aspects. For
example, the College are specialising in African music
and ethnomusicological aspects of music, and
eventually all students who would. like to study
Ethnomusicology could come to the College. With
reference to sharing of facilities as well as this type
of specialisation the geographical distance mentioned
earlier will playa vital role in determining this.
THE ISSUE OF THE LACK OF FACILITIES FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE
POPULATION (D4)
It is a universal and tremendously sad situation. Not only
in the ethnic populations is this a problem••• in music
the government are depriving the children of music
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF UTILISING AUDIO TAPE IN
TEACHING (05)
In vocal music I don't think it is a good thing because the
students should be developing their own individuality.
but on other instruments I think it can be of use but
only to get ideas. I think that the danger is in the
copying of artists and the students never learning to
be individual.
THE ISSUE OF IMPRESSIVE FACILITIES AND THE CONCERN FOR
OUTWARD APPEARANCES RATHER THAN ACTUALLY WHAT GOES ON
INSIDE AT SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTIONS (06)
I don't think it is a problem at College. We don't have
outwardly impressive facilities and bUildings. I think
we do a good job without the impressive facilities. I
think that at College the staff are generally more
concerned with "what goes on" rather than the outward
appearances.
THE ISSUE OF PROVIDING FACILITIES TO COPE WITH THE INCREASE
IN POPULATION (ESPECIALLY THE BLACK POPULATION) (07)
This is absolutely vital ••• we are finding with black people
who come to the College that they lack some very basic
skills that most white students have. For instance it
was found that three-dimensional conceptual cognisance
is lacking in some black students. We need urgently to
have pre-university classes to deal with these
problems. We need more space, teachers and money to
cope with this problem. Also the various black tribal
backgrounds have specific and interesting problems and
it is very difficult to "lump" people into just white
and black. We don't have the funds from the government
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF PROVIDING VIDEO FACILITIES AND
TAPED ITEMS ON LOAN (08)
I feel very strongly about this. We have been promised
video facilities since years ago and the university
have found that they do not have the money so we have
had to do without it. This would really enhance the
teaching of music especially vocal music ••• singing is a
tactile, visual, musical activity and it is vital for
students to see themselves. We need this urgently but
the university is just about on the bare bones of their
tails financially. There is a limited amount of video
facility that can be borrowed or hired, but it is not
a satisfactory arrangement. If only we could combine
this with the lending of tapes to students.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF A uBANK u OR LIBRARY OF TEACHING
MATERIALS PROVIDED FOR THE PRIVATE TEACHERS IN SOUTH
AFRICA (09)
I don't think that this is a problem because there is the
facility of inter-library loans and the facility of
teachers to belong to any of the libraries. They can
get anything that is available to institutional
teachers.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF ACCOUNTING FOR OF ALL PHYSICAL
FACILITIES AT MUSIC SCHOOLS (010)
If there were someone who was unbiased to one specific
institution or regional area then it may have use. I
don't think that it is .hat serious a problem .0
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE E - ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTSI ADMISSION
PROCEDURESI STANDARDS
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER ENTERING STUDENTS <THOSE THAT HAVE
BEEN ACCEPTED INTO AN INSTITUTION) SHOULD BE TESTED AND
WHAT IT IS THEY SHOULD BE TESTED IN (E1l
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I wonder if there is any point in testing people once they
have been accepted. I think that they should be
tested before they are accepted. Those tests should
consist of practical exams in their instruments and
perhaps a general knowlewdge and a short theoretical
paper.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
In most faculties one enters on the basis of school results
and on those you are in or out, and they require no
further testing. In a ~onservatory situation the
entrance would be on audition ••• if this place is a
conservatory then people should be tested in things
like Aural and Harmony as well. The other thing about
testing is the allocation of students to teachers. In
this area the College tests the students in a very
limited way. Perhaps they should> have stricter
auditions for piano entrance and allocation. The size
of the College is a problem in testing ••• in a place
with, say, only one class in History and a fixed
curriculum, there is no point in testing. At College
I"m not sure of the reasons why they do ~uditions at
all.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
They should be tested. The areas should be the practical
and whatever other areas that will be touched upon in
the course of your year. At College this is not done.
They just ask if you have don~ music at school and if
you have any grade examinations. The problem with this
is that many people graduate from the College without
knowing very much. Much is taken for granted by the
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deficient should be dealt with individually and,
fu~ther, students' aims should be kept in mind because
many students just go to College to p~actice and get
away with knowing very little about other a~eas. The
courses are structured and taught in such a way to
allow this and I think it has to do with the staff not
knowing how much the students know.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I do think they should be tested again, more stringently,
after they have been accepted. I do know that each
lectu~er, for instance in the Aural cou~se, tests the
students to see whether they should be put into an
introducto~y course, or whatever. On the
performing/playing side of things this doesn't happen.
Every student should be tested in sight-~eading,
keyboard harmonisation, aural perception of a piece of
music at sight (sight-sound perceptions); ie the basic
tools of the trade. The othe~ area that they sadly
seem to fall down in is that of ensemble playinry. They
don't understand what it is to make music with other
people, and this is such a vital part of the practical
development. When they come to College they should be
re9uired to show that they a~e capable of doing this
so~t of thing. They also seem to be so ve~y badly in
need of technical help.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER AN INITIAL TEST SHOULD SET A
STANDARD TO BE IMPROVED UPON BY EACH INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
(E2)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Up to a point. There should be one standard. I don't think
there should be differing demands on standards.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
It would be idealistic. You can't ~ave tests for everyone.
Maybe if it is run like an IQ test and applied to music
it may work. I think that students should try and
improve themselves, but I don't know how a test could
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mean different things for different students. How
would an employer determine what the BMus meant? Even
now students graduate who do not deserve to. I think
that it would be better to set a standard that everyone
should reach before graduating. The problem with
testing and giving exemption for courses on this basis
is that I can't see how a test could be comprehensive
enough to be a true indication of the student's ability
to be exempted. It might work up to a point. They
would miss out on the hidden curriculum.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think this is dangerous. Some people will graduate with
lower levels of knowledge and skills than others.
Rather set a minimum re9uirement for graduation that
everyone must reach.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
No. I criticise the College's entrance re9uirements. We
take on students that we hope will attain a certain
standard by year one or year two, but I reckon that we
should be more strict with entrance standards, or
explain to the students, if they are not up to
standard; that if they do not reach the re9uired
standard by a certain time, that they will not be
allowed to continue. So what I am saying is that a set
standard should be set to be reached by all.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF COMPREHENSIVE TESTING ON
ENTRANCE FOR STREAMING PURPOSES (E3)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Also up to a point (to a limited extent). It is hard just
from those tests to tell accurately What students are
capable of. I agree that streaming is valid, but r
think that the tests should comprise every aspect of
the musical experience and students should be
thoroughly tested (perhaps to the Matric standard)
because it is impossible to stream without testing. I
think that these tests could take the form of
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streaming is in the fact that students arrive at
College with different backgrounds. Streaming is
important because I have found that because I had done
matric music I was bored in first year.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
The problem with testing and giving exemption for courses on
this basis is that I can't see how a test could be
comprehensive enough to be a true indication of the
student's ability to be exempted. It might work up to
a point. They would miss out on the hidden curriculum•.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Testing should be done in all areas. Most courses require
basic knowledge of all subjects. As far as I Can
remember we were not tested. The better students in
the Aural classes were told that they actually did not
have to attend the class. Provision for these stronger
students should have been made in higher streams.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I have implied in the answer to 1. that people should be
streamed into introductory, etc levels. This is a
very valid thing. This happens OVerseas. If an
advanced student arrives, they are put into later
years.
ffiE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS lE4)
THE AUDITION REPLACING SPECIFIC
IE FLEXIBILITY IN ENTRANCE
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't think there should be flexible requirements in ,erms
of there being differing levels at which applicants are
tested. There should be one entrance level bu~ the
matric music should not be the only criterion for
entrance. I see the validity of the audition replacing
these re~uirements.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
There should be an audition and an interview because this
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The interview would try to assess knowledge. On the
basis that the present entrance requirements don't work
very well I think that it would be worth a try. They
don't work because looking at a lot of people who come
to College, one can't imagine how it takes some people
so long to get their degrees ••• there may be a valid
reason for the occasional failure, but people who are
het'e at undergraduate level for 6 years with no
exclusion rules applied ••• how could they possibly have
been accepted. The courses are not particuLarly
difficult. I personally did very little work. The
content and structure of the courses are designed in
such a way that you can get away with doing the minimum
of work. The audition and interview should complement
the audition requirements.
As far as the interview is concerned it should take the form
of a viva voce as in the fourth year of the BMus course
(a panel interview). Apart from the questions that are
asked you can bring in other bits of information to
show your knowledge. It was an enjoyable and useful
way of evaluating students. In Europe most exams are
oral.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that this is fair. If people do not have
qualifications but have what is necessary to get in to
a course, the audition plus a test would be sufficient
to gauge the eligibility for entrance. A facility such
as this should be available for those prospective
students who do not have the qualifications. The
problem is that at College some people are admitted on
the basis of just this audition but are not really
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FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
There can be flexibility. There are many very talented,
intelligent, students that should be accepted if they
do not have music for matric. This would hold true
especially in the practical side of things. I do feel,
however, that if someone wants to do musicology or
teaching that it is vital that they have a good school
background. I always find that with students who have
done "cram college" courses to get into College there
is a backlog with certain types of knowledge. So if
students want to be performers it is fine, but if they
want to do things in some of the more academic subjects
they do need this vital background. An institution
should not exclude people without the necessary
"papers" in terms of grades and e:<aminations.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEl1 OF STUDENTS ENTERING A COURSE OF
STUDY AT DIVERSE LEVELS OF THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL (E5)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
It is a problem at College. I think there should be an
introductory year for those people who have no theory
background. Many people fail or flounder around in
first year.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
Yes it is a problem at College. It is strange that it is a
problem because most people should have matric music or
have done a certain grade. This ties up with the
training of school teachers ••• the teaching in the
schools is bad. Maybe because they are so nard-up for
stuaents at College, they are not applying the
entrance 9ualifications and are accepting just about
anybody.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL"PLAYER
This was a problem at the College. It is not so much a
problem with people not coping With their courses bu~
rather a problem in that you get graduates that do ~ot
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easy that one can graduate and go through the courses
without having to apply oneself much. Things are not
done because they are not required of the students.
Another problem is that certain levels of knowledge are
assumed by the staff, and one can't generally cope
without this knowledge. Basic knowledge of things such
as repertoire, style, etc is lacking in many
graduates. The other problem is that the lecturers
would be catering for those in the classes who are
weakest and the wider the gap in knowledge the more
uninteresting it becomes for those more advanced
students. A year of preparatory studies would help
overcome this problem.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
This is a problem at the College; they are accep~lng people
here because of economics, but I have answered this in
having said that whatever the standard is that they
start off with, they should be required to meet with
certain levels at the end of a given time period before
being allowed to continue. It is simply that they
would then hold back the rest of the class.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER THE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS/STANDARDS
AT UNIVERSITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA ARE TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW
(E6)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think they are too low. I personally had to do a piece of
sight-reading in my audition that was abDut grade two
level. For university entrance this is far too low.
If one upped the standards there would be the problem
of too few students. It seems to be mo,-e important to
have as many students as possible, but the
deficiencies and needs of those students must be
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POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
Uct has one oT the highest. It should be high. The entrance
standards are too low••• to keep people who are not
really qualified to enter out. Perhaps they should
require matric music and an interview to be criteria
for entrance and not bend from that. The problem of
the interview is the geographical distances in this
country••• would people come all the way for an
interview to be told that they cannot study?
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHERSTRAL PLAYER
They vary enormously. The demand for other professional
courses such as medicine and engineering is big so the
entt"ance standards are set high as there is a chOIce of
students, but in music the demand is such that the
standards are lower to get numbers. This in turn
causes the varying standards among students. At the
College I think that they have been a bit low because
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FULL-TIME PRACTTCAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
At College I ~eel that they are a bit low. I am not sure
what they do at other universities. A couple of years
ago we decided to up the entrance standards, but our
numbers dropped considerably. The university was not
very receptive to that because o~ the expense of
running the College~ Then they started to get more
lenient, and this year they have been far too lenient
in the acceptance of certain students. Certain
students are being accepted on the "possibility" that
they will "make it".
Also, some of the more talented students will not get the
attention that is due because of the stragglers. How
can one, in 45 minutes a week, teach a very talented
student all that there has to be taught, let alone the
weaker ones?
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER FEWER STUDENTS OF A HIGHER CALIBRE
WOULD IMPROVE THE STANDARD OF MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA IN
GENERAL (E7)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
It is hard to say. In the short term it would not make that
much difference because there aren't that many
opportunities for SA students. I also think that if
you are going to be good you will be good anyway
whether there are few or many students will not change
the standards.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
Yes. If the authorities would be willing to support small
numbers. Funding is proportional to numbers. Perhaps
there should be specialist colleges for teachers and
performers and musicologists.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Not necessarily. If one refuses to train those wno are not
of a high enough standard one would end up with a small
number of good graduates and no othel'S. It is a b i 1;
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THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT NECESSARILY
OF THE REQUIRED STANDARD BEING ADMITTED TO COURSES TO
SUSTAIN NUMBERS SO THAT DEPARTMENTS QUALIFY FOR GRANTS;
IE WHEN CRITERIA FOR ENTRANCE ARE NOT PURELY ACADEMIC
DR MUSICAL (ESl
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't think it should be allowed but it is. It Seems that
it is more important to have the right number of
students to keep the College going in the long run. If
one had a more balanced faculty ••• the piano students
outnumber the rest••• more opportunity could be given to
non-pianists and there would be room for more students
and improving the standards.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
It certainly happens at the College. The numbers were
dropping, the general administration was trying to put
the axe on the place, and it seemed that they were
admitting anyone to raise the number of students. I
don't think they are following proper admission
procedures. It is not worth pursuing this policy.
Perhaps they should let those people do diploma courses
and encourage people who do not meet with standards to
take courses at their level or a curriculum that suited
them, then it would warrant that practise. In a small
country it is difficult to be too choosy about who you
admit •••• there is no doubt that it has to be
financially viable.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This was dealt with earlier. The problem is that to raise
the standards for entranCe qualifications too nign
would threaten the very existence of the College.
Again; the idea of demanding a higher standard from
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FULL-TINE PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
This is a problem at College. If we did not admit as many
of the students as we do, the College would have to
close down. The place to "draw the line" would be
difficult to find. If we were to become part of the
Faculty of Arts, as has been discussed at meetings,
it would be death to music in Cape Town as we know it;
apart from the fact that the Dean of the Faculty of
Arts has said that he would not be able to run a music
department in his Faculty because he does not know
enough about the teaching of music. What I say is that
I don't think it is worth having the bad students
around. By careful selection, those students wno are
really going to make it should be chosen and the staff
should be ruthless with them. The selection must be
totally impartial, and must be of a very high
professional standard. For instance a psychologist
could be employed to assist with selection. If
stUdents are correctly tested before they are accepted
it would help sort the problem out.
What is most important is to build up a junior department so
that the College can be fed with a higher number of
better quality students. At the moment there is a
"snowball" effect in that we are sending out teachers
that are really not good enough. -They, in turn, are
sending people back to us who are useless. This is the
level at which the problem has to be addressed. The
other thing is that many students are nursed through
their courses here and should really be weeded out.
THE ISSUE OF ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS AND LOW STANDARDS AT
UNIVERSITIES BEING A FUNCTION OF EDUCATION FROM
PRE-PRIMARY THROUGH TO HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL, IE THE
EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE (E9)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Perhaps. The College can only go on from where the schools
have left off. What is taught in the schools differs
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standard accross the country so that the universities
would know what sort of standard to expect.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This relates to the need for the entrance examination. The
variety of the standards of the students coming from
the schools causes the need for this. Again I come
back to the point of saying that it is possible to have
passed matric music without actually knOWing very much.
The system at the schools and the university is such
that the students can learn to pass exams and not know
very much except that which is specifically required
for the purposes of the exam. So this is the problem
in the educational infrastructure. The system is far
too exam-orientated ••• one learns to pass exams without
actually acquiring knowledge. I personally have done
this. In short, havins the relevant pieces of paper
does not mean that you have the corresponding
knowledge.
THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF VARYING ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS




There should be one set standard. About grade 8
standard of the Royal Schools should be the set
standard. If people are not up to this then they
partake in the extra year.
can
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
They have that here already ••• the performers have to
demonstrate a higher standard of playing. I think it
works well.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think they do this already and I think it is a problem.
The piano department have a higher standard because of
the demand ••• there are many more pianists who want to
study at College. They can afford to be choosy but in
strings, for example, if they were to be fussy they
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especially in chamber music ••• the students should be
able to play together at an equitable level ••• the only
thing is that numbers would suffer if higher standards
are required.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
It depends on what the person you are testinq is going to
want to do. Students in any department should be
tested at the same leveL I don't think this is valid.
I must always come back to lack of "feeder system" that
the College has. Any good school has a good "feeder"
primary school so that by the time they have got to
the high school they have reached a certain standard.
The College has tried for a junior department but the
University was not able to supply the funds.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF THE MATRICULATION EXEMPTION
BEING AN ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT AND THE VALIDITY OF
SUITABILITY FOR FURTHER STUDY AS A BASIS FOR ENTRANCE
(Ell>
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think matric is made out to be more than it really is.
Perhaps the music marks at matric should be the
criterion and if they haven't done matric music then
entrance should be based on an audition. So I think
that suitability can replace the matric.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
r agree with that. The difficulty comes in the evaluation of
those people. Music can not be cut off from culture
and education in general. The best musicIans at'e those
who know about art and literature as well. sa it i~
important that people who are admitted should be "well
educated" in general. With orchestral music ians it is
not as important because they are usually directed by
someone in that position. As.I have said before the
matric music PLUS the interview could encompass the
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especially in chamber music ••• the students should be
able to play together at an equitable level .•• the only
thing is that numbers would suffer if higher standards
at'e reCjuired.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
It depends on what the person you are testing is going to
want to do. Students in any department should be
tested at the same level. I don't think this is valid.
I must always come back to lack of "feeder system" that
the College has. Any good school has a good "feeder"
primary school so that by the time they have got to
the high school they have reached a certain standard.
The College has tried for a junior department but the
University was not able to supply the funds.
THE ISSUE OF THE PROBLEM OF THE MATRICULATION EXEMPTION
BEINS AN ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT AND THE VALIDITY OF
SUITABILITY FOR FURTHER STUDY AS A BASIS FOR ENTRANCE
(Ell)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think matric is made out to be more than it really is.
Perhaps the music marks at matric should be the
criterion and if they haven't done matric music then
entrance should be based on an audition. So I tnink
that SUitability can replace the matric.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
1 agree with that. The difficulty comes in the evaluation of
those people. Music can not be cut off from culture
and education in general. The best musicians are those
who know about art and literature as well. so it is
important that people who are admitted shoulo be "well
educated" in general. With orchestral musicians it is
not as important because they are usually directed by
someone in that position. As 1 have said before the
matric music PLUS the interview could encompass the
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that that would be pushing flexibility a bit too
far. Tertiary education implies that one has completed
one's secondary education. So matric is essential,
except if students want to register for diploma
courses.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
At a university they stipulate that students have to have a
Matric. As long as we are a university faculty it must
remain as such, but I don't agree with it. I think
that if a student is talented enough he should be
admitted, but then the university will say that that
person may not get a degree. No university in the
world will give a degree without a matric. The point
is that one should be able to make the exceptions to
the rule on the basis of a comprehensive entrance exam.
Scholarly qualities exist in people that do not have
their matrics, and the best of the musicians are
naturally brilliant.
THE ISSUE OF ENTRANCE REQUIREI1ENTS NOT 8EING IN KEEPING WITH
THE STANDARDS REQUIRED DURING THE COURSES OF STUDY
(E12)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think they are expected to go on from the entrance
standard. The entrance standard is not high enough and
when one gets to certain courses a lot of people
flounder, so I think that entrance standards should be
raised so that this would not happen.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
It is a problem at College. The standards that are e:<pected
for entrance to the courSes are too low and then the
level of the courses tend to be high and people come
unstuck. Assuming also that t~e printed entrance
requirements are stuck to, this would not be a
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It is also a 9uestion of people with little background doing
crash-courses to get into the College who don't have
the necessary background to cope actually. The courses
are not particularly difficult. I personally did very
little work. The content and structure of the course
is designed in such a way that you can get away with
doing the minimum of work. The audition and interview
should complement the audition re9uirements.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It happens in the practical subjects. Students are admitted
without really having the necessary performance level.
Their level is dramatically below that of other
students and they are pushed through without being of
the re9uired standard. Generally the standard is as
high as each student would set it, though. There is a
lack of competition in some departments which affects
the students' ability to set their own standards.
Another problem is that generally the standard re9uired
for graduation when compared with international
competition entrance levels is very low. In this sense
the standard is too low.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
At College this happens to a certain extent, but I don't
feel that the standards are too high; they are too low
if anything. The entrance standards are lowered to
accommodate mot'e students and the standards are often
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THE ISSUE OF THE VALIDITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
. PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT WITHIN THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT TO






way to solve many already existing
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
That would be a good idea which is already implemented on a
limited scale. It should be more intensive and should
be extended to some of the other courses (not just
Harmony and Counterpoint and Aural). The College could
go along the lines of the academic support program.
The other way would be to do an extra year, but this
would be expensive. Also a credit system would work by
giving credits for even preparatory courses, but the
problem is that graduating standards would vary too
much.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I have already mentioned this. Students should be tested in
all areas and for example some students may have small
deficiencies ••• it would be unfair to exclude those
students because of these small inadequacies. The
preparatory department could be run as a preparatory
year or as a department that gives deficiency courses
concurrently with the actual degree and diploma
courses••• students would have to do the extra prep year
or six-month period if they were found to have major
deficiencies.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I have already mentioned this. It is one of the biggest
issues that have to be seen to. If you look after the
youth, they will give you anything you want. This is
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE INSTITUTION IS SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO
THE GROWTH PROCESS IN THE STUDY OF MUSIC (IN RELATION
TO EXPECTING PARTICULAR STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE) CE14)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think the College is sensitive to the growth process of
each individual student at the level of one's
individual instrumental teacher. I think that this is
a fair system.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Yes. If entrance standards are such that technical
requirements are sufficient this growth process ~
take place on a musical level. I think it is
reasonable to expect certain high standards and I think
that at College the staff are generally sensitive to
this process.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I think they are. They definitely are in the piano
department. I am not sure of the other departments.
We keep this factor in mind at all times.
THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARDS AND RESOURCES OF PRIVATE'MUSIC
TEACHERS AFFECTING THE ENTRANCE STANDARDS AT TERTIARY
LEVEL CEI5)
3RD YEAR STUDENT
That is a problem because a lot of private teachers may not
have degrees at all and they would be teaching
prospective college material who get a shock when they
set here. The individuals should find out from their
teachers what their qualifications are but this is a
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that it is a problem area in that people are
teaching who are not sufficiently qualified or are not
sood enough to get into an institution. Private
teaching generally does not encompass wide enough a
variety of activities for younS players to be properly
prepared to enter a university course. An idea would
be that private teachers would have to register with a
"body" that would recognise their qualifications or
sive auditions or tests to test these students. On a
practical level it would be very difficult to keep
track of. One could lay down the law but you would
still have unqualified teachers teaching. Generally
the private teachers are of a reasonable standard but
there are those who are not doing the required things.
The external exams such as the Royal Schools do reflect
the standard of the private music teachers and if that
is a reasonable reflection, the standards seem to be
OK.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
This is a sensitive issue. I think there are some very good
ones. Many private teachers keep teaching because of
financial reasons. It can happen that they are married
women who are,not that dedicated to music. I find this
when I examine for UNISA; a whole block of kids come
in and show the same mistakes made by the same
teachers. I think that the problem is that the
teachers are generally not dedicated enough to prepare
them for tertiary music education. But I m~s. repeat
that there are some very good teachers. It is
difficult to control this situation as we do not have a
strong enougn Union, as it were. that coule say that
one may not teach unless you are qualified and
recognised by the Union. Many unqualified teachers are
undercutting the good teachers financially because the
parents cannot find the means to transport their
children these far distances nor finance good teaching.
This all affects the entrance standards and I think it
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that it is a problem area in that people are
teaching who are not sufficiently 9ualified or are not
good enough to get into an institution. Private
teaching generally does not encompass wide enough a
variety of activities for young players to be properly
prepared to enter a university course. An idea would
be that private teachers would have to register with a
"body" that would recognise their 9ualificatlons or
give auditions or tests to test these students. On a
practical level it would be very difficult to keep
track of. One could lay down the law but you would
still have un9ualified teachers teaching. Generally
the private teachers are oi a reasonable standard but
there are those who are not doing the re9uired things.
The external exams such as the Royal Schools do reflect
the standard of the private music teachers and if that
is a reasonable reflection, the standards seem to be
OK.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
This is a sensitive issue. I think there are some very good
ones. Many private teachers keep teaching because of
financial reasons. It can happen that they are married
women who are not that dedicated to music. I find this
when I examine for UNISA; a whole block of klds come
in and show the same mistakes made by the same
teachers. I think that the problem is that tne
teachers are generally not dedicated enough to prepare
them for tertiary music education. But I must repeat
that there are some very good teachers. It is
difficult to control this situation as we do not have a
strong enough Union, as it were. that could sav that
one may not teach unless you are qualified and
recognised by the Union. Many un9ualified teachers are
undercutting the good teachers financially because the
parents cannot find the means to transport their
children these far distances ncr finance gooo teacning.
This all affects the entrance standards and I thlnk lt
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THE ISSUE OF HOW TO SET AND MAINTAIN STANDARDS <E16l
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Standards need to continuously be looked at and possibly
upgraded. This could be based on the average student's
progress. The standard should be just higher than the
average so that there is always room for improvement.
A basic starting place for setting standards could be
the UNISA and Royal Schools' syllabi.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Entrance standards must relate to the standard at the
schools••• the infrastructure ••• very high scandards in
entrance qualifications would mean that the function of
schooling at secondary level would become too specific
and specialised. Maintaining standards is a ~uestion
of setting standards and keeping them. There must be a
consistent standard without making exceptions for
anyone••• a question of discipline and effort.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
Standards can be kept up by being ruthless about your
examining and what you expect. To set standards one
has to have a picture of what one is trying to achieve
by the end of fourth year. Standards can be based
validly on the UNISA levels. The fourth year level
should be "post-licenciate level" playing. UNISA have
managed to set high standards in their grade
examinations; higher than the Royal Schools and
Trinity College. It is importanc to be crltical in
examining ••• this is the point.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF REQUIRED GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
SKILLS FOR ADMISSION (E17l
3RD YEAR STUDENT
The level that is required here needs to be upped. The
students should be able to do all these things as well
as the grade a level sight-reading, aural. etc.
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
They should be pushed further than they are. For example
keyboard study for non pianists would be invaluable. A
knowledge of harmony that one would acquire through
studying harmony at the keyboard for any musician is
essential. Also score-reading for general musicianship
is very important. If one is to be a good and
effective teacher then one should be able to accompany
one's pupils at the keyboard. Also when teachlng
aural ••• one needs to be able to play in parts, etc. I
find in my experience that only because these things
were not required of students were they not done.
Students will always find the easiest way ou~ and do
the minimum without realising how important certain
skills are.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
Again it is the teacher that is preparing the students to
come to College that should take this reponsibility.
It seldom goes beyond teaching the pupils the notes of
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RESPONSES TO KEY ISSUE - F - THE TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
THE ISSUE AS TO WHEN THE PRACTICAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE INTRODUCED INTO A COURSE OF STUDY DESIGNED TO
TRAIN SCHOOL TEACHERS. IFl>
1ST YEAR STUDENT
It should be brought in guite early so that you are thrown
in the deep end and learn to realise your mistakes. I
think that you should have had a preparatory period
first ••• say six months before going into the schools:
in other words half way through the first year. At
College I think the students go out into the schools in
second year ••• I'm not sure.
2ND-YEAR STUDENT
We start from third year onwards here at College but I think
that we should start from ~econd year. Not in the
first year becaus~ the students need to gain experience
of being taught first. Many students who come to the
. College are not fortunate enough to have previously
studied with a concert pianist, and when they come to
the College these students need to have at least a
year's experience. Having two years' experience of
teaching in the schools would be more beneficial than
just one.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I think it should be introduced after the first six montns.
We,need as much opportunity and experience in
teaching. We need to be able to teach all age groups
and starting as we do in second year there 1S not
enough time to ge~ used ~o teach1ng the very young
ch i ldren.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
As early as possible. The College nas got this JUS~ righ~.
In second year we do a weekly teaching session at a
pre-primary school and this slowly introduces the
necessary experience of teaching in the schools. At
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commencement of term and I thought that was useful but
not as useful as what we do now••• the weekly teaching
sessions. Another strong point about this system is
that we deal with certain things in the lectures and
then we apply them to our experience as teachers at the
practical sessions. I also like the idea here of
starting with the very small children and moving on to
older children helps overcome the fear of facing them.
I think that one cannot learn how to teach better than
to do it, so to introduce teaChing "pracs" only in the
fourth year would mean that one would have to start
from scratch at that point and be three years behind.
I am happy with the system at College.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
This depends on whether you are talking about teaching
practical music or class music. In class music, 1
don't think they should be sent out too early. They
need some background or basis in music before they go
out. I think a year is a goo~ time for this basis. At
College this is how they do it. I ag"ee with this. In
teaching practically, it depends on how far each
individual student teacher is himself, and to what
extent teaching Method has been taught to that student.
After a year of this We start teaChing little ones on a
one-to-one basis. The year's training should incluce
basic musical knowledge.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
After two weeks. Because you can only tell people about
theory, and the idea of only introoucing the practical
when the students know the theory it is like teaching
an instrument by teaching the theory before introducing
the instrument. So as in the teaching of an instrument
the practical aspect must go hand in hand with the
theory. At College one has to do a year and a half
before being introduced to the practical. Learning to
do something is so much the i~sue 0+ learnlng by one's
own mistakes. One would not do the children any harm
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4TH YEAR STUDENT
I believe that this should be done right from step one. It
is something that one has to learn by doing it, by
experience. At College they get the students teaching
private lessons very early, and this is a good thing.
For teaching in the schools there is a period of a year
before they go out to the schools. This works well,
but it is important that they get out there as early as
possible.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
One has to acquire musical skills before going into the
teaching aspects. One cannot acquire teaching skills
without the musical skills. It should. on this basis.
be introduced at a later stage. At the College the
second years go out to teach very young children which
is incredible. I feel that at this level (young
children) it is a very specialist area. I suggest that
four years are spent with musical skills then the
specialised area of teaching, as is the case in othel'
departments in the University. I think that having
well developed skills in music outweighs the advantages
of introducing experiential opportunities for students
without these skills.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
It should be introduced as early as possible after the
student has been given an introduction to
methodology••• the emphasis being not immediately and
not without being given this introduction. I feel that
they should not go out immediately as students have
many psychological barriers. It is quite scary to go
out into the schools so I think it is a good 1d9a to
prepare them in same way so ~hat they feel pr~pared.
They should be prepared both psychologically as well as
musically. The object of the exercise 1S to have them
learn by doing the thing.
At the College they go out very early - half way througn the
first year to "beginner", basic students. I Don"t
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that the pressure is minimised;
introduced carefully.
it has to be
At present I think that this is a satisfactory system. The
problems are of a practical nature. For example, the
large numbers doing the course create logistical
problems. I'd like to see that changed but these
changes have to happen slowly. In the past they didn't
have to go out to teach at all, so this year their
going out to teach in the first year is new for us.
One has to learn by experience.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
I haven't given this much thought before. but it seems as
though it should be done as soon as possible.
Graduates who go out into the schools have generally
had very little experience in actual teaching. They
would be better if they had e:<perienced this f"om the
start.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER PRIVATE TEACHING BY STUDENTS SHOULD
BE ENCOURAGED (F2)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
Yes, I think it should be. One should be careful because.
especially with little children, one can mess things
up for them. To overcome the danger of this one should
be prepared by haVing done reading in the library and
by finding out how to go about it ••• getting a general
idea and then go for it. Personally I will wait for
second year because I feel that my instrumental playing
is not yet up to ~he required standard to teach. Tnere
are people who teach to make extra money and this is a
problem. People should be encouraged to be more
concerned with their pupils and the outcome of thelr
teaching them. This is idealistic but it should be
possible. If a student feels.he is responsible enough
to take on pupils I think he should. I personally was
started off by a student at the College when I was
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good teache~. The experience that a student would get
by teaching privately is vital.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
Yes, I think it is a good thing. Not being in the school
situation or in a "lecture" situation one does not have
the pressures of these situations so one can learn to
gain experience and to think for yourself.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I think it should be encouraged to a great extent. For
example, the situation in Piano Teaching Method
requires the students to teach their private students.
More experience is needed in this field. I thlnk that
teaching privately helps one with one's own practising
because it makes you think about your own playing. As
far as whether the students aroe qual if ied to teach. I
think that anyone who has got into the College should
have enough knowledge to teach the basics.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
It is a risky thing. The student may not be experienced
enough or of a high enough standard. However the
College does provide the opportunity for students to
get supervision and help from lecturers and one could
go any time and ask for help in one's teaching. With
regard to standards I think that teachers should have a
high standard of playing. The positive aspect of
students teaching is the experience. Weighing UP the
pros and cons I would encourage private teaching on a
limited scale. Like for instance in the Piano Teaching
Method course in second year they encourage the
students to find a pupil to teach in terms of the
teaching method course.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
Yes, definitely - if the student has had no training or
experience, then a year's tr~ining is a good thing,
but it depends on the student. There are many students
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You will not know if you can teach unless you have done it.
That is why I feel that it should be encouraged, even
if there is the risk of "messing up" some students. If
the year's training is effective there shouldn't be the
risk. This training should be done under strict
supervision so that the risk is reduced.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
Yes it should. It takes two forms. Private teaching under
supervision and private teaching that students do to
make extra money. The first is excellent training for
teachers. The second is also invaluable. One assumes
that if one comes accross a brilliant student one woulo
seek help in the matter. Also if you are not doing
private teaching to make money, then often students
are up until all hours of the night making money by
waiting tables, etc. Private teaching is an
effective way of making extra money. I don't think
that the negative aspects of students' teaching
outweigh the positive. I know thac some people's
children would not be able to afford to do music if
they could not go to students who charge a lower fee
than some professionals.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
Yes, as early as possible with a view to learn by
experience. It should be done under supervision. of
course. The first year Teaching Method students do it
from the beginning.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
Although students do not teach that well at first they do
gain experience by doing so. Usually the pupils thev
teach are at a level that it did not really matter as
long as the pupil got something else out of tne
experience.
I feel that this should not necessarily be actlvely
discouraged. The students at College do do private
teaching in their courses and are given a student or
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
I think so on a limited basis because students get their
priorities wrong ••• money is a big problem, so there is
a big temptation to take on as much work as they Can.
That's bad because it gets in the way of the work at
College so I think that on condition that it did'nt get
in the way of the work it's OK.
From the point of view of teaching experience - and from the
point of view of the students being capable of teaching
- I think that it depends on the individual involved;
for example, a student of mine came to ask me if he
should and I have sanctioned it. As a student I didn't
have time to do it.
I'm not quite sure if at the College that private students'
teaching is a problem••• l haven't felt it as a
problem••• perhaps it would be a good idea to find out
if there are students suffering as a result.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
Yes. Apart from financial reasons, the youn9 students
seem to establish a rapport with youn9 pupils. Young
pupils relate better to students than their older
school teachers. I presume that students would not be
teaching at a very advanced stage, so if they are
teaching, they would be dOin9 themselves a service as
well as the pupils, because they would generally be
open to finding out something they don't know, and
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THE ISSUE OF THE METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF mAINING TEACHERS
IF3)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I think students who want to be teachers should be allowed
to experiment and if that experimentation is wrong the
lecturers should give advice. The lecturers should
also share their experience with the students, but
ultimately the students should be encouraged to
discover their own ways of teaching. There is a
problem with this in that one might find an introverted
student who wants to teach in the "old method". I
think that a person like that should not be a teacher.
but for those like this who want to be teachers the
courses would have to be structured. As far as
existing methods like the Kodaly method, etc, these
should be studied for their merits and the teacher
should then choose what they feel are relevant to their
ideas on teaching and use and discard what tney choose.
I think that the crux of it is that the student should
discover his own ways. Imagination is something that
is vital ••• the staff should encourage the students to
develop their imaginations.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
We have a certain lecturer who encourages us to learn to let
our pupils learn for themselves and not to "spoon-feed"
them. This is a good method. Also the Kodaly method
of solfege is useful. The approach to method at the
College is satisfactory. It gives the students a broad
view of different methods that one can base one's own
teaching on. One thing that I do not agree wlth is
that the College concentrates on class-teaching metnods
rather than instrumental teaching method. I think that
students should have the choice as to which one they
would like to concentrate on.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I'm not sure whether I am qualified to judge. but as far as
the Mus Ed course goes the whole thing is very vague
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first year we could have covered in half the time.
There were very few interesting aspects to this course.
So I feel that the system used at College needs
revision. As far as established methods like the
Kodaly and Orff I would never use them in my teaching.
It is important from a point of view of knowledge of
all systems and one should base one's teaching on one's
broader experience. The courses must give the students
a broad perspective.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
At College I think the methods are good. At the moment they
present us with a model of how teaching "should be" and
we are re~uired to emulate that model ••• Perhaps they
could be a little more open to asking the students how
they feel they would like to teach. I suppose that
such a starting point is important but I would like to
see the students involved more. Generally emulation of
model teaching practices is not as effective as the
teacher find ins his or her own methods. If one is
copying someone else the "self" in teaching is missing
which is an important factor. The system of doing music
for three years and then an HDE could also be linked
more in terms of more communication with the Faculty of
Education. We are a little isolated here. The method
of the students getting experience is a good thing in
the system here at College. The only thing about this
is that I feel that later on in the course the students
could be given mare freedom in their teaching.
As far as standard methods such as the Kodaly and Orff;
tbese methods are good but a little restricting and a
bit baring for the children ••• maybe a combination of
these sys~ems would comprise a suitable compromise. I
believe in a broad outlook and it seems lmportant ~o
touch an all the historically available methodS. As a
basis for judging methods it seems that results rather
than methods and systems are the most important
criteria.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I am not too mad about the systems and methods of training
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class-teaching, Class-singing type of teaching, and I
think this is the least important issue of teaching
music because nobody in the schools is interested in
class-music. It is mare important to develop teachers'
abilities to teach individuals, even in the schools,
than it is to develop class-singing, because pupils do
not want class singing. One learns so mucn more from
individual tuition than from class-singing. The
emphasis is also too much on learning how to teach the
difference between a crotchet and a quaver to little
children, rather than learning to' teach a person how
to play an instrument, along with essential basics
like Harmony and History.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
At College we have not even started. The department of
music education at College does not know what is
involved in the subject. What they are doing is
continuing to put teachers into the same system which
is discouraging children from doing mUS1C. 1 have not
as yet in my three years at College discovered a method
used there. The lack of method is the problem. r am a
trained and qualified teacher so I have been through
the process of how to train teachers and what I know
about College is that no one really knows what the
issue at hand involves. The crits of practice teaching
are kind rather than relevant, the methodology
lectures are scattered and irrelevant.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I am impressed with what has been happening in the last two
years. The introduction of tne Teaching Method classes
where students are expected to teach their own pupils
under supervision is excellent. This is a goed metncd.
Not everyone will end up as being a goad teacher. but
this system will prevent there from being too many bad
teachers like there have been in the pas~.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
I would like to repeat my idea that music education snoula
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should occur at the Education Faculty and at the
College this is somewhat merged.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
The methods and systems used at the College for the training
of teachers is a growing thing all the time. I have no
clear idea as to how to teach teachers. I find myself
slipping up and learning from my mistakes. I can't say
that the way I teach teachers is absolutely the best.
I am aware of trying to find better ways to involve
the students, but always on the practical level. Even
in the way that I teach I do this"but I have
encountered problems. Students are conditioned to a
"lecturing " mode of learning which I disagree with
entirely••• the idea of learning something practically
does not solidify for the students although I know
that the best way to learn to do something is to do it
practically••• so this is a problem••• how to get them to
realise that the way I am teaching them is the way that
I would like them to learn to teach. It is hard to
make them realise that they are learning something.
Perhaps I haven't done enough research on the matter of
tertiary teacher education for my own neeas. I would
like to try and produce the best music teachers in the
country, and I think that we are producing a very good
brand of music teacher that goes aut.
As a gut feeling I think that the students that we sena out
are pretty resourceful, imaginative •••• there are areas
that need working at and I think that we will try and
grow into that.
I think that our students have difficulty in seeinQ the
informaticn that they receive In a very clear
way••• they need to have a clear idea of What they know
and must be able to know how much of a certain thIng
they need to know for the teaching of it.
As far as skills are concerned that depends on indIvidual
students and it varies from year to year, too. One
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possible, but you can't stop a whole course because of
one student being slow.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't really know much about this.
THE ISSUE AS TO WHETHER YOUNG TEACHERS, AT THE END OF THEIR
TRAINING, ARE PREPARED FOR THE RIGOURS OF THE
PROFESSION. (F4)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
No they are not. It doesn't really matter; They should
just go for it ••• they must learn by experience. Some
of this comes in the years of being a student, but
real experience can only be got in the job itself.
This is important.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I would say yes. The College gives the students lots of
opportunity for experience. They teach under
supervision and this is good training. I think that
the most important thing about the training of music
teachers is the musical training and not so much the
education training that they get. I feel that perhaps
people with a BMus General would be better equlpped to
teach than one with an HDE.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
No, not at all. The experience we get here is minimal.
For example if you've done a course in Piano Teaching
Method it doesn't make you a teacher. One is only a
teacher when you've had the experience. You have to go
into the field to get to grips with the rigours of the
profession.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I think that if as much experience as posslble is given to
the students it is about as much as one can do to
prepare one for the rigours of the profession. No
course in teaChing would ever fully prepare the
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will lead you to cope. I think that the situation at
College is very different to the realities of the
profession. I don't think that College are really
addressing this p:oblem as well as they could do, but
it is a very difficult issue•••• they do make the effort
to increase the pressure on the students and make an
attempt to prepare them, but work needs to be done in
this area.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I can't say for the people who have done the Education
Degree, but I think the people who have done the
general degree would be adequately prepared. These
people would have a much broader outlook. I suspect
that the Education degree is too narrow to prepare
students for teaching.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that at the end of the HDE course I would say that
they are. Not before they have been to the Faculty of
Education. That is their professional training.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
They are, I think, though I think that if they passed
thier UNISA. Teachers' Licenciate, they really would be
well prepared. I'm not sure what the EMus Educat10n
course comprises, so it is hard to say if these
students would be well prepared or not.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
Not really at the Colle~e, but they have to start
somewhere. Maybe they could spend an extra year
studying musical skills and then do the HOE. The extra
year would improve the skills, knowledge and oackgrouno
for teaching.
The schools seem to be aware of young teachers coming 1n ano
help them to prepare. The way in which the young
teacher handles classes. etc,canno~ be taught. The
problem of a teacher who does no~ perform ••• does tnat
teacher have the knowledge to teach someone else ~o
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FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
They are all prepared ••• some are more than others because
of their attitudes towards what they are doing_ I
wouldn't let a student out if they were not prepared to
cope. The border-line cases have the abilities to
learn by experience. Those are the students that I
have had personally. There are a couple of students,
in my opinion, that have gone out that were not
prepared but the general consensus in the assessment of
whether they were prepared was that they were, so they
graduated. This has to do with the subjective nature
of assessment. I am happy that they are Of<.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
If they had had enough practical training in getting
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THE USEFULNESS OF OBSERVATION OF GOOD TEACHERS "IN ACTION"
AS A PART OF TEACHER TRAINING. (FS)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I think this is a good idea because one would broaden one's
outlook. If one sees another teacher doing something
radically different from what one is used to then one
could learn by it. I think that this should be used as
part of teacher training to quite a large extent but
the students should not be ruled by what other people
do.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
This is also a good thing. This is done in the fourth year
at College. Maybe this should be introduced at third
year level.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
The problem is "wha·t makes a good teacher?". Observing has
limited value. One must do to learn, though.
Observing can give one ideas.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
The crucial point is that they should be GOOD teachers th~t
are being observed. Students would benefit by ge~~ing
ideas and examples of good teachl~~. I suppose one
could learn how not tc do things from not such good
teachers. Ob~~rvation could run parallel to ones own
experiences in teaching.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think it is a gooo thing, not by saving that "thIS IS how
teaching should be done. and that's it". but bv
taking a look and drawing your own conclusions. In
other words, as an aid to the teaching of teachers, 1
think that it should not be such a big issue.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think it is valid with a few reservations. 1 think the
best way to do this would be to have good lessons on
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place••• rather than the "live" teaching situation.
After the video analysis then students would benefit
from observing "live" teaching because they would then
be in a position to know what to look for.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
This is fantastic. This is how you learn - one doesn't have
to take part in a master-class to learn. One could
decide for oneself as to what good teaching is. I
think that another way to do this would be to arrange
for students to sit in on other teachers' lessons at
Collese; to have open sessions which everyone attends.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
Very important. The College prov1oe this, but it is
difficult to decide who is a good teacher. I think the
idea of teachers observing one another is an im~ortant
extension of this idea.
PARENT OF A 3RD-YEAR STUDENT
I think it is an excellent idea. I'm not sure what sort of
format it would take or how one could determine that
they were "sood" teachers. Perhaps the students could
analyse themselves what makes a sood teacher. I still
think that a combination of this sort of activity with
practical experience would be good.
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE EDUCATION
AUTHORITIES ARE uAIMING IN THE SAME DIRECTION" AS FAR
AS TEACHER EDUCATION IS CONCERNED. (F6l
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I am not sure about that.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I am not familiar with the situation.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I can't answer that. I have no knowleage of the Education
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still is a problem in that the pupils are not taken
into consideration. Music at school was very boring.
Creative music making in the way we did it at school
did not attract the children to music. The authorities
in short do not have the interests of the pupils in
mind.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I am not sure to what extent they communicate and to what
extent they have the same ideals. I think they are and
if not they should be. I think the univers1ty shoula
be involved with the department in making these
decisions.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't think so.
really sure.
But it is hard to answer this. I'm not
4TH YEAR STUDENT
Certainly they are not. The Education department is
primarily concerned at maintaining the status guo of
the system of "Christian National Education" •••• keeping
the Nationalist Government in power depends so much on
perpetuating Christian National Education. The
Education Facult~ is committed to looking at education
in a truer path. Not to be revolutionary but
evolutionary. To sow the seeds of what is right.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I hope so, although I have an inclination that the CPA is
not all that it could be in terms of communicating witn
the university. Also the level of the inspectors that
come around show that they don't know as much as the
College about mUS1C educat10n. I ~hlnk ~na~ ~he
University is more progressive in thinking ~nan ~ne
CPA. I say this because I was in a school at which we
sat in on other teachers' lessons and I was appalled a~
the way a particular teacher.was teachlng - a teacner
with a Master's degree was teaching so badly. The CPA
allow this bad teaching, and it 1S never realised.
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teaching and the CPA think it is all fine to just go
along like they are now.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
I'm not sure how much communication there actually is.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
I would say yes in the general sense. There are some areas
that we disagree on, for example the department think
that junior primary children (sub H and suo Bl should
nat have specialised music teachers, that their general
teachers should do that. We feel that our students
should be trained to cape with any age group and that
they aught to be able to teach all the way accross. but
the department don't think that these students are
qualified to teach junior primary goers. Generally
speaking, an the approach and the level we at College
talk at, they take a lot of leads from us. Whether we
agree with everything I don't know. The Education
Department in the Cape is very open-minded, althOugh
there is always room for experimentation, thought or
debate about their ideas. Perhaps mare specialisation
in the schools••• being able to specialise in "class
music" as a non-performance subject for children in
schoel. I am quite impressed with the way that the
Cape Education Department is open minded.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't know much about the University's education
department, but there seems to be a gap between what
is taught at university and what is expected at the
schools. They have a very set syllabus set aut oy the
CPA and the teachers have to comply with that. I would
be surprised if at Cape Town University they were
complying with Christain National Education principles
to fit in with the system at the schools. So tnere
seems to be a bit of a problem in that they are aiming
in different directions. Th~s would create problems
with teachers going into the schools with slightly more
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THE ISSUE OF TRAINING OF TERTIARY LEVEL MUSIC TEACHERS
("LECTURERS") (F7)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I dont actually know how one gets to be a lecturer. I
suppose most of the lecturers have done a lot of
travelling and had a lot of experience in the
professional music world. I'm not ssur-e whether just
being a good performer is enough for being a gooo
lecturer. They should be able to communicate well and
know exactly what they want and how to get it accross.
Many unsuccessful performers resort to teacning and as
far I am concerned many of these canno~ teacn. I think
that at College the piano teachers are generally good
but I'm not sure whethe,' some of the lecturers are
qualified.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
If one wants to lecture I would suggest that one would have
a minimum of an honours degree or maybe a masters
degree. These lecturers would possibly benefit by
having education training but I don't think it is
essential. The difference between school teachers and
lecturers is that school teachers have to spoon-feed
the children and lecturers can expect the students to
do a lot for themselves.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I would say that lecturers learn to teach through
experience. It depends on the individual. It is also
up to the employer to demand whatever Qualifications
are necessary for the post. I thInk tnat lec~urers
should be employed on the baSIS of abllity. e:~~er12nca
and knowledge rather than qualifications such as
doctorates.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
If school teachers are expected to have teaching
qualifications then why should lecturers not? r tnlnk
that lecturers should be trained in professional
communication skills •••• including blackboard skills and
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their relationships to students. They could also be
trained in involving the students in the learning
process and treating them on a more equitable level.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
I think that the lecturers at College are well qualified to
teach. It is a different type and level of teaching to
that of school teaching. At school there is a broad
spectrum of things to teach, but at University the
teachers are specialists. and teach specialised areas.
I subscribe to the idea that if someone is a specialist
in a field, they should be qualified to teach that
subject.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
The whole point is "are they trained?". Most of them are
promoted out of their level of efficiency. If they are
"good at" Harmony or History it is assumed that they
are good at teaching. This is not so. At College they
are untrained. By coincidence thay might have a
teaching certificate. There is a Teaching Methods Unit
but no-one Can discover what it is they are busy with.
We have atrocious teaching and very good teaching among
our lecturers and often those atrocious teachers are
the ones with teaching qualifications. Often lecturers
are too bright••• they have forgotten how it is to have
struggled to deal with certain problems and wnat it
takes to teach at this level. The lecturers must
bridge the gap between Christian National Educatlon and
the realities of research and true learnlng. Lecturers
do not necessarily have to have "qualifications":
rather an in-service training programme utilising a
unit such as the teaching metnods unit. If the TMU are
not coping they need to be expanded. Thi5 is
particularly valid in terms of the rising number of
black students that are comlng to unlverslty and
because of the shocking level at which most black
people are taught at school level it cannot be e'"Pected
that they are fully equipped to cope with the rigour5
of a university education. This is where improved
teaching has to come into it. The lecturers should
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short courses once a year or twice a year to learn
about effective teaching.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think the lecturers and the practical teachers at College
are all excellent. The gap between the type of
learning at schools and at university warrants a
different type of teaching, and I think our lecturers
do well, even without formal ~ualifications. It is
not important to have these qualificatlons; they all
have a lot of experience, and have generally entered
the profession before it was important to have the
"piece of paper" to show that they were qualified, and
learned by e:<perience. I think that if someone wanted
to become a lecturer or teacher here now, I would
~commend that they did some sort of training in
teaching. The teaching is never quite what it can be,
but I think they do well here.
DOCTORAL STUDENT"
I don't think it is absolutely necessary. Speclalisation is
important, but it is a tricky area ••• teachers should
be used in teaching their particular subject and
specialist area. Invariably one has to do a little
more than what is in one's specialist area, but should
concentrate on that one special aspect.
FULL~TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
There isn't any room for that at the moment. I think it is
essential that lecturers learn to lecture ••• teach ••• I
hate the word .. lecture..... I think that we all need to
look at this, but the problem is time. There are many
areas which we could eXPlore. The situation here ae
College varies from one person to another. Quite ofeen
students are very good yard-sticks of the success of
lecturers.
No lecturers have formal teacher ~raining. I have mlxed
feelings about that because if students who study
through UNISA who never have lecturers cope witn
self-discovery through books - and I feel that those
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are tausht here in the way of high school. If they
were guided through or lead through self discovery that
would help.
The issue is how teaching should take place at te,-tiary
level, not so much that of how qualified the lecturers
are to teach, but I think that methodological skills
are necessary even to get people to learn from books,
so I'm not saying that there is no place for the
lecturer; I think the place of the lecturer is for
students to come to him with problems, which we will
have more and more of as we admit more black and
coloured and underprivileged students.
About setting up actual courses in "being a tertiary
educator", there is a lot of space for that. I wonder
if we are not moving too close towards "babying"
(spoon-feeding). The University has been throwing
pearls to the swine and r"m sure that if you go to
Oxford or Cambridge one would find that there is a lot
of onus put onto the students to keep up and the onus
is put on the lecturer to do research to be productive
and to contribute to a general body of knowledge and to
the community in general.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
I don't feel that it is justified that most lectw'ers at
College are not qualified teachers, or have no formal
"education" training. I would like to know how they
got there. There must be a selection panel a. the
university and a period of probation for three years
that bad teachers could be weeded out. r would think
that a balanc:e between geod Hac:ademlcs" ana ~oca
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THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENTATION OF TEACHING SKILLS TO PREPARE
THE STUDENT TEACHER FOR THE PRACTICAL TASK AT HAND
(F9)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
That is very important. We have had a bit of this at
College and I think that later on we will be doing more
of it. I think this is very important •••• one must know
how to communicate and even use a bit of acting in
one's teaching.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I would say that in Teaching Method we are given sufficient
of this but not in the line of Music Education. The
musical skills are more important than these teaching
skills for a sood teacher of music.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I still think that musical skills are more Important than
teach ins skills. It also depends on who the lecturers
are who a~e sivins the courses in teaching skills. The
teachers must be committed to what they teach. At
College we do not set courses in this although it is
put accross subtly. Teaching skills are Important to a
certain extent, but not at the expense of musical
skills. It is somethins that can be developed througn
observation and experience. The danger of such a
course would be that when it would be examined the
students would be expected to do things that they may
not find natural or do things that they feel are
natural and effective that are not agreed with by the
examiners. If it were to be introduced it should not
be examinable. We should not be l'told haw ~o teacn".
No-one can tell anyone else how to teach. IndiVIduals
must develop their own styles and methods.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
We are given "teaching skills" and I think
doing more of it later in the course.
to learn how to relate to children of
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3RD YEAR STUDENT
One needs both musical skills and teaching skills - I think
one needs more musical skills than teaching skills. It
is not as important as the musical side. It is very
difficult to teach people teaching skills. A way of
doing this would be by presenting a model and then
discussing the merits, etc of that model and let the
students learn to develop their own methods from that.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that teaching skills are more important than musical
skills. One can teach without having "subject
content· •••• one can teach things that one does not know
how to do. A good teacher can teach anything even if
they have the hand-book in their hand. So teaching
skills are paramount. Often teachers who have
struggled with things make the best teachers. Good
musicians who are born with natural abilities and have
never had to come to terms with the problems of
acquiring skills or understanding will not understand
the problems of teaching those things as readily as
someone who has battled. The ·expert· is often the
worst teacher.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think that the most important thing is that there must be
a balance between the two skill areas. You must have
the musical understanding and the skills to get your
message accross. Without one the other is useless.
DOCTORAL STUDENT
Again this should be the dutv of ,he speclalists in
education and not the musicians.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
I touched on that earlier••• it must be done prac,ically and
some thought has to go into it to make it meanlngful to
the students. Although students want mooels I prefer
not to give them models, and this worries me oecause
they end UP feeling that they don't have much to grasp
onto. They don' t see that the practical e:<perience
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that they have only been "stirring the pot and not
tasting the food". The important thing is that the way
I present these skills is not as successful as I would
like it to be and I am trying to find out why it is
like this.
PARENT OF A 3RD YEAR STUDENT
I feel that the emphasis should be on the development of
teaching skills rather than that of musical skills.
The same principle would apply when the II top II a.cademics·
are called to teach at University level - that does not
mean that they are good teachers.
THE ISSUE OF THE EXPENSE OF TRAINING TEACHERS. (FlO)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I don't really think it is a problem because we are paying
fees and I think that these fees should cover the costs
of doing these courses.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
The training of musicians is generally expensive because If
one wants good teachers (and those are on a one-to-one
basis) that is expensive.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
There is expense on the personal side••• if you haven't got a
bursary. It can be expensive for students. I couldn"t
comment on the expense from the point nf view of the
College. I suppose it is subsidised to a great extent.
The training of teachers does not necessarily have to
be expensive. but it can be. If the state cut back
the s.ucents woula have to bear ~he brunt wf t~e
J financial side when the fees go up.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
I don"t think it is a major expense. The state benefits
from the training of .eachers so the costs are
justified. I don"t think the College has a serious
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3RD YEAR STUDENT
Everything is expensive. I can't really answer that. I
don't see that it should be any more expensive than
teaching teachers in any other field. I'm not sure of
what is needed expense-wise, so I can't really answer
that question.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I don't know. I don't think that there is anything that
civilisation could better use it's money for. In terms
of defence and other expenditure I don't think the
budget for education becomes near to where it should
be. It should be regarded as being a national
investment.
4TH YEAR STUDENT
I think the training of music teachers and of musicians in
general is a very expensive thing because of the
individual attention that everyone gets in lessons.
This costs money. Pianos are very expensive and so is
other equipment.
FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBER
The thing that worries me is that it is made too easy to
become a teacher because everything is paid for by the
government, and I think that we end up getting people
that we shouldn't because the sifting process is not
severe enough or informed enough. I would rather have a
small group of people of a higher standard. People who
are not going to be good teachers are a waste of money
and I think that money is being wasted in this way.
Selection procedures need to be refined because they
have a direct bearing on this.
I should think of the budget more. Training of teacners is
expensive because of the time factor. Supervision of
students' teaching in the schools is one very time
consuming thing. It is an e:{f>ensive business from a
point of view of time. I still think that one can
teach "in a toilet" - as it were - it's tne time that
is expensive. The area that you do need is a gooo
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE G - CAREER PROSPECTS IN MUSIC IN
SOUTH AFRICA
THE EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF CAREER
POSSIBILITIES (Gl)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
I think people who have given it some thought realise the
limitations in careers open to them, but there are
people at College who are there because there is
nothing else they can do. Those people are not aware
of the prospects. I would say that these
people are in the majority - they do not know.
As far as I am concerned one could do the following things
with a degree in music:
as sound enginee,'ing
Concert Performer
Teaching at Tertiary Level
Teaching in other situations,
Orchestral playing
technical side of things such
cabaret, or night-clUb work
like schools, etc.
1ST YEAR STUDENT
There are education students who have an idea••• for the
rest ••• minimal awareness. Also the lecturers. People
seem to shy away from admitting that there are so few
career opportunities. We do not know what prospects
there are.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
Regarding orcnestral players it is a question oi Itc!ose your
eyes and hope fot.. the best·,. Tner'e lS :'10 c cno ec e i on
between the College and it"s curriculum (which should
be the supplier of musicians to the orchestras) and the
orchestras themselves. Generally students aloe aware of
what they want to do when they get to the College,
otherwise they would not be here. For example .f a
student wanted to be a teacher they would make their
choice on the basis of the prospectus information
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the same awareness ••• 80% of them know that they are not
going to be concert pianists••• they do general courses,
so they do not know where they are going. A lot of
them have to give up what they want to do and go into
other lines. The only places that you can get a job in
music other than being a performing musician is at the
SABC and the Performing Arts Councils and they are in
the process of closing down at the momen~. I don't
think that the College addresses the problem of careet'
possibilities in music. Many students come to the
College and they realise that their ideals will not be
met and have to change their career plans and the
College does not playa role in this process. I feel
that there should be strong links with outside
professional organisations that would give students the
opportunity to get involved. Why do the performing
arts councils not have cadetships for those who want to
be orchestral players? Auditions are not even held for
these positions. The College does not provide the
necessary experience for orchestral players.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
There are two things most students are aware of: teaching
and performing. Other things are doing
ethnomusicological research, working in the SABC
(b~aoadcasting). I don't really know of other thlngs.
Awareness of possibilities is limited because the
emphasis at College is on who is a good performet" and
who is not, and if you are not a good performet" you do
Education.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
Students should be aware of what they want to do Defors
starting a course of study. Most students are ~enerally
aware of these things from an early stage. ThlS would
determine their direction of stUdy. Some students'
needs and aspirations develop as they go along. When
I registered at the College I. was aware of the options
that the College offered in terms of the prospectus.
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List of careers: performing, teaching, musicology or
ethnomusicology, performing. The SABC provide limited
employment for some people. There is a demand for
teachers and there is also a demand for performing
musicians. The College do not do enough to help people
in choice of careers or providing students with
information or guidance in careers. The students would
benefit greatly from career counselling. The i~elp that
the College give so far is more of a sup~~rtive role
than stressing the fact th~t one is going to have to
find a job.
FULL-TIME ~RACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I think that this is one of the oiggest problems when
students arrive••• they are not sure what it is they
want to do. So many of them opt for the so-called
General BMus. This is all very well if they are
prepared to spend another year specialising, but about
99% of them will end up as school teachers. The very
fact that they are not.prepared to do thp. Education
BMus means that they are going to be reluctant
teachers. This worries me. I think that students
should run career seminars with people in the
profession coming to talk to the students about
possibilities. The students usually come to College
with starry-eyed visions of becoming performers and
they inevitably end up teaching reluctantly because
they were unaware of the possibilities. Also schools
do not face up to the career issues realistically.
THE ISSUE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUSICAL CAREERS IN SOUTH
AFRICA (G2)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
Education seems to be a rut many people fall into. Many
people who cannot make enough money oy, for instance
composing, resort to things like teaching ano possibly
radio work. This takes up a lot of valuable time that
could be spent composing. There are not many
opportunities other than in teaching. I'm not sure
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Opportunities in performing are limited by students who
have been "overseas" to study and return and gobble up
all the opportunities.
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
At the moment, I havn't really looked around. I believe
that one could get anything that you want to if you try
hard enough. One can create opportunities if you look
around and work at it. There is the issue of many
people I know who want to study music but have opted
for something more lucrative like Law or Medicine,
because they need security." They feel that there is no
security in music. One can never be sure, you must
just keep going and something will happen. I know I
will reach my objectives. A positive attitude is
vital.
SECOND-YEAR STUDENT
In the orchestral field it is very limited. The competition
from abroad and the number of orchestras declining are
problems. As far as teaching is concerned the
opportunities are limited because preference is glven
to young teachers who have had education bursal'ies and
they take up all the attractive posts. Those without
the bursaries are discriminated against. As far as
other opportunities are concerned there are a few
administrative jobs and even within the SABe the
opportunities are very limited. Many sound engineers
have been retrenched because the studios are not
working much any more. I am not aware of those in the
performing arts councils.
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
There is a shortage of teachers~ so there are man v
opportunities there. For the rest there are not many
opportunities. In the orchestras one has to compe~e
with people who come from overseas, and generallv
those people are better players than SA musiclans
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MUSIC TEACHER
They are mainly in education. The College really only
prepares students for education as a career. It does
not prepare the student for anything else. The
opportunities in education are there, but in other
areas the opportunities are limited and have to be
sought out. Examples of other types of careers are
Technical work at the SABC••• sound engineering and
recording ••• orchestra work, private teaching,
lecturing, playing in restaurants, but the private
teaching and restaurant work are not really career
opportunities but rather ways of making extra money.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
In fields such as Radio, TV, publishing, orches~ral
management, music therapy, administrative work in
performing arts councils, programming and broadcasting
in the SABC, librarianship, church music, music
retailing, education at university or schools there
are opportunities, although to what extent I'm not
sure. It looks extensive on paper but in reality it
is limited.
THE ISSUE OF GENERAL VERSUS SPECIFIC MUSICAL TRAINING (G3)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
It is important to keep everything you do in perspective. A
balance of all that makes up a musician is the
important thing. So, neither general ~or speclfic,
but rather it must depend on the aspirations and
priorities of the individual students.
2ND Y5AR STUDENT
The general courses at the College have fairly high
performance requirements and the performers courses
have fairly high requirements in areas other than
performance. The standards of competition for jobs is
so high that the top people have to sacrifice certain
areas to achieve on their instrument. The training
should be centererd around wnat the s~udent wan~s to
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general education in music or towards a specific goal,
say, orchestral playing. At College the education is
too much on the general side and this is a strong point
but it does not help one to get a job.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
To be a musician you must have a knowledge of many things.
I tend towards a general view of education in music. I
do not beleive that being specific broadens one's
knowledge sufficiently to be a musician. I ~hlnk that
you would be a poorer musician without a general
background even if you are a ve,'y good perfot'mer.- At
College the Education and Performers courses are too
specific. Other areas suffer because of ~his
specialisation. I think at College the most fulfilling
course is the general course.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
I view a general course as a course for one's own general
education and interest. People who do the general
course leave their career options open for longer than
if one were doing something more specific. The person
who goes for either may lose out in the opposite
area ••• if an orchestral musician does a general course
then they would have to sacrifice the general overview
and general knowledge in music and the one who goes for
the general course may lose out on the high level of
skills required for a performing career and in botn
cases the student would have to decide which is more
impbrtant. I would recommend that for someone who
wants to do something like being an orchestral musician
it is not really necessary to do a general training as
an orchestral musician would pick UP the knowleoge as
they go through their professional life. The College
is a compromise situaion. It is neither concen~rating
on the specific or the general.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF"MEMBER
This depends on what the student wants to achieve
career-wise. Both have their places. It is a status
symbol in South Africa to go to university. So it is
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connects them to their career choice. It is dangerous
to think that a degree or an education in music makes
for having a career••• does Ashkenasi have an ARSM? So
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THE LIMITATIONS ON CAREERS IN MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA OWING TO
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (G4)
FIRST YEAR STUDENT
Economically it starts off with the students. Some students
don't have enough money to go to university and
therefore miss out on possibilities for careers in
music. Politically••• I"m not sure.
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I think the political boycott among international performers
has not limited the career options but enhanced it.
Politically, the performers from abroad will not
perform here creating openings for local artists who
may not necessarily have made it. Economically, I
don't know, really.
SECOND-YEAR STUDENT
The only positive aspect of the economy and political
situation being weak is that it drives the foreigners
out of the country and gives more locals the
opportunity to get orchestral jobs. It causes a lot of
experts and specialist to leave the country so we are
losing good players and good teachers. The orchestras
are also losing the chance of getting good
international soloists to attract audiences to the
concerts.
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
I think it does owe to both. To go overseas and study and
to be South African means a big black mark against vour
name, politically. and it is consequently hard to ~e~
into conservatories overseas. One generally needs ~o
have studied abroad to get a decent career here so it
is a problem. I don't really know much about economic
problems.
EX-STUDENT, SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
From the point of view of teaching there might be the
problem of white teachers wanting to teach in black
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difficult. From an economic point of view the first
places for government cut-backs on expenditure in a
time of recession is education in the arts and the arts
in general. One would then find it more difficult to
get jobs. The limitations on careers in SA have
political roots from a cultural perspective. This
would be a social result of a political phenomenon in
that cultural isolatedness is a problem in this
country.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
It has to do with both. Economically: some teaching posts
at'e being done away with. It seems that it is cheaper
to run the music schools such as the Beau Soliel than
have music teachers in the schools. At university
posts are being frozen. It is cheaper to broadcast an
Opera rather than to stage one. Politically: if one
looks at the status quo it is essential that you are
an Afrikaner to make something in the arts such as
opera or broadcasting. These things are government
subsidised.
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ORCHESTRAL PROFESSION IN SOUTH AFRICA
(G5)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
There are opportunities here. There are leading orchestras
in this country that would accept any ,local plaver who
is good enough to play in that orchestra.
SECOND-YEAR STUDENT
Please see response to previous sub-issue
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
I have already mentioned that they are limited because of
the competition overseas. People from overseas have
been subject to a high level of compe.ition. Also they
have been bought up to learn to fight for wnat tney ge.
whereas in this country things are a bit too easv.
Also it is not that attractive for overseas musicians
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opportunities are being created for local musicians,
but often they do not come up to scratch.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
I don't know much about it although it doesn't seem to be
very open mainly because of the high standards and the
sense of competitiveness. There also seems to be a
slow turn-over of players and that limits the numbers
of jobs available.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF-MEMBER
Once again I'm not sure about outside Cape Town. I like to
believe that there has been a deliberate attempt to use
South African musicians. There seem to be mOre locals
in the orchestra now, but this may be both political
and economic because the players from abroad are not
getting attract~d here. Younger players may come and
live "dangerously" for a while. But in general they
are not being attracted.
THE EFFECT THAT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A TEACHER AND
STUDENT MAY HAVE ON THE CAREER OF THAT STUDENT (G6)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
There is an immens7 influence on this. Firstly the wav the
teachers teach the students ••• treating the student w1tn
respect and developing the student's s.rengths 1S one
way. The other is by crushing the stUdents ideals or
by not being realistic about what the ~tudent is
capable of doing and trying to make the student ce
something that they would not be very good at for the
sake of the teacher's reputation, and their taking
credit for what the s.udent achieves. Students have to
have individuality and talent otherwise they would no.
achieve the things that teachers take credit for. One
always has to have a good working relationship to
foster development. The teachers must share the1r
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1ST YEAR STUDENT
A very great effect. I have always had teachers who are
very concerned and supportive, making me feel
worthwhile, and spurring me on to eo better things.
There are other teachers who do not show the same
amount of support, and as a result students could
feel that they are "one of a crowd"; no-one special,
and I think that has an effect on one's confidence to
get somewhere.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
It depends on the individual teachers. The teacher mus. be
concerned with the career of the student and give
guidelines to the student. A teacher can make or break
a student and they should be sensitive to the students'
problems. They should also be "public-relations
officers" for the outside professional world. I think
in general that the staff at the College are ignoring
this issue. I have had a limited experience of
individual teachers mentioning this issue to me
personally, but in general I think it needs to be
looked at more closely.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
If the teacher is encouraging and with you all the way by
taking a great interest it can really affect one's
progress and therefore one's career. In my experience
if a teacher is not interested and not giving any
encouragement it can be destroying, even if you are
very good. I think it is essential that teachers
should give moral support and understanding to have a
positive effect on one's Career.
EX-STUDENT; SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
The attitude of the teacher would playa role in this. The
teacher should find out what the real strengths of .he
student are and send them in that direction. I found
at the College the attitude of "music
-for-its-own-sake" rather than encouragement in
thinking of careers. The exception is in the
educational course where from day one one is geared
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view of the staff that the function of a university is
to deal with careers of the students although there are
career guidance counsellors. I think that some sort of
career direction should be built into the curriculum as
a whole and this should be nurtured by the teachers.
This would save a lot of confusion and frustration on
behalf of the students.
The Faculty of Education had the purpose of moulding tne
prospective students into fitting into the school
situation. I was not very happy about being moulded in
that sense although I felt that they did a good joo of
preparing us for the new situation. The criticism I
have is that they do not show you how to love teaching.
It was based very much on the continuous assessment of
students in an attempt to give the student feedback on
how they fit into the teaching situation. I feel that
if they did not mould the students they would not be
able to fit into the system of education. They are
doing this to fit one into a prescribed
situation ••• codes of behaviour, things you are allowed
to say and things you are not allowed to say. I think
that a teacher should be able to relate what he is
doing to the larger social and political situation and
perhaps teachers should have more freedom. In this way
the teachers at the Faculty of Education do have an
effect on the-students and the way they carry out their
career, but not so much in making the choice of
career. They are perpetuating a situation which is
morally suspect, but the choice is still UP to the
student.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
On many occasions I have been able to create opportunities
for my students and this is a positive way that
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS
AT THE SACM IS EQUIPPING THE GRADUATES TO COPE WITH THE
PROFESSION (67)
1ST YEAR STUDENT
The BMus ED and the Librarians courses do "qualify" one to
do things but this does not necessarily mean that the
students are actually eqUipped to do the job. Being
qualified does not necessarily mean being equipped.
1ST YEAR STUDENT
Yes, I think so. There are other departments in the
country that probably don't, but the College seems to.
By looking at the standard of some of the fourth-year
students I know the standard is high, and they are
being equipped adequately.
2ND YEAR STUDENT
The College only really specialises in three fields:
teaching, opera and soloists. In the teaching side I
feel that they are well equipped as well as in opera
and to a limited extent the soloists (if they are cut
out to be soloists) will be fairly well equipped. But
in other areas there needs something to be done. As
far as orchestral playing is concerned nothing is done
to prepare the prospective orchestral musician to cope.
They do not give the student the opportunity to get
experience. I cannot understand why a music school
like this has no interest in orchestral playing. They
have a massive piano and opera department and nothing
in orchestral playing. They should do a lot to lmprove
this. The College needs someone in the form of a qood
teacher to attract students. Especially In the hiqher
strings•••• the backbone of the orchestra.
3RD YEAR STUDENT
In the Education side the people they are turning out are
very badly equipped •• ';:01' instance the,-e are piano
teachers going out into the schools who cannot play the
hymns for assembly. The emphasis is more on the
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their duty as musicians teaching music. They have
teaching skills and not musical skills. In the
performing side very few are leaving e~uipped to cope
with a performing career. Another reason for this is
that there are not that many opportunities in the
performing profession.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
Yes I think that it is. The teaching is good nere. There
is a problem in the students with lack of motiva_ion
and direction as to knowing what they want to do.
Students must e~uip themselves to a large extent. Good
students will be goad wherever they are.
THE ISSUE OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR PIANISTS (G8l
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT









I am not sure••• either to have a concert career or to be a
music teacher. The College seem to be providing the
right training for these careers. There are sice-line
things like accompanying and playing for oallet but
they are not really careers. In any case the College
are not addressing these things.
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
People say that there is no opportunity. I think that one
could J01n an opera company as a repetiteur. Also the
concert pianist, although One has to teach even if you
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SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
go abroad to study••• it is a very limited
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
Piano teachers, accompanists, orchestral pianists.
repetiteurs, ballet pianists, performing. People
must face the fact that opportunities are limited.
THE EFFECT THAT THE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FROM EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS HAS ON CAREERS FOR MUSICIANS IN SOUTH
AFRICA (G9)
SECOND-YEAR STUDENT
People who are underprivileged are limited by these
bursaries to have to follow careers in education rather
than in other areas that they may be interested in.
EX-STUDENT, MUSIC TEACHER
It has a most profound influence. I wanted to do performing
and if I had been able to fund it myself and decided to
go into teaching later on that would have felt better.
With the department funding it one feels bound to
making a career choice based on necessity rather than
real choice. With many students this must be the case
as money is in very short supply for "doing what you
want to do".
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I think that there is a problem with this. Students who
don't have the money to study are forced into doing
education if they want to stUdy music because there is
no other way of funding their studies.
FULL-TIME PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF MEMBER
I'm not sure what the situation is. There are private
foundations that provide fungs. I think the Education
Departments giving aid to students in return for
services in the department amounts to "selling one"s
soul" often, especially for poor students. But to be
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teaching for the department is not excessive, so it is
a way to do something if you do not have the means.
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
The CPA qive bursaries for people wanting to study music
education. If you want to study anything else but
education there are limited funds available.
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I think that it does have an effect. I have a good friend
~ho is doing everything in her pewer to give up her
bursary, because she wants to be a performer, but
can't afford it. She HAS to do Education, it has
become an obligation. They are affecting people's
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE - H - THE TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL
MUSICIANS
THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THERE IS ENOUGH EMPHASIS ON THE
TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS AS COMPARED TO
PIANISTS AT AN INSTITUTION (H1)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
At the College everyone has to study the piano even lT they
have not played the piano before. There is gUite an
emphasis on the piano. I think that studvinq the piano
has advantages in that one can visualise. for example,
pat"'t movement. etc., but it Should not interfere.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
No, there is not. I don't think it is entirely the fault of
the College, but that there are not enough children in
the schools who are interested in orchestral
instruments. This is because there are only piano
teachers in the schools. A lot of people get to
College having done piano, and if they are interested
in orchestral instruments at that stage, they do not
have the courage to start then. If the school
authorities made the effort to expose the children at
the schools to orchestral instuments, it would help.
There are not enough people who are intrested enough in
orchestral studies at College to justify a course in
it.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Definitely not. I see the lack of emphasis on orchestral
training as compared to that of ~he piano as a problem
at the College. Al~hough I in~andeo tc be an
orchestral musician, I received virtually no tuition
whatsoever as an orchestral musician at the College.
We had rather erratic rehearsals of the orcnestra
preparing one or two programm~s a year. They are
producing pianists who become piano teacners producing
a cycle of more and more pianists. Surely people would
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the country needs orchestral musicians more than they
need pianists.
The College do not keep the needs of the country in mind.
They seem to be mainly concerned to ac~uire very good
piano lecturers and making no effort to acquire
orchestral teachers or laying down gUidelines for
future orchestral musicians. I think the reasons for
this are that it has not really occurred to the College
exactly what it takes to train an orchestral
musician •••• such as the experience of ensemble through
chamber music. Only when I started playing
professionally with the CTSO did I realise this. The
coaching we had for ensemble at the College did not
give us the opportunity to 1~~rn guidelines and
techniques for playing ensemble ••• it was more a
.,,,estion of hacking through pieces and getting the
notes right; producing a "fairly reasonable
performance at the end".
I think, to sum up, that the ignorance of these aspects in
the staff at the College is the problem. They do not
seem to have the necessary training themselves. I
suggest that a course be run by someone who is
~ualified in terms of or~hestral training "and playing.
Also the College has the problem of not hav~ng enough
decent string players to form a core for a student
orchestra, and the reason for this 1S that they do not
have the string teachers. All the ins~rumentalists
would benefit from a string teacher of some note. Also
in the 7 years I spent at the College I was only
,'e~uired to play two orchestral e:<cerpts. No one eve"
realised the probability of my being an orches~rai
musician.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
At College there is a far greater ~mphasis on kevooard
studies. There are very few students who emerge as
fully e~uipped orchestral musicians. The College does
not provide experience for student orchestral
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the College. Somehow they have never been able to
attract string players. Some previous teachel's have
managed to a limited extent. The reason I think that
governs why this is so, is that the piano department
and the opera department have staff that attract the
students and this has lacked in the string department.
There is no shortage of prospective students. The
number of children who are crowding to study stringed
instruments is remarkable. The Beau Slaeil school has.
for example a long waiting list, and there just are
not enough teachers to teach these children. Iney
seem to be attracted to go to Stellenbosch as there is
an attractive situation there. Many people
historically do not have the respect for the orchestral
staff at the College as they do fOl' those at
Stellenbosch or other places.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
In my class at College, percentage-wise, there were about
two people who were orchestral musicians and·about
twenty pianists. This makes it very difficult for the
College to cater for the non-pianists. The emphasis
was on the piano, and you had to be able to play the
piano to cope. The problem is because of the number of
pianists the College have to cater for. This goes back
to the schools. They only teach piano in the schools,
and they create a vicious circle - a whole lot of
pianists graduate and go into the schools to teach and
produce pianists for the College to train to senO to
the schools. There is no orchestral instrument
teaching in the schools. I found that"at College we
had to spend a lot of time doing things that were not
really related to our instruments (the non-pianists);
also academic things - such as writing fugues - tnat
were taking up valuable time that could be spent on
practising.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL I~STRUMENT
Definitely not. The training of orchestral musicians 15 not
at all understood by the people involved at the
College. This is in terms of the syllaDus ano tne
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people. At College the emphasis is on the theoretical
subjects. Although musical theory is important, the
other campus subjects are a waste of time. They
interfere with the essential things like finding time
to put ensembles together and do chamber music. To do
this type of program one needs all instruments, so
this is the problem in emphasis. not so much the
piano. The training of piano is good here and I would
not criticise it. The syllabus and the examinations
are very much geared to pianists because they at'e the
strongest department. They overpower the other areas.
The leading people are the pianists and they dictate
how the exams should be. This gives the institution
the emphasis on the piano. Also the ima~e of the
profession is the problem. Often the clever people are
the ones who become orchestral players and in this
country those people go for more lucrative professions.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
Up until very recently there has been too much emphasis on
the training of pianists. It is very evident by the
very low standard of the UCT Symphony Orchestra. This
orchestra has to import players from Beau Soleil and
even the younger players from CAPAB just to continue
it's very existence. There have never been brass
players at College until Sean Kierman came to College.
I think there is the added problem in that students do
not really see a future in the orchestral profession.
My asking a prospective student of percussion what he
though he would be doing in four years time scared him
off - he is now studying Social Sciences. I think if I
hadn't asked him what his plans were. he would have
made a very good. keen student.
The improvement in the situatio~ I mentioned at College has
to do with the teachers who are teaching at College at
the moment, and I suspect that the newly appointeo
Dean will do good things, toa. One has to find a
highly- thought- of teacher to attract good key
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PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
From my experience there seems to be more emphasis on the
piano department. The reason for this seems to be the
availablity of students - more students who are
interested in the piano than in other areas enrol at
the College. The piano teachers at College may do
recruitment in the schools and this increases the
numbers of pianists. There should be a better balance
with the instrumental teachers going out to the schools
to help build instrumental programmes and ensembles.
THE ISSUE OF DIPLOMAS IN ORCHESTRAL PLAYING AND CONDUCTING
(HZ)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I don't think that the choice of things one can do here is
very wide. To do a course in orchestral playing would
be a good thing. I'm not sure why they don't offer
these courses ••• perhaps because they may think that too
few people that would do them. I think that the
College only offer what they think people will go for
and I think this is wrong. Conducting applies, too.
One should be able to concentrate on one thing ••• like
if you want to be a conductor you should be able to
specialise in that thing that you are good at.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
That would be a good idea. I think that making the schools
aware that there is a course such as this at the
University is important. It should be 'advertised.
There should be enough people who are interested in
this. There is a bit of a problem with the snobishness
attached to degrees as opposed to dIPlomas. If you
want to play in an orchestra a degree would be of no
use - orchestras are just interested in auditions. If
people are concerned with having degrees, then one
could perhaps to any degree ~ourse wnich shoulo include
enough in chamber music and orchestral excerpts. and
other related things that would be valuable for
orchestral musicians. I think that orchestral traIning
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
People who want to become orchestral musicians should be
given the opportunity to do actual courses in this
field and be evaluated as such. If one is at
university the activities that you do that are not
evaluated and marked do not get the same attention as
those that are. So orchestral studies that are not
part of a fixed curriculum working towards a diploma or
degree are a waste of time. Learning to be a soloist,
which is what the College advocates, is such a
different approach to playing one's instrument with
many other people at once. I can't think of reasons
why there are not any courses•••• mavbe the staff are
too apathetic to introduce new courses.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Offering these diplomas would be a good thing because there
are many players who do not want to become soloists and
many do not have the temparament to be soloists. The
choice should be there. There might be a problem with
the College offering diplomas whereas students are more
interested in degrees as degrees have a higher status
value.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I don't know whether it would work because of the small
numbers of students at College. Also, everybody wants
a proper degree, they don't want just a diploma. I
think this is so that they can teach i~ they have to.
A diploma is frowned upon because it is not a proper
degree; people attach a lot of importance to degrees,
also teaching in the government schools without a
degree means a lower salary than if yOU have one.
There is also a stigma attached to diplomas. People
look down on those who have diplomas and not degrees.
Orchestral playing is a matter of playing in an
orchestra; there is no othe~ way.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
This particular respondent responded ~o this issue OV
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diploma designed for the SACH.
found in Appendix XII).
(This proposal can be
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
To my way of thinking, if someone came to me and asked to
be given the training to become an orchestral player,
I would suggest the BMus Practical. I wouldn't
necessarily need to call it an orchestral diploma. The
teachers involved must cover the necessary repertoire
and technique to prepare students for the orchestral
profession.
As far as introducing.a diploma course - this would
comprise the BMus practical courSe with much less
academic work. I think that probably more people would
apply to do this course. There are many people out
there who are scared to apply to come to College
because of the high academic requirements.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
It sounds like one is looking at the comparison between the
general university type training and that of the
conservatory. I think that the universities should be
providing orchestral training. I would offer an
orchestral course in a university in which a conductor
would read through important repertoire with all the
students present; even if there are ten flutes and not
enough strings. They could play each.other's parts.
etc. This is for the repertoire and for the read1ng
skills, and giving them experience of. the symphonic
literature and in playing in ensembles. The other
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THE ISSUE OF THE STANDARD AND CONTENT OF STRING SYLLABI
iH3)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I don't know about this. It seems that the emphasis on the
piano interferes with the standards of string players.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I didn't know that there was a syllabus - there were so few
students. The syllabus is probably alright, but it is
a case of how they cover it. If you get a brilllant
student, it would not matter what the syllaous is
like, it would matter if it were well taught.
Depending on the teacher, one mayor may not have to
do orchestral excerpts. I think that this goes back
again to the number of students studying stringed
instruments, which takes me back to the point about
the schools. There is no competitiveness for getting
into College if you come to College they say
"Thank-you for 'coming". The standard would be highet'
if there was a sense of competition.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The only thing that the syllabus at College entailed was
that we did one technical test per year. I think for
exam purposes that one test a year sufficed - one
could have had more informal technical tests in tne
year. The point is that one should constantly be
doing technical work - from week to week. The content
of the syllabus was a problem, we could have had to do
more studies, etc. As far as studies and pieces wet'e
concerned, we had a 5yllabus. but i~ was net carrlea
ou~ very well. As far as s~anoaras go. it is
difficult: the students start at College at such
diverse levels. If one goes into a mator- conservatory
overseas, it is very difficult to get in. At College
it is very easy. It is a problem of setting stanoards
to meet with what you've got. I think it 1S mainly
because there is no competition. COffiPetitlon is
something that improves standards by being in close
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the better students. One cannot set standaras
artificially, the standards have to relate to the
people involved. For example, in the piano department
the people are there, and the competition is there,
so the standards can be raisea.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I'm not really qualified to say anything about string
syllabi. The college, I know, do not do much about
strings in general. As far as any orchestral syllabi
are concerned I think that technical tests should be
much more frequent, of a higher standard and more
emphasised. Students should have to prove their
technical ability. The incentive ~o 00 these ~hin~s
should also come from a rigidly structured syllabus and
exam marking system. There should be a greater
emphasis on orchestral repertoire and one should even
have to do certain excerpts by memory. These are the
tools of your trade and as an auditioning musician this
is what will be required. Also the point about
ensemble playing I made earlier. Actual coaching in
ensemble is important.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The College does not expect as strict and rigorous a
grounding in the string ethic as is necessary.
Pianists at the College have rigourous technical tests
but not the violinists. There is not enough emphasis,
as I have said, on the technical standard at the
College. In comparison wi th those who have come f,'om
other departments such as Pretoria the standards are
definitely low.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I don't know enough about the string syllabus but the
problem is that they do not play enough in groups. The
College does not seem to turn out results tna~ are
worthy of a college. The ~hing about strings is tha~
the syllabus content is very similar in the violin and
the other string players. Most string players come to
College with a reasonable amount of background ano
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sufficiently in the standard of playing to join
orchestras.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I can't say that I have come in touch with this at all. ,I
would rather not comment.
THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF STRING TEACHING IN SOUTH AFRICA
(H4l
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I don't really know about string teaching.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It is not only the string teaching, but all orchestral
teaching. One must go back to the roots ••• school
children should be exposed to music at an early age,
and teaching young children solfege would be useful.
Sport should not be the overriding activity at the
school level. -One needs to find a pool of interested
children to draw on. Then the children should be given
a very sound basic technique. To upgrade teaching in
general I feel that more emphasis should be placed on
technique. Any number of people are talented but this
talent needs to be chanelled into disciplined work in
techni~ue. Maybe more master-classes would bring the
teachers into the open ••• people would then see what
they are doing. They would need to upgrade their
standards if they were more exposed. Also teachers are
generally not regarded as having sufficient status in
society. This is a problem.
EX-STUDENT; ORChESTRAL P~AiER
I don't really know. It seems to be not so good in Cape
Town but better in Stellenbosch. Not bein~ a string
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The problem in string training cannot be asigned to only the
standard of string teaching. There are many sides to
the problem. There is a problem with students. The
teachers and teaching can be pushed only so far, but
the students are how they are.
The lack of good string players being produced is to do with
a vicious circle - we don't have enough violinists who
graduate to go out and teach and produce more
violinists.
There is also the idea that the College has of having to
find a good teacher to attract students. bu~ you will
never draw a good teacher if there are no students.
One has to start at the pre-primary level in schools to fi:<
this problem of a lack o~ good string playes.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that the standard differs very much between
teachers. Some teachers seem to extremely good at
putting out good students and others have been less
successful. It is hard for me to say why I think this
is the case.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
At College they spent a lot of money on a teacher who has
now left. He was not of the artist level that the
College re~uires. r think generally ~he levels are
good, but it is a ~uestion of the individual teacher.
It is also a case of young people being realistic about
being musicians - they WQuld pt~eTer to ~arn mor~ money
by being accountant3, lawyers or engineers. 4t has ~=
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THE VALIDITY OF ORCHESTRAL EXCERPTS ON AUDIO-TAPE AS AN AID
TO TRAINING OF ORCHESTRAL MUSICIANS (H5l
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
It would be good to hear how various people do the same
thing. It would also give one ideas, but one should
decide how one wants to do it before listening because
it should not be a way to copy other people's styles.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
A very good idea These tapes could be used by way of using
them as a basis of comparison. The student could have
three recordings of the same excerpt and they could be
studied from a comparative point of view. The danger
here is copying or "parroting".
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It is not really necessary. If one is going to audition
than one should have heard the recordings of the works.
I don't believe that this is the answer.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It would work if the student had played the excerpt and then
heard it in the context of the piece that it comes
from. An excerpt sounds ~uite different when one does
not know what the context is. All we got at College
was a list of excerpts and no listening. There should
be more time spent listening.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It is a wonderful idea. One learns so much from hearing
these excerpts in context. So often as an orchestral
player one has to Qr:ctise one's part without knowinQ
what the overall context is and even if you have
practised, sometimes it sounds so different when you
play in the orchestra you can hardly play the part. We
did not have this sort of t~ings at College. In fact,
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PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHETSRAL INSTRUMENT
I would prefer for the student to hear the full orchestral
context, and then put their particular part into that;
rather than have parts taken totally out of context.
It often means nothing to hear excerpts on their own.
Something that I try to teach is "why are you playing
what you are playing?" You don't just aimlessly play
"over here you must I isten to the horns. and ove,' he,'e
you must listen to the trumpet", etc.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
Use of tape is a good tool. In addition to each student
having their individual lessons. they should have an
additional lesson together with all the other players
of their particular instrument, and have a sort of a
master class that could last at least two hours.
During this time they could hear the great
interpretations of the solos in the great symphonies,
and to get to know the repe~toire on the whole. It
would also be .impot"tant for them to have copies of the
music to follow and see the frequent differences in
what is printed to what you should actually hear. The
next thing is for them to learn to play the difficult
excerpts and even tape them so that they can hear
themselves.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I believe that it is a good aid to study, but I think that
what is more important is to make the people play' these
things themselves. Only when they reach a certain
standard could they widen their horizons by listening
to other people doing the same things.
THE VALUE OF MOCK ORCHESTRAL AUDITIONS (H6)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I think it is a good idea. It would get people to practise.
and the standard would improve. It would give s_udents
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Also a very good idea. The first audition I did came as a
great shock. I did not know what to expect, and of
course I did not get the job. I don't see why this
should not be introduced.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
That is what an exam should be; playing an accompanied
piece, orchest,'al exce,'pts, and sight-,·eadIng. The"e
should be more emphasis on the orchestral work in exams
at College.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that should be part of your training. Everyone
could get together onCe a week and sight-read excerpts
and play for each other. This would make people get
used to playing in front of people.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
In some countries there is a very big "audition circuit"
where people do fifty to seventy-five auditions before
they get a job. Having done mock auditions before this
sort of experience is probably a very good idea. In
our context it is not so much for this reason, bu. it
is a good way of making comparisons between people.
The person in the position of doing the evaluatIon
could tell the musicians from the non-musicians. Also,
I feel that there should be more than just orchestral
excerpts in these auditions. Scales. sight-readIng,
concerti, etc.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
Absolutely. This could be integrated into my master-class
sugges~ion~ so that they can learn ~a play tr.ese
auditions for each other, and learn from eacn other.
The other students could even write down comments that
could be useful to the particular person wno has
performed that day. In thl. way they come prepared.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I feel that the final examination of a diploma course shoula
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That is in ~act what the student is being prepared to
do••• pass auditions. I~ they pass this audtion then
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THE USEFULNESS OF HAVING SEPARATE OPERA AND SYMPHONIC
COURSES FOR ORCHESTRAL PLAYERS (H7)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I don't really know. It would probably be more difficult to
play in an opera orchestra because you cannot see the
stage. The conductor is following what is going on on
stage so one would have to be more aware. I think that
one should have experience in both.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that the two have special problems, but not having
played opera I am not sure about i~. The basic thing
is the techni~ue, though. If one has this technique
and facility then you should be able to cope with both.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
One would not really know at student level what sort of
orchestra one would end up in so I don't think it is
such a good idea. Playing in an orchestra can end up
like a trade like typing ••• if you can type letters it
doesn"t matter what kind of letter that you write or
what the content of the letter is as long as you do it
accurately. The ideal situation would be that the
students do a course in which fifty percent of the work
is symphonic and the other half is operatic so that
they can do both, but to have separate specialist
courses would be unnecessary.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
No. One never knows what sort of orchestra you will end u~
working in. Peo~le in opera orchestras play sympnonic
concerts and those who play In the symphony orchestras
often are needed for opera. You go where there i=- a
vacancy. The ideal is to do bath, with an ~m~hasis on
symphonic, because opera is ~eally mostly
accompanimen", and symphon~c music is more aemandlnQ.
There is also ballet which can be very difficult. The
orchestral players at College should be playing in the
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I see no need for this. If you do just one, you lack the
other. There are few orchestral players who ever stick
with one or the other type of playing in their
professional lives. Opera players often play in
symphony concerts and the other way around, too.
Players do not know what sort of jod they will ge••
The training should cover both so that the player has
the option.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
No. I don't think that anyone is going to graduate from a
programme and be able to choose. They may end up,
like myself, in an opera orchestra, because tnere
were no other jobs available at the time. and I would
have hated not to have been able to take this job if I
could only play in.symphony orchestras.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that you should be a well rounded musician. You
should be able to play in different types of media.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I don't see any basic difference. One is never sure where
one will get a job ••• whether in a.symphony orches.ra or
an opera or one that does both. There is no orchestra
that does not do both at some time. One cannot close
one's mind to playing one or another. Many symphonic
orchestral players improve their earnings by helPIng
out at the opera.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ORCHESTRAL SYLLABI COVERING THE
REPERTOIRE THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
(HS)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I don"t think it is essential to-know all about it. If you
want to know about it you can look it up in the
library. It shouldn"t be an essential thing although
you should have some idea. If you play these pieces in
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The repertoire should deal with the standard orchestral.
repertoire that is played by the symphony orchestras.
It must equip the prospective players with the tools of
being a standard orchestral player.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It should be broad. Each stylistic period requires a
diffet'ent type of appt'oach to playing, mental app,'oach
and reading styles. One should be able to cope wlth
all styles. I think that possibly the stress on
contemporary music dUt'ing training of ot'chestral
musicians would facilitate general reading of all
music, whether they are orchestral or other works.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It depends on what instrument you play. As a clarinetist it
would be senseless to do much Baroque music. It should
cover the full spectt'um of the standard orchestral
repertoire, including the twentieth century styles.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This is very important. One must cover all the different
styles. It is all part of building up your repertoire
and other matters of style. I would even SUQQest that
there should be a special course for the playing of
Mozart's music as it is the most difficult!
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
This is a very valid point. I don't think there snould be
any specific emphasis on any type of music. It is
important to know differences in style, and EQual
importance could be given to each style so that
students would get to know these differences.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that this could be included in the repertoire
orchestra. There should be emphasis on the "chestnuts"
- the standard repertoire; Tchaikovsky's Sixth
Symphony, Sibelius' First Symphony: on and on. The
more contemporary music could be studied in tne
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PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
There are two important things ••• technical difficulties must
be overcome and problems of understanding style. These
are the two major issues. By doing a good cross
section of the history of orchestral music have the
opportunity to get to know the differing styles. Often
it is more important to play one's parts to a degree
that style is innate and not up to the conductor to
help everyone with the style of a piece.
THE ISSUE OF "LOCAL CONTENT" IN OUR ORCHESTRAS (H9)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
It seems that people from "overseas· get preference when it
comes to getting a place in an orchestra'. Just because
they were trained in England the orchestra managements
think that they will make better orchestral players.
Usually second rate musicians who cannot make it in
their own countries come over here and take advantage
of this ·overseas· syndrome. There should be unbiased
auditions. Where one has been trained should have no
bearing on the result of the auditon. The audition
should consist only of hearing the person play and a
decision should be made on that basis.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Students who qualify at the College face fierce compe~ition
from "overseas II artists who for some reason have a
certain amount of glamour attatched to them just
because they come from outside of SA. Preference is
usually given to PEople who a,'e t,'ained ao r-oad , The
selection for orchestral pasts is biased in tnis way.
AUditioning takes place by tape recordings sen~ from
OVerseas and this is an unfair way of doing auditions.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The local percentage is on the increase. I think the number
of good SA orchestral players in increasing and I
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One must appreciate the attitude of orchestral managements
in that players from abroad are likely to be of a
higher standard and to have had the benefit of
orchestral experience, which is very difficult for a
young South African to come by. I don't really think
that the lower numbers of overseas players is to do
with the political situation making coming to South
Africa un-attractive••• rathe.' the growing numOe"s of
local players. I don't think the College can accept
much responsibility for this improved position. I feel
that it should be a priority of the College to train
orchestral musicians. If the College dealt with the
issues of orchestral musicians the local content of the
orchestras would increase even more. Orchestral
playing seems to be an incidental feature ra~her than
an essential feature of the training of musicians.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think it is the same problem we discussed about the
schools. I don't think that "overseas" players are
generally better, but we have a shortage of people who
are actually interested. There are more people
overseas who are interested in being orchestral
musicians; the competition is higher there, but it
doesn't mean that the quality is any different. There
is the problem that many good instrumentalists 80
overseas to study and don't come back.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
The majority of orchestral players in this country are
imported from overseas. This goes back to my previous
point about the teaching of music in the schools.
There is no interest in orchestral instruments in the
schools.. There at"e, therefore, fewer peep Ie who t"S!'ach
the required standaro to stUdy orches~ral instruments
at College.
There is very little orchestral training at the University
considering there is no consistent orchestra. The
College do not do enough ensemole work to prepare the
students for orchestral jobs. Another problem is that
most of the good players go to study overseas and don't
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players.
people to
A further point is that
be soloists rather than
the College trains
orchestral players.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
It goes back to when one is about eight or nine years old;
when you begin your instrument. There is not that
emphasis here in the education department in wlnds and
strings. For- e:<amp Ie, in America, when chi Id.'en are
in about standard two, they get given instrumentz
similar to recorders to play and if they show ability,
they go to real orchestral instruments. They then go
through their whole school training with music (also
ensembles) as part of thei., cur-rt cu rum, Here the.'e
seem to be many military bands in the schools. but not
much else. It is great that at places like Beau Soliel
thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds are starting their
instruments, but it should be like this allover the
country. There is always a waiting list for these
programmes.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think it is attributable to actual experience of playing
in orchestras. Someone who comes from the 'States or
Europe will have had many more opportunities to play,
first of all, the music they are interested in
playing, and other kind of music- like jazz. This
would give someone a broad background which is
important. If I compare myself with someone who was
trained here, they have a relatively narrow experience
- one can hear that straight away in someone's playing.
There are more opportunities to hear great concerts in
other places; this is important too. One can learn
from almost anyone. Students should take the
opportunity to listen to the ~ood and not-so-goad
players who come to perform in Cape Town and let this
rub off onto them.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
The orchestras are nearly 95% overseas people because we DO
not have the people with the necessary skills here. It
is not a question of a lack of talent, it is a matter
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this country the problems are that of the low image of
the profession, not having the right syllabus, and a
matter of the teaching system. At the moment we are
having to import musicians at great expense and it
would not be necessary to do this is we could provide
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THE ISSUE OF WHETHER ORCHESTRAL TRAINING SHOULD TAKE PLACE
AT A UNIVERSITY OR RATHER AT A CONSERVATORY OR
TECHNIKON (H10)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
It depends on the teachers and not on the institution. It
doesn't matter what it is called. Fancy names mean
nothing.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
In Europe the conservatories deal with this orcnestral
training and put an emphasis on the practical aspect 0+
studying music but in South Africa the main centres are
too isolated for a system of conservatorles to work.
Also the number of students that could be accommodated
would prohibit this.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It would be wonderful if there was just one place in the
country that had an orchestral course. This would work
if people would be prepared to travel far from home to
study there - I don't think they would be. I think
that there are too few students at the universities to
make orchestral courses work. You can train a person
musically, but they need orchestral experience, and
you need numbers to get ensembles together. Things
like the National Youth Orchestra courses are far more
useful towards that end.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I don't really know the difference between the two. I don't
see the need to have a particular name for something as
long as they do what they do well.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I don't think it really matters. People come out of
universities with degrees that are higher than those
who come out of a technikon. -This person wlth a higher
degree may still not be able to play sufficiently well
to get an orchestral job. The important ,hinq is that
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they usually give a very solid training, but whether
you have a degree or not does not matter to getting a
job.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that it doesn't really matter, but in my
experience, I had to make the choice of going to a
conservatory or a university. After asking the expert
advice of a concert ~ianist, I decided to go to the
Unive,'sity of Southet'n Califot"nia to get a general
knowledge, rather than isolated music studies - to
include the arts and sciences. I thought I could get
just as good an education and training by going to the
university, but it was important to me that they had a
good department and faculty that suited my needs.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
It does not matter what you call a place as long as it has
the right teachers and the right syllabus. The College
is a little too mu~h like the university situation and
there is not enough emphasis on the practical aspects
of things such as orchestral training. What I suggest
is that we have a "conservatoire branch" of the
university to cope with this_ There is a definite
need for it but there is a problem in getting enough
people to enroll, and whether the word Conservatory or
Diploma would put people off. They may want degrees.
rather. I have the experience of there being a person
with a masters degree in an orchestral instrument who
was not good enough to join the orchestra. That person
would not have passed my proposed diploma.
THE FEASIBILITY OF ORCHESTRAL LITERATURE COURSES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS CO-DRDINATED WITH AN ESTABLISHED
PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRA (Hl1)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
It would be a good thing_
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It is a valid idea. The ColleQe should provide the
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courses compulsory/enforced. I mean by this that it
should be an examinable subject. One thing that has
been suggested is that orchestral students would play
at rehearsals of a professional orchestra, but I don't
think that this would work as resentment would result
in the full-time professional members because it would
be at the expense of their professional time, attention
and security at these rehearsals. It must be done in
conjunction with a College orchestra with a
well-motivated/well paid conductor with s~ring
experience.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It would be a very valuable exercise. If one offered an
orchestral diploma it would be a ques.ion of the
students attending rehearsals of the professional
orchestras and connect that to the work that they dO at
their practical lessons. They could offer a critical
look at the orchestra and the way it is handling the
repertoire.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
That would be a very good idea. At College we only did
literature in the History classes, but it was mainly
vocal and keyboard music. As a clarinetist, I spent a
whole year having to study the music of the Baroque,
which I never even play, this seemed a waste of time.
It would be a good idea to study the pieces that the
local symphony orchestra are going to play; the
background to the piece, the particular difficulties
of the work, and listen to the whole work and even
attend a rehearsal or two. This is still not the same
as getting the experience of glaying in an orchestra.
it would be mainly of literary value.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAyER
I don't think this is as important as technique and
experience.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
This sound like a fantastic idea if you could get over the
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will always be someone who will say that there isn't
enough money.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that's a good idea. I would offer something like
·performance forum" where visiting conductors,
players, researchers, teachers, etc would be invited
to talk with students about their experiences in
interpretation of the great orchestral works. I still
think that playing through the standard orchestral
repertoire is more important.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL "INSTRUMENT
In Germany they are not too concerned with that. There are
orchestras in the institutions and the students work
their way up the ranks and are given much opportunity
to play through the repertoire and the literature.
Often students can be used as extras with the
orchestras and even have a semi-permanent place in one
of the orchestras.
THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING ORCHESTRAL BURSARIES FOR
ORCHESTRAL STUDENTS TO GAIN EXPERIENCE AND REPERTOIRE
(H12l
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
There are generally not enough bursaries for music students
let alone for orchestral musicians. I think that the
powers that be don't really think about music. The
College is so far away from the rest of'campus. If you
look at booklets on financial assistance there is
nothing for music.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
A very good idea, but it is more important to provide the
students with a better background than 1S being
prOVided at present. Without this they would not
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Bringing students into a cadetship without their really
being prepared for it (technically) is a problem. The
students would have to be of a certain standard before
they could do that. I think bursaries could be given
to good students who show potential to study for a few
years before joining as a cadet. The system that CAPAS
uses is quite a good one. I think that UCT should
provide the bursaries for students but they need the
teachers for this before anything can be done. These
teachers need to be there on a full-time basis.
Especially, it needs a dynamic leader with the right
temparament in the field to attract students.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This is a good thing, but the College do not like it if you
miss lectures to go and play in the orchestra. I think
that there are only string bursaries, but it is a good
thing.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that it is a very good thing here in South Africa.
Overseas there are enough players' to create a sense of
competition and they pick the top players for the
orchestras. Here, because we don't really get the
right sort of training at university, there is a big
gap in our experience so the only way we can really get
experience in is a job. It may be that We are not
quite good enough for the job, but it gives the people
the opportunity to grow into the profession.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think they are a terrific idea. and I think they work.
These students are proviaed with fInance fo'- tneIr
studies and then have to work for tne saId orcnes~ra
for as long as the grant lasted. This only ,-eally
applies to string players and these players study with
the leader of the orchestra. I don't think the College
has anything to do with this ~ CAPAB are funding this.
The CTSO once sent someone abroad to study on a
bursary, but this person never came back. This is a
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bursaries are easy to get, but it seems, in my
experience of percussion, that some sort of
arrangement could be made through the orchestras to
help these students by way of loans, etc.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I think that's very helpful. It gives them the opportunity
to get to know the literature, the life of the
orchestral musician and is an opportunity that they
would not have had normally because there are nostrinq
programmes at the universities.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I have mentioned this in the previous question. The
opportunity to play in orchestras 1S often more
important than the bursary as they would be paid the
normal extt"a rates. BW'saries could and should be
there to help students buy instruments, or even the
government should provide the institutions with
instruments which can be used or bought by the students
on a low interest basis.
THE FEASIBILITY OF A RESIDENT STRING QUARTET AT THE SACM
(H13)
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
I think a quartet of students would be a good idea. It
would give them ensemble practise and give them a small
idea of what it would be like to play in an orchestra.
There would be no practical sense in having a staff
quartet that people just sat and listened to.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
They could perform and teacn, glve cnamoer-musi= courses.
etc. The most important thing, though, is the teach1ng
because the students already have many opportunities to
listen to good performances. On the performing side
I'm not sure whether the existence of a str1nQ Quartet
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This would be the ideal situation. The string quartet is
extremely vital as a starting point to a College
situation. It used to be like that at the College and
it worked. On a regular basis they provided chamber
concerts and did their individual teaching and
performed individually. This did a lot to inspire the
students. I think that when CAPAS started, the players
were paid to do tours and the focus - instead of being
"in-house" at the College - was on mak ing e,<t,'a money
outside.
The staff at the College got to a stage wnen they stopped
playing extra concerts without being paid and this
Il p r o f e s s i on a l i s m" was the beginning o.f a lI r o t " that: set
in. The general feeling became that of only doing a
minimum amount of actual teaching activities and only
doing other things for extra money. So, historically,
the attitude of the teachers has deteriorated. I think
that teaching contracts must include the requirements
that the staff are to perform solo, do chamber
recitals, and not be allowed to do outside professional
engagements that disrupt the time table in any way.
Staff are given vacations and sabbatical in abundance
to fit in these things.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
It is difficult to say, not being a string player. It
depends very much on who you get to play in the
~uartet. The players would have to be good enough to
attract good students. The right v i o Lin teacher at
College would do more good. Also I think that there
would not really be much work for a quartet at this
stage - it is more important to bUlla UP tne stUdent
numoers, and when the demand inct·eases" i;hen mayce a
string quartet.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
I think that students playing in
than the staff. I think you
student groups as possible.
groups is more lmportant
should encouI'age as many
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you do something yourself rather than listening to
other people doing it.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
If this means that a group of staff members - teachers - in
the string department would get together and play in a
string quartet, it does seem like good idea, but I
wonder quite how practical it would be because of the
time involved, and whether there would be the finance.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
In my experience, a resident quartet or trio's duties would
be to go out and bring students in. It is a question
of money - funding such a group. It all goes back to
the primary schools so that there is something to draw
on - it would be a little premature to have such a
group. The money and energy could be spent on school
programmes that go back to the primary school.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF-ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
I feel string quartets that comprise students who compete to
be the "resident" string quartet would be more
beneficial than a "staff" string quartet. But there
should be sufficiently qualified people to teach in
this area. The idea is an American idea. String
teachers who are already at an institution form
quartets to perform and to show students how it is
done, but I stress that this activity should be based
on teaching and not on the promotion of the prestige of
the instituion. This is superfluous.
THE NEED FOR AN
AS WELL AS
PROGRAMME
OUTSTANDING STRING PEDAGOGUE AND PERFORMER
A CHARISMATIC CONDUCTOR IN AN ORCHESTRAL
(H14i
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
One does need a conductor with a bit 0": e",",rgy ••• what goes
in will come out of an or~~,",stra. It is important thac
the head of an o.'<::hestral p.'ogramme should be
interested in what he does and have experience on his
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EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
Absolutely vital. It may not solve the problem, but it
would help. This string teacher would have to have
more than just good teaching ••• an attractive
personality and a way of working with young players is
essential. Also an understanding of the history of the
problem at the College, as well as abilty to perform.
I also feel that the previous Dean has done remarkable
damage to this issue. It is symptomatic of the College
that teachers can be destroyed by what 1S said by other
staff and the students. It is a dangerous situation
for any teacher that may be a little different.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
One of the most primary basic needs. A teacher with a
magnetic personality and outstanding string abilities.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This is the most important thing about attracting students
to the College. You have to compete with the other
universities. I think that there should be different
conductors for every concert. That way you don't get
stuck with someone that nobody likes. It keeps the
students awake. The advantage of having a resident
conductor would be that he would get to know that
particular groups strengths and weaknesses and would be
able to train and coach them. Guest conductors would
not be able to do this. The right quality for a
conductor would be that he really knows what he is
doing. The students will know if he doesn't.
EX-STUDENT; ORCHESTRAL PLAYER
This is so important. The person in that Positlon ~ust oe
widely experienceD. It prooably 1S tne mas" impor.ant
aspect of an orchestral programme - that the head of
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PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
The person who headed an orchestral programme should be a
. conductor. It is more important that this person is
first and foremost a conductor rather than a string
player. This would ensure that this person would have
a better overall view of the instruments.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
Absolutely. If he could conduct that would also be a bonus.
This conductor would not necessarily have to be a
string player. The important thing is that there are
big ensembles to play the repertoire.
PART-TIME TEACHER OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT
A charismatic conductor is the most important. There must
be one person who really knows about orchestral playing
and this person would normally be a string player as
the bulk of the orchestra is the string body. The wind
players have more individual problems. Good performers
.are not necessarily good teachers and I think I would
opt for the good teacher. However in Cape Town I feel
that the need for a good performer lies in that the
students do not have that much opportunity to hear good
performers. This could be done by bringing in the
great artists to do master classes. I don't think that
the College should be responsible.for hiring a good
performer, though. These are often in town and they
can be employed on an ad-hoc basis. It is essential
that someone who has been a good orchestral player is
doing the teaching. Good solo performers often have no
experience in the orchestral profession and would not
be in a position to teach orchestral students. People
must learn that to be a solo performer is not superior
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE I - THE CONCEPT OF THE UNIVERSITY
MUSIC DEPARTMENT AS OPPOSED TO THAT OF THE CONSERVATORY
THE ISSUE OF THE DEFINITION OF A CONSERVATORY AND THAT OF A
MUSIC DEPARTMENT ( I 1 )
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
It is a case of the conservatory being a practical
institution - nat so academic. Such an institution
would include mare chamber music and a lot of time to
practise. A university has an academic appt'oach to
music with a lot of theory behind it. I think that
College is more a university than conservatory. I
didn't came to College to learn History or Harmony or
Form, I just came for the instrumental tuition.
An example of a conservatory situation would be that you'd
have fewer theoretical subjects, more time to practise
and a greater number of orchestral instruments offero:d
- a balance••• more emphasis an performing and less on
SUbjects such as Aural in which the standards are very
low; ie the emphasis would be on proportionate time
given to practical versus academic work.
Alth?ugh I think the College is mare of a university
department, I don't think it is meeting the
requirements of the idea of a university; the
standards are too low especially in Aural.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
The College does not fit into the definition of either.
althou~h it is more in the line of a conservatorv. A
conservatory has an emphasls on practlcal tUltion
working towards diplomas and higher diplomas in the
practical sphere, including Aural, History of MUS1C.
etc••• a general musical UPbringing. The music
department concentrates on the academic work and there
does nat necessary have to be a practical part of the
curriculum. It may be linked to a Faculty of Ar;s or
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approach. The practical course could be and should be
included but the emphasis should be on the
musicological side. The way the courses are structured
at College show it is more a conservatory.
As far as one institution dealing with both aspects is
concerned, I feel it should be separated; things are
too diverse. A music department should be very small
with carefully selected candidates, not just a wide
selection of people selected on practical ability. It
seems that at the College this is the case. If there
were separate institutions, a mixture of two and no
real strength in either area would be avoided. This 1S
a problem at the College. When I went to a British
University they were reluctant to accept me for a
degree course because I came from the College and I had
to catch up a lot. The College has progressed a lot
and some of the lecturers are treating these areas with
a little more care.
As far as what you call an institution; I think it is
important. I think that academic credit for practical
activities is not due. At the practical level one
should be working towards the diploma rather than the
degree.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL STAFF
A conservatory is set up to train performers whether they
are orchestral players, solo preformers or private
teachers.
The role of the university music department is to provide
training for other career opportunities.
The College needs to look long and hard as to where it is
going and what its aims are. I believe that the
College is essentially a conservatory. The College is
a conservatory because it is "training performers - the
emphasis is on training people for performance, and
although there are people in education programmes, they
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There has to be a broader approach; one has to think in
terms o~ people being interested in and knowledgeable
about music, not necessarily 9ualified to walk out on
to the stage and perform. The important thing is that
there are people who are interested in music who do not
want to perform••• so what do you do with these people?
A lot o~ people are being sent away from College
because they are not of a standard to perform. Career
oriented degree programmes in music - outside of
performing - should be introduced. This will get the
school of music through ~inancial dif~iculties; for
example, a BMus degree in sound engineering would
interest the music industry in investing money in the
students or the programme. Inese s~udents would have
to be musically trained with fine ears and a knowlege
of music.
In South Africa we miss a concept of music as a subject of
many facpts ••• not just performing. For example; 1n
the 'States there is a thing called the "string
developement programme" where kids who aloe not good
enough to be performers are trained to be "string
developers". They go out into the public schools and
develop programmes in string playing. They hire string
teachers to come into the schools and start classes in
string activities preparing the children for youth
orchestras, etc; preparing them for a possible course
of music education. What is being developed is the
"concept" rather than the teaching itself.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF ACADEMIC STAFF
If we were to carryon in tne so-called 'IEuropean ll
tradition, without br1nging in e~hnic factors at all.
the Conservatory is dealing with the practical trainlng
of musicians and the University Department witn
intellectual training of musicians. This is very
broadly put, and the two overlap. Here at UCT. the
College of Music could become a separa~e entity giving
its own diplomas. It would be serviced by memoers of
staf~ in the academic side and vice versa. For
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as a BMus student in musicology, then we would
stipulate the requirement that they would not be able
to enter the fourth year without satisfying the
requirements of the conservatory side; and we would
provide service courses to the conservatory side.
There is a problem with the system that we have in that
a degree is regarded to be better than a diploma - it
is the number of year's training that counts, and not
the type of qualification that you have.
I think that the College is half a conservatory and half a
music department, serving both needs adequately. I do
not see the College's having to deal with both sides,
as it does, as a problem. I think we st'"ike the happy
mean. There is the problem I mentioned earlier that in
South Af,-ica, diplomas are not regarded as being "as
good as" deg,"ees - it could end up producing a state of
affairs where we have a lot of over-qualified.
out-of-work doctorates. Most students who come to
College want to do degrees, and those who only want to
be performinmg musicians find a lot of extra work that
is not really relevant to actual performing. Where I
think we fall down is that we can't give enough of a
broad-based practical training to the performers; such
as in Chamber Music, because of the number of
students. If we had more students there would be a
better sense of competition and the standards would be
higher.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF ACADEMIC STAFF
The University music department has to be dominated by an
academic line. Music is a practical thing but you can
eoucate people in two ways:
Firstly so that music becomes an enrichment to them and
lacks the academic view. By this I mean that the
research side of the work is limited (There is enough
work on the research side that may be necessary for an
understanding of the practical aspects of music-making
for what the students actually need) but the emphasis
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Secondly so that research into and about music can take
place. The "finding out" about any given aspect in
music. This actually means the exploration of what a
piece of music is with the premise of actual sound.
Some of this research into music happens in the first
instance but the emphasis here is that the research is
about music.
The first is a definition of what a conservatory is and the
second, the university music department.
The College falls directly between the two. At the College
the practical aspect is very important (music cannot be
explored unless one can make music) but to me 1n an
establishement like ours students should be extended a
bit on the academic side of things. I feel that a BMus
degree such as that which is offered at Oxford and
Cambridge should apply here ••• the practical part of the
degree is done externally in the form of a performers
licenciate and the academic work done in the university
context.
The College jealously guards the examination of the
practical subjects. Students get to the stage that
they make music for examinations and eisteddfods and
for no other reason. This is so because there is a
high emphasis on the examination of these practical
subjects at College. The lack of interest tne students
display in the academic side of the work at College
demonstrates that the practical examination system is
demanding too much on the practical side on the side of
practising alone ••• never learning to make other types
of music such as chamber music, and learn:ng ~o know
about music. Because of this emphas1s tne College 1S
trying to be both the Conservatory and the University
Music Department.
An important point is that the Universitv is "selling" a
"product" to the students and because of this they must
be very clear of what it means when they are offering
these degrees. I feel the College is not ceing clear
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They should be satisfied, before they
a course, that they will be getting what
for their professional or other aspirations.
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER MUSIC SHOULD BE TAUGHT AT
UNIVERSITIES OR AT CONSERVATORIES (12)
THIRD-YEAR STUDENT
I favour the idea that it should only be taught at
conservatories unless one wants to stUdy musicology. I
suppose it could be taught at a university just as long
as the people who are not theory students do not have
to do too much theory. There should be more choice in
the subjects that you do. This implies a professional
direction - more choice so that you don't have to do
all the subjects••• one would have the practical
subjects and then have the choice out of a larger
number of subjects of which you would do two or three.
To be a performer you don't need to come to a
university.
POST-GRADUATE STUDENT
This question overlaps with the previous question. The
number of people who enroll at a conservatory is
usually considerable, and that is the situation we have
at College. At a typical music department such as at
Nottingham University there were about twelve
hand-picked students admitted on the basis of suiting
the needs of the actual department.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF ACADEMIC STAFF
To me music should not be excluded form ceina ~aught
anywhere. The main thing about teaching anything
(education in general) is the "one-to-one" basis and
this is more important than "where" you teacn it. The
emphasis is on how it is taught. The other thing is
the education gradient. The notion of. say. all SiH
year aIds being in grade one is not as eifective as
having stUdents on their individual gradient so that
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a conservatoire or a university it does
the important thing is how you do it.
It actually does not matter i+ it is called a university
department or a conservatory - it depends on how much
money is available••• the universities ~et more money.
It is important that students get what they want out 0+
being in that institution. At College one only gets
some choice towards third and fourth year.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF ACADEMIC STAFF
At both. I think that this issue has been dealt with in the
previous question. As r said, the conservatory and
University music department side of things can be
effectively dealt with by one institution. They bo.n
have their place and they feed off one another. I
think at College we succeed in both areas. There are
other factors which produce areas of dissatisfaction.
such as things like a lack of background producing
frustration, in students, which appear to them to be
problems with .the College not being able to satisfy
their needs. This is not an uncommon situation.
r think that a further problem is that there are too many
music departments in South Africa that are
geographically widely separated. r don't like the idea
of centralisation, because of the iDea of
nationalisation and government-controlled education.
We have a unique situation in South Africa and the
problem has to be solved in a uniquely South African
way.
FULL-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL STAFF
They can live side by side. I do not tnln~ .hat .ne
university and conservatory shoulD be separa.e. I
think that the College could encompass both the roles
of being a conservatory and a music depar.ment verv
successfully. We do not now. In the 'States a certain
institution associate the music programmes with
business in the community that paves the way for
receiving money from the business sector. Investments
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eventually go out and staff the businesses; for
example Music Merchandising, which is associated with
the business school, would focus on preparing people to
go out into the publishing companies to do editing,
criticism, management,etc. This encompasses the
university side of music, because you are associating
music with other activities.
The College seems to be succesful (as far as it's being a
conservatory) in the piano area and not in strings, and
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RESPONSES TO KEY-ISSUE J - MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION AS PART
OF CULTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA / SOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES
SURROUNDING MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION I THE STATUS OF MUSIC
AND MUSIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
THE ISSUE OF RECOGNITION OF MUSIC DEPARTMENTS IN THE SCHOOLS
(J1)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
The College is responsible for training teachers, so
without criticising the College specifically ••• the
C~llege is not the only factor ••• when teachers
ultimately have their degrees in teaching they often do
not have the ability to "teaCh in a way ':ha1; ct"eates
enthusiasm. I have not seen teachers doing things to
stimulate the pupils such as taking the chairs out 0"
moving outside••• things like making instruments and
playing those instruments••• getting everybody involved.
So my criticism of the situation (which is perpetuated
by the way the students are taught to teach at the
College) is that teachers do not make the subject
interesting. As far as the status of the subject is
concerned: The subject should be taught in such a way
that people realise that there is more to music than is
apparent.
I would imagine that in various European commninities there
is a sense of history and continuity that contributes
to the status of music (eg. in Germany.) The way this
country has come into being has something to do with it
- music is not a way of life. People in this country
have a rather tainted view of music. It is a cultural
attitude which I don't think is changinq. To cnanae ic
one would nave to develop individuality. :L waul.::
suggest that the problem of bad teachIng In schools is
related to the fact that teachers and pUPils do not
take cognisance of their indiViduality & uniqueness and
are therefore incapable of expansion and can therefore
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I am shocked at how inhibited third and fourth year student
teachers are. There is no projection of personality,
or no attempt is being made to truly stimulate minds.
They have this "paper" model of music and teaching.
They are actually petrified of teaching. An essential
part of their education is missing and that is
self-discovery. It is an issue that is not addressed
in their courses at university.
EX-STUDENT: PROFESSIONAL PIANrST
I think that Music as a subJect is often .'eqa.'ded as an
"outside" sort of activity at schools. This is a
problem, although I feel that it is improving at a lot
of schools at the moment. The music departmen"s are
growing. It would be an important s""'p in ~ne
direction of improving this situation further for the
College to set up a working relationship with the
schools, especially with the primary schools.
THE ISSUE OF SPORT VERSUS CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH
AFRICA (J2)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
Sport does not necessarily have to interfere ••• r Wlsn more
musicians were interested in sport so that they might
strike a better balance in their lives. I do not see
that it should be a conflict although I see that it
does represent a conflict in schools. I think that the
teachers can make the difference. It comes back to the
issue of the teacher making music interesting enough
for music not to have to "compete" with spor~.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
T~e Whole ~rouole with this 15 ~ne t~ct tna~ we lac12 ~l:
these activities and the people that are involved in
them. Why split people up into those who do music and
those who do sport? The point is to create and educate
a whole person ••• we are talking about sociological
issues. The problem is that we do split everyone up
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is important to produce an integrated human being who
does all these things.
I think that one of the problems is that most people can do
sport, but there needs to be a high level of talent to
do music successfully, so fewer people get involved
with music. It is a specialised thing.
THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS AND LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE PLACED ON MUSIC
AS PART OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT BY EDUCATION PLANNERS
IN SOUTH AFRICA (J3)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
Appreciation of Music is coloured by socialy defined norms
of "the beautiful"; for example for the Afrikaner the
notion of going to Opera is alright because that's
"culture". Then you could look at the older
traditions of the Xhosa, where music is associated wi~h
totally different attitudes. There are as many
separate aesthetics as there are "musics" in SA. The
idea of culture is so varied. Many attempts at
multi-cultural music-education have failed because of
the divergent attitudes involved - how can vou
understand the music without really understanding the
people! There is so much gloss and superficiality in
these attempts. We should work at bridging before
trying to "join" and make a mixed bag that does not
have any real meaning. College and schools - even
black schools - are dominated by the wnlte community
and its values. There is so little oppor~unity for
black communities to have a thoroughly musical
education and for the white students to come to an
understanding of black mus,c. The cultural planners
are addressing ir~elevant areas. Our aestne~ic oasis
that is at fault. The right emphasis would result from
awareness of the various ideals and socia-cultural
contexts involved.
Music inspectors I have met have not been very lnvolved with
music per se, but with a particular klnd of music. The
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speaking of the music of th~ir own culture without
looking at others'.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
The problem is that these planners are providing ghastly
class-singing which everyone hat~s. They are not
s~nsitive to the needs of young people who like modern
music. Also, they make pupils learn about music of
the Classical Western tradition and not th~ music that
they would normally be keen to listen ~o. Modern
music, including pop-music, has so much to do with a
modern way of life. Music is fot' evet"yone.
THE ISSUE OF THE ATTITUDE OF YOUNG PEOPLE TOWARDS BEING
INVOLVED IN MUSICAL ACTIVITIES (J4)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
My impression is that children hav~ a marvellous attitude to
music when they are involved.
In schools the fault lies with teachers who do not have the
ability to elicit an exciting response to music from
the children.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
They are mad about certain types of music and love to be
involv~d with musicals and school productions. There
are schools allover the country that are involved. I
feel that ther~ is nothing wrong with the childrens'
attitudes, but with how the subject is approached and
what is don~. Th~y should be doing music that these
children can relate to and not forcing anything on
them.
THE ISSUE OF MUSIC AND ITS INTRINSIC AS OPPOSED TQ
COMMERCIAL VALUE (J5l
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACrIGAL TEACHING STAFF
This ties up wi~~ the idea that performance is "gloss"
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deeply felt. The farmer would be a commercial way of
seeing music and the latter more an Ilintrinsic·' view.
One can see an example of this "glass" the way that,
traditional Chinese music is "souped up" to give it
papular appeal it lases its meaning and its intrinsic
qualities in all the virtuous display. Also, so much
emphasis is placed an ather people's music that we
seldom take time to discDver our Dwn feelings and
creative impulses. That is why we selaom ,"eally learn
to appreciate the !1intrinsic ll value 0"': music. The
emphasis should be on the "c,"eative" side of music.
This would be difficult to implement but not
impossible. In creative activities that include
improvisation... the students are bringin8 something o~
themselves into what they are doing; even here there
is always room for discussion of things such as
technique and fDrmal structure ••• but it is from the
paint of view that involves the students first, and
draws on their experiences and contributions.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Music has a social function by bringing people together to
cDncerts, Dr being with peDple while listening tD
music. Music is culture in this fDrm. Music has now
become very specialised; this is a part of the
problem. If one looks at African culture their music
is nDt very technical Dr specialised, but everYDne
relates tD it and it has specific sDcial functiDns, we
could learn from th1s.
I think that the areas of "cDmmercial" and "intrinsic" value
of music Dverlap in that even music played bv RadiD 5
has a social function. although it is commercial.
DiscD music brin~$ people to~ether - it 15 music tha~
people relate to, and this is ve,"y important. rtucn
cDmmercial music has an emotional content and this 1S
good. I dDn't think that the market fDr commercial
music has been created, bu~ rather that the music
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Von Karajan and his recordings of the great symphonies have
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THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF MUSIC BY THE
GENERAL PUBLIC (J6)
PART-TIME MEMEBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
What comes to mind first is that it would be wonderful to
have workshop/concerts ••• discussion and performance.
Professor Pulvermacher found a way to communicate about
music to many people in and out of town ••• even giving
talks before a symphony concert. This is somethlng
that is neglected. If the education of the public was
effectivly done the level of appreciation of music
would generally improve. The present level of
appreciation indicates that the public needs to become
more flexible in their approach to music. Many
non-musicians only appreciate what they know ••• it is a
Torm OT elitism••• the "Bach to Brahms syndrome" is not
a real love for music.
EX-STUDENT; P~DFESSIONAL PIANIST
I have already said that people like and appreciate music,
but this is the type of music that appeals to the
majority of people.
Often people do go to symphony and chamber and solo recital
concerts, not because they really understand the
music, but because it is a social gathering and
getting together of people. Very few people undrestand
the big symphonies and other more esoteric music.
Perhaps the general public need training in
appreciation of this sort of music. The performing
arts councils are helping by sending music to tne
schools. It is not always possible to send the type of
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THE ISSUE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION OF
MUSIC BETWEEN AFRIKAANS-SPEAKING AND ENGLISH-SPEAKING
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC IN SOUTH AFRICA (J7l
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRATCICAL TEACHING STAFF
It does not only have to do with music but music as cultural
and social "property". To be associated wiith certain
kinds of music implies status. For example, why are
most opera-geers Afrikaans? Somehew something 1n
Afrikaner society makes opera somethin~ worthwnile to
II possess II whereas English speaking people seem 'to
prefer concerts. Whatever their motives, these are no"
purely musical. Music involves II s o c i a l status games ll
and elitist grOUP-behaviour.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
There always has been an English/Afrikaans rift. I think
that the Afrikaans speaking people are perhaps less
appreciative of music than English speakers -
especially of symphonic music. I am not sure about
operas. Also I am not sure what it would be like in
a place like Pretoria.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENTAL
REMOVAL OF MUSIC AS A SUBJECT FROM THE SYLLABI OF THE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE TRANSVAAL (J8l
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
Given what is acoually presently happening in schools. it is
a good thing, because the way it is done at the moment
is such that it is not creating a love for music bu"
rather putting people off music. On the otner hand. if
it were dene properly it woulc be a gaDa thln~ ~o ~ave
music at schools. If ~ne oeachers are Oelng made
redundant it is a very serious problem. In SA there is
great I'poverty'l in music. and rare are tnase who wan~
music as a vital part of social interaction.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I didn't know about that. It seems a very big point.
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hate class-music. This is very interesting, but I
don't know enough about it.
THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF TERTIARY MUSIC EDUCATION IN SOCIETY
(J9)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
It is important that people who come out of university can
do something with what they have learned. Colleges
tends to be ivory towers where one acquires cul,ure and
yet remain aloof from what happens outside. Musicians
should generate "culture" - create programmes that do
not only cater for the few that want to be musicians.
but also for a more general public. S,udents wno
graduate should feel that they Can contribute to the
musical life of Cape Town. This is the role tnat the
College should play. For example, the opera s~udent's
ideal is to be a star but half of them will never reach
that. Is there any way that they may be presented with
a vision of what they could be doing to use their
talents in the community?
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
To train teachers, to train career people, provioe jobs,
to train people for further education. It has the
function of education, research and training.
THE ISSUE OF FACILITIES FOR MUSICAL TRAINING ONLY BEING
PROVIDED FOR A LIMITED SECTION OF THE POPULATION (310)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
This is terrible. We are not lookIng at the whole o~ cur
society. A community project whic~ brtngs ~ne
creative talent of people into focus could be a way of
tak ing music to all. It is not ,-eally necessary to
provide expensive facilities for' all the people who
want to get to know music. -If we generate elitist
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EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I am not sure whether many black students are that
interested in studying at an institution such as the
university. Must we force them into our mould, or
would they not be more interested in studying their own
music? We have started in the right direction in the
form of the University of the Western Cape. providing,
the couloured community with facilities.
THE ISSUE OF THE STATUS OF MUSIC AS A PROFESSION IN OUR
SOCIETY AND THAT OF MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS
01l)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF ~RACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
This is a musically poor country. The country as a whole is
materially minded.
But then, the problem is fairly universal. State opera and
our "own Symphony orchestra" are things that ,'eflect
that. When the eTSO was about to disband various
people "came to iti rescue" by providing funds and I
have always wondered if they were doing this to
preserve the music or to preserve their images as
"saviours of culture". Status is an important factor
in this kind of "generosity".
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Musicians generally tend to be looked down on a little. I
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THE ISSUE: OF THE: ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF MUSIC IN THE
EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA (J12)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
It depends on whether music education is as it is now or
whether it is as it is in my dreams! Young children
need ways to explore their senses, their bodies their
feelings and their minds. There is so much emphasis on
word-knowledge and conceptualisation in education ou,
what about education ,hat helps children to get in
touch with emotions? And music is so close ,0 one's
emotions. There should be the excitement and discovery
in working with sounds and in experiencing ana making
these sounds. If children work only with concep,s they
cannot be in touch with themselves and the1r
environment. Music makes one sensitive to the beauty
of things. Let us present music in such a way that it
gives people the opportunity to become more in touch
with themselves.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
The role would be a social one as I described earlier. a
way to learn to focus, the value of the intellectual
stimulation. It could provide a marvellous form of
mental discipline - it is excellent training in
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THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENT POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC SITUATION ON MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA (J13)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
It can be said that without money you cannot have music, but
if you place value on music, then you will pour money
in that direction and there would not be a problem. If
people really valued music and "the arts" they would
vote people into power' who also value these thlngs. I"
other words, the 80vernment represents the majority o~
white people and if music were more a part of peoples
lives it would affect the political situation rather
than be affected by it. The gover'nment thai:; nas been
voted in is materialistic rather than
idealistic •••• there ideals are materialistic. The
reason why the majority of white people cannot change
is because they will have to give UP their wealth. The
"values" that go with wealth do not necessarily go with
an open attitude to music.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Politically, because of sanctions. it affects music
directly in that one cannot import good musicians.
Economically, those students who want to go and train
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THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS IN
INFLUENCING THE ARTS (ESPECIALLY MUSIC) (J14)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
People are uninterested in music and the government and
business representing these people. If they were
interested in music and art they would support and fund
it. Those people who now support the arts do so from a
selfish point of view. A government and business
reinforce certain cultural expectations in
people••• Maybe, they are reinforcing a particular
culture at the expense of "culture" as an all
encompassing concept.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Big business should provide finance for competitions and
sponsorship of orchestras like they do for the CTSO.
The government could also get involved in the finacial
aspects of keeping music going. I disagree that the
government should introduce any type of legislation
that makes th-e study of music obligatory fOI" everyone.
This would interfere with individual liberties, which
is immoral.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF AFRIKANER PROTESTANTISM ON MUSIC
AS PART OF SOCIETY (J15)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
This lutheran attitude is one that is imposed on
individuals. It is a programmed way of life that is
not governed by self discovery ana self analysis.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIHNIST
It may affect people's attitudes on music. The more moaern
music is often seen as being evil. The church itself
can have a positive effect on music in that. for
example, the organist of the Groote Kerk brings out
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THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS IN
INFLUENCING THE ARTS (ESPECIALLY MUSIC) (J14)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
People are uninterested in music and the government and
business representing ~hese people. If they were
interested in music and art they would support and fund
it. Those people who now support the arts do so from a
sel~ish paint of view. A government and business
reinforce certain cultural expectations in
people••. Maybe, they are reinforcin9 a particula,'
cu l ture at the expense of "cuI ture" as an all
encompassin9 concept.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
Big business should provide finance for competitions ano
sponsorship of orchestras like they do for the CTSO.
The government could also get involved in the finacial
aspects of keeping music going. I disagree that the
government should introduce any type of legislation
that makes the study of music obligatory for everyone.
This would interfere with individual liberties. wnich
is immoral.
THE ISSUE OF THE EFFECT OF AFRIKANER PROTESTANTISM ON MUSIC
AS PART OF SOCIETY (J15)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
This lutheran attitude is one that is imposed on
individuals. It is a programmed way of life that is
not governed by self discovery anO self analysis.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
It may affect people's attitudes on music. The more modet"n
music is often seen as being evil. The church itself
can have a positive effect on music in that. for
example, the organist of the Groote Kerk brings out
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THE ISSUE OF THE PRESENT NUMBER OF TERTIARY MUSIC
DEPARTMENTS AND THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS DESIROUS OF
TERTIARY MUSIC EDUCATION (J16)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRATCICAL TEACHING STAFF
If it is quality rather than quantity that one wants, it is
important to have as small a group of students per
lecturer as possible. This means that even as the
College is now it is understaffed. I would not say
that there are too many departments to suit the number
of students who want to study music.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
I don't know what the numbers are at the moment. I thought
the numbet"s at Caileg:e ~'IIet"e df'opplng.. It is a hltge
place, I'm sut'e they could cope wi th many mor-e , I
don't really know that much about this.
THE ISSUE OF THE INCREASE IN POPULATION AND THE INCREASING
DEMAND FOR PLACES BY BLACK PEOPLE IN SOUTH AFRICAN
UNIVERSITIES (J17)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
Education of black people is dismal. The College should
introduce the interim step of providing for a sort of
academic support programme with excellent teaching.
Also the Opera school, for example, should reach out
to the community by providing programmes for cnildren
so that they may learn to grow up and value opera. The
most effective way of doing these things is for the
College staff and students to go out to the community.
There are people out there who are keen to learn. But
the learning-programme must be tnorCu9h and con~inuaus
and oe motiva~ea by genuine in~ares~ - nc~ ~~ th~
"tea-and-sympathy" brand.
EX-STUDENT; PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
This links back to the thought I .lntroduced earller aoout
how many black people we know "lay the Plano as
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whether black people are interested in studying western
music.
THE ISSUE OF THE RELEVANCE OF TEACHING A WESTERN EUROPEAN
MUSICAL TRADITION IN SOUTH AFRICA (JIB)
PART-TIME MEMBER OF PRACTICAL TEACHING STAFF
Western music has things of value and that should be
available to all, but this should noc be at the
e~{pense o-f ather" music. Ther"S! are so many c u I tures
that are of importance to us, even the minority
cultures.
EX-STUDENT: PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
The whole background of the white people in South Africa is
European. We have no other tradition so it is totally
relevant to us as white people. Music is
white-orientated in this country. If we were to
introduce jazz, the black population would be more
interested - they are not really interested in our
music. The type of music that black people are
involved in; jazz and ethnic music does not need the
same kind of training as the Western Eu,'opean tradition
of music as we know it. It would be rather like
imposing Christianity on the pagans!
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APPENDIX X
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC POLICY REGARDING
ATTENDANCE
KThe Conservatory has established an attendance policy
designed to reflect the responsibilities of
professional musicians towards ensemble rehearsals and
performances. The habit of arriving early for
rehearsals (to warm up and be ready to start on time)
is obviously the correct behavior. Although the
Conservatory is supportive of the need for students to
play outside, professional engagements both for
financial and professional reasons, we believe that the
primary commitment of Conservatory students must be to
the institution. w
Listed below are the official attendance policy requirements
for the NEC Chorus:
1. Students must submit an excuse request IN WRITING to
the director no later than six weeks prior to the
ensemble rehearsal or performance from which the
student wishes to be excused.
2. Conflicts which arise later than the six week deadline
will generally not be considered except in emergency
situations.
3. The only exceptions to this rule would include serious
illness (to be followed by a note from an M.D.) or a
death in the family.
4. The excuse request notification is to be considered by
the student as a request and not statement of tact.
s. Assuming permission is granted, it will be acceptable
for the individual to be excused from the event. If
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6. Failure to fulfill the Conservatory obligation will be
reflected in the grade given in the ensemble, the
student's scholarship award, and ultimately in the
student's status in the Conservatory. Repeated
conflicts with regularly scheduled rehearsals and
concerts, even if requests for being excused are
properly handled, may also result in reassessment of a
student's ensemble grade, scholarship aid and status in
the school.
7. In the event of an emergency, the student must call in
to the Choral Office on the day of the rehearsal or
performance involved. Calls should be made to ex. 451
(the Choral office>, or in the event of unusual
circumstances (i.e. at night or on weekend) the Choral
Assistant at 522-6119. A written explanation is still
reguied in such cases.
8. Members of the ensemble should not make appointments of
any kind which conflict with the regular rehearsal or
concert times; including doctor's appointments or
make-up lessons and pre-recitals.
TARDINESS
In order for the ensemble program to function effectively,
at the very minimum rehearsals must begin on time with
everyone present. Therefore, attendance will be taken
at the exact beginning time assigned for the rehearsal
to begin. This includes the time when a rehearsal
begins again after a break.
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APPENDIX X I
PROPOSAL FOR NEW SYLLABUS - ORCHESTRA DIPLOMA
OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this proposal is to put forward the
outline of a new syllabus for students studying an
orchestral instrument as first practical subject at the SACM.
CONTENTS
1. Background - 1.1 The need for such a course.





2.2 Suggested structure of the course.
2.3 Examinations.
1.1 The need for an orchestral diploma course
Students who wish to pursue the study of an orchestral instrument
in Cape Town and thereby obtain a degree or diploma can only do
so at the SACM. They have a choice of various courses, none of
which, however, are orientated specifically to equip them in the
best possible way with the knowledge and skills necessary to
become a good orchestral musician. Currently no suitable syllabus
exists to fulfil this specific need.
The requirements for education into an orchestral profession are
different to those for music teaching or musicology or piano
performing. Currently their training does not allow sufficient time
to develop the vital practical skills on the instrument, as there
is too much emphasis on certain theoretical subjects, whereas
some necessary subjects or areas of training are missing altogether.
Never before has the need to educate our own orchestral musicians
in South Africa been as keenly felt. Hardly any musicians from
overseas are prepared to sign contracts to come to this country.
However, few local musicians are able to fill the many vacancies
in our orchestras as theyjust do not have sufficient skills to
satisfy audition demands. In some cases even students who had
obtained a MMus degree in South Africa were not found to be capable
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Therefore it is urgent to create a suitable course for students
who would like to become orchestral musicians - hence an "Orchestral
Diploma" course.
1.2 The position of judgement from my personal
qualifications and experience
My training as a school music teacher and bassoonist at two
Music High Schools (University equivalent) in West Germany,
18 years experience as a principal orchestra bassoonist in Hamburg
and Cape Town, as well as teaching activities at youth music schools
in Germany and since 1973 at the SACM,. enable me to view the
situation objectively, and to make suitable suggestions.
2. SCOPE
2.1 Entrance Requirements
Entrance requirements will apply to the major instrument, piano
and theory. Naturally, the entrance requirements must be
such that the future teachers of the candidate student can
consider him/her sufficiently advanced in all three subjects to be
able to cope with the study.
A grading of entrance requirements according to UNISA or Royal
Schools examination might be appropriate and to be decided upon by
the College board. Alternatively, auditions by the candidate
could suffice.
The opportunity should exist to receive training in all three
examination subjects at SACM in order to prepare for the entrance
examinations.
2.2 Suggested course structure
In this proposal a four year study period is recommended, comprising
of the following:
a) Major instrument (any orchestral instrument):
As any method of teaching an orchestral instrument
and studying. its repertoire cannot be separated form
the practical efforts of the student, it is here
suggested that the separate tuition practices for
teaching method and for repertoire be done away with.
Recommended: Two lessons. weekly all four years
b) Piano:
The study of this instrument is important but
necessary only to a level sufficient for the
practical execises in Harmony, score-reading, etc.
In other words, high technical skills on the
piano will not be required, jt.st a sound "working
knowledge" of the keyboard.
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c) Music Theory:
Theory of form. harmony and counterpoint must
be taught up to a level of thorough knowledge.
_Compositional exercises however. should only
be done to deepen such knowledge as the intention
is not to make the orchestral student into a
composer.
Recommended: 2 Lessons weekly for the first
three years.
d) Score-reading and playing:
As soon as the standard of playing the piano
is sufficiently developed. this subject can
commence. It will enable the student to have
a much better understanding of the role of his
own part in any work of orchestral or chamber
music. Furthermore. it is vital for the study
of solo concerti. where good tempi. phrasing.
dynamics. and so on. can much easier be found
with a proper understanding of the composition
as a whole and not only of the solo part.
special attention must also be given to a thorough
understanding of different styles - similar
notation by different composers can mean different
things in the executuion of music.
Recommended: 1 Lesson weekly for two years.
e) Music History:
Recommended as for the BMus.
f) Aural Training;
Theoretically as for the SMus students.
Practically: in the beginning. groups of
ensemble classes where scales, arpeggios,
chords are played together, to achieve a better
sense of intonation and balance.
Recommended: Theoretical - as for SMus.
Practical - 1 Lesson weekly during
the second year.
g) Ensemble class and chamber music:
Playing in ensemble is the main thrust of the
profession. Specific training in chamber music
(groups such as wind quintets. string quartets.
and combinations of winds and strings) is therefore
essential.
Recommended: participation in at least one"-
ensemble group weekly (Approx. three hours)
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h)' CoLlege Orchestra:
,Participation in all rehearsals and concerts
is compulsory as soon as considered feasible
or desirable by both the teacher of the major
instrument and the orchestra conductor.
i) Choral Singing:
Participation in choral singing with specific
emphasis on sight-singing in order to help the
development of "pre-hearing" of melodies which is
imperative for good intonation.
2-.3 Examinations,
Practical examinations in the subjects a) to e) should be held at the
end of each year of studying the subject concerned.
The final examination in the major instrument is obviously the
most important criteria for passing, and should simulate an audition
for an orchestra vacancy. That means that the candidate is requested
to nave prepared at least two major concerti, inclusive of cadenzas,
suitable for such an occasion. Thereafter he will play orchestral
excerpts to be chosen by the panel of examiners from a repertoire
list to be handed in by the candidate some time before the
exam for approval by the panel. He will also be expected to play
some sight-reading.
To ilustrate the requirements of such an examination, I SUbmit
an example of a suitable list of audition concerti and orchestral
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